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Chapter 1. Politeness and language

Politeness is an essential ingredient in a great variety of personal and professional
communication situations. It receives the most obvious and explicit attention in rules of
etiquette and `polite conversation,' but it can be shown to permeate our language use
whenever the interpersonal (and not just the representational) function of language plays a role.
In this broader sense, politeness can be seen as a strategic resource for managing our relations
with others. As we shall see, the repertoire of politeness ranges from expressions of respect
and humility to assertions ofappreciation, liking, and solidarity.

Consider, for instance, fragment (1), adapted from a negotiation about the price of a
series of camping equipment. The buyer urges the seller to reduce the price he is asking for the
tents.'

(~) "Ja maar, luíster mijnheer Kuipers, het ís in ons beíder belang dat we de hobbel van die
prijs nemen. Zou u misschien toch de prijs voor die paartenjes iets kunnen laten zakken,
anders kom ik er echt niet mee gedraairi en in dat geval maakt u ook geen winst, hè? "
Yes, but listen, Mr Ituipers, it's in our mutual interest to remove this price obstacle. Could you
perhaps reduce the price of those few tents somewhat, or I can't make it, and, in that case, you
wouldn't make any profit either, would you?

Notice that the buyer is employing a variety of ineans in his effort to make his wish acceptable
to the seller. I can only discuss a few here. First ofall, he prefaces his request with a reminder
of the mutual benefit of reaching an agreement and ends with a still more d'trect reference to
the seller's profit. He thus shows his concem for the seller's wishes and emphasizes their
solidarity. On We other hand, he uses fotmulations that make him sound respectful and
unassuming, such as the polite modal zou u(- could you) and the pessimistic misschien (-
perhaps). What the buyer achieves with these two seemingly contradictory strategies is a
strong presentation of his request without any apparent damage to the relationship with his
business partner. He ís, in the terminology ofprofessional communication courses, practising
relatiorurlmanagement.

Interpersonal relations and politeness strategies have become increasingly important in
practically all professional communication situations. In times when a simple gift at the end of
the year no longer ensures a client's fidelity or an employee's loyahy, sales representatives and
managers are increasingty (made) aware that good, effective business relations are best buih on
pleasant interactions and good personal relations.

This book will cover both the fine-tuned use of politeness in everyday situations and its
skilled employment in the professional conte~ct of sales negotiations, using controlled
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experimentation to study the influence of various factors on the perception, production, and
effects of poGteness.

1.1 Politeness as strategic language use

An important property ofpoliteness is its optionality. The addition ofpoliteness markers to an
utterance does not make an utterance more itformative. The principles that regulate how much
information is needed in an interactive situation have been described in the Cooperative
Principle (CP) of Gtice (19~5), which is the assumption that, in prmciple, speakers cooperate
in communication. This principle consists of the four maxims of Quantity, Quality, Relation,
and Manner. These maxims form the basic rules that enable a hearer to determine what the
speaker most probably wants to convey. However, speakers do not always aim at just being
informative. The buyer in the example above could simply have said, "Reduce your price for
the tents, and you have a deal." This would be just as infortnative as the more circum-
locutionary expressions he used. The CP fails to explain why the buyer did not use a more
efficient formulation. Communication involves more than the efficient exchange of information.

To account for this additional function of language, Leech (1983) introduced the
Politeness Principle (PP). One could say that the CP enables participants in a conversation to
communicate, since they can assume that the other participant(s) are cooperative, whereas the
PP regulates `the social equilibrium and the friendly relations whích enable us to assume that
our interlocutors are being cooperative in the first place' (Leech 1983: 82). 71te basic
characteristic of the PP is that the negative effects (the costs) ofan utterance for the hearer (H)
are being minimi~.ed and the positive effects for H(the benefits) are being maxirnia~d. The cost
benefit scale for the speaker (S) is exactly mirrored. Leech proposed the following three pairs
ofpohteness maxims:

Lthe Tact Maxim:
minimize the costs to the other
[maximize the benefits to the other]'-

2.The Generosity Maxim:
Minimize the benefits for yourself
[maximize the costs for yourselfJ

3.the Approbation Maxim:
minimize dispraise of the other

S.the Agreement Maxim:
minimize disagreement between
yourself and the other

4. the Modesty Maxim:
minimize praise ofyourself

ó.the SympathyMaxim:
minimize antipathy between
yourself and the other
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The concepts in these maxims allow us to describe the politeness strategy ofthe buyer in the
example above. It is quite clear that he is minimizing the costs to the seller when he asks him
to lower the price somewhat, and the pessimism expressed in the conditional and the perhaps
signal to the seller that the buyer will not be surprised if his request cannot be complied with.
These aspects make it easier, and hence less costly, for the seller to refuse.' The buyer's
explicit mention ofmutual interest could be intetpreted as an effort to maximiae the agreement
with the seller, that is, the agreement on the importance of achieving an acceptable deal.

Since the maxims of the PP are based on bipolar scales, they enable us to argue why one
utterance is more polite than another. Compare the requests in (2) and (3):

(2) May 1 ask you the way to the railway station?
(3) Can you tell me the way to the railway station?

In (2), the speaker asks the hearer, hterally, for permission to make a request. He presents
himself as subordinate to H and at the same time conveys that H has a certain authority. In that
formulation, S maximizes both the benefits to H and the costs to himself. The request in (3) is
also a polite request, since the literal questioning of H's ability to comply provides him at the
same time with a way out. Even if the real reason is that he simply does not want to explain the
complicated way to the station, he can deny being able to do so, which forms an acceptable
excuse, whereas saying that he is not prepared to give the information would be more
embarrassing ( see below). Therefore, the request ín (3) is not very costly for H. However, (3)
is not very costly for S either. Consequently, ( 2) is more polite than (3).

The communicative efforts of the buyer in (1) can be related to the loss offace. The
sociologist Goffman argued that every individual wants to present a positive image ofhimselly
and a lot of energy of each individual who is engaged in a form ofsocial interaction is invested
in the preservation of that face. The sustained efforts of not losing face have an interactional
component. Being aware that every individual has face, a speaker will nomially act in order to
save his interlocutor's face too, the face-keeping principle. If a situation arises, or a speech act
has to be produced which constitutes a threat to the face of the addressee, the speaker will
normally try to prevent or to minimi~e that threat by face-saving techniques, also referred to as
face work. This face work can be realized non-verbally, but this is also done by verbal means,
and more concretely, by the use ofpoliteness expressions.

The most important work in which poGteness is related to the face needs of ]anguage
users is that of Brown and Levinson ( 1978, 1987). They propose a theory in which the use of
politeness is predicted by the sociological variables of the social distance and the power
differer:ce between interlocutors, and by the rank of the imposition of the `face threatening
act' ( FTA). Furthermore, they distinguish different clusters ofpoliteness strategies ( so-called
superstrategies), which are directed towards two different types offace. Basically, these two
types of face correspond with the need to be respected, in the sense of respect for privacy and
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autonomy (-negative face), and the need for solidarity (paritive face), which we have seen
already in the example of the buyer in the beginning of this chapter. Within the different
superstrategies, Brown and Levinson propose a considerable number of substrategies, which

are related to linguistic realizations of those politeness strategies.
Brown and Levinson's classification of linguistic forms ofpoliteness is very detailed and

enables the analyst of poGteness to relate features of concrete language use to more abstract
higher-level face-saving strategies. The authors claim that the principles that underlie the use of
politeness seem to be universal, and support that claim with extensive data from such quite
unrelated languages as English, Tamil, and Tzeltal (a Mayan language spoken in Mexico).
Within these three languages, the same face needs could be distinguished, and surprising
similarities were found in the realization of the politeness strategies that aim at redressing the
`threat' of FTAs. The theory of Brown and Levinson occupies an important place throughout
this book, since it is the most detailed theory on the use of politeness to date. In the second
half of this book, a methodology will be described for testing this theory in an ecologically
valid way (Chapter 4). This test has been camed out in a study of the politeness strategies of
negotiators ( Chapter 5). I will come back to this study in section 1.3.

The attractiveness of the work of Brown and Levinson ( henceforth BBcL) has led to an
impressive bulk of research on the realization ofpoliteness in various languages ( see Dufon et

al. (1994), for an impressive bibliography). The studies mostly focus either on the isolated
effect of one of the predictor variables of politeness, or on contrastive analyses of the
realization ofpoliteness. The notion offace alone has already generated a substantial amount
of literature. The universal character which BBcL claim for the face needs of individuals is
seriously challenged by studies demonstrating that, within oriental cultures like the Chinese and
the Japanese, different conceptual principles based on the high value of collectivism play a
central role in the concems for face ( Ide 1989; Hill et al. 1986; Matsumoto 1988, 1989; Gu

1990). They claim that the need for autonomy and privacy is not universal but is derived from
the importance of individualism in Westem societies. Not surprisingly, BBcL are often
reproached for having a perspective on face that is too dominantly occidental and even Anglo-

Saxon (Wierzbicka 1985).

Numerous studies deal with the effect of the social distance between two individuals on
the politeness strategies they will use ( see 4.1.6). Most studies confirm the basic idea that the
greater the social distance, the more facework is needed. This also holds for the studies that
focus on the effect of power difference on the use of poGteness, where power may be
determined by the interlocutors' roles or by other factors. An individual in a more powerful
position can be less concerned about the face of his interlocutor than an individual who is in a
less powerful position. It has also been demonstrated that the imposition of a specific FTA
affects the amount of politeness needed to perform that threateuing act. However, various
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studies underline that imposition is strongly culture dependent (see 4.1.6).

1.2 Politeness io Requests

As we have seen above, the face threatening act (FTA) forms the central unit of analysis in
BBcL's politeness theory. A considerable number of studies have focused on isolated FTAs of

the, `speaker-costly' or `hearer-costly' variety, in terms of Leech's PP. Apologies are examples
of FTAs that threaten the speaker's face (Edmondson 1981; Blum-Kulka 8c Olshtain 1984).
Various kinds of hearer-costly FTAs have been the object of even more studies: House and
Kasper (1981) and Olshtain and Weinbach (1987), for instance, studied the politeness
strategies that are used in complaints; Beebe and Cummings (1985) investigated refusals; and
Beebe and Takahashi (1989) looked at disagreements. By far the greatest number of studies
were devoted to the most prototypical hearer-costly FTA, requesting (Clark 8c Lucy 1975;
Clark 8c Schunk 1980; Craig, Tracy óc Spisak 1986; Tracy, Craig, Smith 8c Spisak 1984;
Walters 1979, 1980; Gibbs 1981, 1983; Blum-Kulka, House 8c Kasper 1989; van der Wijst Bc
Meijers 1990, van der Wijst 1995).

The special interest in requests may partly be motivated by the fact that requesting is
associated with politeness right from early childhood on (see Ervin-Tripp (1990) for an
assessment of the developmental aspect ofpoliteness). Other attractive features ofrequests are
the clear link they make with the concept of imposition on the hearer, and the mtuitive
politeness rankings that can be made of the different linguistic formulations. Requests,
therefore, provide rather straightforward ways of testing the PP. Furthermore, requests or
other forms of d'~rectives seem to occur in most languages, which means that they easily allow
cross-cultural comparisons of the use or perception of linguistic forms ofpoliteness.

Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984) initiated a large-scale project in which such cross-
cultural comparisons were made of the realization of requests and apologies (the Cross-
Cultural study of Speech Act Realization Patterns: CCSARP). The objective ofthis large-scale
empirical study was to establish the cross-linguistic differences and similarities in the realization
of the two types of speech acts. The method that was used throughout the project was the
Discourse Completion Test, a questionnaire of dialogues in which the subjects had to fill in in
writing the request (or apology) that would be appropriate in the given situation. The
motivation for this method was that the researchers were aiming at a large sample of
comparable utterances not only across the different languages, but also within the languages
when native speakers were compared with non-native speakers. The ahemative of
ethnographic methods for observing language behaviour in `natural' conditions would have
allowed too much `noise' to enter the data, which is especially undesirable in such complex
matters as the comparison ofpragmatic phenomena across many languages.
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The requests and apologies of native speakers were studied for each of the eight
languages involved in the project: Australian English, American English, British English,
Canadian French, Danish, German, Hebrew, and Russian. The purpose ofcomparing the native
speakers was twofold: 1) to determine the pragmalinguistic differences between the
languages, and 2) to study the impact of different sociopragmatic factors in each of the
cultures.

The distinction between those two aspects was introduced by Leech, who refers to -
pragmalinguistics as "the particular resources that a given language provides for conveying
particular illocutions." He describes sociopragmatics as the sociological layer in pragmatics
that concerns the influence of specific social conditions on the pragmatic performance (Leech
1983: 10-11). With respect to politeness, the difference can be rephrased as follows: a
pragmalinguistic difference between two languages means that different linguistic means are
used to express politeness, whereas a sociopragmatic difference may mean that speakers with a
different cultural background differ in their perception of the factors that determine the use of
politeness. For example, the Dutch are allegedly less sensitive to hierarchical differences
between individuals than the French (Hofstede 1980).

Sociopragmatic differences were investigated in the CCSARP project by presenting
native speakers with context sketches in which two factors were varied: the social distance
and the power difference ( `dominance' relation) between the interlocutors. This part of the
CCSARP project yielded important contributions to the field ofcontrastive pragmatics. It was
found, for example, that speakers of Hebrew tended to formulate their requests more directly
than speakers of German. The latter group used more request modifiers than all other groups
(see Chapter 3 for a discussion of request modifiers). Furthermore, all languages displayed
considerable situational variation. Unfortunately, the project did not include studies of the
perception of di~erent forms of language behaviour, which might have provided additional
insights into the interaction between the modification ofrequests and the sociological variables
in the contexts that were studied. Without such studies, it is difficult to assess the significance
and consequences of the project's results for cross-cultural communication.

The second purpose of the CCSARP project was to contribute to the area of inter-
language pragmatics. This field of research addresses the way leamers of a second or foreign
language cope with the pragmatics of the target language. If we consider the leamers'
phonological, morphological and syntactic knowledge of the foreign language as their
linguistic competence, their pragmatic knowledge falls under their commu~zicative
competence. Contrasting native and non-native aspects of performance has received
remarkably little attention. The project aimed at filling this gap by studying not only the
requests and apologies ofnative speakers, but also those of leamers of the languages involved.
An interesting question that arises here is to what extent learners can and do transfer the
pragmatics of their native language into the target language. I~ for example, politeness is
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expressed in the native language by means that do not have the same poGteness value in the
target language, we will have the ingredients for negative transfer or pragmatic interference.
This form of interference can be a source of cross-cultural misunderstanding. One important
result that was found for several types of learners in the CCSARP project was their verbosity
in the foreign language. The non-natives used more supportive moves for their requests than
the natives, which were expressed by lengthy explanations and justifications ofthe request.

The CCSARP project demonstrated that elicitation tasks can provide a very usefW tool
for studying cross-cultural pragmatics. This has inspired the first two studies to be reported in
this book, which focus on pragmatic aspects of Dutch and French requests. The choice for
studying requests in these two languages was motivated by indications that communicative
friction between the Dutch and the French is frequently attributed to differences in directness.
Indications of these FrencWDutch differences do not come from other studies of requests, but
mainly from the field ofbusiness communication.

The first concrete indications of the nature of the communication problems between
Dutch and French come from illijn and Gorter's (1989) investigation of the problems Dutch
businessmen and women experience in intemational negotiations. Ulijn and Gorter indicate
that, from a French point of view, the Dutch are very d'~rect, sometimes `blunt' in their
behaviour. Although the Dutch themselves value this trait positively and often refer to it as
being `straightforward,' it does not correspond with the French notion of polite behaviour.
This idea is confirmed by the experiences of communication trainers specialised in
French~Dutch business communication (Merk 1987, 1988). Even the export guide ofthe Dutch
Chamber of Commerce advises Dutch businessmen and women to pay more attention to polite
behaviour and to reserve more time for the social functions of negotiations (Kamer van
Koophandel 1988).

In the popular literature with communication advice for the intercultural manager, in
which the concreteness of the advice does not always go hand in hand with the seriousness of
the empirical support for such advice, the FrenchlDutch communication problems are
explained by simple cu[tura! properties. Hill, for example, refers to assertiveness as a Dutch
cultural trait (1993:140), and similarly to French Cartesianism, which, he claims, explains their
predilection for lengthy discussio;is and `flowery tongue' (1993:69). Although these
qualifications may sound quite a~~pealing, it is too simplistic to attribute problems in
intercuhural communication to c,iltural factors only. In the case of Frencl~Dutch business
encounters, where most of the Dutch negotiators adapt to their French customers by
conducting the negotiations in French, it is very likely that language problems will occur.

Van der Wijst and LJlijn (1991, 1995) indicate that, if a correction is made for the length
of speaking (French negotiators were talking considerably more than the Dutch negotiators),
the Dutch use the same amount ofpoliteness as the French. However, the Dutch negotiators
showed considerable individual differences, most likely due to their proficiency in French.
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Stalpers (1993), who observed French and Dutch negotiators in authentic negotiations, also
reports that the language proficiency of the Dutch speakers in her sample probably accounted
for the impression ofd'uectness.

The find'mgs of the negotiation studies do not indicate whether the explanation of the
French and Dutch differences in the use of politeness needs to be sought on the level of
pragmalinguistic or sociopragmatic differences, or whether it has to be attributed entirely to
problems that arise on the level of interlanguage pragmatics. The negotiation studies of
Stalpers (1993) and van der Wijst 8c Ulijn (1991, 1995) leave too much room for altemative
explanations. The two request studies in this book provide better tools to relate the
French~Dutch differences to pragmatic explanations.

In the first study, the recommendation of Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989) was
followed to complement an elicitation study with analyses of the perception of linguistic
behaviour. In fact, a study of the perception of politeness in Dutch and French requests, by
native speakers, has been carried out first (Chapter 2). This study focused on the question
whether French and Dutch native speakers differ in their ideas of what constitutes a pohte
request, and analyses are presented of the effect on politeness of three linguistic request
modifiers: the modality, the conditionality and the polarity of the request. The speakers'
judgements of the relative politeness of different request formulations were obtained by means
of a rank-ordering task. They also rank-ordered the requests with respect to conventioiurlity.
This task was included because it was expected that French and Dutch speakers would differ
not so much in the interpretation of the politeness forms as in their expectations of when to use
which forms.

In the second study, speakers' own foimulations of requests were elicited 'm an oral
productiort task. I analysed the politeness markers in French and Dutch requests from native
speakers of these two languages. The primary purpose of comparing these two groups was to
explore the pragmalinguistic differences in the expression ofpoliteness in requests. Secondly, I
investigated sociopragmatic differences in the assessment ofpawer, by contrasting requests to
superiors with requests to equals. Finally, two groups of Dutch non-native speakers of French,
were included in order to see to what extent the interlanguagepragmatics of the Dutch non-
native speakers can account for the fact that French speakers tend to perceive Dutch speakers
as (too) d'uect or even impolite. I studied the requests of both intermediate learners and near-
native speakers to establish whether the presumed Dirtch directness could be ascribed to
deficiencies in mastery of the language, and whether Dutch speakers of French who are of
near-native level are also closer to the French native speakers in their pragmatic skills, that is,
in the appropriate expression and use of politeness in French.

These two studies of the interpretation and use of politeness in Dutch and French
requests have continued and in certain respects have extended the tradition of cross-cultural
research in this area. They share with earlier studies the restriction to one type of speech act
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(here: requests) and the use of minimal imaginary contexts in which one utterance has to be
judged or produced, without consideration of interactional characteristics. These studies thus
rely rather heavily on the speakers' metacommunicative awareness and norms. To clearly
separate what speakers do from what they think or say they do, the spontaneous use of
politeness in interaction should also be studied.

1.3 Politeness in Negotiations

Spontaneous use of politeness strategies can best be investigated in situations that contain
some element of conflict or divergence of interests as well as cooperative aspects. It is in those
situations that speakers have to risk threatening each other's face while having an incentive for
maintaining a good relationship at the same time. The prototypical discourse type with these
characteristics is negotiations. More specifically, the testing ground for the investigation of
politeness in interaction will be business negotiations.

As we have seen at the beginning of this chapter, negotiators attempt to achieve or
maintain a good relatiort with their business partners. In `one-shot' negotiations where the
negotiators can only bargain once, such as the private sale of a second-hand car, investing in a
good relationship is less important, since in most cases there will be no follow-up. In most
other negotiations, either diplomatic or commercial, one negotiation rarely stands on its own.
Negotiators can build on experiences from the past and invest in a solid relation that will
facilitate the success of future negotiations. The importance of the relational aspects of
negotiations has been underlined in various studies (e.g., Lewicky, Weiss 8i, Lewin 1992;
McKersie 8r. Walton 1992; Fisher 8t. Brown 1988; Fisher 8r. Hams 1987; Lax 8c Sebenius
1986). It is obvious that a great part of maintaining a good relation is achieved by verbal
communication, but strangely enough, negotiation studies that focus on language use are quite
rare ( exceptions are Mastenbroek 1987; Weiss 1987, 1988; Mulholland 1991; Wilson 1992;
Ritsema-van Eck 8i Huguenin 1993; and Putnam 8c Roloff 1992).

The second aspect that makes itegotiatiorts an ideal discourse type for the study of the
use of politeness is that negotiators are very conceroed with the loss of face. This fear is
mostly linked to achieving agreement. The relation between face concern and negotiation
strategies has been studied in various psychological studies (B. Brown 1977; Caroevale et al.
1979; Folger 8i. Poole 1984): the greater the concero for face loss, the more defensive the
tactics a negotiator will employ. Wilson ( 1992) evaluated the relevance of these studies for an
analysis offace as it is dealt with in Brown 8r, Levinson's (1978187) Politeness Theory. One of
his objectives was to illustrate the value of the information that can be deduced from analyses
of the linguistic face-saving strategies for the negotiation process. Weiss ( 1988) explicitly
linked the use of mitigating devices in the requesting behaviour of negotiators to the
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negotiation outcome. He distinguished twelve mitigating devices, eight of which correlated
positively with negotiation success. The generalizability of Weiss' results has been questioned
because he observed unexperienced negotiators. For my study, experieirced businessmen were
asked to take part in a negotiation experiment. As will be clear at the end of Chapter 5, to
some extent Weiss' positive correlations between the use of politeness strategies and outcome
variables were replicated.

The negotiations used for this study were collected in an experiment which allowed to
control the `social distance' of the negotiators ( strangers versus acquaintances). The potential
drawback of these interactions not being real-life negotiations with real consequences was, in
our view, more than compensated for by the advantages of the negotiation game 1 employed:
all dyads negotiated the same kind of deal wider the same conditions, and the game yielded a
quantitative measure of the negotiators' success in terms of profits achieved. The fact that the
participants were experienced salesmen who enjoyed the challenge to achieve a good deal
seems a sufficient guarantee for the ecological validity of these data.

The main purpose of the investigation ofnegotiations was to test the empirical claims of
Brown and Levinson's (1978I87) Politeness Theory ( PT). It has been briefly introduced in
section I.l above and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. "fhe study of the
negotiations aimed specifically at testing the formula BBcL propose for computing the `weight'
of an FTA in a particular situation from the values of three predictor variables of Socia!
Distar:ce, Pawer Differe~ice and Rank of ~mposition. BáL suggest that it is this weight of an
F'I'A that determines the speaker's choice of a politeness strategy. They propose a rank
ordering of strategies such that, inter alia, respect strategies are considered to involve more
facework than solidarity strategies. The use of those strategies should be predictable from the
weight of the FTA.

Testing this formula empirically requires adequate operationalisations of all variables.
Listener judgements for measuring the predictor variables have been used as well as the
perceived weightiness of an FTA and the perceived politeness of a formulation (we shall see in
Chapter 5 that some of these variables were very difficult to judge). The greatest problem was
quantifying the linguislic politeness `effort.' Various alternative quantifications have been
examined, involving counting andlor rank ordering the strategies, none of which was
altogether satisfactory.

Testing the formula ( in Chapter 5) proceded from its strongest version, viz. the claim of
a linear relationship between the three predictors and linguistic politeness, through successive
relaxations ofassumptions to, finally, an attempt to describe the conceptual space ofpoliteness
as formed by these variables.
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1.4 Overview of this thesis

The studies of French and Dutch requests are presented in Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 4,
Brown and Levinson's Politeness Theory will be discussed and an approach to its central
empirical claims will be presented. The application of this methodology to a cotpus of business
negotiations is described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, finally, the results of the studies will be
reviewed, and some conclusions will be formulated about the forms and functions of linguistic
politeness, and various avenues for further research will be discussed.

Notes to chapter 1

Translations given here and elsewhere in this book are intended to present a compromise between
literalness and idiomaticity.

2. Each maxim needs to be expanded with another mirrored variant (presented between brackets),
which forms the opposite of the scale of that particulaz maxim. They can be inferred directly from
the corresponding maxims. In order to avoid redundancy, they do not Sgure in the text.

3. Alternatively, one could claim that the more friendliness is put into the formulation of a request, the
more difficult it is for the addressee not to comply. This problem touches on the interactional properties
of the face keeping principle, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2. Politeness and Conventionality in Dutch and French Requests

2.1 Introduction

The present study focuses on the perception of politeness in requests. In general, the presence of
politeness markers enables us to some extent to derive a politeness `value' of the formulation of
a face threatening act (FTA). The studies that will be discussed in the present chapters 2 and 3,
will only deal with the FTA ofrequesting. Requests have been the object ofmany studies, because
they tend to be formulated md'uectly for reasons ofpoliteness. Furthermore, requests are used in
a wide range of languages, and the availability ofa still increasing number ofstudies on requests
make this type ofFTA particularly suitable for cross-cultural comparisons of the realisation and
perception ofpoliteness in different languages.

As has been indicated in the previous chapter, even ifwe abstract a request from its context,
the Politeness Principle (Leech 1983) still enables us to attribute a politeness value to its
fotmulation, purely on the basis of the presence ofpoliteness markers in its formulation. In this
study was examined to what extent the following linguistic properties of a request add to the
politeness of that request: (i) the modality of the main verb; (ii) the presence of conditiorrality
markers; (iii) the polarity of the request, that is, the presence of negation. The choice of the
modatity categoties as the most important components of the experimental approach of this study
has been inspired by the work ofClark 8r. Schunk (1980).

2.1.1 Modality

Let us consider some posstble formulations of a request by someone who wants to know how he
can get to the railway station.

(1)
~2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

May I ask you where the railway station is?
Do you mind telling me the way to the railway station?
Can you tell me where the railway station is?
Will you tell me the way to the railway station?
Shouldn't you tell me the way to the railway station?

Most language users will agree that the examples (1) to (5) differ in politeness. The main
reason for this lies in the modality of the auxiliary verb. In (1), the speaker is literally asking B
permission to ask a question. As we have seen in chapter 1, it can be argued that in doing so he
makes himself subord'mate to the addressee. For several reasons this enhances the politeness
value ofthat fomnilation: in Brown and Levinson's terminology, both the addressee's desire for
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positive face (desire to be approved of) is met, but also his negative face needs (the speaker
shows deference and satisfies the hearer's desire to be respected (see chapter 4). In Leech's
terms of the PP, the costs for the speaker and the benefits for the hearer are maYirrLed in (1)
which thus is a very polite request.

In (2), the speaker is aware of the impasition on the requestee, and this means that he
explicitly addresses the addressee's negative face needs, and is therefore also very polite. The
beneficial effect of (2) may be comparable to that of (1), but since the speaker is not
subordinating himself to the addressee, (2) should be less polite than (1). This has been
confirmed by the experiments ofClark and Schunk (1980).

In request (3), the speaker is literally enquiring about the hearer's ability to show him the
way to the railway station. Ttus formulation leaves an opening for the hearer to refuse the
request simply by referring to something that makes it impossible for him to comply and that
can serve as an excuse. These external `obstacles' (Gibbs 1981, 1983; Francik 8r. Clark 1985)
normally form a legitimate excuse and from this point of view (3) is also a polite request.
However, by questioning the hearer's possibilities, the speaker impGcitly suggests that the
hearer may not be competent to perform the desired action, and therefore (3) is not as polite as
(1).

The category of commitment comprises requests that question the willingness of the
addressee to comply (4). This is still a polite request, for it still provides the requestee with a
way out. However, this way out for the hearer would be to deny his willingness and this in turn
constitutes a threat to the positive face needs of the requester since, in expressing his reluctance
to comply with what is being asked for, the requestee indicates that he has no concern for the
well-being ofthe requester. Therefore, the commitment formulation of a request is rather costly
to the addressee and consequently has to be considered less polite.

The last modal category we distinguish is obligation. In this type of request, the speaker
takes an authoritarian role and reminds the addressee about things he should have done (5).
Obviously, this formulation has, at least on a super6cial level, most benefits for the speaker and
is most costly to the addressee. As a result of this, this request is not very polite. It is obvious
that request type (5) can only be used in very special contexts and forms a very marked
request. At this point, it mainly serves the purpose of illustrating the cost~benefit hypothesis of
politeness, which in fact is also the main reason why these obligation requests are included in
the present study.

Ln summary, the five modality categories can be ranked in order of the politeness they
convey. Based on the modality of the auxiliary verbs, the most polite request would be (1), then
(2), followed by (3), (4), and (5).
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2.1.2 Conditionality

Modality markers are not the only markers that have an impact on the politeness value of a
request. The conditionality (in Dutch: `onvoltooid verleden toekomende tijd', ovtt) of the
request is a second factor that has been considered. Example (6) is a conditional request and
contrasts with (3), which is repeated below.

(6) Could you tell me where the railway station is?
(3) Can you tell me where the railway station is?

The English term conditional is more revealing than the Dutch circumlocutionary description
ovtt, for it suggests that the request contains a condition. In other words, a conditional request
should strictly speaking be followed by an IF-clause in which the condition is phrased. Tlus is
exactly what Searle (1975 ) and Brown and Levinson (1987) claim: the condition ifyou please
has been deleted, and will be inferred automatically by the addressee. This mechanism makes
the formuLition more polite than the non-conditional request. However, it is unclear whether
precisely this inference is actually made, and also to what extent the argument holds for
different Lmguages.

A more plausible explanation for the politeness of a conditional request probably lies in
the change in modality that is caused by the shift in tense. By modality is meant what Rijpma
and Schuringa's ( 1978) refer to as, `the relation between the propositional content of what is
being said and reality, in the eyes of the speaker.' They draw a distinction between propositions
that express a certainty and those that express ~ncertainty. The latter category is fiuther divided
into propositions in which a doubt, an ability, a probability or a wish is communicated. Doubt
seems to describe the modality of (6) best: the requester has doubts about the chances that the
addressee will comply with his request. This leaves the addressee more options ( Ludwig 1988)
and this, in turn, responds to his negative face needs. A non-conditional request does not beaz
this element of uncertainty and for that reason would be less polite.

2.1.3 Polarity

Polarity refers to the question whether we are dealing with a positive or a negative request. For
example, the only syntactic difference between (3) and (7) below is thepolarity ofthe request.

(3) Can you tell me where the railway station is?
(7) Can't you tell me where the railway station is?
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The negative formulatíon in (7) is more than a mere negation of(2). Bolinger (1975: 527-528)
observed that a negative interrogative may have two distinct functions. In the so-called
conducive reading, the speaker is clearly expecting a denial of the negation: "O yes, I c~n!"
(Dutch: jawel.~). Bolinger described the second function as the plain reading, the question has
been asked rather neutrally and the speaker can expect both a No-answer as a Yes, I can-
answer. In case of a conducive reading, the speaker in (7) is presuming that the addressee does
have the information he is asking for, whereas a plain reading would mean that the speaker
thinks the addressee may not be able to help him. In the plain read'mg, the speaker is
questioning that last presumption. Clark and Schunk (1980) argue that in both cases, the
negative formulation implies higher costs for the addressee than the positive formulation. In the
case of a conducive reading, the negative request threatens the addressee because the speaker
indicates implicitly that he akeady knows the answer to the literal question and that he is
bothering the addressee for nothing. The plain reading gives a negative image of the addressee
and this entails a threat to his positive face. These dangers are absent in a positive request and
in (3) only respect politeness is used. So, both readings of the negative request lead to a lower
politeness value compared to the positive request. The experiments of Clark and Schunk
confinned that the `negativity' of a request indeed lowered the politeness quite generally.

I,akoff (1976), however, claims that a negative formulation of a request is often more
polite than the positive version. She argues that a speaker in using a positive formulation
implicitly indicates that he is expecting a positive answer. By using a negative formulation, "the
speaker seems to suggest the stronger likelihood of a negative response from the addressee.
Since the assumption is then that the addressee is that much freer to refuse, [the negative
interrogative] acts as a more polite request..." (Lakoff 1976: 18). Brown and Levinson (1987)
also draw our attention to the fact that negative requests are often more polite. They refer to
situations in which a positive answer is expected, and when a request is formulated negatively
in order to show that the speaker is aware of the special needs, tastes or habits of the addressee.
This negative formulation would perform the fuuction ofsolidaritypoliteness (see also chapter
4), which the corresponding positive formulation does not have, or to a lesser extent. Compare
(8) with (9), taken from Brown and Levinson (1987: 122).

(8) Wouldn't you like a drink?
(9) Would you like a drink?

The aspect ofconveying the awareness of the needs of the addressee also seems to play a role
in the assessment of the politeness value of a negative request that is much more threatening
than just offering a drink. A comparison of(10) and (11), two rather threatening requests to a
personnel manager, indicates that in this context, the lower politeness ofa negative request is
less evident than within the context of the way to the railway station.
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(10) Can you tell me why you have dismissed our secretary?
(11) Can't you tell me why you have dismissed our secretary?

Within the unpleasant context these examples are taken from, the negative formulation seems to
bear the awareness of the speaker that the addressee indeed will be reluctant to go into the
matter of the dismissal. This redresses the threat and enhances the politeness. However, a
different reading of the request in (11) suggests that the negation gives the request the
characteristics of a reproach, especially if the verb tell is pronounced with emphasis. In that
reading, the speaker seems to suggest that the manager should have involved him in his
decision. In this version, the negative request is definitely more threatening. Therefore it seems
doubtful whether Lakoff's arguments that the negative formulation leads to a greater politeness
hold in this context. Nevertheless, the awareness of the imposition of the topic seems to
account better for the difference between (10) and (11) than the `reproach reading', and it may
be expected that in a rather face-threatening context the difference between the politeness of a
negative and a positive request will at least disappear. In order to shed more light on this issue,
this contextual factor will be taken into account in the present study .

2.2 ConventionaGty

A further issue to be considered when comparing the politeness ofthe different formulations of
a request concerns the conver:tionality of each formulation: to what extent is the use of a
formulation appropriate in the situation in which it will be used? On the basis of the Politeness
Principle described in chapter 1, one would expect that speakers who want to maximize their
chances of success, would choose the most polite formulas. As a result of this, the more polite
formulations would also be the more conventional ones. Clark and Schunk (1980)
demonstrated, however, that a considerable difference exists between the conventionality of a
request and the politeness associated with that request. The most polite requests are not always
the most conventional ones. Politeness and conventionality are different phenomena. Clark and
Schunk did not indicate why a certain type ofrequest was more conventional than another. The
Obstacle Hypothesis formulated by Gibbs (1983) and tested by Francik and Clark (1985) offers
a plausible explanation for this phenomenon. This hypothesis states that the most conventional
formulation of a request is the one that deals with the most obvious obstacle that, from the
viewpoint ofthe requester, could bar the requestee from complying. In example (3), the most
natural obstacle is the addressee's lack of the knowledge that is necessary to give the
information needed. Consequently, the most conventional way to ask for the railway station
would be the `ability formulation': `Can you tell me ...?' or `Do you know...?'. It is difficult to
foresee what is the most conventional way of asking the personnel manager why he dismissed
one ofyour colleagues, as in (10) and (11). It is unclear what the most important obstacle is in
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this situation. The category `ability' will certainly not contain the most conventional
formulation, because one would expect that a staff manager knows why he discharged
someone. For such a delicate, face-threatening matter, the imposition created by the request is a
likely obstacle (12).

(12) Would you mínd telling me why you have dismissed our secretary?

In case of a considerable hierarchical difference between the requester and the manager, the
permissiorr formulation is probably also conventional (13).

(13) May 1 ask you why you have dismissed our secretary?

From the discussion of the Obstacle Hypothesis, it is clear that in a conventional request, it is
mostly the modality of the auxiliary verb which expresses the Obstacle that would prevent the
addressee from complying. But how does conventionality relate to the coiuiitionality and
polarity ofa request?

As for conditionaliry, a distinction has to be made between requests that constitute a real
face threat, and those that do not. Although request (6), repeated below, is considered more
polite than (3), we cannot say that a great difference in conventionality exists. At first sight,
both are equally conventional. As far as these examples are concemed, conventionality and
politeness are definitely not the same. The situation changes ifwe consider the context of the
personnel manager. Compare the examples (14) and (15), which are contrasted with (6) and
(3).

(6) Could you tell me where the railway station is?
(3) Can you tell me where the railway station is?

(14) Could you tell me why you have dismissed our secretary?
(15) Can you tell me why you have dismissed our secretary?

Clearly, the conditional request is more appropriate in the more threatening context. We can
safely conclude that for face-threatening requests, the conventionality and the politeness of
conditional requests run parallel, for in such a context more facework is needed. This does not
hold for requests that constitute a relatively small danger to the face needs of the addressee, as
in (2) and (6).

In a more threatening context as in (14), the same arguments as for cauiitionaliry can be
given for conventionality and polarity. Here again, politeness and conventionality go hand in
hand, thàt is, a negative request is probably as conventional as a positive request. It is unclear
what the effect ofpolarity is on the conventionality ofa less threatening request. ffwe compare
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(3) and (7), it seems that in a less threatening context too, the ideas about their conventionality
follow those about their politeness: a negative request is less conventional than a positive
request.

The ideas about politeness and conventionality have been tested for English requests
(Clark 8c Schunk 1980; Gibbs 1983) and proved to function as expected. The question arises
whether these ideas hold to the same extent in different languages and cultures (see Wierzbicka
1985). Brown and Levinson (1987) compared the realisation of politeness strategies within
three different languages: English, Tzeltal and Tamil (see also chapter 4). These languages
showed quite striking similarities in politeness strategies, which led Brown and Levinson to
postulate universality for their politeness formuL~. In this study, Dutch and French requests will
be considered in more detail.

2.3 Politeness and Conventionality in Dutch and French

We have seen above that, in general, a very polite formulation of a request does not necessarily
imply that this formulation is very conventional. Politeness seems to share a lot ofproperties
across different languages and cultures. For converrtionality, however, very little is known
about cross-cultural differences in the formulations ofa request. Gibbs, for instance, does not
claim universality for his Obstacle Hypothesis. It is not inconceivable that the French and the
Dutch differ in their perception ofwhat is a conventional way ofrequesting.

This difference could have a sociopragmatic source ( see 1.2) and lie in the ideas of what
is the most ímportant obstacle ín a certain situation. Such differences in conventionality could
account for the `impolite' impression made by the Dutch on their French interlocutors. This
could be the case ify for instance, Dutch speakers tended to address `less polite' obstacles than
French speakers. In other words, it is not impossible that a native speaker of Dutch, choosing a
formulation that is very conventional in Dutch, uses expressions that are considered less polite
by French standards. The ideas ofnative speakers ofFrench and Dutch about the use of modal
verbs in requests could shed some light on this issue.

Another possibility is that the French and Dutch differ in their assessment of other
contextual features, such as the power difference between the speakers. Hofstede (1980)
suggested that such a difference e~rists. This could result in, for instance, a different attitude
towards the situation of the dismissed secretary. A Dutchman would raise the issue in a more
d'uect way than a Frenchman.

The difference may also be ofa pragmalinguistic kind, i.e., comparable linguistic features
function differently in Dutch and French. If we take, for example, the corrditionality of a
request, the `additional politeness value' could be different for Dutch or French speakers. The
French~Dutch difference may also simply be a difference in the effect of con~i(ionality on
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conventionality. The importance ofconditionality in French requests is stressed in Dutch classes
and confirmed by the treatment of the `conditionnel' in the French text books that are used in

the Netherlands (see van der Wijst 8c Meijers 1990). In almost all dialogues, the requests that
are used are formulated in the conditional form, and one course book (Bleu, blanc, rouge,
Hellstróm 1980) even has a special exercise for conditional requests under the heading
Demaruier poliment.' The presumed Dutch preference for a more d'uect requesting style seems
to be confinned in the special book for the Dutch teachers who use this course, in which the
relevance of the special politeness exercise is highly questioned. As we will see in chapter 3,
French native speakers do indeed produce more conditionality in their requests than Dutch
native speakers. In the present study, however, one of the questions that was addressed is to
what extent the Dutch and the French differ in their perception ofconditional requests.

The text books that were examined did not mention possible pragmatic differences
between positive and negative requests. The only (descriptive) study that reports French~Dutch
differences in this respect is Stalpers (1987) who signals in her analysis of a corpus of
French~Dutch negotiations that the French negotiators used negative requests more often than
the Dutch negotiators. This result, however, is based on a rather small number of requests. In
any case, it remained unclear what the reason for this differential use could be. It could be an
indication ofa higher conventionality of negative requests in French.

2.4 Politeness and Conventionality in Dutch and French requests. The experiment

As we have seen in 1.2, different sources indicate that at least a part of the origin of the
conversational friction between the French and the Dutch seems to lie in the way they handle
directness (Ulijn Bc Gorter 1989; Merk 1987, 1988). This phenomenon has been studied in a
situation where this aspect plays a crucial role: a context that constitutes a real threat to the
face needs of the addressee. This context has been compared with a situation in which this
factor is more or less absent, that is, a less threatening situation. One may expect that in the
former situation Dutch d'uectness would come to the surface. A Dutch speaker, being less
concemed about his interlocutor's face, is also less inclined than a French speaker to use more
polite expressions. These ideas were tested in an experiment that was inspired by the work of
Clark and Schunk ( 1980), who asked subjects to rank a limited set ofdifferent requests in order

of politeness and conventionality. This experiment will be presented below. First, the precise
research questions and the hypotheses that underlie the study will be discussed (2.4.1), then the
details of the experimental setting (2.4.2), and in ( 2.4.3) the results of the experiments will be
presented, first for the Dutch part, followed by the French part. A discussion of the results will
conclude the chapter (2.5).
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2.4.1 Research questions arulhypotheses

The main question in the present study was: to what e~ctent do the ideas of French and Dutch
native speakers about the politeness and the conventionality of a request differ? As argued
above, the degree to which the request constitutes a threat to the face wants of the addressee
should play an important role in differences between politeness and conventionality. Therefore,
a distinction was made between more threatening requests (- fthreat) and less threatening
requests (- -threat). A second question concemed the three linguistic properties modality,
conditionality and polarity. To what extent do they interact with politeness and
conventionality? This led to the following more specific questions:

1. Do Dutch and French native speakers have the same ideas about the politeness of a
request as would be expected on the basis of the universality claim of Politeness Theory
(see 1.1), and does the distinction between a-F-threat and a-threat request influence this
judgement? Furthermore, to what extent does the difference between the politeness and
the conventionality of a request in both languages depend on the distinction (fthreat
versus -threat)?

'To this more general question the following questions about the linguistic characteristics were
added:

2. Do modality, conditionaliry and polarity have the same effect in Dutch and in French on
a) the politeness ofa request and b) the conventionality ofthat request; is this effect the
same for fthreat as for -threat?

On the basis of the ideas described above, the following hypotheses were developed. An
assumption that underlies these hypotheses is that different formulations of the same requests
can be ranked according to their intrinsic politeness and their conventionality (in fact, the
comparisons between the politeness or the conventionaliry of requests). relied on this
assumption in the preceding sections when we compared the In the first hypothesis, the
`empirical' politeness ranking will be compared to the `theoretical' one (that is, the ranking that
has been established on the theoretical grounds we discussed above (Leech's Politeness
Principle (PP) and Brown and Levinson's Politeness Theory (PT)). The overall difference
between politeness and conventionality will be investigated by comparing the order in which
the requests are ranked with respect to those characteristics.
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For the three linguistic (request-intemal) variables, separate hypotheses were formulated
for their effect on politeness and on conventionality. Within each of these two properties, the
distinction between }threat and -threat contexts was considered.

Hypotheses: Poóteness versus conventionality in Frencó and Dutcó
Overall: Politeness
1. a. Given the universality claims of the Politeness Principle and the PoGteness Theory, no

difference should be e~cpected between the theoretical ranking of the requests (hence,
PT ranking) and the empirical politeness rankings both of the fthreat and -threat
requests, neither in Dutch nor in French. This implies that the overall politeness
rankings of the Dutch requests and the French requests will be the same.

Politeness versus Conventionality

I. b. The conventionality ranking of a -threat request will differ from its politeness ranking,
both in Dutch and in French. As for the fthreat requests, the conventionality ranking
will show more similarity to the corresponding politeness rankings.

Forthe linguistic variables:
Modality: Politeness
2. a. Based on the costlbenefit analysis, the modality of the requests will affect politeness in

both languages in the following way: ranging from most polite to least polite:
l. pemussion ~ 2. imposition ~ 3. ability ~ 4. commitment ~ 5. obligation.

b. Neither in French, nor in Dutch, will the distinction between fthreat and -threat affect
the politeness value of each modal category.

Conventionality

No differences are expected between Dutch and French.
c. According to the Obstacle Hypothesis (Gibbs 1983), the ability formulas will be the

most conventional category of the -threat requests.
d. For the }threat requests, imposition requests or permission requests (in that order)

will be more conventional than the remaining three categories, for which no specific
order can be predicted in either context.

Conditionality: Politeness
3. a. A conditional request will be considered more polite than a non-conditional request,

both in French and in Dutch.
b. The distinction between tthreat and -threat will not affect the politeness value of a

conditional request, neither in French, nor in Dutch.
Coirventionality
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c. For the -threat requests, the effect of conditionality in Dutch will differ from the effect
in French:
- In Dutch, the conventionality of a coru~itional request and a non-conditional request

will be equal.

- In French, a conditional request will be more conventional than a non-corutitional
request

d. For the fthreat requests: a conditional request will be considered more conventional
than a non-coru~itional request, both in French and in DutcL.

Polarity: Politeness
4. a. For -threat requests: a positive request will be more polite than a negative request,

both in French and in Dutch.
b. For tthreat requests: a negative request will be as polite as a positive request, both in

French and in Dutch.
Conventionality
The picture for the conventiorurlity ofpositive and negative requests will be same as the one of
their politeness.

c. For -threat requests: a positive request will be more conventional than a negative
request, both in French and in Dutch.

d. For fthreat requests: a negative request will be as conventional as a positive request,
both in French and in Dutch.

2.4.2 Assessing Politeness and Conventionality

In this section, the details will be described of the e~cperiment that was designed to test the
hypotheses presented above. It is important to note that all the questions about politeness and
conventionality were studied separately in Dutch and in French. Differences are inferred by
comparing the results for the two languages.

2.4.2.1 Design

The hypotheses described above were tested in two separate experimental settings in which
Dutch and French subjects had to assess different formulations of a request. The experimental
tasks consisted 'm ranking 19 different formulations of the same request in four conditions: (i)
according to their politeness in a fthreat context; (ii) accord'mg to theirpoliteness in a-threat
context; (iii) accord'mg to their conventionality in a fthreat context; (iv) according to their
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conventionaliry in a -threat context. Politeness and conventionality formed the factor of the

judgedproperties and the two threat contexts the factor threat.
Within the 19 different formulations, the independent variables ofmodality, condltTOnallty

and the polarity of the requests were manipulated (see Table 2.1). They had the following
levels:
- Modaliry: within the set of 19 formulations, (i) three requests comprised a permission

verb, (ii) four requests an imposition verb; (iii) six requests an ability; (iv) four requests a

con:mitment and (v) two requests an obligation.

- Corrditionality: within the set of 19 formulations, seven pairs of requests consisted of
both a conditiolurl and a non-conditional version.

- Polarity: six pairs of requests consisted ofboth a positive and a negative version.

The sets of Dutch and French requests and their linguistic properties are presented in Table 2.1
and Table 2.3 respectively.

The subjects' judgements of the politeness and the conventionality of the requests, in the

form of rankings, were the depertdent variables.

2.4.2.2 Method and Procedure

The procedure for the Dutch experiment was not entirely the same as the one for the French
experiment. In both studies, the experiment consisted of two parts. In the Dutch study, two
groups of 28 subjects participated. During the first part, the first group had to rank the 19
different formulations of the -threat requests in order ofpoliteness. After this part, they had to
rank the 19 tthreat requests in order ofconventionality. Since both the property to be judged
and the level of threat were changed, neither of the two factors can be considered repeated. A
second group of 28 subjects also had to do the politeness ranking first, but for the fthreat
requests. This was followed by the conventionality ranking of the -threat requests.z

In the French study, only one subject group was used, in which every subject had to do
the politeness ranking first (-threat before fthreat), followed by the same order for the
conventionaliry ranking. Property and threat thus were repeated factors.

The 19 different formulations were presented in the form ofa deck ofcards. Each card in
the deck presented a different formulation. Táe order of presentation of the cards was
randomized for each deck so that each subject found the 19 cards in a different order. Before
ranking the cards, the subjects had to read the instructions in which the context of the request
was e~cplained (see Appendix lA for the Dutch instruction, 1B for the French, and lc for the
English version).
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2.4.2.3 Material

The 19 different requests (that is, 19 different formulations) used in the experiment consisted in
a large part of translations of the formulations tested by Clark and Schunk (1980). In Table 2.1,
these requests are presented, ranked in order of politeness according to the PT ranking. This set
of l9 requests can be divided into 5 different modal categories, each taking another position in
the politeness ranking.

The 19 requests of Table 2.1 were translated into Dutch and French, as literally as
possible. At this point the French verb pouvoir caused a minor problem. The French request
Pourraisje vous demander... ? can be translated in Dutch both as Zou ik u kunnen vragerz.. ?
or as by Zou ik u mOgert vragen... ? As can be seen in Table 2.2, these two Dutch formulations
both figure in the category ofpermissiore requests. In order to have an extra French formulation
which explicitly asks for permission, we decided to include the formulation Me serait-il permis
de vous demaruler... ?, which would occupy the highest rank in the PT ranking (see Table 2.4,
with the French requests).

For the -threat requests, a context was chosen in which the request did not threaten the
addressee's face very much: the way to the railway-station (see, for instance, examples (1-5),
the ~ threat condition in the experiment was fulfilled by the requests to the manager to explain
why he dismissed the secretary (see examples 12-15).

The Dutch translations (see Table 2.2) of the original English formulations were checked
for their correctness by a native speaker of English and for their naturalness by a Dutch near-
native speaker of English. The French requests (see Table 2.3) were checked by four native
speakers ofFrench and by three Dutch near-native speakers of French.
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Table 2.1 The 19 requests, their modaliry, conditionality (C) andpolwity (P), ranked in
order of politeness ( PT ranking)

Modality C P Formulation

1. Permission f 1. Might I ask you where the railway station is?

- 2. May I ask you ...?

3. Could I ask you ...?

2. Imposition t 4. Would it be too much trouble telling me ...?

t 5. Would you mind telling me...?

- 6. Is it too much trouble telling me...?

- 7. Do you mind telling me...?

3 Ability t t 8. Could you tell me...?

t - 9. Couldn't you tell me...?

- t 10. Can you tell me...?

- - 11. Can't you tell me...?

f 12. Do you know where...?

- 13. Don't you know where...?

4. Commitment t f 14. Would you tell me...?

t - 15. Wouldn't you tell me...?

- t 16. Will you tell me...?

- - 17. Won't you tell me...?

5. Obligation t 18. Should you tell me...?

- 19. Shouldn't you tell me...?

2.4.2.4 Subjects

In the Dutch part of the e~cperiment, 56 undergraduate students at Tilburg University participa-
ted. They were all native speakers of Dutch. The 18 participants in the French part of the
experiment were students of the `Ecole des Affaires de Paris,' all native speakers of French.
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2.5 Results

2.5.1 The Dutch requests

The mean rank of each individual formulation for every condition is presented in Table 2.2.
Politeness and conventionality increase with rank. So the higher the figure in Table 2.2, the
higher the mean politeness or conventionality of a formulation.

The reliability of the judgements was assessed by calculating the rank correlation
coe~icients (Kendall's W) for each condition. The reliability was satisfactory (POL-7'HR: .63;
POLfTHR: .78; CON-THR:.76; CONtTHR: . 78; p~.001 for all).
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Table 2.2 Mean ranks of the Dutch requests

IvIEAN RANKS

Formulation PaGteness Conventionality
-thr. tthr. -thr. tthr.

O1. Zou ik u mogen vragen...? (Might I ask you?) 16.9 17.5 14.0 17.3

Perm. : 02. Mag ik u vragen...? (May [ ask you?) 14.4 14.2 15.8 16.1

....... ..-..:.. 03 Zou ik u kunnen vragen ~(Could I ask you?). -- .. .~ 4 4..... .....~ 6:2.- --..... 9:4 ....---13'9

; 04. Zou u het erg vervelend vinden om...? 15.1 16.4 6.9 11.4
(Would it be too much trouble?)

Imp. O5. Zou u het vervelend vinden...? 12.6 13.6 5.8 9.1

(Would you mind telling me?)

; 06. Vindt u het erg vervelend...? (Is it too much trouble?) 13.6 15.3 6.9 11.4

: 07. Vindt u het vervelend .? (Do you mind telling me?) 11.7 12.3 6.1 9:6.................. ..... ... . . ............------ -
08. Zou u me kunnen vertellen...? (Could you tell me?)

09. Zou u me niet kunnen vertellen...?
(Couldn't you tell me?)

Poss. : 10. Kunt u me vertellen...? (Can you tell me?)

1 L Kunt u me niet vertellen...? (Can't you tell me?)

? 12. Weet u...? (Do you kno~?)

14.2 11.2 16.7 13.4

9.2 9.7 10.2 1 L6

10.9 8.6 17.9 I1.5

6.6 8.4 10.8 10.4

6.4 2.2 17.5 2.2

13. Weet u niet...? (Don't you kno~?) 3.0 2.5 7.4 2.6.............. ............... ..................................................................................................................

14. Zou u me willen vertellen...? (Would you tell me?) 12.4 10.8 14.0 13.7

Com. : 15. Zou u me niet willen vertellen...? 9.4 10.0 7.4 9.9
(Wouldn't you tell me?)

: 16. Wilt u me vertellen...? (Will you tell me?) 7.9 6.7 12.5 9.8

: 17. Wilt u me niet vertellen..:? (Won't you tell me?) 4.9 7.1 7.4 9.7..... ......... ............ . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... ...... ...... ..

Obl. 18. Zou u me vertellen ..? (Should you tell me?) 4.1 5.2 2.2 4.4

; 19. Zou u me niet vertellen...? (Shouldn't you tell me?) 2.3 2.0 1.7 3.1

Overall.~ Politeness and Conventiorurlity

Statistical testing of the conformity of the theoretical PT-ranking and both politeness rankings
showed a sigtuficant similarity (Spearman's p for PT~POL-THR: -.88; PTIPOL-~TI-IR: p-
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.87; p~.01), thus conSrnung hypothesis la. The degree of face threat did not affect the
politeness ranking.

However, the degree of face threat of the request did influence the corrventiorurlity of
requests. For the -threat requests, conventionality and politeness were not the same
(p(POL-THRICON-THR -.28; p - n.s.). At the same time, the more threatening requests did
present similar rankings (p (POLfTHWCONfTHR) -.76; p~.01). This is exactly what was
predicted in hypothesis lb.

The results of the effect of the request-intemal variables of modality, coruiitiorurlity and
polarity are presented in Table 2.3. The means of the five different modality categories are
based on all formulations that fall within that category.

For corzditionality and polarity, the situation is slightly different. In order to optimize the
effect of these variables, only those requests have been analysed for which an exact pair on the
specific variable could be found in the set of 19 formulations. The set of requests used for the
analyses of corrditiorrality consisted of the following seven pairs: 112; 4~6; 5~7; 8I10; 9I11;
14~16 and 15~17. For that reason, conditionality has been marked only for these requests in
Table 2.1. Request 03, Zou ik u kunnen vragen?, although it is a conditional request, has not
been included in that analysis.

The set ofpolarity requests comprised the following six pairs: 819; 10~11; 12I13; 14I15;
16~17 and 18119, and only for these requests the polarity has been indicated 'm Table 2. l.3
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Table 2.3 Mean politeness and conventionaGty ranks of the Dutch requests,
distinguished by the internal markers modality, conditionality and polarity

Pro r POLITENESS CONVENTIONALITY

Context -threat fthreat -threat tthreat

Modaliry

l. Permission 15.3 16.0 13.3 15.8

2. Imposition 13.3 14.3 6.4 10.4

3. Ability 8.4 7.1 13.4 8.6

4. Commitment 8.7 8.7 10.3 10.5

5. Obligation 3.2 3.6 2.0 3.8

Conditionality

1. f Conditional

2. - Conditional

Polarity

1. Positive

2. NeQative

13.0 13.0 10.8 12.6

9.9 ]0.] 10.9 10.7

9.3 7.4 13.5 9.2

5.9 6.6 7.5 7.7

Modality

The effect of modality was studied in two separate analyses of variance, for the politeness
rankings and for the corrventionality rankings. Within both ANOVAs, the factor threat
coincided with the two subject groups ( the between-subjects variable) and modality was the
repeated, within-subjects variable.

In hypothesis 2a, it was predicted that the modality of a request would lead to a politeness
ranking which follows the numbers indicated before each category in Table 2.3: permission
most polite, then imposition, etc. Indeed, the modality of the requests did have a significant
effect on the politeness judgement (F(4,54) - 411.74; p~.001). And also as expected, the factor
threat did not interact with modality (F(4,216) - 2.08; p- n.s.). As the mean ranks in Table 2.3
indicate, the d'~rections of the differences are more or less as predicted, especially for the
politeness rankings in the -threat context. All categories differed significantly form each other
(all t-values: p~.01), except for ability and commitment which were judged equally polite.
Within the tthreat condition, the results diverged somewhat from the predicted order.
Although its mean rank was the highest, Permission was not significantly more polite than
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Imposition (t(27) - 1.82; p-.O8), which in turn differed from Ability. This List category was
considered less polite than Commitment (t(27) --3,79; p~,01). The difference between
Commitment and Obligation was in line with the hypothesized difference. Consequently, the
hypothesized rank of Commitment was too low. Especially in the fthreat conte~ct, the Dutch
subjects considered the Commitment requests more polite than Ability requests. Nevertheless,
the greater part ofhypothesis 2a and half of2b have been confirmed.

For the conventiorurlity task, an ANOVA was carried out as that was similar to that
performed for the politeness task. The resuhs however, were quite different. The factor
modality interacted significantly with threat (F(4, 216) - 28.07; p~.001). Thus, the effect of the
modal categories on the conventionality of the requests depends on the degree offace threat of
the request. To further investigate this interaction, we must take a closer look at the individual
means in Table 2.3. Recall that for the -threat context, we predicted that Ability would be
judged the most conventional. Indeed, this category had the highest mean rank. However, it has
to share its position as most conventional category with Permission (t(27) - 0.61; p- n.s). The
remaining categories rank in decreasing order ofconventionality: 3: Ability, 4: Imposition, and
5: Obligation (all mutual differences being significant). Because of the high rank ofAbility,
hypothesis 2c can be partly accepted.

For the fthreat requests, it was hypothesized that the Imposition or the Permission
requests would be considered most conventional. 11us is true for the latter category which is
clearly seen as the most conventional way of performing the tthreat request. As for the
Imposition requests, they occupy with Commitment and Abiliry the second rank. Clearly, the
mean ranks of Commitment and Imposition do not differ and both are still ranked as rather
conventional after Permission. But Imposition also fails to differ significantly from Ability
(t(27) - 1.99; p-.056) and, strictly speaking, they have to be considered equally conventional.
Ability, however does differ significantly from Commitment (t(27) -- 4.53; p~.001).
Obviously, the Obligation requests were seen as the least conventional ones. Analogous to the
-threat results, the hypothesis for the }threat requests (2d) is only partially confirmed.

Conditionality
The effect of conditionality was also investigated for politeness and conventionality in two
separate analyses. Two separate ANOVAs were carried out, with conditionality (repeated) and
threat (between-subjects variable) as independent variables, and the ranks of the requests as
dependent variable.

In the ANOVA of the politeness data, only the main effect of conditiorurlity was
significant (F(1,54) - 186.90 p~.001). As the means in Table 2.3 indicate, the conditional
requests were considered more polite than the non-conditional requests, irrespective of their
face threatening character (POL-threat: t(27) - 9.79; POLf threat: t(27) - 9.58; p~.001 for
both). Hypotheses 3a and 3b are confirmed.
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As expected, the comentionality study showed a different picture. In this task, a

significant interaction was found between threat and conditionality (F(1,54) - 11.01; p~.01).
As the means in Table 2.3 indicate, this interaction is explained by the fact that the

conditionatity does not affect the conventionality ofa -threat request (t(27) - 0.37; p- n.s.). In

the case of a fthreat request, a conditional request is significantly more conventional than a
non-conditional request (t(27) - 3.78; p~.01). All these results confirm hypotheses 3c and 3d.

Polarity

The analysis of the effect of the polarity of the Dutch requests on their politeness was carried

out in much the same way as for conditionality: in an ANOVA with threat as a between-

subjects variable and polarity as a within-subject variable (repeated). The interaction between

the factors was significant (F(1,54) - 11.81; p~.01). Comparing the effects within each of the

threat conditions reveals that the positive requests were considered more polite than the

negative requests, but that this effect was much stronger for the -threat requests (-threat: t(27)

- 5.05; p~.001; tthreat: t(27) - 2.39; p-.024). Hypothesis 4a was accepted, whereas the

resuh for the ~-threat requests did not entirely confirm hypothesis 4b, since the positive requests

were still significantly more polite than the negative requests.

Within the conventionality task, the interaction between the two factors polarity and
threat was also significant (F(1,5~i) - 42.61; p~.001). This interaction can be explained in the
same way as the politeness results: the polarity effect for the -threat request was considerably
stronger than for the fthreat requests (-threat: (t(27) - 15.52; p~.001; fthreat: (t(27) - 2.57;
p~.05 ). These fmdings were in line with hypothesis 4c, but 4d had to be rejected, since it was
predicted that the negative fthreat requests and the positive frequests would be considered
equally conventional.

2.5.2 The French requests

As has been indicated in 2.4.2.2, the most important methodological difference between the
Dutch and the French study was the use of only one subject group in the French study. As a
resuh of this, all French subjects participated in all 4 conditions. It was checked whether the
order in which the different ranking tasks had to be carried out affected the outcome, which

proved to be not the case (see also note 2 in this chapter). The mean ranks of the French

requests are presented in Table 2.4. The procedure for each task was exactly the same as in the
Dutch study. The French instructions and the French translation ofthe contexts can be found in

Appendix 1B.
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The reliability of the ranking of the French requests was also satisfactory. The coefficients of
reliability (Kendal's W) were significant for every condition (POL-THR: .60; POLfTHR: .70;
CON-THR:.64; CON}THR: . 68; p~.001 for all).

The first impression of the rankings as shown in Table 2.4 indicates a global resemblance with
the Dutch rankings. Within the French requests, the same comparisons were made as for the
Dutch requests.

Overall: Politeness and Corrventionality
The similarities between both POL-THR and POLtTHR with the PT-ranking were significant
and exactly the same for both (Spearman's p-.85; p~.01) Not surprisingly, the resemblance
between POL-THR and POLfTHR was also significant (p -.91; p~.01). This result confirms
hypothesis la for the French requests.

For the -threat contexts, the rankings according to conventionality were different from the
politeness ranking ( p(CONV-THR~POL-THR -.16; p~.s.). The tthreat requests, however,
were similarly ranked for conventionality and politeness (p(CONVtTHWPOLfTHR) -.89;
p~.01). This was exactly in line with hypothesis lb.
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Table 2.4 Mean ranks of the French requests

Mean Ranks

Formulation politeness conventionality
-threat -rhreat -threat tthreat

: Ol . Me seraít-il pertnis de vous demander? 17.3 18.7 6.1 13.3

PERM 02. Pourrais-je vous demander? 14.2 15.2 15.3 17.3

..................t.. 03 Puis.je vous demander`?.................................... ~?:z...-..........16:9........- 12.3 17.5................... .

04. Cela vous ennuierait-il beaucoup? 13.2 13.1 8.1 I 1.4

IMPOS O5. Cela vous ennuierait-il? 13.9 14.4 8.9 13.4

06. Cela vous ennuit-il beaucoup`' 1 I.1 12.2 8.3 11.5

i 07. Cela vous ennuit-il? I 1.3 12.2 10.3 12.3

08. Pourriez-vous m'indiquer 13.3 12.1 16.3 14.6

: 09. Ne pourriez-vous pas m'indiquer? 11.6 10.2 1 l. l 11.7

POSS ] 0. Pouvez-vous m'indíquer? 10.7 9.5 ] 6.7 13.1

i l l. Ne pouvez-vous pas m'indiquer? 9.3 7.7 9.1 8.9

: l2. Savez-vous~ 6.9 2.4 16.2 3.7

...................13: Ne savez-vous.P.as~................ - -- .....----------------
4.5 2.8 . - .......9:4............. 2.9................. . ....

: 14. Voudriez-vous m'indiquef' 11.7 9.7 12.4 9.1

COMMT : 15. Ne voudriez-vous pas m'indiquer? 8.6 10.3 7.7 8.6

: 16. Voulez-vous m'indiquer? 7.4 7.3 12.9 6.6

.~...1Z Ne voulez-vous~as m'indiquer? ..........................6:~...-........... 8:~.. - - 5 3--........ ~:3....

OBLIG ; 18. Devriez-vous m'indiquer? 2.1 3.9 1.6 2.8

19. Ne devriez-vous pas m'indiquer? 2.1 3.2 1.7 3.9

The mean ranks for the request-internal variables ofmodality, cotuiitiottality, and polarity are
presented in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Mean politeness and conventionaGty ranks of the French requests,
distinguished by the internal markers modality, conditionality and polarity

Properry

Context

POLITENESS CONVENTIONALITY

-threat fthreat -threat tthrea
t

Modahty

1.Permission 15.6 16.9 ] 1.2 16.0

2.Imposition 12.4 13.0 8.9 12.2

3. Ability 9.2 7.5 13.1 9.2

4. Commitment 8.6 8.8 9.6 7.9

S.Obligation 2.1 3.5 1.6 3.3

Conditionality

1. t Conditional 12.5 12.3 11.7 12.5

2. - Conditional 10. I 10.4 10.3 10.8

Polarity

1. Positive 8.8 7.6 12.7 8.1

2. NeQative 6.8 7.0 8.3 7.5

Modality
The effect of modality was investigated in an ANOVA with property, threat, and modality as
repeated factors. The interaction between these factors was significant (F(4,68) - 8.76;
p~.001). The main sources of this interaction lie, as we will see, within the conventionality of
the -threat requests.

As for the politeness task, the orders of the mean ranks of the five modality categories
were almost entirely as was predicted by hypothesis 2a. Only the difference between the ability
and the commitment violated the order: within the -threat context, the ability requests were
considered as polite as the commitment requests (t(17) - 0.72; p- n.s.), and even less polite
for the -r-threat conte~ct (t(17) --2.39; p~.05.). All the remaining differences were conform
hypothesis 2a.
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It was predicted that the ability requests would be the most comentional within the
-threat contexts. The mean ranks in Table 2.5 indicate that category does indeed occupy the
highest rank. However, it did not differ significantly from thepermission requests (t(17) - 1.74;
p-.10), so we have to conclude that these categories both yielded the most conventional
reques4s in a-threat context. Commitment followed these two, although the difference between
commitmertt and permission failed to reach significance (t(17) - 1.83; p-.085 ). The mean rank
of In:pasition followed the one ofCommitmer:t, but they did not differ (t(17) - 0.75; p- n.s.).
Clearly, the Obligation requests were the most ~nconventional. The results for the - threat
requests show that we cannot speak of the same rank order as was found in the politeness task.
The differences between the modal categories were too small. The high rank of Ability did
confirm hypothesis 2c.

The In:positiort and the Pern:issior: requests ( in that order) were predicted to be the most
conventional fthreat requests. This did not entirely correspond to the results since the order
between the two was reversed. In fact, the frve modal categories displayed the ordering we
predicted for the politeness rankings: Permission was significantly more conventional than
Impositiort, which was more conventional than Ability, followed by Commitment and
Obligatiort ( for all t-values: p~.01). Except for the reversed order of Permission and
Impositiort, hypothesis 2d was confirmed.

Conditiortality

The effect ofcortditionality on the politeness and the conventionality of a French request was
also investigated in an ANOVA. As for the analysis of morlality, the factors properry, threat
and conditiortaliry were repeated. Only the main effect of conditionality was significant
(F(1,17) - 39.9; p~.001). The interactions of this factor with property and threat were not. The
conditional requests were significantly more polite and more conventional than the non-
conditional requests in all contexts (for all t-values: p~.01). Hypotheses 3a to 3d were therefore
confirmed for the French requests.

Polarity

The effect of the polarity of the French requests was also tested by an analysis ofvariance. The
interaction between the factors property, threat and polarity was significant (F(1,17) - 6.40
p~.05). In order to see what caused this interaction, the effects have to be discussed in more
detail. The positive requests enhanced the politeness of a request only in the -threat context
(t(17) - 5.20; p~.001). For the fthreat requests, the difference between the politeness of a
positive and of a negative request was not significant (t(17) - 1.68; p- n.s). Both hypothesis
4a and 4b, were therefore accepted.

The effect of polarity on the conver:tiortality of a request was similar to the effect on
politeness, but stronger. In the -threat context, a positive request made it much more
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conventional (t(17) - 8.47; p~.001). For the }threat requests, the mean rank of a positive
request, again, did not differ from the negative requests (t(17) - 1.36; p- n.s.). The interaction
for polarity has to be ascribed to the substantially stronger effect on the conventionality of the
-threat requests. Hypothesis 4c and 4d were clearly confirmed.

2.5.3 Comparing the Dutch arrdthe French rarrkirrgs

Since the designs of the Dutch and the French rankings were considerably different, it was very
difficult to test the difference between the effects of the linguistic variables for each language.
However, the overall rankings could be compared, using Spearman's rank correlation
coefficient. This revealed that the French and Dutch native speakers produced signiScantly
similar rankings for each condition. Not surprisingly, the agreements were highest for the
politeness rankings (p(POL-THR) -.96; p(POLtTHR) -.96; p~.001 for each). Although
somewhat lower, the correlations were also very significant for the conventionality rankings
(p(CONV-THR) - .89; p(CONV-~THR) - .90; p~.001 for each).

2.6 Discussion

As predicted, the Dutch and French native speakers in the experiment showed considerable
agreement about the politeness characteristics in the requests they were asked to judge. They
ranked the different formulations similarly, and their rankings confirmed the theoretical ideas
about politeness that have been discussed in the beginning of this chapter and in chapter 1. The
degree of face threat did not change their judgements of the politeness conveyed by the request,
which was also in line with what we expected.

It was also argued that the DutchlFrench differences could most likely be found within the
rankings of the corrventionality of a request. These differences did indeed occur, and they will
be discussed below, but the overall picture is still that the similarity in perception of both
groups in this condition was remarkable too. Both in Dutch and in French, the conventionality
ofa request depended on the face-threatening character of that request in the given context. In
case ofa high threat, the conventionality of a request ran parallel to its politeness. If the request
was less threatening, the parallel between conventionality and politeness was lost. The rank
correlations between the Dutch and French subjects indicated that this interaction was the same
in both languages.

The resemblance between the Dutch and the French data goes even further, since the
linguistic features that were studied within the requests, modality, corrditionality, andpolarity
all had the same effects on politeness in Dutch and in French. Ahhough this result was
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expected, the parallel between the two subject groups is nevertheless striking. However, not all
predictions were confirmed.

The hypothetical politeness ranking was based to a great e~ctent on the costlbenefit analysis
that could be made on the basis of the formulation of the request. This determined the order of
the modality categories that could be distinguished within the set of requests. Both for Dutch
and for French, the predicted politeness results of the modality categories were confirmed by
the data, except for the categories ofability and commitment. It was hypothesized that ability
would be considered more polite than commitment. The politeness value of ability was
apparently overestimated, since in both languages this category was judged as polite as
conrmitn:ent for the -threat requests, but even less polite for the fthreat requests. This effect
occurred in both languages: so, apparently, the costlbenefit analysis for these two categories
has to be reconsidered. It was argued that a commitment request would be more costly for the
addressee since rejecting the request by denying `willingness' to comply would create a very
uncooperative impression. This inference, however, did not seem to be made.

The relatively higher politeness ofcommitmerrt in the fthreat requests can be explained by
the exact context of the request. The willingrress of the personnel manager was certainly at
stake, whereas his abiliry was less relevant. This means that in that condition the assessment of
politeness would be influenced to some e~ctent by the assessment of the obstacle in the context,
which was hypothesized to play a role only in the judgement of conventionality. So, some
confounding of the concepts ofpoliteness and corrventionality may have occurred.

For both the French and the Dutch requests, the Obstacle Hypothesis predicted correctly
what formulation would be considered most conventiorral in the -threat context, namely, the
ability formulation. However, also in both languages, abiliry had to share its position with
permission. It is remarkable that the mean rank of this last category was so high in Dutch.
Permission, which was also the most polite modal category, was apparently considered very
conventional, even for -threat requests. This is exactly the opposite of what had been
hypothesized in the beginning of this chapter, when it was argued that a possible explanation of
the French~Dutch politeness difference would be that the French consider the more polite
categories as more conventional than the Dutch.

In the }threat condition, both the Dutch and the French subjects let theír politeness
considerations prevail in the assessment of what was the most conventional request: the
permission request. It is difficult to argue that this category constitutes the most obvious
obstacle for the addressee in this context. It was predicted that the category of Imposition
would represent the greatest obstacle. It may be that the Obstacle Hypothesis has to be
rejected, but modesty seems to be more appropriate here, and probably, the assumptions about
the obstacle in this context have to be revised. With respect to the fthreat requests, a
Dutch~F'rench difference could be found in the conventionality of the Commitment requests. In
the French data, this category ranked significantly lower than Imparition and Abiliry. In Dutch,
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the Commitment category ranked significantly higher than Ability, and it shared its position
with Imposition. This Dutch~F'rench difference seemed to be caused primarily by the relatively
higher conventionality of the Imposition requests in French. However, this last difference has
not been tested statistically.

The cor2ditiorwlity ofa request had e~cactly the predicted effect on the politeness ofa request.
Irrespective of the face threat within the context, a conditional request was considered more
polite than a non-conditional request. This effect was the same in both languages.

The conventiorwlity data revealed again the parallel between the po6teness and the
conventionality of tthreat requests: a conditional fthreat request was not only more polite, but
also more conventional than a non-conditional request. As expected, this pattern was the same
in Dutch and 'm French. The picture was different, however, for the -threat requests. It was
hypothesized that in Dutch, the conditionality would not affect the conventionality in the
-threat requests, and that in French, a conditional request would still be more conventional.
Both hypotheses were coufirmed, which supports the idea that conditionality can indeed
constitute a source ofpragmalirrg:~istic difference between French and Dutch.

The predictions about polarity were only partially confirmed, namely, for the - threat context.
In line with the expectations, a positive -threat request was more polite than a negative
request. This was true both for Dutch and for French. It may be that in this context, the
negative requests conveyed a pessimism which was considered ( here) less polite. We expected
that the pessimism would not have the same effect in the fthreat context, that is, that it would
not make the request to the personnel manager less polite. The pessimism of the requester
could function here as a signal to the manager that he (requester) is not expecting a response
since he is aware of the threatening character of the topic he raised. This awareness conveyed in
the negative request takes away part of the face threat. However, if this had been the only
possible effect of the negation, the negative request would have been more polite than the
positive request. This appeared not to be so. There was no difference between the two variants,
neither in Dutch, nor in French.

An ahemative explanation for the disappearance of the difference between the positive and
negative requests could also be found in the subset of requests that was studied for polarity. As
can be seen in Table 2.1, the higher ranked requests, i.e., the `more' polite requests, are not
part of this subset. This reduced the chances for the positive requests in our polarity-subset for
a higher ranking, which in tum has consequences for the possible distance with the negative
requests. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that in the fthreat conte~ct, the genuine redressive
effect ofa negative formulation could not be found because ofafloor effect.

Polarity had a strong effect on the conventionality of the -threat requests: a positive
request was considered much more conventional than the negative version. This effect was
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found both in Dutch and in French. Compared to politeness, the effect seems to be much
stronger for corrventionality. In Dutch, positive tthreat requests were considered more
conventional than the negative request, whereas this difference was not significant for the
French requests. Especially the positive fthreat requests ranked higher in Dutch than in French.
Ifwe reconsider the individual means of the requests which were in the polarity analyses, it will
be clear that this difference probably has to be attributed to the relatively higher conventionality
of the positive commitment requests in Dutch. The impact of individual formulations within
such a small subset of requests indicates the limitations of the present study. Further research
should consider possibilities for increasing the sample of requests and should include a larger
number and a broader range ofpolarity requests."

This study was inspired by the presumed Dutch~F'rench difference in the way they handle
directness and, consequently, politeness. As has become clear, the experiment had some serious
limitations. First of all, the number of different contexts that has been investigated was very
limited. The two conte~cts that were used certainly do not permit generalizations to other
situations. Furthermore, the subjects had to judge pragmatic characteristics of preformulated
requests. Conclusions based on data collected in a perception task may not automatically be
applied to productiorr tasks.

The rather striking resemblance between the French and Dutch subjects in this study may
have been induced by the tasks. It is not inconceivable that both groups agree on the politeness
(or conventionality) of the formulations that were submitted to them, but that they differ in the
use of politeness markers. The study that will be presented 'm chapter 3 will confirm this (see
also Van der Wijst 1991).

Furthermore, in this study native speakers' perceptions of politeness and conventionality
were collected in their mother tongue. The above-mentioned conversational friction between
Dutch and French arises particularly in situations were the Dutch speak French with their
French interlocutors. In other words, in FrenchlDutch interaction, the Dutch usually speak
French as a foreign language. As a number of studies have indicated, it is very difficult to
master the pragmatics of a foreign language (Kasper 1979, 1981, 1984; Bhim-Kulka 1982;
Fraser, Rintell 8r, Walters 1980). Burger and Ravesloot (1989) also used a perception task to
ask Dutch learners of French, with a moderate level of proficiency in French, to rank French
requests according to their politeness and their conventionality. The rankings differed from the
rankings of the Dutch native speakers in the present study. However, the learners were then
asked to translate the French requests into Dutch, and it appeared that a number of
formulations had been misinterpreted. Correcting the rankings for these misunderstandings due
to proficiency problems made the initial differences with the `native' rankings disappear. This
resuh underlines that the level ofproficiency in French and the possible interference from Dutch
has to be taken into consideration in studying pragmatic differences between Dutch and French,
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even in experimental settings with a high degree of control as described in this chapter. In
chapter 3, the factor of the level of proficiency of French by speakers of Dutch will receive
ample attention.

The three linguistic variables which were studied may also have been insufficient to find
the source of the Dutch~French difference. The range of politeness markers is ofcourse much
greater than just the three markers in selected for the present study. For the experimental
setting, it was important that the same linguistic features were used both in French and in
Dutch, otherwise the French and the Dutch tasks would not have been comparable. On the
whole, the politeness markers that can be used 'm Dutch and in French do not differ very much
(see chapter 3). For some markers, such as Dutch uruterstatements and dimirtutives, the
translatability can cause pragmatic problems that also concern politeness. Another example of a
difference between Dutch and French is the question form of a request. In the present study, the
Dutch requests were compared to French requests that were all presented in the so-called
inversion form: the subject appeared after the predicate. In Dutch, this is the only form used in
asking a question. In French, however, two more question forms are actively used: questions
introduced by `est-ce que' (Est-ce que vous pouvez m'indiquer la gare?), and questions
appearing in the affirmative word order, but with a rising pitch at the end, that is, declarative
questions (Vous pouvez m'indiquer la gare?).5 The last form is only used in spoken, informal
language. The three question forms do not have the same frequency ofuse, this being heavily
dependent on the context in which a question is asked (Behnstedt 1973; A1 1975).
Consequently, in order to have a complete view of the relation between the formulation of a
French request and the politeness attributed to it, the other two question fotms also need to be
studied. This aspect is included in the study in chapter 3, in which politeness markers in French
and Dutch requests will be examined, collected in a productiort experiment, with a broader
range ofcontexts and distinguishing Dutch and French native speakers from Dutch leamers of
French with different levels ofproficiency in French.

Notes to chapter 2

The following course books have been studied: On y va tous (Landgraaf 1975), ~ive le franFnis
(Heurlin, e.a 1973), Bleu, Blanc, Rouge (Hellstrmn e.a 1980), Méthode Orange ( Reboullet e.a 1979),
Onparlefranqais (Hellstrbrn í~ Johansson 1974), Grammairefran~aise:frangais langue étrangère
(Loiseau 1976), C'est le printempr (ensemble pour 1'enseignement du frangais langue étrangère, part
1).

It was hypothesized that ranking conventionality before politeness would bias the judgements more
than the reverse order would. However, a replication of the study with a control group showed that
the order of the task did not in8uence the outcome. We also checked for this order-effect in the French
study, but the French control group did not differ from the experimental group either.
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Within the four Imposition formulations the rntensrty of the request was increased for formulations

04 and O6, by the addition of the intensifying adverb erg ( - very). This has also been done for the
French requests 04 and 06 in Table 2.4, by the addition of the French equivalent très. Since this
variation occurred only within the category of Impositron, it has been excluded from further
examinations.

However, the choice for a ranking task limits the maximum number of formulations. In this task the
subject has to `weigh' each formulation in order to determine its relative position in the ranking. This
becomes too difficult if the sample of formulations exceeds about 20.

Declazative questions do occur in Dutch, but they are considerably less frequent than in French and
they seem to have a more suggestive character. See Mazeland (1992) for an extensive study of
Dutch questions.



Chapter 3. Politeness in Dutch and French requests. A comparison of nafive
speakers and Dutch learners of French

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, it was argued that misunderstandings in cross-cultwal communication could,
among other things, be caused bypragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic differences between
the cultwes involved. The first type of difference refers to different pragmatic uses of the
same linguistic featwes. The pragmatic use we are interested in is the linguistic realisation of
politeness. In chapter 2, I discussed the effect ofmodality, conditionality, and polarity on the
perception of the politeness and the conventionality of a request. One of the reasons these
linguistic features were selected was that they occw both in French and in Dutch. The
perception study did not provide indications for great pragmalinguistic differences with
respect to these three markers. However, many more markers of politeness can be found in
both languages, and in this study I will investigate to what extent French and Dutch requests
differ on other featwes which have not been addressed 'm the previous study. A considerable
number of Dutch and French politeness markers will be discussed in section 3.2. As will
become clear, not all markers can be used to the same extent in both languages. Modal
particles, a very common phenomenon in Dutch, are practically non-existent in French, and
therefore dithcult to translate for a Dutch speaker of French. Other featwes, such as the
variation in question forms in French, are less rich in Dutch. These markers can be used in
the realisation ofpoliteness. An important part in the present study consists ofcomparing the
use of a broad range of politeness markers by Dutch and French speakers in their mother
tongue. In the previous chapter, we examined only two different contexts in which requests
were produced. This is clearly not enough to draw solid conclusions about Dutch~F'rench
differences in the realisations of requests. In the present study, a considerably larger number
of contexts will be studied.

Sociopragmatic misunderstandings between two cultures result from differences in
values that are attributed to sociological variables that determine the language behaviour of
members of a specific cultwe. An example of a variable that is well known for its
Dutch~French difference is the hierarchical difference, or the power difference between two
individuals, for instance in a working relationship (Hofstede 1980, Merk 1987). The Dutch,
being more egalitarian, attribute less value to hierarchical differences than the French who
are supposed to be more sensitive to the hierarchical status of their interlocutor. Obviously,
other examples of sociopragmatic differences abound, but the effect ofpower dijference on
the language behaviow of the Dutch and the French is one of the issues that will be
addressed 'm this chapter.
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The comparison of Dutch and French will be made on the basis ofrequests that native
speakers ofboth groups had to produce in a request production task (see 3.3). This task had
a more 'open' character than the perception study in chapter 2. The subjects were free to

formulate requests in their own words. It will allow us to determine much better than in the

request perception task to what extent Dutch and French speakers differ in the use of
politeness in their mother tongue and how this difference can be characterised. As I indicated
above, some markers can be realised more easily in Dutch than in French, and vice versa.
However, most of the politeness markers that have been examined can be realised in both
languages. In the present study I have examined to what extent the suggested DutchlFrench
difference in the use ofpofiteness can be related to differences in the frequency distributions
of the different politeness markers. It is not inconceivable that certain politeness markers are
used more intensively, that is, with a higher frequency, in French than in Dutch.

As has been mentioned in chapter 1, in most DutchlFrench communicative encounters,
the Dutch speak French, or both interlocutors speak English as a lingua franca. Cases in
which a Frenchman speaks Dutch are rare. Researchers who whish to shed more light on the
causes of communicative friction that arises between the French and the Dutch need to take
into account the fact that the Dutch practically always speak a foreign language. This raises
the obvious question to what extent the level ofproficiency in French of the average Dutch
speaker can be held responsible for the supposed d'uectness in his French. Ifa Dutch speaker
of French as a foreign language does not master the conventional formulas needed to express
politeness, this does not automatically mean that he is impolite, but simply that he lacks the
instruments for being polite. If the use ofpoliteness in French and Dutch as a native language
does not exhibit great differences, the French negative judgements about their Dutch
interlocutors probably have to be attributed to the factor of proficiency in the foreign
language. For that reason, the way Dutch speakers of French, with different levels of
proficiency, handle politeness was also examined 'm the presetn study.

In order to get more information on the issues raised above, fow subject groups were studied
in the request-production experiment: a group of French native speakers and a group of
Dutch native speakers had to produce requests in their native language, and two groups of
Dutch learners of French had to produce requests in French.

The details of the experiment are discussed in section 3.3; the resuhs are presented in 3.4,
followed by the discussion of these results in 3.5. First, the politeness markers that have been
analysed in the experiment will be discussed (3.2). These markers overlap for a considerable
part with the request modifiers studied within the languages of the CCSARP project that was
discussed in chapter 1.
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3.2 Internal and ezternal politeness markers in requests

In chapter l discussed two different requests and analysed three linguistic properties of those
requests. However, considerably more elements play a role, inside and outside, in the
expression ofrequests. Consider the following situation in which a request is made.

Situation:
Dianne is at home with her two children. She discovers that there is not enough milk to
prepare the pancakes they were going to have for dinner. So she asks her sister, who is
visiting her, to look after her children while she rushes to the supermarket.

(1) Zeg, Sonja, kun je nog 10 minuten blijven? Zou je misschien even op Evie-Britt en Kaj-[vaz kunnen

passen? Ik mcet nog suel naar Albert Heijn om extra melk te halen voor de pannenkoeken.
Ingrid, can you spare 10 minutes? Could you perhaps look after Evie-Britt and Kaj-~var for a

while? 1 have to rush to .4lbert He~n to get some extra milk for the pancakes.

As the example in (1) clearly demonstrates, a request often consists ofmore than one part: The
core part (the actual request) is surrounded by one or more adjuncts.' In (1), the actual request
is the question whether Sonja could look after the two children, and, strictly speaking, this part
would have st~ced. Apparently, the speaker thinks that this would be somewhat rude, and in
the first adjunct, she checks whether the addressee is available at all for the request that follows
(Can you spare 10 minutes?). Furthermore, after the core request, she adds the reason why she
needs her sister's help (1 have to go to the supermarket). These adjuncts serve to reduce the
pressing character of the request. The availability check enables the speaker to avoid making
unnecessary requests and thus limits the threat to the addressee's negative face (see l.l). The
adjunct in which a reason is given, also referred to as a grouruier (Blum-Kulka 8r. Olshtain
1984), serves the purpose ofmaking the request more acceptable. Both adjuncts are considered
separate politeness markers.2 Since both markers are found outside the actual request, I refer to
them as external markers.

Inside the request in (1) several politeness markers can be found too. First of all, the
speaker uses a polite modal (zou) in order to convey that she does not prestune that the
addressee can comply with the request without any problem. Secondly, the speaker added
misschiere (- perhaps) to her request to show that she is aware of the fact that the request may
not be agreed to (see 3.2.1 below). Furthermore, it is probably no coincidence that the speaker
inquires about the possibiliry of the addressee to comply with the request by choosing the verb
kunnen (rto can). Finally, the adverb even (- for just a little while) indicates that the imposition
caused by the request is limited in time. I will refer to these kinds of features that can be used
inside the request as interna! markers. Obviously, more markers are possible, and the most
important ones will be discussed in the next section.
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3.2. l. lrtternalmodificatiorzs

In the following part, I will discuss a considerable number of linguistic features ofrequests that
can perform politeness functions. Some of them have also been discussed in the previous
chapter. As was indicated above, the choice and labels of most of the markers that will be
discussed 'm this study was motivated by comparability with the studies from the CCSARP
project. However, many politeness markers are realisations of politeness strategies, described
in the classiScations of Brown 8c Levinson (1987). Those aspects will be discussed later
(chapter 4), but reference will be made to BBr.L's politeness strategies if this is necessary for
reasons ofclarity.

Modality
In chapter 2, I have already discussed how the modality of the auxiliary verb can affect the
politeness of a request ( see 2.1.1 for more details). The frve modality categories have akeady
been introduced in chapter 2, so I will only mention them briefly in the examples (2) to (6)
below. Recall that the categories are presented in decreasing order of politeness, permission
being the most polite and obligation the least polite. However, as the perception study
demonstrated, the Dutch and French subjects considered the possibility and the commitment
request as equally polite.

(2) Permission Mag ik je vragen om op Evie-Britt en Kaj-Ivar te passen?
May I ask you to look after E. and K.?

(3) Imposition Vindje het erg vervelend om op Evie-Britt en Kaj-Ivar te passen?
Would it be too much trouble to look after E. and K.?

(4) Possibihty Kun je op Evie-Britt en Kaj-[var passen?
Can you look after E. and K.?

(5) Commitment Wil je op Evie-Btitt en Kaj-Ivar passen?
Would you look after E. and It.?

(6) Obligation Je mcet echt op Evie-Britt en Kaj-Ivaz passen.
You really have to look after E. and Ik.

Forms of address
Both Dutch and French are TN (Tu~t'ous) languages. In contrast to English, a distinction can
be made in Dutch and French between persons whom one considers one's equal by addressing
them with the second person singular (NL: jijlFR: tu) and speakers whom one considers at a
greater distance or demanding more respect, by addressing them with the second person plural
(NL: u~FR: vous). Consequently, a speaker has the option of expressing distance from or
respect for the addressee in his choice of the term of address. In the examples (1) to (6), the
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form of address is each time `jeljij', since the relationship between the speaker and her
addressee is close. In those cases, a sudden disrtancing manoeuvre by switching to the second
person plural, would probably be counterproductive, i.e., the more formal u may be more
polite, but it would clash with the normal communication pattem between the interlocutors, and
the addressee will probably think that the request is not serious. Using the informal jij in more
formal situations, by contrast, is clearly felt as a signal to decrease the distance towards the
addressee. Using the formal ulvous in situations where the informal form is also possible, as, for
example, between strangers who are, say, between 20 and 40 years old, means that one
deliberately creates a greater distance. In BBr.L's terminology, the inforxnal forms of address
convey solidarirypoliteness (SP), whereas the more formal terms of address express respect
politeness (hence RP).

Choosing either the formal or the informal form of address restricts the use of other
address terms. However, these restrictions seem to be different for Dutch and French. In
Dutch, it would be very strange to use the personal pronoun u in combination with the
addressee's first name.' In French, it is not uncommon, especially in a more formal working
environment, to address close, but older colleagues by their first name arut by vous. This
pattem is also found in the communication between teacher and student, and interestingly,
within the aristocracy, where parents still often use vous in addressing their children.

Although the forms of address can be used for the same purposes in French and Dutch,
this does not mean that they are actually used in the same way. In Dutch, the more familiar `jij'
seems to be used more frequently than the French use their `tu.' This difference will be further
investigated in this chapter.

Closely related to the forms of address is the explicit mentioning of the requestee's name in
order to get his or her attention. In (1) above, Dianne's sister is addressed by her first name,
which is quite normal in the grven situation. However, in situations where the degree of
familiarity between two individuals is less evident, for instance, between a student and a
teacher, the use of the teacher's first name by that student is a clear effort to create less
distance to the addressee. On the other hand, the use of the more formal Sir or Madam in
situations between, for instance, two relatively young strangers will have a distancing effect.

Conditiorurlity
As we have seen in the previous chapter, both the Dutch and the French native speakers
considered a conditional request, all things being equal, as more polite than a non-conditional
request. This can be attributed to the fact that a speaker in a conditional request expresses more
doubt about the chances that the addressee will comply with his request. The conditionality ofa
request was examined again in the present study. For a more detailed discussion of this feature,
see 2.1.2.
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Polarity
The polarity of Dutch and French requests has also been analysed again. In the perception task,
we saw that a negative request was generally considered less polite than a positive request.
However, if the request constituted a greater threat to the addressee's face, the negative
formulation seemed to gain in politeness. In those contexts, the pessimism that is expressed by
a negation has the function of expressing the speaker's awareness that he is imposing on his
addressee, which redresses the threat. Tlus mechanism was confirmed to the same extent by the
judgements of both the Dutch as the French native speakers. However, it was unclear whether
both groups also display the same usage ofpositive and negative requests.

Question form
In all examples of requests that have been discussed so far, the questions were formulated by
the inversion of subject and predicate. In Dutch, this is the most common way to formulate a
question. [n spoken Dutch, one also sometimes encounters the irttonation question: an
affirmative phrase is tumed into a question simply by raising the pitch at the end. However, this
interrogative is not common in Dutch and it is mostly meant as a question to check whether
information that has been discussed or given earlier has been understood correctly: a request
for confirmation.

In spoken French, the situation is quite different. A question can be fotmulated in three
different ways, all of which are quite common. Besides the inversion question and the
intonation question, the question introduced by the est-ce que tag occurs frequently. Examples
of the three forms are given in (7) below.

(~)
NL: Kun je op de kinderen passen?

Can you look after kids?

inversion

F: Peux-tu garder les enfants?

intonation
NL:(?)' Jij kunt op de kinderen passen?

You can look after the kids?
F: Tu peux garder les enfants?

est-ce que
NL: (~`) Is het ( zo) dat jij op de kinderen kunt passen? F: Est-ce que tu peux garder les enfants?

Is it that you can look after the kids?

Van der Wijst ( 1992) presented requests in the three different question forms to French
subjects and found that the irrversiort fotm was considered the most polite, followed by est-ce
que. The itttotuxtion question was the most colloquial formulation of a request. Unlike the
other two forms, it presupposes a certain familiarity. This order is confirmed by a large scale
corpus study of spoken French by Behnstedt (1973).

The intonation question should not be confused with the asserted indirect requests in
English, where the rising pitch at the end is not strictly necessary ( see Brown 8c Levinson 1987:
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135-136). However, BBcL also observe that the asserted form is mostly negated and needs to
have a possibility expression, or a tag. The addition of the tag obviously raises the intonation of
the assertion. Example 8 below has been taken from BócL.

(8) You couldn't possibly pass the salt, could you?

Neither the tag or the possibility operator, nor the negation are strictly necessary in a French
request to make it acceptable, as in (7).

A request does not always have to be realised in the form of a question. An explicit
performative as in (9) is a rather formal way of requesting, which is mostly found in written
communication. Stating one's wish or expressing how much pleasure one would get out of
some action or object of the addressee (hedged performatives) does the job as well (see (10)
and (11)).

(9) Ik veroek u om dit bedrag zo spcedig mogelijk over te maken
I ask you to transfer this amount as soon as possible

(10) Ik wil graagdat je op de kinderen past
1 would like you to look after the kids

(11) Ik vind hetfrjn als je op de kinderen kunt passen
I would appreciate it if you could look after the kids

Past tense
A hedged performative as in ( l0) is often formulated in the past tense. BBr.L argue that the time
switch of the speaker can be motivated by a perspective change. Using the past tense for
expressing his wish, the speaker places himself in the future, and in doing so, he creates a
greater distance from the addressee, and, consequently, a more polite expression (BÓcL
1987:204). This `polite past' is mostly found in questions and requests (12).

(12) Ik vroeg me afofje op de kinderen kunt passen.
I was wondering whether you could look after the kids

Coruu[rarive devices
A request can be presented in the form of a consultation of the addressee. The purpose of this
strategy is to involve the hearer in the speaker's problem and to stimulate his cooperation. This
characteristic ofparticipation increases the politeness.

(13) Denkje datjij straks even op de kinderen kunt passen?
Do you think you could look after the kids for a while?
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Understatements
By understatements are meant those elements in the proposition that are used to weaken the
urgency or the imposition of the requested action or object. An understatement makes the
request less threatening for H, and, consequently, also easier for S to make the request. In
Dutch, understating is very common and is frequently expressed by the adverb even which
suggests that the requested service will not take long. Dutch also has a diminutive morpheme -
(t)je that is frequently added to an object-noun in order to make it seem less ímposing or less
important (14). A very commonly used word is the adverb even jes, which, in fact, has a double
understating function (even f jes). In French, this effect of understating can only be achieved
by the addition of explicit adverbs or adjectives (15).

(14) Kun je dit tekstje evenljes voor me comgeren?
Can you spare just a few moments to correct this text for me?

(15) ?Peux-tu comger ce petrt [ext pour moi, pendant quelques instants?

A liberal use ofdiminutives in terms ofaddress and object nouns is in Dutch often perceived as
a way to express in-group membership, definitely auned at decreasing the distance. The
diminutive tekrje in (14) seems to confirm this, since it expresses not orily that the text is short,
but it also suggests a degree of `endearment' towards the object which one normally only
shares with close friends. It can safely be assumed that understatements perform a double
function in Dutch.

The typical Dutch evenjes is ahnost impossible to translate into French without getting
an unnatural formulation.

Dawntoners
A dowtrtoner is a word or an expression in (here) a request by which a speaker indicates
explicitly his being aware that the addressee may not comply with his request. A very common
downtoner is the Dutch modal adverb misschien (~erhaps) or the French peut-ëtre.

(16) Kun je misschien op Evie-Britt en Kaj-Ivar passen?
Could you perhaps look after E. and K.?

Please
A very common and friendly way to intensify a request is the addition of the adverbial
expression alstublieft (~lease) as in ( 10).5 Both in Dutch and in French ( and English), ,the
etymology of this expression is the same (NL: als het u belieft; FR: s'il vous plaït; E: ifyou
please). Even in the contracted Dutch form alstublieft, the personal pronoun u is still present
and performs a similar function as in the forms of address. Not surprisingly, a more familiar
als~blieft is used in less formal situations. This also holds for the French s'il te plait.
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(17) Kunje alsjeblieft op Evie-Britt en Kaj-Ivar passen?
Could you please look after E. and K.?

Alstublieft increases the politeness of a request since it literally adds a condition to it stating
that the addressee should only comply with the request if it pleases her. However, it is doubtful
whether the average native speaker of Dutch is aware of the etymology of the expression. The
verb believen can only be found in archaic expressions of the verb to like as in Blief je nog
aardappels? (-would you like some more potatoes). Although its politeness function clearly
derives from its etymology, it seems that in Dutch, alstublieft is entirely conventionalised as a
politeness marker. In French, the etymology ofs'il vous plaït will probably be much clearer
since the verb plaire (to please) is much more common in French than believen in Dutch.

These observations could lead to the hypothesis that the use of alstublieft by a Dutch
speaker is more superficially motivated as `a politeness marker' that can be used for all
purposes. It should therefore be more widely applicable than its French counterpart, as the use
ofs'i! vous plaït is more restricted to cases in which the addressee really approves of or likes
the requested action or object.

Intensifiers

This type of modification is not oriented to limit the threat to H's face, and as the example will
illustrate, not a typical politeness marker. However, intensifiers occur regularly in requests.
They make a request more convincing, since the speaker can `over-represent the reality denoted
in the proposition' by adding elements of exaggeration to it (Blum-Kulka 8r. Olshtain 1984).
Intensifiers have also been investigated in the CCSARP project. They can also be found in
Dutch and French requests .

(18) Zou je die zwijnenstal in je kamer nu eindelijk eens optuimen?
Could you now fmally cleaz up that pigsty in your room?

3.2.2 Exterrurl modifications

As we have seen in the request in (1), a speaker can give extra support to her request in
adjuncts that precede or follow the core request. In this section I will consider the external
modifications that have received most attention in the literature.

Greetings
A greeting is a way to get the attention of the addressee in a fiiendly way, before the actual
request is formulated. It is a short device that creates a cordial atmosphere by opening the
conversation smoothly before the request is made. In Dutch, this greeting consists mostly of a
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Hallo (fname) or Goedemorgen (-Good moming). Further inquiries about the well-being of

the addressee are sometimes made, but only if the speaker is really interested and e~cpects
information from the addressee on this issue. In French, the greeting Salut or Bonjour is usually
followed by ~a va?, which is literally a question about the well-being of the addressee.

However, one is not expected to elaborate on this matter. The question should be reciprocated

by not more than: oui, ~a va. Et toi? These simple routines can create light forms of
miscommunications between the Dutch and the French, since a Dutch speaker who is unaware
of it will think his French interlocutor is seriously interested in his well-being, and will enter this
subject.

Availability check
As we have seen in (1), the speaker can preface the request with a question that checks whether
the precondition that is necessary for compliance holds true. If this condition is not met, the
speaker can refrain from uttering her request, thus avoiding being more imposing on the
addressee.

Getting a precommitment
A speaker can not only check whether the addressee is able to comply, but also whether she is
willing to do something for the speaker. In (19), this precommitment is checked.

(19) Zou je iets voor me willen doen? Zou je misschien op Kaj-Ivaz en Evie-Britt kunnen passen?
Would you do me a favour? Could you perhaps look after K. and E.?

Grounder
In (1), a reason was given for why the speaker had to ask her sister's help. This enables her to
show that she is not bothering the addressee for nothing. This corresponds with BBcL's
observation that giving (overwhelmn:~ reasorrs [parentheses added] can be used to express
RP. However, they also note that giving a reason can function to decrease the distance to the
addressee, since including the hearer in the reasoning is a way to convey that `he can help.'
The idea ofcooperation is one of the basic features of SP (see also 4.2.1).

Sweetener

A sweetener is an utterance in which the speaker e~cpresses his appreciation for certain qualities
of the addressee (20) or for goods or objects that are relevant to the request. Its politeness
fim~tion is obvious.

(20) Kun je straks even op Kaj-Ivaz en Evie-Bntt passen~ Jij kunt m goed met kinderen omgaan.
Could you look after K. and E. for a while? You're so good with children.
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Disarmer

The speaker can precede the request by an utterance in which he expresses his awareness of the
factors that could prevent the addressee from complying. Consequently, the addressee cannot
use it as an excuse for his non-compliance and is `disarmed.'

(21) Ik weet datje eigenlijk weg moet,maar wu je misschien toch even op de kinderen kunnen passen?
I know you're really ought to go, but nevertheless, could you perhaps watch the kids for moment?

Cost minimi~er
A request, by defmition, threatens the negative face of the addressee: compliance implies that
he cannot do what he would have liked to do if the request had not been made. A request is
always costly for the addressee. The speaker can minimi~e these costs, by pointing to aspects
that reduce the imposition of the request for the addressee, or simply by indicating his
consideration for these costs (22). T1tis strategy has a function similar to the understatements.

(22) Als je vanmiddag toch in de tuin bezig blijft, kun je dan niet tegehjk op de kinderen passen?
Since you will be busy gardening anyhow tlus afternoon, couldn't you look after the kids at the same time?

Excuses~Apologizing
By presenting an excuse or apology for the imposition, the speaker explicitly shows his concem
for the negative face of the addressee. This redresses the possible offence a request may
represent for the addressee (23).

(23) Het spijt me dat ikje er mee lastig val, maar zou je vanmiddag misschien op de kinderen kunnen
passen?
I'm sotry to bother you, but could you perhaps look after the kids this afternoon?

Offer
The addressee can comply more easily with a request if the speaker is offering to do something
in exchange. This underlines the cooperation between speaker and addressee, and bears the SP
function of reducing the distance. Example (24) contains such an offer.

(24) Kun jij misschien vanmiddag op de kinderen passen? Ik za!je dan vannvond helpen met het
uittypen van die tekst.
Can you perhaps look after the kids this aftemoon? Then I will help you type that text tonight.

Thanks

Demonstrating a certain form of gratitude while asking a favour of someone, redresses the
imposition of the request considerably. This can be realised as in (28).
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(28) Kun jij op de kinderen passen? Atvast bedankt hè!

Can you Iook after the kids? Thanks!

Although the list of intemal and e~ctemal modifiers is by no means exhaustive, they cover an

important part of the face work that can be done in requests. The Gsting of the modifiers,

follows to a great extent the order in which Blum-Kulka 8c Olshtain (1984) present the request
modifiers in the CCSARP project.

As we have seen, most of these markers or expressions can be realised quite well both in
French and in Dutch. Where this is not the case, the difference was discussed. The question is
to what e~ctent these modifications are actually used in both languages and at what point Dutch
and French requests differ. These questions will be elaborated in 3.3. below.

3.3 Requesting in Dutch aod French: research questions

The main purpose of the present study was to compare the use ofpoliteness by native speakers
of Dutch and native speakers of French. By politeness, 1 mean the use of the intemal and
eutemal modifiers that have been discussed above. Although this study was prunarily
explorative, it had to provide at the same tune more clarity on the question of the presumed
Dutch rudeness. Does that image have to do with differences between the uses ofpoliteness in
Dutch and French as a mother tongue, or does it have to be attributed to the fact that the Dutch
speaker who is involved in French~Dutch communication is speaking a foreign language? A
systematic approach to these questions requires first obtaining a detailed picture of the use of
politeness by Dutch and French speakers, in their native languages. We have seen that almost
all the markers that have been discussed above can be realised in both languages. The question
that follows automatically is to what extent speakers of the two Lmguages differ in the
frequency with which they use those markers. C~ne of the possible sources of the Dutch
`rudeness' could be that they do not use as much politeness in their mother tongue as the
French. Tlus would mean that, in general, the frequencies of use of the politeness markers are
lower in Dutch than in French. However, it is also possible that the Dutch have different
preferences in their face work, which is then expressed in a different distribution of the
frequencies of the politeness strategies. Recall that not all politeness markers function in the
same way. These questions have been further explored by a contrastive analysis of requests
produced in both mother tongues in order to provide more insight into differences of a
pragmalinguistic kind (Leech 1983; Thomas 1983).

The results of the contrastive analysis form a basis for a meaningful analysis of the
speakers who most probably can be held responsible for the rude image of the Dutch, namely
the Dutch speakers of French. The first question that arises immediately for that group of
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speakers is: To what extent can the rudeness be attributed to a(simple) problem of language
profrciency? If a speaker has not mastered the linguistic instruments to express politeness in a
foreign language, the impression of rudeness is most likely a language acquisition problem, and
not a matter of his cultural background alone. It is a well known fact that the average Dutcó
speaker is not fluent in French, and his directness, which may amount to the level of `rudeness',
can most probably be attributed to his low level ofproficiency in French. Analyses ofrequests
produced by this particular group should confirm that idea. If the lack ofproficiency in French
is the major cause of the Dutch d'uectness, Dutch near-native speakers of French will produce
requests that resemble those of the French native speakers, since they are not hampered by
language problems. But what ifDutch near-native speakers ofFrench still produce requests that
are less polite than the French native requests? In that case, the use of politeness in the Dutch
native requests will indicate to what extent the Dutch rrear-rurtive speakers in their French
requests are influenced by the frequency patterru of their mother tongue. This could be
considered as a form of trarrsfer of the pragmatics from the mother tongue to the foreign
language ( see chapter 1).

In the beginning of this chapter, the issue of sociopragmatic differences was raised:
contextual factors that operate differently in both languages. As we have indicated in chapter l,
one of the factors in the Politeness Theory of Brown and Levinson ( 1987), which (also)
determines how much politeness is used, is the Power difference between the interlocutors. The
basic hypothesis is straightforward and plausible: 1) if a power difference exists between two
interlocutors, the person in the weaker position will need more politeness if he wants to
produce an FTA than the more powerful person.

Pawer Differerrce forms a genuine source of sociopragmatic `friction' between the Dutch
and the French. The French attribute a greater value to hierarchical relations between people
than the Dutch do (Hofstede 1980, Huls 1991). This could mean that Dutch speakers feel
relatively less need to show deference or to use other politeness markers towards a superior
than French speakers do. This aspect can be studied by comparing for both groups requests that
are addressed to more powerful interlocutors with requests to equals. If the French~Dutch
difference interacts with the power difference in contexts, the next question that arises is to
what extent that interaction will persist if a Dutch speaker has mastered French at a high level.
Will a thorough command ofFrench also affect his attitude toward aspects such as power?

The issues raised above lead to the following research questions:
1. To what extent do Dutch and French speakers differ in the use of politeness in their

mother tongue?
2. How does a Dutch speaker use politeness if he is speaking French as a foreign language,

and to what extent does his level ofproficiency in French affect this use?
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3. Do Dutch and French speakers differ in their attitude towards power difference, as
expressed in their requesting behaviour?

4. Does a Dutch near-native speaker ofFrench change his attitude towards power difference
more then a Dutch speaker in his mother tongue?

These questions will be examined in a request production task that will be described 'm more
detail below (3.4). The results will follow in 3.5.

3.4 The request production task

The task that was used consisted of eliciting requests in different contexts Gom subjects who
were free to formulate the requests in their own words. The requests were recorded on tape
and transcribed. A similar task has been used by Craig, Tracy, and Spisak ( 1986). In the
following sections more details will be presented about the method (3.4.1), the procedwe
(3.4.2), the material (3.4.3), and the subjects (3.4.4).

3.4.1 Method

The request production task was carried out by fow groups of subjects:
Group 1: 20 Dutch native speakers (hence Dutch NS)
Group 2: 20 French native speakers (French NS)
Group 3: 20 Dutch near-native speakers of French (French NNS)
Group 4: 14 Dutch leamers ofFrench (French learners)

The requests produced by groups 1 and 2 were compared to get more information about the
use of politeness in both native languages. The difference between groups 3 and 4 revealed to
what extent the level of proficiency affects the use ofpoliteness. No subject took part in both
the `native language task' and the `foreign language task.' So the independent variables of
cultura! background and leve! ofproficiency ir: French corresponded with the subject groups.

In each group, the subjects were given 40 different contexts in which a request had to be
produced (see 3.4.3) The 40 contexts were the same for all four subject groups. In groups l, 2,
and 3 this yielded 20 x 40 requests - 800 requests per group. In group 4, 14 x 40 - 560
requests were produced.

The requests were transcribed, and within each request, an inventory was made of the
politeness markers (both intemal and extemal modifiers). These markers formed the dependent
variables in the study.
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3.4.2 Procedure

The task took place in a language laboratory. The procedure for groups 1 to 3 was as follows.
Before the actual experiment, an instruction text was presented to the subjects and was read
aloud (see Appendix 2a ~- b). Then the subjects had the opportunity to ask questions. When all
problems were solved, they went into the individual booths and put on the headphones, through
which they were informed about the situation which they were supposed to imagine and in
which they had to produce the requests themselves. These situations had the following form:

Net is eindelijk eens echt mooi weer. t'anochtend heb je het rapport dat eind
van de week klaar moet zyn besproken. Het is nog niet helemaal klaar.
Desondanks wilje nu van het mooie weer profrteren en de rest van de dag vrij
hebben. Je gaat naarje directe chef en vraagt:

Finally, the weather is nice again. This morning you discussed the report that you will
have to have ready by the end of the week. There is still some work to do.
Nevertheless, you want to take advantage of the fine weather and take the rest of the
day off. You go to see your manager and you ask:

The subjects' requests were recorded by microphone. They had 15 seconds for each request,
which was sufficient in 980~0 of all cases. Before the experimental contexts were presented, the
subjects received frve contexts as examples, which enabled them to get used to the voice, the
material and the task. The five example contexts were followed by an `example request,' to
give them an idea ofwhat was expected from them In the instructions, it was stressed that the
example requests merely served as such, and that all kind of variants were possible. After
these 5 example contexts f requests, the subjects were given the 40 experimental contexts,
each announced by their sequential number. This announcement was intended to focus their
attention and to enable them to keep track of how much context would still follow. The total
experiment took t 35 minutes. In group 1, both the instruction and the contexts were in
Dutch. The contexts had been recorded by a Dutch (female) native speaker. Groups 2 and 3
received a French version of the instructions and the contexts, recorded by a French (female)
native speaker.

The procedure was slightly different for the French learners. A pilot study had revealed
that the original French task would be too difficult for the learners, if the procedure were the
same as for the NSs and the NNSs. In order to make sure that the learners understood the
contexts correctly before they started producing their requests, the following modifications
had been made. These subjects not only heard the original sound version of the contexts
through the headphones, they also received a written version of the contexts. Dutch
translations were provided for vocabulary that had caused problems of understanding in the
pilot study. Secondly, the stretch of time in which they could produce their requests was
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increased to 30 seconds. Finally, the way in which the contexts were presented was changed.

The contexts were read aloud by the leader of the experiment, in sets of five. The subjects
could follow the texts in the written version. After this reading part, they were not allowed to

look at the contexts anymore, and they heard the original version of those five contexts in

their headphones. After each context, they had 30 seconds to produce their request. This

procedure was repeated until all 40 contexts had been presented. The entire experiment in
group 4 took f 45 minutes.

3.4.3 Material

All 40 contexts dealt with everyday situations in which the speaker had to produce a request.
In order to ensure that enough variation existed in the `weight' of the request, the contexts
were designed around five situational categories in whích the `obstacle' was varied so as to
prevent the addressee from complying. Obstacles were used that corresponded with the frve
modal categories that have been discussed in chapter 1 and in 3.2.1. For each ~ategory, eight
contexts were designed:
l. in which the speaker needs permission from the addressee
2. in which the speaker believes the request implies a burden for the addressee
3. in which the speaker is unsure about the possibility of the addressee to comply
4. in which the speaker has reasons to question the commitment of the addressee
5. in which the speaker thinks that the addressee is more or less obliged to comply with the

request.

In a pilot study, the contexts were presented to a group of 18 native speakers who had to give
their opinion on what would constitute the most obvious obstacle to the addressee's
complying with the request. On the basis of these judgements, 6 contexts were transferred to
another category. The entire set of contexts is given in Appendices 3a } b. On the basis of the
arguments presented in chapter 1, the need for politeness would be greatest in the contexts of
category 1 and lowest in the contexts of category 5. However, this hypothetical rank order of
politeness was not tested in this study. The range was primarily meant to guarantee enough
variety in the politeness strategies in the requests.

Every context was translated into French and checked by a native speaker. Both the
Dutch and the French contexts were read aloud by a(female) native speaker and recorded in
the studio ofTilburg University.
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3.4.4. Subjects

Group 1 consisted of 20 students at Tilburg University, all native speakers of Dutch. Crroup 2
was formed by 20 students of the Ecole des Affaires de Paris, all native speakers of French.
Group 3 consisted of 20 Dutch students of French language and literature at Nijmegen
University, all of them just before eaming their Master's Degree. All subjects in these groups
were between 20 and 23 years old. Group 4 was formed by 14 pupils of a Dutch pre-
university secondary school (VWO), all of them in the year oftheir final year. They were 17 or
18 years old. Each group was composed of f 70"~o female and 300~o male subjects.

3.5 Results

Before the subject groups were compared, the total frequency of each politeness marker was
calculated. For each subject, the total frequency of each of the politeness markers in all 40
contexts was calculated. The politeness markersl request modifiers that were analysed are
presented in Table 3.1. Ne~ct, the mean frequency of each marker was calculated for each
subject, by divid'mg the frequency of a marker by the number ofcontexts (- 40). These subject
means formed the input of the analyses that will follow. Table 3.1 gives an overview ofthe
occurrences ofeach politeness marker, intemal and extemal, for each of the four groups. The
figures represent, for each subject group, the percentage of all requests in which the given
marker was found.

For each politeness marker in Table 3.1, a separate one-way analysis of variance was
camed out on the subject means of each marker. The ANOVA indicated whether the four
subject groups differed for that marker. A post hoc comparison with the Student Newman
Keuls formula was used each time to detercnine which groups differed and in which direction.
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Table 3.1 Internal and external politeness marker in the requests ofDutch and
French NS, and of French NNSs and French learners of French (e~e)

Dutch NS French NS French NNSs French
(N-20) (N-20) (N-20) learners

(N-14)
INTERNAL MARI~ERS:

1. Modal.category:

a. Permission 20,6 10,8 14,0 10,2

b.Imposition 4,3 10,9 3,6 0,4

c. Possibility 32,9 49,0 45,0 39,6
d. Commitment 23,4 2,6 11,1 16,3
e.Obligation 2,8 3,8 4,5 5,9

2. Form of Address
a. ulvous 33,3 42,6 47,1 42,7
b. jijltu 40,7 29,8 28,6 32,7

c. S'u, Madam 16,3 28,2 32,4 12,4

d. First name 8,3 11,8 10,9 6,7
3. Conditional 55,9 67,5 44,1 6,1
4. Polarity: negative req. 5,9 13,6 5,5 2,2
5- Question Form

a. inversion 89,7 28,1 25,2 17,2
b. est-ce que - 42,1 41,0 17,2
a intonation - 15,4 19,2 31,6
d. wish 4,3 7,6 5,6 22,6

6. Past Tense 0,3 2,0 0,6 Q9
7. Consultative Device 1,4 0,1 2,3 0,4
8. Understatements 26,9 4,9 4,1 1,1
9. Downtoners 33,5 4,3 4,9 4,3
10. Please 4,0 25,5 7,9 3,3
Il.lntensifier 6,0 11,1 6,3 4,1

EXTERNAL MARKERS
l. Ctteeting 2,8 7,7 6,9 0,6
2. Availability check 10,5 8,5 11,6 14,9
3. t3etting precommitment 0 0, I 0 0,4
4. Grounder 45,0 52,6 41,4 59,4
5. Sweetener I,1 2,0 0,1 0,2

6. Disarmer 2,3 3,0 0,5 2,2

7, Cost minimizer 2,6 5,8 6,2 3,4

8. Excuses 3,6 33,9 17,0 10,9

9.Offer 1,6 3,1 2,2 0,9

10. Thanks 0,9 5,4 2,2 0
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3.5.1 Interiurlmarkers

Modality category
The frve modality categories were analysed separately, for each category a different ANOVA.

Permission.
The use ofpermission requests was not the same in all subject groups (F(3,70) - 10.39;
p~.001). The Dutch NSs used significantly more permission requests than the three other
groups, which did not differ in this respect.

Imposition
The subject groups also differed in the use of imposition requests (F(3,70) - 8.76; p~.001).
The French NS used more requests of this type than all Dutch subject groups.

Possibility
Although very frequent in all groups, the possibility requests were not used with the same
frequency by all subject groups (F(3,70) - 5.10; p~.01). 1"he French NS and the Dutch NNS
used more possibility requests than the Dutch NS, but not more than the French leamers.

Commitment
Commitment requests seem to be typically Dutch, since all three Dutch groups differed
significantly from the French NS (F(3,70) - 11.27; p~.001).

Obligation
There was no difference in the use of the obligation requests.

Forms ofAddress
This category was subdivided 'mto the four categories: uwous, jijltu, the use of the fomial
Sir~Madnm, and the use of the more informal first name. Separate ANOVAs were carried out
for each of them.

Ulvous
The use of the more polite second person plural U was significantly lower in Dutch than in all
three other groups, in which the language was French (F(3,70) - 6.81; p~.001). Even the
French learners used more vous than the Dutch NS.

Jijltu
Not surprisingly, the pichue for the use of the more informal second person singular was
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reversed: the Dutch used significantly more jij than the three other groups (F(3,70) - 9.12;
p~.001)

Sir~lVladam
The four groups also differed in the use of the more distant Sir~Madam (F(3,70) - 10.07;
p~.001). The greater use ofthis marker by the French NNS and the French NS caused this
effect. They differed both significantly from the Dutch NS and the French learners.

First name
The picture is almost the same for the use of the frrst name of the addressee (F(3,70) - 3.93;
p~.05). The French NS used this feature significantly more often than the Dutch native
speakers and the French leamers. They did not differ from the French NNS.

Coru~itional requests

Considerable differences were found in the use of coiulitionality in the requests of the four
subject groups (F(3,70) - 38.86; p~.001). The French NS used significantly more conditionals
than all three other groups, the Dutch NS significantly more than the two other Dutch groups,
and the French NNS still more than the French learners.

Negative requests
The French NS used significantly more negative requests than the Dutch groups (F(3,70) -
6.66; p~.001). The differences between the three Dutch groups were not significant.

Question form
The four different question forms have also been analysed for each group. Obviously, the
Dutch speakers did not use the `est-ce que type of question' and practically no intonation
questions. For those question forms the comparisons are only interesting for the French tasks.

Inversion
The Dutch NS used more inversion questions than the othei groups (F(3,70) - 68.76;
p~.001), but this effect is obscwed by the fact that in Dutch less variation is possible. The
differences between the three French-speaking groups were not significant.

Est-ce que
The three French-speaking groups differed in the use ofest-ce que questions (F(2,51) - 7.97;
p~.01). The French NS and the French NNS used this type of question significantly more than
the French leamers. The difference between the first two groups was not significant.
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Intonation

The most interesting difference that was found was the frequent use of the iraorurtion
questions by the French leamers. They used significantly more intonation questions than the
French NS. However, the ANOVA over the three subject groups was not significant (F(2,51)
- 3.16; p-.051).

Wish
This question form can be produced equally well in Dutch and French, so the comparison is
interesting for all four groups. These groups differed significantly in the use ofwishes (F(3,70)
- 10.42; p~.001). The French leamers are entirely responsible for this effect. They used
significantly more wishes than all three other groups.

Past tense
This feature was practically absent in all Dutch subject groups, but the French NS used the
past tense in 20~0 of the requests. This was significantly more than the three Dutch groups
(F(3,70) - 3.00; p~.05).

Consultative devices
No differences were found for this marker.

Understatements
In line with the predictions, uru~erstatements occurred much more frequently in the Dutch
requests than in the French requests, irrespective of the subject group (F(3,70) - 109.06;
p~.001).

Dawntoners

The use of downtoners (in 900~0 of all cases e~cpressed by perhaps), for which no differences
were predicted, showed a picture similar to the uru~erstatements. The Dutch NS used
significantly more perhaps than all other groups (F(3,70) - 39.15; p~.001). The differences
between the three French-speaking groups were not significant.

Please

The use ofplease, perfectly possible in Dutch, was practically not used by the Dutch NS, and
although s'il vous plait is one of the few French expressions that all Dutch people are familiar
with, it was not frequently used by the learners, and not even by the French NNS. The French
NS however, displayed an intensive use of please. They used it significantly more than all
Dutch subjects (F(3,70) - 17.32; p~.001)
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Intensifiers
The French NS used significantly more intensifrers than all Dutch groups (F(3,70) - 4.57;
p~.01). 7áe differences between the Dutch groups were not significant.

3.5.2 External markers

Greetings
Although the French leamers used considerably fewer greetings than the other three groups,
none of these differences were significant.

Availability check
The French learners used significantly more availability checks outside the request than the
French NS (F(3,70) - 3.17; p~.001). The differences with the other groups were not
significant.

Getting precommitment
This feature was hardly found, in any of the four groups. Testing the differences would make
no sense.

Grounder

As the percentages in Table 3.1 indicate, grounders were used very frequently by all groups.
However, the intensity with which grounders were used was not the same for all groups
(F(3,70) - 7.72; p~.001). This significant effect was caused by the French leamers, who used
significantly more grounders than the Dutch NS and NNS. They did not differ from the French
NS. This last group aLso used significantly more grounders than the Dutch NS and French
NNS.

Sweetener
The four groups aLso differed in the use ofsweeteners (F(3,70) - 4.67; p~.01). The French NS
used significantly more sweeteners than the French NNS and the French learners. The
difference with the Dutch NS was not significant.

Disarmers
The subject groups did not differ significantly in the use of disarmers (F(3,70) - 2.60;
p-.05 5 ).
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Cost minimizers
No difference could be found for the cost minimizers either (F(3,70) - 2.22; p- n.s.).

Excuses
There were considerable differences among the among the four subject groups in the use of
excuses (F(3,70) - 22.70; p~.001). In more than ~~s of all requests, the French NS used
excuses. This is more than 10 times as much as the Dutch NS. Their use was significantly
greater than for all Dutch subjects. Interestingly, the French NNS used still considerably (and
significantly) more excuses than the Dutch NS. Ahhough the Iearners used more excuses than
the Dutch NS as well, this difference was not significant.

Offers
The subject groups did not differ in the use of offers to do something in exchange. This may
be caused by afloor effect.

77raanks
The last external marker that was investigated, thanking, was also responsible for a significant
effect (F(3,70) - 5,43; p~.01). The French NS used more expressions to thank the addressee
than the Dutch NS and the French learners. The difference with the French NNS was not
significant.

It is clear from the comparisons above that the Dutch and the French native speakers differed
in many respects in the use of politeness, both for intemal and external markers. Both groups
also differed in many aspects from the French NNS and the French learners. Table 3.2
summarizes the chief points of the resuhs above by listing for each subject group the markers
that were found in descending order of frequency. Those markers are listed that had a
frequency of 300~0 or more, with a minimum of200~o between parentheses.
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Table 3.2 Most frequently used request modifiers ofDutch and French oative speakers
(NS), ofnear-native speakers ( NNS) of Freoch and Dutch leamers (L) of
French ( in descending order of frequency; minimum 30"~0 (20"~0)).
Frequencies are indicated for each modifier.

1. Dutch NS 2. French NS 3. French NNS 4.French leamers

inversion 90 ; conditional 68 :' vous 47 ; grounder 59

conditional 56 grounder 53 ' possibility 45 : vous 43

grounder 45 possibility 49 conditional 44 possibility 40

jij 41 : vous 43 : grounder 41 : tu 33

downtoners 34 ' est-ce que 42 : est-ce que 41 intonation 32

u 33 : excuses 34 Sir, Madam 32 (wish) 23

possibility 33 ; (jij) 30 : (tu) 29 ;

(understatements) 27 : (Sir, Madam) 28 : (inversion) 25 !

(commitment) 23 ': (inversion) 28 :

(permission) 2l (Please) 26 : ,

The lists in Table 3.2 summarize and rank the frequency data of Table 3.1 for each subject
group. This enables us to see in a nutshell what kind ofmarkers are used most in each group
and to what extent the four groups differ in this respect. The long lists ofmarkers below both
NS groups indicates that the requests made in the mother tongue display most variation. Not
surprisingly, the list of the learners is the shortest. However, the length of the list is clearly not
enough to evaluate the richness or poomess of the politeness of a request. One should also
consider what modifiers were found in the requests of each group and with what frequency
they were used. For example, although the French NNS display less variety in the choice of
their politeness markers than the Dutch NS, they do use more polite forms of address (vous
and Sir, Madam), which may add more to the perceived politeness than the use of a
conditional verb with the second person singular jij.

When we compare the requests of the Dutch and French native speakers, the following
observations can be made. First of all, it is clear that the Dutch requests differed from the
French requests. The length of the list of modifiers indicates that in both languages a similar
range of modifiers was found. Some parallels were also found for the type of markers that
occur most. Setting aside the high frequency of the inversion questions for which Dutch has
few altematives, both groups of native speakers made frequent use of the conditional and of
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grounders (the French NS even more than the Dutch NS). Then the preferences deviated. The
Dutch prefered the informaljij to the formal u, which is exactly the opposite of the French use
of the forms of address. The high frequency of downtoners is also typical of the Dutch
requests, and almost absent in French. As for the use of the modality categories, the French
NS used the possibility form in ahnost SOo~o of all requests. In Dutch, this is also the most
frequent modal verb, but it is used in only in 330~0 of the requests. The variation in modality
seemed greater in Dutch, where the commitment and permission verbs were also remarkably
frequent. In the requests of the French NS, commitment verbs were quite rare. As expected,
uru~erstatements were relatively frequent in Dutch and they were hardly found at all in French.
As for the different question forms, the French NS used the est-ce que form most frequently,
followed by inversiorz and irztorurtioir. Finally, excuses were more frequent in French, as was
the use of the polite address terms and please. These markers do not occur in the most
frequent modifiers in Dutch, although they can easily be. realised in Dutch. Although it is
difficult to `weigh' the politeness value of all these request modifiers, the difference in use of
these last three markers in combination with a more frequent use of vous indicates that the
French requests contained more elements of respect than the Dutch requests. I will come back
to this aspect in 3.6.

The French NNS displayed somewhat less variety in their use of modifiers than both
groups ofnative speakers. They used the polite form of address vous remarkably often. In that
respect, they were closer to the French NS than to the Dutch NS. They shared with these two
groups the frequent use ofpossibiliry verbs, conditionals, and grounders. Their requests also
resembled those of the French ~ in the use of the different question forms: est-ce que was
most frequent, then inversion, and finally intonation. They also used the formal address term
of Sir, Madam with the same frequency as the French NS. If we only take these frequency
data into account, the French NNS were indeed quite `near' to the French `native speakers.'
However, the absence from their list of the features excuses and please is striking.

It is also clear that the French leanzers, as expected, exhibited less politeness and a
smaller variety of politeness markers in their requests. However, they did use vous more often
than tu, which was not the case for the Dutch NS. The very high frequency of the grounders is
most striking. They used this feature significantly more than the Dutch NS and the French
NNS. The difference with the French NS was not significant. This could indicate that the
learners wanted to make their request more French-like, but a more plausible reason for this is
that they probably needed to compensate for the lack of internal modifiers. This could be due
to a proficiency problem, since especially a conditional request is difficult to realise for a
leamer of French. The same argument could account for their predominant use of intonation
questions, which can easily be realised by raising the pitch at the end of the utterance. One
should also note that the intonation form is generally evaluated as the most informal question
i~rm.
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3.5.3 Politeness towards superiors andequals, in French and Dutch

The last research question concemed a sociopragmatic difference between Dutch and French
speakers. French speakers are thought to be more sensitive to hierarchical differences than
Dutch speakers. Although the contexts were not designed especially for testing the effect of
power difference on the use of politeness, four contexts were selected 'm which the speaker
had to request something from an addressee who was clearly in a more powerful position. An
example of such a context was given in the report-writing situation ( taking the day o,f~ that
was presented in 3.4.2. ( see also contexts I, 2, (5) and 8 in Appendices 3a f b) and four

contexts in which this power difference was unquestionably absent (contexts I I, 12, 30 and 32
in Appendix 3a t b). Since the experiment was not designed beforehand for this part of the
study, a posteriori analyses have been used.

The use ofpoliteness markers by the Dutch and French NS was compared for high and
low power contexts. The analysis was comparable to the approach used for the overall
analyses that have been discussed above. First, the subject means were calculated for each of
the politeness markers that had to be compared. I did not include the different question forms
for the comparison of the native speakers, since the Dutch subjects only used the inversion
form and, consequently, the contextual factor ofpawer could not cause any variation in this
variable. Table 3.3 presents the means for each marker, separately for the Dutch and French
native speakers, distinguishing requests to an addressee in a more powerful position (for
convenience referred to as superiors) from those to addressees who are equals. The subject
means of the Dutch and the French NS were compared for each politeness marker by means of
t-tests, each time between both subject groups on the specific politeness marker, and this
separately for the requests to a superior and to an equal. For each comparison, the difference
is indicated by the following markers: `~', `~'. The absence of these arrows means that no
significant difference was found.

The comparisons were made for the French NS and the Dutch NS, and for the French
NS and the French NNS.
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Table 3.3 Internal and eaternal politeness marker in the requests of Dutch
and French native speakers, towards superiors and equals ("~o)

TO SUPERIORS TO EQUALS

D. F. F. D. F. F.
NS NS NNS : NS NS NNS

Intern. markers:
1.Modal.category:

a. Permission 56,2 ~ 40,0 37,5 : 15,0 ~ 3,8 10,0
b.Imposition 5,0 12,5 1,3 ~ 7,5 18,8 ~ 6,3
c. Possibility 21,3 36,3 40,0 : 26,3 ~ 62,5 56,3
d. Commitment 11,2 ~ 2,5 5,0 É 40,0 ~ 0 ~ 16,3
e.Obligation 0,0 0,1 2,5 ' 1,3 1,3 0,0

2. Form of Addr.
a. ufvous 26,3 ~ 48,8 36,3 : 1,3 5,0 18,8
b.jij~tu 3,8 7,5 5,0 : 85,0 83,8 73,8
c. Sir, Madam 7,5 ~ 44,6 55,0 ; 1,3 ~ 12,9 6,3
d. First name l,2 0,0 0,0 : 12,5 17,9 15,0

3. Conditional 62,5 ~ 82,5 ~ 55,0 : 62,5 75,0 ~ 51,3
4. Polarity:

nega~tve req. 2,5 ~ 13,7 ~ 2,5 : 1,3 ~ 15,0 IQ,O
5. Question form

a. inversion 20,0 26,3 ; 15,0 20,0
b. est-ce que 57,1 51,3 : 47,9 43,8
c. intonation 10,0 10,0 ; 20,1 26,3
d. wish 9,2 8,8 : 10,0 6,3

5. Consultative
Device 2,5 0,0 3,5 1,3 0,0 1,3

6. Understatemts. 27,5 ~ 11,2 5,0 ' 42,5 ~ 8,8 6,0
5

7. Downtoners 31,3 ~ 1,3 5,0 ' 31,3 ~ 3,8 5,0
8. Please 7,5 ~ 27,5 ~ 7,5 ` 7,5 ~ 36,3 ~ 15,0
9.Intensifier 13,8 26,3 11,3 : 7,5 11,2 8,8

Eatern. markers
1. Greeting 0,0 ~ 16,3 10,0 : 1,3 6,3 3,8
2. Availab. check 5,0 3,8 6,3 : 6,3 15,0 6,3
3. Grounder 77,5 88,8 80,0 : 35,0 ~ 66,3 ~ 42,5
4. Swcetener 0,0 2,5 0,0 : 1,3 0,0 0,0
5. Disarmer 5,0 7,5 ~ 0,0 : 5,0 5,0 0,0
6. Cost minimizer 6,3 11,3 7,5 : 10,0 12,5 15,0
7. Excuses 2,5 ~ 46,3 26,5 ' 10,0 ~ 28,8 ~ 13,8
8.Offer 5,0 16,3 8,8 : 6,3 5,0 2,5
9. Thanks 0 ~ 5,0 2,5 ; 0,0 ~ 8,8 5,0
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First, the results of the comparisons between the two groups of rurtive speakers will be

presented. As can be seen in Table 3.3, a considerable number ofdifferences were found.

Towards a more powerful addressee, the French subjects used more vous address terms

(t(38)-3.11; p~.01), more Sir~Madam as address term (t(38~3.49; p~.01), more conditionals

(t(38)-2.32; p~.05), more rregative requests (t(38}-2.46; p~.05), more please (t(38)-2.95;

p~.01), more greetirtgs (t(38r3.90; p~.01), more excuses (t(38~6.41; p~.001, and more

tharrkr (t(38~2.18; p~.05). One should recall that all these markers can be realised equally

well in Dutch and in French.

The Ih~tch subjects, by contrast, used more permission requests (t(38)-2.22; p~.05),

more conm:itment requests (t(38)-2.63; p~.05), more uruierstatemerrts (t(38}-2.28; p~.05),

and more dowrTtor:ers (t(38)-4.91; p~.001) towards the more powerful addressee, As has

been noted in 3.2.1, the understatements are difficult to realise in French, so the comparison

for that marker is not very illuminating.
On the whole, the French subjects used considerably more politeness markers towards a

more powerful addressee, but before any conclusion can be drawn on Dutch~F'rench

differences in the perception of power, the results of the requests to equals will have to be

evaluated too.

Towards an addressee who was in an equal position, the French subjects used more possibiliry

requests (t(38}-4.08; p~.001), more Sir~Madam as address term (t(38)-2.10; p~.05), more

rtegative requests (t(38)-2.41; p~.05), more please (t(38)-4.30; p~.001), more grounders

(t(38)-3.54; p~.001), more excuses (t(38~3.32; p~.01), and more thanks (t(38)-2.33;

p~.05 ).

The Dutch subjects used more permission requests (t(38)-3,24; p~.Ol ), more

con:mitmer:t requests (t(38)-7,61; p~.001), more urra'erstatemerrts (t(38)-6,08; p~.001), and

more dawntorters ( t(38)-4,54; p~.001).

The results of these analyses are again summarised in Table 3.4 by listing within both

conditions (superior vs equa!) the most Gequent request modifiers for each subject group in

descending order of frequency. The data of the French NNS are also given in Table 3.4. The

comparison between the Dutch and the French NS will be discussed first.
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Table 3.4 Most frequeotly used request modifiers from French and Dutch native speakers
(NS) and from Dutch near-native speakers of French (NNS), toward more
powerful and equal addressees ( in descending order of frequency; minimum:
30"Io ( 20"~0). Frequencies are indicated for each modifier

TO SUPERIORS , TO EQUALS

Dutch NS French NS French NNS Dutch NS French NS French NNS

grounder 78 grounder 89 Rrounder 80 ;jy 85 tu 83 ru 74

conditionaló3 conditiona! 82 conditionalSS : conditional 63 cnnditiona175 po.ssibility ~6

permission 56 est-ce que 57 Sir, ltifadam55 ' understat. 43 grounder 66 conditionnl 5!

dnwntoner 3! vous 49 est-ce que 51 ' commilment40 possibility 63 est-ce yue 44

(understat) 28 excuse.r 4h po.csibility 40 ' grounder 35 est-ce que 48 grounder 43

(u) 26 Sir,~Lfadam 45 permrssion 38 ' downtoners 3I please 36 (intonationJ 26

(possibilityJ21 permission 40 vous 36 -(possióility) 26 (excusesJ 29 (irrver.rionJ 20

possibility 36 (excusesJ 27 (intnnation)20

(please) 28 (inversionJ 26

(intensifierJ 26

(inversinn) 20

As Table 3.4 illustrates, the list of frequent modifiers in the French requests to a superior is
substantially longer than the Dutch NS list. This was not the case for requests toward an
equal. If we take a closer look ofwhat markers appear in the lists, the following similarities
and differences can be found between the Dutch NS and the French NS.
- Both groups of native speakers used a very high percentage ofgroutu~ers in requests to

a superior. This feature decreased considerably in the Dutch requests to equals, whereas
it still stayed at a high level (660~0) in the French NS requests to equals.

- Both groups did not change their use of conditionals if the power of their interlocutor
changes.

- As for the modal verbs, the Dutch NS used mainly permission requests with a superior,
whereas the French NS use both permission and passibility requests. With an equal, the
French NS predominantly used possibility formulations, while the Dutch NS prefered
commitmera requests above possibility.

- The use of address terms towards equals was comparable. Both the French NS and the
Dutch NS used the informal second person singular. The situation was different for
requests addressed to a superior. The French used vous much more frequently than the
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Dutch NS use u. Tlus holds also for the formal Sir, Madam, which was found 'm 45"~0 of
the French requests to a superior and which was ahnost absent in the Dutch NS
requests. Not surprisingly, this marker disappeared in requests to an equal.

- The Dutch did not adapt their use ofdowntoners to the power status of their addressee.
The French NS rarely used this marker in either situation.

- The understatements in the Dutch NS requests occured more frequently in requests to
an equal than to a superior, where they were still rather frequent. This confirms the
double function that has been signalled in 3.2.1.: Understatements are generally used as
mitigators and they can express a form of solidarity. In French, they did not figure
among the most frequent politeness markers.

Within the French NS requests quite a few modifiers were left for which both conditions have
to be compared.
- The question for est-ce que is the most frequent form in both conditions. Furthermore,

the more formal inversion form used with speaker's superiors was exchanged with the
informal intonation question in the case of equals.

- Excuses were used more frequently with the speaker's superiors, but remained also
rather frequent with equals.

- The use ofplease was comparable in both conditions.
- Towards a superior, the French NS also used more intensifrers. Not that an intensifier is

not always more informal. Saying that one is, for example, very very sorry for disturbing
someone would also be considered an intensifier.

On the basis of the comparisons made above, it seems safe to conclude that both the Dutch
NS and the French NS adapted their requests to a superior, but the French seemed to put
relatively more politeness effort into their requests to a superior than the Dutch NS.

Does this difference between the groups of native speakers mean that a similar
difference will arise between the French NS and the French NNS? First, the differences that
could be noted between these two groups will be summarized, on the basis of the t-tests. As
will become clear, the French NNS displayed fewer differences with the French NS than we
have seen for the Dutch NS.

In the requests to an addressee in a more powerful position, the French NS used more
conditionals (t(38~3.05; p~.01), more negative requests (t(38~2.46; p~.05), more please
(t(38}-2.76; p~.05) aud more disarmers ( t(38r2.35; p~.05) than the French NNS.

In the requests addressed to an equal, the French NS used more imposition requests
(t(38)-2.21; p~.05), more conditionals ( t(38}-2.30; p~.05), more grounders (t(38~2.65;
p~.05), more please (t(38~2.45; p~.05), and more excuses (t(38~2.52; p~.05).

The French NNS, in tum, used more commitment requests (t(38~3.58; p~.01).
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Looking back at Table 3.4, we see that the list of frequent modifiers of the French NS is
longer than the list of the French NNS, in both conditions. However, for the requests uttered
towards a superior, the difference in length has decreased compared to the Dutch NS. Still,
the following similarities and differences could be noted.
- Both groups had grourrclers as the most frequent marker toward a superior. This use

decreased in the requests to an equal, but the NNS displayed a much greater drop in
frequency than the NS.

- The frequency of the corulitionals was unchanged, both for NS and the NNS. This was
also the case for the Dutch NS.

- Towards a superior, the NNS demonstrated a frequent use of the formal Sir, Madam.
They did not differ significantly from the NS in this respect.

- The NNS displayed the same use ofquestion forms as the NS. Est-ce que was the most
frequent form, followed by irrversion for requests to a superior. The pattenn of question
forms used 'm requests to an equal was also the same as for the NS. Est-ce que was most
frequent, followed by intonation and inversion.

- The NNS did not differ either from the NS in the use ofthe morial verbs. They also used
possibility and permission requests with appro~mately the same frequency, and in the
requests to an equal, the frequency of the possibility increased for both groups at the
cost of the permission requests.

- The French NNS used the forms of address with the same patterns as the NS. They did
not differ statistically from the NS in the use of vous towards a superior, and the use of
tu to an equal was also comparable.

. The use of excuses showed that the NNS increased the use of this feature toward a
superior, and at this point they did not differ from the NS, but they dropped the excuses
in their requests to an equal, whereas the NS maintained the use of it.

. The French NS used more intensifiers to a superior than the NNS, whose requests in
this respect resembled those ofthe Dutch NS.
The French NS also used more please than the NNS, in both conditions. If we look at
Table 3.3, it is remarkable that the use ofplease was higher in both the NS and NNS
requests uttered to an equal than to a superior. Although the increase was not
significant, this suggests, strangely enough, that please is more restricted to situations
without a hierarchical difference.

Ifwe restrict ourselves to the set of the most frequent modifiers, there is ahnost no interaction
between the power difference in the context and NS versus NNS. By this, I mean that both the
NS and the NNS adapted their requests to a superior in a comparable way. The two groups
did show somewhat more difference in the requests to an equal than to a superior. The French
NNS were apparently aware of the more intensíve use of markers as vous and SiriMadanr as
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address terms to a superior and they also added as many excuses to their requests as the
French NS. The French NNS were apparently not only proficient in the language at a high
level, but they also seemed to think that `in French, one should be somewhat more polite
towards a superior than one would be in Dutch,' which would explain the more intensive use
some politeness markers, compared to the Dutch in their mother tongue.

However, if we consider the differences between the French NS and the French NNS for
the requests to equals, the use of conditionals and please was not only still greater in the
French native requests, the use of excuses and grourzders was also more intensive. Apparently,
the French NNS, although they were aware of the need for more politeness to a superior, still
underestimated the amount of politeness used to an equal in French. The relatively more
intensive use of the commitmerzt request (although not in the category of most frequent
features, but see Table 3.3) further illustrates that the French NNS transfered this Dutch
preference to some extent into the pragmatics of their spoken French.

3.6 Discussion

ln chapter 2, the request perceptiaz study indicated that French and Dutch native speakers
had approximately the same ideas about what constitutes a polite request. It was hypothesized
that this agreement in perception would not automatically imply that both groups use
politeness similarly. This hypothesis was tested with native speakers ofDutch and French and
with Dutch speakers of French as a foreign language. The request production task that was
used in this study guaranteed more variation in the politeness `data' that were collected from
the Dutch and French speakers. Furthermore, the greater number of contexts that were
studied added also to the external validity of the study. All these ingredients enabled me to
diagnose that speakers of Dutch and speakers of French differed considerably in the use of
politeness in their native language. If we restrict ourselves to the frequently occurring
modifiers, the French displayed a similar variety in politeness markers as the Dutch native
speakers, but a different frequency distribution. This was particularly clear for the modal
verbs in Dutch: possibiliry, permission and commitment requests all three occurred quite
frequently, whereas the possibiliry requests were clearly most frequent in the requests of the
French NS. Furthermore the Dutch NS used more dawntoners and urzderstatements, all of
them request modifiers that enhance politeness. As we have seen in 3.2., understatements are
more difficult to realise in French, so it is not surprising that it was only rarely found in the
French requests. This does not hold for the use ofperhaps (downtoner). It is unclear why this
feature occured less frequently in French. Similarly, markers that were more frequent in
French could have been reaGsed as much in Dutch, but were not. This was the case with the
use ofplease and excuses.
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So far, the two languages seem to be in balance with their use and non-use ofpoliteness
markers. However, the greater use of vous, contrasting with the Dutch preference for jij, and
the higher frequency in French of polite address terms such as Sir~Madam, indicated that the
French seemed to put more effort into their requests than the Dutch in their native language.
Brown and Levinson ( 1987) argue that the more effort goes into the preservation of face, the
more polite the expression is. However, although it is tempting to conclude from this that the
Dutch are probably less polite than the French, in their mother tongue, we should first of all
know more about the relative politeness value of all these markers. We have seen in chapter 2
that coru~itiorurlity~ had a greater impact on the politeness of a request than polarity. The
French used significantly more corulitionals than the Dutch, but the latter used this feature still
in 560~0 ofall their requests, which can hardly be considered impolite.

We also saw that the permission requests were clearly considered the most polite
requests, compared to the other modality categories. This was even more strongly perceived
as such in French than in Dutch. These permission requests were more frequent in Dutch. In
the hypothetical case that this feature overrules the politeness value of the other politeness
markers that are present in the requests, the Dutch requests could perhaps even be more polite
than the French requests. This, however, seems very implausible, but it underlines the need for
more information on the contribution ofeach marker to the overall politeness of a request, and
more specifically, on the interaction between the different markers in a request.

Furthermore, it is clear from the study in chapter 2 that, in general, the Dutch and the
French have approximately the same perception ofpoliteness, but this has only been analysed
for modality, conditionality, and polarity. It is not impossible that the frequent Dutch
understatements and dawntoners have a more important politeness function in Dutch than in
French. The same remark can be made for the function offorms of address. The distancing
function of u~vous and Sir,Madam may be appreciated in French, but may perhaps be
considered too distant in Dutch. More information on these possible perceptional differences
is needed.

It is also conceivable that in Dutch, less linguistic politeness is needed to reach an
acceptable `politeness level' in the eyes of the Dutch. In line with this argument, more
politeness would be needed to reach an acceptable level in French. The Dutch `rudeness'
would then contrast with French `politeness inflation', the exuberant style of the French in the
eyes of the Dutch.

Ifwe turn to the use ofpoliteness by the Dutch speakers of French, the following observations
can be made. First ofall, the resuhs of the French learners are not surprising. They used less
politeness than all other groups, and fewer different features. The most obvious reason for this
is surely their lack of proficiency in French. The language problem probably forced them to
use the intonation question form considerably more often than the other groups. Recall that
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they only had to raise the fmal pitch of their requests. It is doubtfiil whether the French
leamers were aware of the in ormality associated with this type of question fom~, since they
also displayed a relatively frequent use of the formal feature vous.

The Dutch speakers' frequent use of intonation questions may strike their French
interlocutors as very informal. The relatively intensive use of wishes probably adds to this
effect, since 900~0 of the leamers' wish requests were not phrased in the conditional, but were
of the type `Je veux que... ', which sounds very rude. For the French NS, wish-requests, while
in general much less frequent, were in 870~0 of the cases formulated as conditionals of the type
j'aimerais que... ', which obviously is much more polite.

The use of grounders was also remarkably high in the requests of the leamers,
significantly higher than the Dutch NS and NNS. An explanation for this could be a form of
compensation for the rather bare impression their requests make, from a politeness point of
view, as far as the internal markers are concemed. It is not implausible that the French
leamers, well aware of this mdeness, even for Dutch standards, tried to `save face', both their
own and the one of the addressee, by intensifyiug the grounders in their requests. It is true that
for a Dutch leamer, certainly at an average level, it is difficuh to use the French 'conditionnel '
or other features in spoken language. Adding a reason to a request may be achieved quite
simply. Therefore, I believe that the higher use of grounders can also be e~lained from the
lack of proficiency in French. The intensive use of grounders is furthermore in line with the
greater verbasity that was found in the requests of the leamers in the CCSARP project (see
chapter 1). However, one of the reasons Blum-Kulka ea. (1989) give for that verbosity is also
a`demonstration' of knowledge of linguistic e~ressions in the foreign language. I doubt
whether this was the primary motivation of the leamers in this study.

The Dutch near native speakers of French (French NNS) were indeed 'm many respects much
closer to the French native speakers than the learner group, especially in their use of the fomLs
of address and the use of the question fom~s. However, although they were not hampered by
deficiencies in French, they still used please and excuses less often than the French native
speakers. In this respect, the'u requests still showed some resemblance with the Dutch
requests. Nevertheless, the NNS did employ more face work than the Dutch native speakers.
Of course, they may have missed the easy availability of the understatements they would
probably have used in Dutch, and one could argue that they had to compensate for this in a
more intensive use of other markers in order to keep at least the same politeness level as in
their mother tongue. However, this hypothesis is dubious, since in that case they would
probably have used more dawntoners, as they would have done in Dutch. So, we can safely
conclude that in general, the French NNS did adapt their politeness behaviour to the French.
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In a second series of analyses, the question was addressed to what extent the Dutch and
French subjects would behave differently towards a more powerful addressee. The idea was
that the French, since they are considered being more sensitive to this factor, would add
relatively more politeness to their requests than the Dutch. In order to test this idea, contexts
were selected that made it possible to contrast powerful and equal addressees. A selection was
necessary because the original 40 contexts had not all been constructed with respect to this
factor. The French put more effort into their requests to a superior than the Dutch. These
resuhs seem to confirm that native speakers of the two languages have different attitudes with
respect to the factor ofpawer.

One might have expected the near-native speakers of French to show the same
sociopragmatic behaviour as the Dutch NS group. However, we saw the French NNS were
closer to the French NS in their politeness behaviour towards a superior than the Dutch NS
were. This suggests that higher skills in the pragmatics ofa foreign language would also imply
higher skills in the sociopragmatics of a language. Nevertheless, the level ofpoliteness of the
NNS towards equals was still far behind that of the French native speakers, which suggests
that politeness in this situation is still being underestimated.

The study of the effect of the power difference was limited to four different conte~cts.
Obviously, this number is too low for firm conclusions. Another aspect that needs more
attention is the age of the subjects. Recall that the French subjects were 17 and 18 years old,
whereas the Dutch subject averaged 22 years. This age differences may have affected the
results. It is possible that the `young' French subjects were still more respectfW towards a
more powerful addressee than they woutd have been about three years later. This could mean
that the difference between the Dutch and French subjects on this point is overestimated.

The request production study clearly demonstrated that considerable differences exist in the
use of politeness of Dutch and French speakers, not only when both native languages are
compared, but also when Dutch speakers of French are studied. If a Dutch speaker is
proficient in French at an intermediate level, as was the case with the learners, the differences
are obviously very important. One should realise that this group of intermediate leamers still
represents the highest level that is taught at Dutch secondary school. After this form of
education, fiuther language training is available only at specialised teacher training colleges
and universities. One can safely assume that the French skills of the average Dutch tourist in
France are still considerably lower than the level of our learners. ff we can hold those Dutch
tourists, who invade France in vast numbers, responsible for the impolite impression of the
Dutch in general, the reason is clearly a language deficit. However, we saw that the Dutch
near-native speakers of French still stayed behind the politeness level of the French
themselves. Consequently, the impolite impression of the Dutch is not only a language
proficiency problem. The comparisons of contexts with different power conditions
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demonstrated that the Dutch in their mother tongue were less sensitive to power difference
than the French native speakers. This difference disappeared to a great extent in the French
requests of the Dutch speakers with a high level of proficiency in French. This suggests that
the problem of cross-cultural differences in the use of politeness between French and Dutch,
both on the level of pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics could be solved with intensive
language training that takes the leamer at least to the level of near-nativeness. But since the
NNS will probably be outnumbered by the less talented Dutch speakers of French, the
stereotype of the direct Dutch will be hard to remove.

Notes to chapter 3

1. Blum-Kulka, House 8c Kasper (1989) use the term Head Act, for reference to the actual request.

2. The tertn politeness marker will be used for the different linguistic features that influence the polite-
ness of the requests to enhance the compazability with the mnrkers that have been analysed in the -
CCSARP project. Although much overlap exists with the poJiteness strategies ofBrown and Levin-
son, the latter cover a broader ranger of face saving strategies.

3. This is not the case in the Flemish variant ofDutch (Maes, personal communication).

4. A(?) indicates that the acceptability of the formulaUon is questionable. An (~`) is used for unaccepta-
ble constructions.

5. Although we discuss the use of plense here within the internal markers, it can obviously also Sgure
outside the core request in one of the adjuncts. In this study we do not make a distinction between an
intemal and an external please.



Chapter 4. Towards an empirical evaluation of Brown and Levinson's
Politeness Theory

In this chapter, Brown and Levinson's politeness theory is presented and discussed. First, I

will summarise the main characteristics and predictions of the theory (4.1). L~ section 4.2, the

linguistic realizations ofpoliteness strategies are discussed with examples taken from a corpus

of negotiations dtat is analysed in chapter 5. Finally, I will discuss the methodology that is

needed for an empirical test of the theory in its purest form (4.3).

4.1 Politeness Theory

Brown and Levinsou's (henceforth: BBr.L) major aim in their landmark paper (1978) was to

account for the widespread phenomenon that language users very frequently, and across very
different cultures, deviate from `efficient modes of communication'. They relate this

phenomenon to the universal interest ofhuman beings to maintain good social relationships or
to improve them. The central issue in this objective is the concept of the individual's face,

which can be threatened by all kinds of communicative intentions. Politeness strategies
provide a linguistic tool for the speaker to realize forms of verbal behaviour that represent a

possible threat to the face needs of the addressee. In BBcL's theory, the Power D~erence and
Social Distance between the speaker and the addressee, together with the Rate of Imposition

of the face threatening act (FTA) determine how many and what kind of politeness strategies a
speaker will use.

4.1. I Face

In their argument, BBr.L follow Goffinan's ideas ( 1967) about the notion offace. They assume
first of all, that every individual is gifted with a face `that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced
and [which] must be constantly attended to in interaction' ( 1987: 61). Since every `rational'

adult member of a society is aware of the mutual vulnerability of this face, they normally act
according to these needs. The best defence of one's own face needs is not to threaten the
addressee's needs. BBcL assume that this mutual knowledge is universal.

Two different kinds of face needs can be distinguished: a positive face and a negative
face. They have the following basic characteristics:

Positive face: the positive consistent self-image or `personality' (crucially including the desire that
this self-image be appreciated and approved of) claimed by interactants (...). The want of every
member that his ~~~ants be desirable to at least some others.
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Negative face: the basic claim to territories, personal preserves, rights to non-distracàon - i.e., to
freedom of action and freedom from imposition; (...). The want ofevery `competent adult member'
that his actions be unimpeded by others (BBtL 1987: 61-62).

A second assumption of BBr.L is the rationality ofthe individuals for whom the theory should
hold. In fact, that class should include every human being, but BBcL choose to refer to a
A~fode! Person (MP) for whom the arguments should be valid. The rationality claim is quite
simply the idea that no individual will invest energy in something without deriving some
benefit. Furthermore, this rationality can be related to a form of Aristotelian `practical
reasoning', which enables making inferences from a specific goal to the means that would
achieve that goal: the awareness that a certain act has a possible risk for the face ofthe Hearer
(H) or Speaker ( S), will motivate the `rational' individual to act in order to minimi~P that risk.
The means that may lead to that end are, for instance, the use of politeness strategies.

4.1.2 Face threatening acts (FTA)

Several kinds of FTAs can be distinguished in which both the negative and the positive faces
may be endangered. FTAs that threaten H's negative face are all those acts in which S
impinges on H's freedom of action, for instance: orders, requests, suggestions, reminders,
threats, and warnings. FTAs that put H's positive face in danger are those acts that show that
S has little or no attention for the feelings ofH(S doesn't want H's wants). This is the case in,
for instance, S's negative evaluations ofH, as in disapprovals or criticism.

In general, the Model Person is most preoccupied with the danger of H's face, but also
concern for his own face may be involved. I~ for example a speaker has to make an unwilling
promise, he commits himself to performing some kind of action, which he was not obliged to
do before. Therefore, such a promise jeopardizes S's negative face. Similarly, S'spositive face
can be put in danger by an act of S himself. If S, for instance, has to offer his apologies, he
admits he has done something wrong. In doing so, he creates a negative image of himself
which contradicts his need for approval.

This double perspective of FTA can make things highly complicated, since producing a
certain FTA may well impose on H's positive and negative face at the same time, and may also
imply a threat to S's positive face. Consider the example of the teacher who publicly criticizes
one of his students. The student's positive face is clearly in danger, but his negative face too,
since he will have to change his ( working) attitude ifhe wants to avoid the same criticism in
the future. In the eyes of most of the students, the teacher's image will not have improved by
this action. His own pasitive face has been put at risk too. Three faces in danger by one action.
We saw above that the rational MP will act in order to minimi~e face risks. But to what face
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will he d'uect his face-saving strategies first? This is a very complex matter which I will not
address here. In the study discussed in Chapter 5, I will focus on FTAs which are primarily
d'uected at H's face, and on the strategies S uses to express those FTAs.

4.1.3 Face-saving strategies

If a speaker has to perform an FTA, he has several ways to do so. The strategy he will choose,
will be determined by weighing three important factors: 1) the desire to communicate the
content of the FTA, 2) the urgency of the message and 3) the desire to safeguard H's face, and
his own face. Clearly, if the urgency of a message is very great, face-saving strategies do not
have priority.

Bá.L (1987: 68) propose the schema that is given in Figure 4.1 for the choice of an
appropriate politeness strategy. First, the speaker will decide whether or not he will carry out
the FTA. If not, he does not risk any face damage. This is strategy 5: Do not do the FTA. A
numbered strategy in italics corresponds to a superstrategy that constitutes the end point of a
series of decisions.' If S decides to do the FTA, he is again faced with a dual choice: do I
perform the FTA on record, or off record? Choosing the last strategy leads to superstrategy 4.
Do the FTA off record. This entails that the FTA be expressed in such a way that more than
one interpretation is possible and thus offers a way out to S, who can deny having meant to be
imposing, and to H, who can claim not to have understood the FTA reading ofthe utterance.
If S decides to go on record, he may or may not choose to use some redressive actions.
Performing an FTA without face redress leads to superstrategy 1. Perform the FTA baldly on
record. This means expressing the FTA very clearly, unambiguously, without the addition of
elements that are not strictty necessary for conveying the message. Going on record and
redressing the FTA can be achieved by expressing the FTA in such a way that the addressee
feels that possible face `damage' was unintended or even restored. This again yields two
options: superstrategy 2. Perform the FTA with positive politeness, and 3. Perform the FTA
with negative politeness. Positive politeness addresses the positive face of the addressee,
whereas negative politeness not surprisingly addresses the negative face of H. This decision
process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Circumstances determining
choice of strategy:

Lesser

Greater

1, without redressive action, baldly

,
on record , ~ 2. positive politeness

Do the FTA' with redressive action

`4. otf record ` 3. negative politeness

5. Don't do the FTA

Figure 4.1 Strategies for performing an F'CA ( BB~L 1987:69)

The strategies in Figure 4.1 form a ranking with respect to the extent to which they safeguard
H's face, or as I will put it in this study, to the extent to which S is beir:g polite. Strategy 1,
baldly on record, is unquestionably the least polite, whereas number 4, o1T record, is most
polite. Strategy 5 refers to those cases in which S could have performed an FTA, or may have
been expected to do so, but does not. This refraining from doing something can be considered
a marked form of behaviour, which occurs, for example, in `politeíy keeping silent.' With
positive politeness, S tries to minimize the face risks by underlining the wants he has in
common with H, by stressing the solidarity aspects. Negative politeness is more avoidance-
based. S conveys rather explicitly his respect for H's negative face. In BáL's ranking of
strategies (discussed in 4.1.5), negative politeness is considered more polite than positive
politeness.

The term `negative' politeness is often associated with `rudeness,' which is clearly not
meant. In order to avoid this confusion, I will adopt the terminology of Scollon 8c Scollon
(1981) who refer to positive politeness as Solidariry Politerress and to negative politeness as
Respect Politeness. L~t the present study, the focus will be on instances of these last two forms
of politeness and the substrategies that can be distinguished within these superstrategies. In
4.2, examples of all these substrategies will be presented, most of which will be taken from the
negotiation transcripts that form the data for the analyses in chapter 5.
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4.1.4 Assessing the FTA: pay-offs

In choosing his strategy, the Model Person will consider the pay-offs of that choice, and the
`sociological circumstances' of the Power Difference, the Social Distance, and the Imposition
of the FTA.

The advantage of performing the FTA baldly on record ( strategy 1), is: a) clarity of the
message and b) S will get credit for non-manipulativeness and efficiency. As we have seen
above, this option does not `give face' to H.

With Solidarity Politeness (SP), S conveys the idea of having things in common with H.
The idea that S in fact has the same wants as H will make the FTA more bearable for H.
Respect Politeness ( RP) enables S to maintain a`safe' distance for both parties and to give
deference to H. Furthermore, many RP strategies provide H with the possibility of refusing to
comply without loss offace, e~camples ofwhich we have already seen in Chapters 2 and 3.

BBcL argue that SP precedes RP in the ranking of politeness ( SP is less polite than RP).
SP is only fruitful if the assumption of S, that he has the same wants as H, is shared by H. If
this is not the case, the face-redressive effect of SP is lost. RP, on the other hand, is based on a
much more general assumption of the need for freedom of action. For that reason SP is
`riskier' than RP.

Because of its ambiguity, the off record strategy provides H with a safe way out if he
does not want to comply with the desire of S. Furthermore, S can deny being responsible for
the `threatening' reading of the FTA and claim that he meant to communicate something
different.

Given these pay-offs, the ranking BBr,L propose in terms of face-danger (baldly on
record is the most dangerous and off record is the safest) seems quite plausible.

4. I.5 Assessirtg the Social Distance, Power Difference, and Rmtk of Imposition: the argument

As we have seen above, considerations about the pay-offs ofeach FTA will play a role in the
choice of the form with which the speaker will perform the FTA. One could argue that the
pay-off considerations are general assumptions, made on an abstract level. However, before
the final choice is made for the strategy that would be most suitable to perform a particular
FTA, three contextual variables must be assessed:

1. the Social Distance ( SOCD) between the Speaker (S) and the Hearer (H);
2. the Pawer Differerzce ( POW) between the Hearer and Speaker;
3. the absolute ranking of imposition (RI) of the FTA in the particular culture.
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These factors are meant as actors' assumptions of the values of these variables. I will discuss
these variables in more detail in the sections below. The crucial part of BBcL's theory is the
prediction that the values of these three variables constitute the weight of the FTA, all things
being equal. The greater the SOCD between Speaker and Hearer, the higher the weight of the
FTA; the greater the POW of the Hearer and the more imposing the object of the FTA, the
higher the weight. The values of these three variables are assumed to be related by a simple
additive formula:

W, - SOCD(S,H) } POW(H,S) f RIx

7'he W stands for the total weight of the FTA. lt should be stressed that it is the value of this
W which will determine the choice of the MP how to realize the FTA, or in other words: what
superstrategy he will choose (see Figure 4.1). Since the formula for W consists of three parts,
it can only be tested appropriately if SOCD, POW, and RI are studied simultaneously.
Unfortunately, most studies of Politeness Theory focus on only one element at a time without
controlling the other two. In Chapter 5, a study will be presented in which the three factors
were investigated simultaneously.

4.1.6 Socia! Distartce

BBr.L refer to Social Distance (SOCD), as the similarity or difference between S and H. The
value of this dimension is generally based on the frequency of interaction between the two
individuals. In other words, the degree to which S and H know each other. The theory
predicts, in a straightforward way, that the smaller the SOCD between S and H, the less
politeness is needed in expressing an FTA.

Of course the value of the SOCD variable also depends on the conteact. Two Dutch
tourists who have never met before may feel very close if they meet each other in a market in
Katmandu. The commonality that would not have played a role in Amsterdam, namely the
simple fact that they are both Dutch, will create a smaller SOCD in Nepal. Consequently, they
will approach each other differently in that situation.

The positive correlation of the SOCD variable with politeness has been confirmed by a number
of studies (Van der Wijst 1994a, Premo óc Stiles 1983, Hill et al. 1986, Delisle 1986, Van der
Toom 1977, Ervin-Tripp 1976). However, other studies indicate that familiarity alone is not
enough to explain the higher use of politeness by less familiar interlocutors. Different
researchers report that, contrary to the predictions of Politeness Theory, a high intensity of
politeness is observed and expected between individuals with a very familiar relationship
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(Brown 8c Gilman 1989, Baxter 1984). This phenomenon is related to the liking or affect
variable ( Slugoski 1985). The importance of the liking variable is confirmed by the findings of
Holtgraves ( 1984) who reports that a high degree of politeness is perceived as a higher
reciprocal liking between speaker and addressee. In accordance with these findings, Wolfson
(1989) describes the relation between politeness and social distance as `bulge shaped':
intimates use the same pattern of politeness as strangers and status unequals, whereas non-
intimate friends, colleagues, and acquaintances are different from the first groups.

It is clear that the straightforward linear relation between the use of politeness and
SOCD fails to account for the politeness pattems between iritin:ates. The question of the
effect of intimacy, however, falls beyond the scope of the present study.

A second problem with the BBcL approach is the interactional reciprocity of S and H in
communication. In various studies (Brown 8r. Fraser 1979, Kochman 1984, Aronsson 8r.
Sátterlund-Larsson 1987), the importance of looking beyond the wu-directional effect of
social factors on politeness styles is underlined and it is urged that the dialectic relationship
between communicative activity and social relationship be studied. In other words, during the
interaction, the social relation between the interlocutors may be subject to change. As a result,
the politeness behaviour may change as well. The importance of the mutual influence of the
interlocutors in ongoing, dyadic conversation, e.g., corrvergerrce phenomena, has been
demonstrated by virtually all studies that have been conducted within the framework of
Speech Accommodation Theory (see Giles et aL 1987, for a comprehensive overview).

4. t .7 Pawer Difference

The second predictor in BBcL's formula is the Power Difference between two individuals. As
explained above, speakers in a position of less power are expected to use more politeness than
those who are in a more powerful position. A clear example of this variable is a superior in the
army who can perform an FTA (e.g., commands) and refrain from all uses of politeness if he
addresses someone lower in rank. Another example is the teacher who will also tell his~her
pupils to do their work without bothering too much about the face needs of the addressees.
Conversely, the soldier or the pupil is expected to use a considerable amount ofpoliteness if
he addresses his superior or teacher. This effect of Power is a wide-spread and universal
phenomenon (see Blum-Kulka et al. (1985) for a study of the relation between Power and
directness). A lot ofwork has been done on the role of Power and gender-issues, inspired by
the argument that women would have different language behaviour due to their less favoured
position in society (Zimin 1981; Brouwer 1982). However, although gender differences were
frequently found in these studies, they were often unrelated to the Power factor.
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It is possible that Power is more attached to roles than to individuals, as in the examples

of the teacher and the army officer. In the present study such a difference could arise between

a Buyer and a Seller involved in a negotiation. The analyses discussed in Chapter 5 seem to

confirm this role difference. BBcL also point out that temporary situational factors may

overrule the `stable' power that can be attributed to a certain role, for instance that

`momentary weaknesses in bargaining power, strength ofcharacter, or alliances may all play a

role in the assessment ofPower Difference' (1987: 79).

Although this may seem contradictory, politeness can also be used as an instrument to ezercise
power. At this point I draw the attention to politeness and ind'uectness ( see also section 2.1) as

an instrument of power. Indirectness and other instances of mitigation can be seen as
instruments to defuse or attenuate interpersonal conflict (Labov 8r, Fanshel 1977) and in this

sense they may function as a depoliticisation strategy. However, mitigation as a means of
gaining control is not without danger. An interesting issue that has not received much

attention is the relation between the Power of the speaker and the interpretation of

ind'uectness by the addressee.
Most studies of Power in speech have been carried out in the field of rhetorics or

conversation analysis. Conversation analysts as Sacks, Schegloff and others have drawn our
attention to the turn-taking phenomena, which speakers use to control the conversation (e.g.,
Sacks et al. 1974). An example of such a conversational means is casting, engaging
participants in their conversational roles by stimulating them to take their role. Crne of the

most direct instruments for this purpose is the indirect request. A good overview of the
conversational instruments that can be used for gaining control can be found in Ng 8r. Bradac
(1993: Chapter4).

4.1.8 Imposition

Imposition is described by BBr.L as `a culturally and situationally defined ranking of
impositions by the degree to which they are considered to interfere with an agent's wants of
self-determination or of approval ( his negative- and positive face wants)' (1987: 77). Two
kinds of imposition can be distinguished for negative face FTAs: 1. imposition on services and
2. imposition on goods. BBcL insist on the fact that the absolute value of the imposition ofan
FTA cannot be given. The only information on this aspect is the order of the different kinds of
impositions. This order can differ from situation to situation and, above all, will be highly
culture specific. Lmposition on the positive face wants have to do with the discrepancy
between the desired self image of H and the image that is presented in the FTA. Tlus aspect
will vary also from individual to individual and is, furthermore, highly cuhure specific: ranking
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of what is considered `nice' or `successful' will vary considerably across cultures. There is a
considerable literatwe on this aspect of culture specificity (Thomas 1983, Kim 8r. Bresnahan
1994, Jaworski 1994, Nwoye 1992, Bentahila 8c Davis 1989).

4.2 Realizations of poóteness strategies

As has been explained above, BBcL distinguish frve superstrategies which can be used to carry
out an FTA. They form a scale of increasing politeness. Performing the FTA baldly orr record
(1) and rtot performing the FT,9 at all (5), the two extremes on the scale, are the least
interesting from a linguistic point of view. Strategy 1 contains only imperatives or other
unmitigated utterances, and strategy 5 needs no further comment. The strategies 2(SP), 3
(RP), and 4(offrecord) are more interesting, since they include a large range ofsubstrategies
with different forms of linguistic realizations. Since these substrategies form very important
variables in the analyses to be discussed in Chapter 5, I will deal with them here in quite some
detail, drawing on examples from the negotiations that have been studied.

4.2.1 Solidarity Politertess

SP is directed at the positive face wants of the addressee. Recall that this is H's desire that his
wants `should be thought of as desirable' (BBcL 1987: ]O1). Consequently, SP basically
amounts to communicating that S's wants are the same as H's wants. As Figure 4.2 shows, SP
occurs in three major forms (1) claiming common ground, (2) communicating that S and H are
cooperators, and (3) fulfilling H's wants, mostly by non-linguistic means. BBcL distinguish 15
possible substrategies at the end of the clusters to express the different forms of SP. The
different substrategies form a hierarchy of strategies, with the abstract H wants ~S wartts H's
wantJ at the top. The three strategies d'~rectly to the right of the umbrella strategy form
politeness strategies of a lower order. The substrategy Claim commort grourtd can be divided
again into three subcategories that become all the more concrete. the linguistic realizations can
be found at the bottom of the hierarchy.
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If we consider the classification from the top (from Convey X is admirable) to the bottom
(Fulfil H's wants), the strategies seem to increase from a high level of implicitness to a high
level of explicitness. As the examples I will discuss below illustrate, in `claiming a common
ground,' the redressive effects for H's positive face mostly need to be inferred from the
message, whereas `claiming reflexivity' and certainly `claiming reciprocity' address H's
positive face much more d'trectly. Even at the level of the linguistic realizations, it seems that
going from noticing aspects of H to the explicit assertion of reciprocity the intensity of face
work d'trected towards H's positive face increases signiScantly. Although BBr.L make no
claims about a hierarchy of the substrategies, going from S 1 to S 15, it seems intuitively
plausible to assume an increasing intensity of Solidarity Politeness.

Sl. Notice, attend to H(his interests, wants, needs, goods)
The idea behind this strategy is that H will appreciate that personal objects or feelings or
possessions are being noticed. BBr.L grve the examples ofa new ha'trcut or a nice new vase that
should not remain unnoticed. An FTA can be redressed by filling this need beforehand.

Not many instances of this strategy could be found in our material. In the excerpt below
(1), both negotiators emphasize the positive aspects of their cooperation before the actual
bargaining takes place. The Buyer introduces the nasty issue of the price amidst a stream of
flatteries. Z

(1) Se: eh wij eh~ wij (wrgen) zullen voor jullie gcedel goede aarilevering en ehl
Bu: ja, da'sl dat isl dat gaat perfect hé [, dat gaat perfect [
Se: [ja [ja
Bu: Als de prijs ook goed is dan is helemaal eh hartstikke mooi hèl (DLPH6:297)

Se: eh we ehml we will ( assure) correcU correct delivery for you and eh~
Bu: yeah, that's ~ that'sl that's going perfectly, right [ that's going perfectly[
Se: [yes [yeah
Bu: Ifrhe price is also righl, Ihen everything is perjectl

S2. Exaggerate (interest, approval, sympathy with H)
S can stress his solidarity with H using an exaggerated intonation pattem or with intensifying
modifiers. This strategy did not appear in the negotiations that were recorded. It seems to be
more approptiate for relations in which a certain degree of intimacy is assumed.
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S3. Intensify interest to H
Sharing H's want can also be expressed by making the conversation more interesting for H.

This can be achieved by using the vivid present or by using tags that draw H as a participant

into the conversation. A tag that fiilfils this task frequently in Dutch is hè, pronounced with a

rising pitch which gives the utterance the characteristics ofa question to which H is supposed

to react. This tag is less explicit than the English tags, such as isn't it? or don't you think? or
right?, but it seems to function similarly. In (2), the Buyer expresses his disappointment about

a proposal by questioning its seriousness and redresses the sharpness ofhis rejection with `hè.'

(2) Bu: (0.5J maar diU dit neemt u toch niet seneus hè (DLPH5:153)

but this~ you don't take this seriously, right?

Directly quoted speech functions similarly to make S's contribution more attractive for H. In

the negotiation corpus, this is a very frequent marker in the speech of the negotiators.
Example (3) is a reaction of the Buyer to a proposal of the Seller in which both speakers are

being quoted.

(3) Bu: alsjij ~ egt van eh "ik wil hem graag eh, ilr~ ik wi! hem graag voor I leveren, " dan ~eg ik
"nou ja. nls dat toch een pnckage is " dan zeg ik van "nou dan moeten weI dan moeten

we eh dar ergens anders goed mnken hè? " (DHPL7:269)
If you say ehm " 1'd like ehrtlr 1'd like to sell it for l," then 1 will say "well, yes, this is a package

[deal] anyway;' than I say, "well, we have to compensate it somewhere else, right?"

The hè-tag at the end of(3) reinforces the S3 characteristics of the utterance.

It is important to note that the quoting strategy, exemplified in (3), has a`lay-out'function. By

quoting, the Speaker adds direct speech to his utterance, which should make the message

more interesting for the Hearer. It does not necessarily mean that the Speaker is actually

repeating or rephrasing contributions of the Hearer.That would be an instance of S5, as we

will see below. However, it is not excluded either. As will become clear below, the same

elements of an utterance may function as different strategies at the same time, and it is

conceivable that a Speaker wants to achieve more than one effect with the same utterance.

This observation has implications for the theoretical assumptions. I wi11 come back to this

issue in 4.3.

S4. Use of in-group identity markers
S can also express common ground with H by implicitly referring to the identity markers of a
group they both belong to. Address terms are markers that clearly indicate an in-group
membership. Colloquial forms of address are especially frequent if the group is based on
intimate relations between the members. This may explain why address terms such as S4
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markers did not appear in the FTA utterances in the material selected for the present study
(see section 5.4 for details on the selection).

Another S4-marker which appeared more frequently was the use of in-group language,
and especially the sociolect of the commercial negotiators. Certainly because of their
experience, the Buyers and Sellers who took part in this study were masters in expressing `I
do not accept your offer' or `you have to accept my offer' without using this phrasing. They
often relied on metaphoric or deviating expressions (examples (4) to (7)), or expressions that
are not often found in normal, everyday conversation, but which appeared frequently in
various negotiations (see examples (8) and (9) below). Many examples were very hard to
translate without loosing the metaphoric meaning. In those cases (for example (5) and (6)) the
literal translation of the metaphore was kept intact, and an explanatory gloss has been added in
brackets.

(4) Bu: maar daar rookt bij mij de schoorsteen niet van, hè (DLPH5:568)
but that's not enough for me to keep the pot boiling, right?

(5) Bu: ehl ikl ik denkl ik denk zo langzaarn aan (.) dat we~ dat we:hier dan maar 'ns eh een ei
over moeten leggen (DHPL4:997)
[een ei teggen over iets: lay an egg on something- to come to a decision]
I think it's about time to lay an egg about this

(6) Bu: (2.0) Ik denkl ik denk toch zeker dat jel daldatl dat je voor die slaapzakken en tenten mcet
jel mcet je gewoon een betere prijs in leggen (DLPH6:384)
[een betere prijs inleggen: lay a better price on something - offer a better price on
something]
[ think for sure that you have to lay a better price in those sleeping bags and tents

(7) Se: dat is ehl dat is inderdaad nee de hardlopers daar kun je wat mee dcen (DHPL6259)
that's ehm indeed, no the runners [-fast selling goods], you can do something with those

(8) Bu: Daarkom ik niet mee uit (DLPH7:263)
I can't work that out [-1 cannot accept your offer]

(9) Bu: maar ik ~ ik ben er nog niet aan (DLPH7:299)
but I'ml I'm still not there [-[ am not at the point where I can agree]

A less original and, in my material, also less frequent way to implicitly convey in-group
membership is the use of slang. All the shared associations and attitudes that this form of
language use should evoke would function to mitigate the FTA (see (10) and ( I 1)). Given the
rather high degree of intimacy the use of slang assumes, the examples were, not surprisingly,
only found in the language of the negotiators with low Social Distance (see section 5.3.3 for
the speaker characteristics in this study) .
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(10) Bu: wal maar dat hcef je me ook geen tweede keer meer te flikken ook die prijzen (.) van die

eh~ (.) van die G eh~ I G D(DLPH6:561)
but don't you dare pull that one on me again, those price levels of that G ehr I GD

(11) Bu: je mcet ook niet lullen over ehl over losse elementen. (DLPH6:347)

and you mustn't bullshit aboutl about single elements either

Common ground can also be conveyed by elliptical utterances. By omitting certain parts of a

message the Speaker presupposes that he shares enough information with the Hearer that the

latter will be able to connplete the message. The parts that have to be reconstructed are mostly

rather limited, so that no misunderstanding will occur. In (12) it is quite clear that the personal

pronoun ik (-I) has been omitted.

(12) Bu: [Ik] peins er niet over (DLPL4:284)

[I] won't even think about it

This type of ellipsis is not specific to communication between negotiators, tt is also normal in

everyday interaction. Tlus however, does not hold for the type of ellipsis in (13). Within the

context of the price bargaining, the negotiators made frequent use of short, very elliptical

utterances, that were perfectly clear within the context. These forms ofellipsis are clearly used

to convey common ground. In (13), the Buyer expresses that he is not willing to pay more

than price G for the tents.

(13 ) Bu: nee, prijs~ eh: voorwoorlvoor de tweepersoons tenten prijs eh~ prijs G(DLPL6:159)
no, price~ ehm: the tents forlforlfor price eh~ price G

Some elliptical expressions can be considered converttionalised, but especially within (here)

the world of sales managers, as in the pay agreement in (14). Its use in that context is entirely

clear, but `outsiders' will probably not be aware of the exact conditions that underly that

agreement, for example, do I have to pay within eight days from now, or after the irrvoice

date? 7áerefore, this conventionalised ellipsis can also be considered to convey an in-group

identity.

(14) Se: eh betaling eh binnen acht dagen (DHPH4:672)

ehm payment ehm within eight days

In the analyses of the politeness strategies in the negotiation corpus, the category S4-ellipsis

was distinguished from the other instances of S4, i.e., in-group language or jargon ( see Table
5.7).
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SS. Seek agreement
The clearest case of `common ground' is, of course, the expression of agreement with the
interlocutor. However, the agreement meant at this point is implicit and is conveyed by the
choice of topics on which no discord will arise (safe topics), or words or expressions that the
interlocutor has been using himself. 77us last option was observed frequently within the
language of the negotiators. This form of agreement becomes obvious only if longer stretches
of conversation are examined ( see excerpts ( 15) and (16)).

(15) Bu: en een ehl (1.5) even kijken hoor, want dan mcet ik u natuur(ijk ook een keer wat [eh
(geven)

Se: [u moel mij nu echt wat geven hè (DHPL4:806)
Bu: and an ehrt7r let me see, then I have to give you of course [something too
Se: [you really have to give me something,

don't you

In fragment (15), the Seller makes use of the opportunity for the Buyer to express his desire to
also make a concession. The Seller only has to confinn what the Buyer is suggesting. He could
have done this in a number ofways. Nevertheless, he has chosen to repeat the exact words of
the Buyer. This is a clear case of `seeking agreement' on the textual level, SP strategy 5. The
literal repetition in ( l5) of the directly preceding tum of the interlocutor is a frequently
occurring phenomenon in my material. The negotiators also frequently exhibited great talent in
juggling expressions in order to continue a metaphor over more tums, obviously without
losing sight of their bargaining interests. As excerpt (16) shows, this enables them to `seek
agreement' and at the same time be clear on the negotiation issue without expressing their
disagreement in a very direct way.

(16) Se: zeker, u heeft water bij de wijn gedaan en eh onze tijd is natuurlijk ook te kostbaar om hier
urenlang over te [dcen

Bu: [ja, bij mij is zelfs eh hed de wijn al bijna verdwenen, dus wat dat betreft
e}t![

Se: [maar u weet eh een beetje wijn, het ligt niet in de hceveelheden hè[
Bu: [nee, dat klopt
Se: het gaat om eh [lacht] de kwaliteit en niet de kwantiteit [dat eh del
Bu: [maar~maar ge~ien de hoeveelheid

water die er a! bij zit is het eh~ is het geen wijn (DHPL2:979)

Se: certainly, you have put water in !he wine [~tade a compromise] and ehm our time is also too
precious of course to spend hours [on this

Bu: [yes, over here the wine has almost completely disappeared, so for
that matter[

Se: [ but you know a little wine, it's not the quantity that matters, right?
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Bu: no, that's tnte
Se: it's the ehm [chucklel the quality that matters and not the quantity [that ehm thel

Bu: butl but considering the amount
of water aUeady in it, this is not wine any more

S6. Avoid disagreemettt

In strategy S5, the speaker actively repeats (parts of) expressions to create the impression of
cooperation. Strategy S6 is very similar to this, except that it is more otiented to avoiding the
idea that one might be uncooperative. Instances of token agreement, i.e., agreement only on
the level of the form of the message, provide a means to hide the disagreement at least
temporarily, before the actual disagreement reaches the textual surface. The `Yes, but...'
construction is a rather conventionalised way of doing this. Another clear case of token
agreement is given in (17).

(17) Se: eh ik heb u nu dit voorstel gedaan ehm, kunnen wij tot zaken komen?
(4.0)

Bu: nogmaals, wij kunnen best tot zaken komen (.) maar niet rtUvoor uw tweede aanbieding
(DHPL5:796)

Se: ehm I have now made you this offer ehm, can we come to a deal?
Bu: again, of course we can come to a deal (. ) but not as far as your second offer is concerned

S7. Presuppose~raise~assertcommon ground
This strategy is, for the most part, based on point of view operations. BBcL base their
hypotheses on the observations of Fihnore (1974) who suggested that the speaker is the
unmarked deictic centre. Switching from the unmarked to the marked deictic centre would
have a politeness function: taking the role of the other. In doing so, the points ofview ofthe
speaker and the addressee are merged, and this can be interpreted as SP. These deictic
operations can be performed in different ways: S switching to H as if H were S; the switching
of time or place. BBcL assign the same properties to some presupposition manipulations, such
as the presupposition that S knows H's wants, or that H's values are the same as S's values,
or simply H's knowledge. The problem for an analyst is that it is often unclear what the exact
presupposition of the Speaker was and consequently to decide whether the utterance contains
SP strategies. However, the common ground is very often quite explicitly raised or asserted.
And these cases were found regulariy in the negotiations (see (18)).

(18) Se: want het betekent wel dat iedere dag dat u langer wacht kost u geld
Bu: nou nee nee nee, dat hceft dus niet
Se: want u moet nu de zaken~de zaken verkopen, nu is de (markt) interessant (DHPL5:812)

Se: it means that every day you keep waiting longer, costs you money
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Bu: well no, no, no, no, not necessazily
Se: since you must sell the thingsl the things now, now the market is interesting

Another utterance in which S clearly asserts that he is concemed with the needs of H is given
in (19). The seller tries to convince the Buyer of the advantages of having a fixed (but high)
price at the moment of bargaining and being rewarded at the end of the year by a large
quantity rebate.

(19) Se: Dan hebt u een vaste prijs die u nu naar uw klanten toe kunt brengen (DHPL6:714)
Se: Then you will have a fixed price you can offer your customers

S8. Joking
Jokes are only successful if the speaker has a lot of knowledge and attitudes in common with
the addressee. In using a joke, the speaker simultaneously expresses the presupposition of this
mutually shared knowledge, etc. In BBr.L, the use ofa joke to `put H at ease' is considered an
SP strategy. 77te Buyer in the example below, uses a joke to show that, in his eyes, the Seller's
offer to send the goods simply as a present by mail to the customers is absurd.

(20) Se: ik kan ze beter op depost doen en ze gewoon aan de mensen zo opsturen, dan verlies ik
mindergeld hè [dus ik denk hè~

Bu: [DAT zou ik dan~nou, laat ik zeggen als datzo is dan proberen we dat hè
(DHPH6:730)

Se: I might as well post them and send them directly to the customers, that way [ wíll lose less money,
[so I think..

Bu: [THAT's what 1 wouldl well let me put it this way, if that's really so, we should give it a try, right?

As can be seen in the chart ofFigure 4.2, SS to S8 all have the function of claiming common
ground, claiming implicitly that S and H have properties or interests in common. In the
following SP strategies the focus is more on the cooperation between S and H, generally
expressed in the form ofS wanting to help H.

S9. Assert or presuppose S's krtawledge of and concernfor H's wants
In all cases identified as instances of S9, the speaker explicitly mentioned his concern for the
needs and wants of the addressee. In examples (21) and (22), the speakers implicitly appeal to
the cooperation of the addressee, by mentioning explicitly their concem for the other. This
concern should be reciprocated.

(21) Se: eh:: nou misschien eh:~ constructief ineedenkend ehm (.) als we nou in ieder geval de
combi-gedachte dus overeind houden (DHPL7:533)
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Se: ehm:: ~~ ell pzrhaps ehail thinking constnictively along ( with you) (.) if we aze sure to stick to the
combination idea

(22) Bu: ja eh ik kan u eventueel eh een~andere mogelijkheid aan de hand dcen waarvan ik zeg van
nou misschien kunt u daariets meer mee (DHPHI )

Bu: yes ehm [ might be able to offer you another option, of which I'd say, well, perhaps you can do
more with it

SIO. Offer, promise

An offer or a promise can be an instrttment for S to underline his best intentions for H and thus
show his concem for cooperation. An example of such a cooperative offer is (23).

(23) Bu: als u ~egt nou, ik wil even overleggen met mijnl m~n directe chef danl dan wil ik wel
even aan de telefoon blijven hangen (DLPH5:378)

Bu: if you say, well, ['d like to consult myl my boss, then~ then 1 don't mind waiting on the phone for a
while

S11. Be optimistic

Cooperation cannot be unidirectional. Both parties should cooperate. With S9 and S10, the
speaker conveys that he is willing to do so. With Sl 1, S conveys that he assumes that H is also
willing to cooperate. BBcL point to the mechanism that S, in claiming that H will cooperate,
tacitly conveys the message that S himself will obviously cooperate as well. Although the
assumptions and presupposition reach a level of serious complexity, inspection of an example
shows that the reasoning is quite plausible (24).

(24) Bu: maaz: ik eh~ 'k verwacht (natuurlijk) wel eh hed dat je daar me een beetje in tegemcet
komt op die manier natuurlijk (DLPL7:204)

Bu: but: I ehrr~ I do expect (of course) ehm thel that on that pomt you will meet me half' way of course

512. Irrclude both S aruiH in the activity
The most frequent lingtustic realization of this strategy is the use ofan `inclusive we,' where S
in fact means `you' or `me.' Using this feature, S focuses on the cooperative character of the
relation between S and H. In (25), the Buyer clearly expresses his own desire, but formulates
it as a joint activity and even explicitly adds his joint interest with his interlocutor. In fact, he
wants to convey: YOU must accept level E for the sleeping bags and the tents.

(25) Bu: En we gaan met die slaapzaklcen en diel en die tweepersoonstenten eenmahg gewoon hè
gewoon in het kader van de relatie en het stukje wederzijds belang wat we naar elkaar
(hebben) op het E niveau átten (DLPL1:741)

Bu: And with those sleeping bags and thosel those two-persons tents, just for once, as part of our
relationship and the mutual interests we shaze, we will take level E
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However, it is very often unclear whether the speaker indeed only means to refer to you or me.
Furthermore, if both S and H are really included in the expression of the FTA, the basic
characteristic of redressing the face danger by indicating the cooperation or the joint problem,
is kept intact. For that reason I have extended this category to all cases in which the FTA was
presented as a joint problem or a joint interest (see examples 26 and 27). In fact, this feature
occurred very frequently in the speech of the negotiators.

(26) Se: zoals het nu ligt ilis, ja (iggen wij gewoon een straatlengte uit eIW uit elkaar (DLPH5:548)
Se: the way things are now, yeah we are sunply miles away from each other

(27) Bu: ik stel voor dat wij dea de combinatie dus eh D C C pakken (DHPL2:190)
Bu: I propose that we go for the:~ the combination ehm D C C

SI3. Give or ask for reasorzr
Adding a reason to an FTA implies that H is included in the reasoning behind the FTA. This
would, according to BBiL, be a way to call upon the cooperativeness of H(by conveying
implicitly that H can help S). Asking for reasons has the same intention, except that S wants to
transmit the message that S can perhaps help H. This feature did not occur in the 1120 FTAs
selected from the negotiation material. Remember, however, that it was the most frequent
extemal marker that appeared in the request production task described in Chapter 3.

S14. Assume or assert reciprocity
The most explicit expression of cooperation is the mentioning of reciprocal rights or
obligations. 7'his way of formulating an FTA appeared relatively frequently in my matetial.
This is most likely related to the fact that we are looking at negotiations in which an
agreement should be found between quite conflicting interests (28).

(28) Se: als we daar nou es voorstellen als jij nou een totale zaak bij ons onderbrengt, dat wij eh die
rugzakken eh afrekenen eh niet op ' d een niveau van eh van G maar op het niveau van eh
D (DLPL1:584)

Se: if we propose on that point that if you place your entire business with us, we'll charge you the
backpacks ehm not at the G-level, but at the D-level

Most of the S 14 strategies have the explicit form `ifyou do X, then we will do Y'.

Sl S. Give gifts to H

S may finally satisfy H's actual wants by giving real gifts. These gifts need not always be
tangible: consolation or sympathy also falls within this category. Gifts in the form of language
did not appear in the negotiations I studied.
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4.2.2 Respect Polite~tess

RP is directed at the negative face needs of the hearer. It aims at minimizing the imposition

that the FTA entails, and it corresponds to the respect that `normal' polite behaviour involves.
If SP performs the function of getting closer to the interlocutor, RP focuses on the opposite:

creating or increasing the distance. As we have seen at the beginning of this section, RP is a
strategy of going o~~ record (i.e., the illocutionary force of the FTA is still unambiguous) and

at the same time trying to respect the negative face needs of the interlocutor. Figure 4.3,

adapted from BBcL (1987: 131), shows the hierarchy from the various substrategies toward
the I 0 linguistic realizations of the output strategies. As we saw for SP, the ordering of the
substrategies of RP seems to display a second hierarchy. Going from Dor:'t presume~assume
to Don't coerce H and Communicate S's waftt to ~eot impinge on H, seems to increase the
explicitness by which the RP strategies address H's negative face also. The ordering from Rl
to R 10 does not seem to be arbitrary; on the contrary, it seems safe to again assume a
hierarchy ofRP intensity.
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As Figure 4.3 indicates, two higher-order strategies lead to frve substrategies: the need to
perform the FTA on record yields the more concrete substrategy of being direct. Obviously,
this strategy represents a direct danger for the negative face of the Hearer and, therefore, is
not an output strategy of RP. It clashes with one of the four substrategies that follow from the
want to be redressive. The first way of expressing concern for H's negative face is by
appearing to be uruzrsun:ing. Secondly, S can choose to appear not wanting to force H, which
can be subdivided into the lower ordered strategy of leavirrg optiorzs not to do the act or by
minimi~ing the threat. The third way of redressing the face threat is by communicating,
explicitly or implicitly that S does not warrt to impinge on H. The fourth substrategy comprises
the strategies that redress the remaining face wants of H, which can be derived from his basic
negative face want. As the arrows in the chart show, these `second'order strategies sometimes
yield the same output strategies. For example, the output strategy R5, give deference, can be
the result of not wanting to coerce H, or, if H is clearly in a more powerful position, derive
from the want of H that his power is confirmed.

RI. Be conventionally indirect
The clash between the desire to go on record and, at the same time, not to be assuming, leads
to the output strategy of conventiorurlized u:directness, that is, the contextual (ind'~rect)
meanuig of an utterance is unambiguous, although it is not the literal meaning. The indirect
meaning has been conventionalized. This strategy occurred frequently in the FTAs of the
negotiators, as in (29). The most productive tnarker in conventional ind'~rect speech acts is the
possibiliry operator. As was explained in section 2.2, this marker provides a possible `way
out' for H since the negation of the possibility mostly provides an acceptable excuse why, for
instance' the requestee cannot comply with the request. The FTA in (29) also contains this
type ofpossibility marker.

(29) Se: ( we) zullen eerst maar even kijken ol over die prijs eens kunnen worden (DLPL7:158)
Se: we'll Srst see whether we can agree on the price

R2. Hedging
As is shown in Figure 4.3, the strategy of `hedging' arises from the need to avoid `presuming
that anything involved in the FTA is desired or believed by H' (BBcL 1987:144). This need to
soften what is said in the predicate can be realized by such a marker, since `a hedge is a
particle, a word or a phrase that modifies the membership of a predicate or noun phrase in a
set; it says of that membership that it is partial, or true only in certain respects' (BBcL
1987:145, italics in original). This hedging can be done in a number of ways, and was by far
the most frequent politeness strategy in the negotiations. Many hedges appear in the form of
adverbial expressions that often weaken the force of the message. The uses of `not entirely'
(30), `in general' (31) and `towards' (32) clearly function to redress the imposition on H.
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Modal verbs are another frequently used instrument of hedging that modify the `truth' of the
FTA: what is said is not necessarily true but, for instance, just the `opinion' of S(a hedge on
Crrice's Quality Maxim (1975)). The verb `to think that' is frequently used for this purpose
((31) to (33)).

(30) Bu: dat is niet helemaal wat ik ervan gehoopt had eerlijk ge~egd (DFIPH 1:121)
that's not entirely what I had hoped for, to be honest

(31) Bu: ik denk over het algemeen dat je wel veertig procent te duur bent (DLPL4:443)
I think that on the whole, you are about 40"~o too expensive

(32) Se: ik zad ik zat zelf ineer in de richting van e}t~ ja eh van G H H te denken (DLPL6:581)
I wasl I was myself thinking more towards ehml yeah ehm G H H

(33) Se: ik zat te denken aan eh zoiets voor del voor de tent, dat we zo'n exclusief artikel, opl op
ehl dan zitten we toch gauw tegen niveau eh I aan (DHPH7:111)
1 was thinking about ehm something for the~ for the tent, [that we] such an exclusive article, nead
near eh~ then we're near level I pretty soon

BBcL also mention the use ofprosodic or kinesic hedges. The restarts and hesitations in (28)
are such a prosodic hedge. They indicate to H that S has some difficulty in expressing the
FTA. Certain gestures can have the same effect. However, the kinesic markers could hardly
have played a role in the negotiations I studied, since they were all conducted by telephone
(see 5.3.4).

R3. Be pessimistic
Giving H explicitly the option not to do what is asked, is a way of expressing the want not to
force H. This strategy can be realized by expressing S's pessimism about the chances that H
would do, for instance, what S is asking. 71te pessimism can be expressed by using the
coitditiortal (34) or negative formulations (35) or the modal particle `misschien' (- perhaps) in
(36) and (22). In (34) `eventueel' (- possibly) increases the pessimism even more. The use of
`perhaps', a`pessimistic hedge' (B8cL1987:175), is a very frequently used marker in Dutch
(see section 3.4).

(34) Bu: maaz u zou natuurlijk eventueel eh de ene prijs aan kunnen passen aan de andere dus d4ni
(DHPH1:251)
but you might of course possibly ehm adjust one price toward the other so then~

(35) Bu: ik bedcel ehrrti eheh àe jij geen kans om dan in dit geval hè (. ) om d'r dan eenmalig niet es
een keertje mee te kunnen veren (DLPL1:426)
I mean ehrtlr ehm don't you see a chance, in this case you know (.) to be a bit flexiblejust once

(36) Se en meer eh:a mag ik zo vriendehjk zijn om te vragen of het misschien toch nog ' n Fje kan
zijn voor de tenten? (DHPL7:853)

and more eh::~ may 1 be so kind as to ask whether it may perhaps still be a tiny F after all for the
tents?
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R4. Minimize the imposition Rx

A rather straightforward way to make the FTA somewhat Gghter for H is by reducing the
imposition it represents. In Dutch, this is frequently realized by diminutives as een beeje (a
bit) in (37) or by the diminutive morpheme `-tje' in een F~ in (36) or een keer~ (35). The
use of even or even jes (for just a moment) is also very frequent as an R4 marker in Dutch, as
in examples ( 23) and (29) above ( see also sections 3.2 and 3.4 for the use of this marker in
Dutch requests).

(37) Bu: ik denk toch dat je toch wel met een beetje interessanter voorstel mcet komet
(DLPL2:291)

Bu: 1 still think you have to come up with a proposal that's a bit more interestinQ

RS. Give deference

To give deference is to convey that H has a higher social status than S. Consequently, the
weight of the FTA decreases for H. Furthermore, S transmits the message that he is not in a
position to force H to do the FTA. To show respect is, in many cultures, so important that
explicit honorific systems exist, by which the social status of the interlocutors receives direct
gramtnatical markers. This is not the case in Dutch. However, respect can be shown in Dutch
(at least at the surface level) by asking permission to perform the FTA. By using this strategy,
S lowers himself and raises H who is put in a more powerfiil position. Exam~ples of this
strategy are given in (36) above and in ( 38) below.

(38) Bu: Ehm mag ik toch eh zo vtij zijn om mijn een D-voorsteU (.) om daar te laten staan?
(DHPL4:947)

Bu: Ehm may I still take the liberty to stick to my D-proposal for that matter?

R6. Apologize
A speaker can indicate his regrets for having to perfornt an FTA which may redress the face
threat for H, at least partially. Although this is a very common strategy in conversation, it did
not appear in the speech of the negotiators. Tlvs may be due to the fact that the businessmen
were `doing their job': apologizing for making or rejecting an offer would not be appropriate.

R7lmpersonalize S arrdH
The danger for the negative face needs can be avoided if the FTA is not coming from or
addressed to the individuals who take part in the interaction, or at least, if the FTA is explicitly
addressed to H alone. In the negotiations, this strategy was frequently used, by S referring to
his firm who `would not accept that offer' or to the addressee's firm `who always made better
offers.' This was realized linguistically by actually naming the firms or by the use of the
personal pronouns referring to the lst and 2nd person plural as in (39) and (40).
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(39) Bu: maar (.) da's misschien meer zorg voor jullie omdat we dan toch eigenlijk onze artikelen
(.) franco in huis willen hebben altijd (DHPH3:203)

Bu: but that's perhaps more of your [plural] concem, because, actually, we always want to have our

goods delivered free of charge

(40) Se: ild ik dert~ ik denk juist dat de markt gunstiger is geworden voorjulJie (DLPH6:894)
Bu: but U I thU I think that the market has become more favourable for you [plural]

Another means to distance H from the FTA, is the use of impersonal infinitives which do not
actually say who has to do the FTA (41).

(41) Bu: En dat zou kunnen door of eh de rugzakken vanl van C naar A te tillen (DLPH7:363)

Bu: And that would be possible by lifting [- asking a higher price] the backpacks from~ from C to A

Some examples ofthe actors as representatives ofthe firms are given in (42) and (43).

(42) Bu: Ja, uitgaande van de notittale marges die die die 'nl 'rt~ 'n wederverkooppunt ehm: als als
als 'n bijvoorbeeld 'n Sports en Travel (heeft)

Bu: Yes, assuming the normal profits of of of al a~ a retailer ehm: as as as for example a Sports and
Travel(has)

(43) Se: En wat dat betreft denk ik ook dat we een ehm, [J dat dat ook een gezamenlijke interesse is
van zowel ehm: zeg maar Campex als Travel om om dàt ehm: gcede nadruk te geven
(DHPL7:428)

Bu: As far as that is concemed, I also think that we elun [] that it is of mutual interest for, say, both
Campex and Travel to~ to emphasize that

The R7 strategy also comprises cases in which distance is created by point ofview operations.
We have seen in S7 that the perspective expressed in an utterance can be used to get closer to
the addressee. In the present strategy, the opposite holds. This distancing effect is often
obtained by switching the tense from the present into the past, thus creating the `polite past'
where the speaker takes more distance from the time of speaking, as the `I was thinking' in
(32) and (33) above ( see also section 3.2.1).

R8. State the FTA as the general rule
The involvement of S and H in the FTA can be avoided if the FTA is formulated as a general
rule which neither S nor H can influence. Using this construction, S avoids being held
responsible for the impingement of H's negative face needs. In (44) a law ofcommerce is used
to justify a high price. However, this statement did not appear within the selection of FTA
utterances. No instances of R8 occurred in that sample.

(44) Se: Maar kwaliteit heeft zijn prijs (DHPL6221)

Se: But quality has its price
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R9. Nominalize

BBcL point to the phenomenon that the utterance is more formal if it contains more

nominalizations. This can probably be attributed to the fact that nominalizations remove the

actor from what is said in the predicate. Consequently, by nominalizing the FTA, S can limit

the risks for the negative face needs of H. Compare the nominalizations in (45) and (46) with

the constructed denominalized versions in (45a) and (46a).

(45) Se: de indicatie [- prijsvoorstel] die af is gegeven die is eh in dat op~cht voor mij nog eh
marginaal onderhandelbaar (DHPH4:297)

Se: the indication [- offer] that has been given, still is for me marginally negotiable in that respect.

(45a) Se: de indicatie die af is gegeven daarover kan ik eh in dat opzicht nog wel eh margnaal

onderhandelen

a. the indication that has been given, on that issue 1 still can negotiate marginally in that respect

(46) Bu: zit~zit er niet de mogelijkheid in om zl die rugzakken naar de B dcen? (DHPH4:556)

Bu: is there no possibility to put those backpacks on B?

(46a) Bu: isl is het voor u onmogefijk om die rugzakken naar de B te dcen?

a. is it impossible for you to put those backpacks on B?

RIO. Go on record as incurringa debt, or as not indebting H
This strategy consists ofmore or less compensating H for the intrusion ofhis face needs. This
compensation can be expressed in requests, for instance, by stressing the gratitude of S, or by
claiming that S would be `etemally grateful' ifH complies with the request. Not surprisingly,
this very strong strategy was not be found in the speech of the businessmen.

4.2.3 Off Record

As was explained in section 4.1.3, the fourth `superstrategy' for performing an FTA is to go
off record. This means that the FTA is fotmulated in such a way that the FTA content is not
immediately clear to H. The utterance is ambiguous and S can always deny having meant to
infringe on H's face wants. Because of this ambiguity it is almost impossible for the analyst to
trace these utterances in speech without interviewing the interlocutors on the illocutionary
force of their utterances (and with such interviews, there would be no guarantee for the
correctness of the speakers' recollections). For that reason, these strategies were not included
in this study, although I am fully aware that the linguistic creativity ofour negotiators suggests
that they probably used off record strategies in many cases. For reasons ofcompleteness, I will
list the different off record strategies below in Figure 4.4., and give, because of its artistic
value, a fragment in which both negotiators go off record using the same metaphor, without
losing track ofthe negotiation issue (47).
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Strategy 9. Use metaphors.

In excerpt (47), the Seller e~cpresses his optimism and his concem for a satisfactory deal for
both of them, whereas the Buyer is much less happy with the proposal that is being negotiated.

(47) Se: we mceten allebei fluitend over straat (.) hè. eh [en eh in volle overeenstemming hè
Bu: [ja, maar fluiten inl fluiten in het donker is

ook wel eens iets van at1 wad wat angst uitdrukt hè
Se: ja, dat kan zijn hè, maar voorlopig is het nog niet donker hoor

[fluitend over straat : whistling in the street - to be very satisfied]
[fluiten in het donker: whistling in the dark - the offers you made are not very promising]
[voorlopig is het niet donker: it's not dark yet - I'm still confident in a good outcome]

Se: we nmst both walk away from this whistling (. ) right, eh [and eh in full agreement right
Bu: [yes but whistling in~ whistling in the dark

sometimes is something that expresses fear
Se: yes, that may be so, okay, but for the time being, it's not dark yet, you know

As the chart in Figure 4.4 indicates, the use of inetaphors is a violation of Grice's Quality
maxim, since the proposition does not express what is literally meant by the speaker. In the
continued use of a metaphor, as in (47), both speakers are going ~ record, since the exact
meaning of their utterances is clear to both of them, otherwise a misunderstanding would
certainly arise. Therefore, the interaction in (47) is more likely to be an instance of S5, seeking
agreement.

4.3 Towards a methodology for testing the Politeness Theory

BBr.L propose a formula that makes clear predictions about the relation between the
weightiness of an FTA and the amount of facework that a rational human being would use to
perform that FTA. That facework is translated into politeness strategies which are described at
an abstract conceptual level and in terms of concrete linguistic features by which the different
politeness strategies can be realised. BBr.L argue that the frve superstrategies that can be
distinguished, ranging from (1) Performi~ig the FTA baldly, on record to (5 ) Don't do the
FTA at all, demonstrate an increasing level of politeness. This can be explained by the
cotTesponding increase m effort a speaker puts into his facework. This doesn't seem to hold
for superstrategy (5), but deciding not to perform an FTA in cases where this would have been
desirable, can have implications for later FTAs that are even more costly. From S's point of
view, not doii:g the FTA at al! is not always the easiest solution. From H's point of view, this
strategy implies no risk of face loss at all, which explains why this strategy is considered most
polite. Furthermore, within the superstrategies of Solidarity Politeness and Respect Politeness,
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a ranking is suggested for the substrategies and their linguistic realizations, on the basis of
their explicitness.

BBr.L provide the most explicit and elaborate system ofpoliteness strategies available to
date. In addition, the formula that relates the weightiness of an FTA to the factors of social
distance, relative power, and rank of imposition, suggests unique possibilities for empirical
testing. In its strongest interpretation, the formula predicts a linear relationship between the
extent of linguistic politeness marking and the three predictor variables. (Note, however, that
BBr.L do not explicitly claim that the weight W is identical or linearly related to the extent of
Gnguistic politeness.) An empirical test of this prediction, of course, is only possible if
adequate operationalizations of all variables can be devised. Specifically, we will have to
assume a method for assessing, at interval level, the degree of politeness of an utterance, the
social distance between the speakers, their relative power, and the rate of imposition of the
speech act in question in the speakers' cultural context. If we consider for the moment only
utterances with a single politeness strategy, we would have to assume that the politeness
strategies are not only strictly ordered in the magnitude of their effect, but that the distances
between them are fixed (such that an adequate quantification would define an interval scale).
A somewhat weaker interpretation of the formula would relax the assumption of linearity and
only claim monotonicity. This would allow the variables to be measured at the ordinal level,
that is, such that only the order but not the distances between values are significant. This
seems more realistic, not only for the measurement of the degree ofpoliteness of an utterance,
but also for the predictor variables social distance, power difference, and rate of imposition,
which could be measured, for instance, by means ofratings (see Chapter 5).

The most serious problem in quantifying the degree of politeness of an utterance is the
fact that most politeness strategies occur in combination with other politeness strategies. It is
the combined effect of those strategies that should be predictable by the values of social
distance, power difference, and rate of imposition, and that must therefore be operationalized
in at least an ordinal measurement procedure. Note that simply counting the number of
strategies will almost certainly prove too crude to be useful. BBcL's observation that the
politeness of an utterance increases as two or more politeness strategies are compounded
(p.93), becomes less evident if one realizes that politeness strategies from different
superstrategies co-occur. These superstrategies have a different overall politeness value, which
should be taken into account in the quantification of the different substrategies. This
quantification needs to be even more finely tuned if one wants to account for the differences
noted between the individual politeness strategies within each superstrategy.

The degree of politeness which is expressed in an FTA must then be related to the predictor
variables. This means that for all those utterances, the values of social distance and power
difference between the speakers, as well as the imposition of the particular FTA need to be
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assessed separately. Although the overall values of distance and power are sometimes stable
and detecmined from the start ofa conversation, it is quite likely that they show fluctuations or
a certain trend through the cowse of an interaction. Strangers may become less distant if they
discover things in common. The fluctuations can be even stronger for the variable of power
difference, especially within the context of a negotiation where power differences are
constantly checked and revised by both speakers. The dynamic character of the predictor
variables can only be accounted for if the values of these variables are reassessed for each FTA
for which the prediction of the foTmula is tested. This assessment might only be possible using
judges who follow the interaction from the start, and who can integrate the impressions they
have from the previous discourse in the'u ratings of the variables at the moment of the
performance ofa particular FTA in the discourse.

An important theoretical claim of the BBcL formula is the absence of interaction terms,
that is, the prediction that each of the three predictor variables has its effect on politeness,
independent of the others. This can be tested by comparing the predictive strength ofdistance,
power, and rate of imposition in a simple additive formula to that of a more complex formula
with interaction terms. If the latter yields a significant increase in predictive strength, we can
conclude that there is some relevant interaction between the predictors.

If the tests for linearity prove to be too strict and even the weaker tests for the
assumption of monotonicity yield unsatisfactory resuhs, a more explorative analysis should be
considered in which the data are not forced to fit the model that is based on the formula. In
that analysis, the relation between the set of all individual SP and RP strategies and the
predictor variables could be investigated. This would yield more detailed information on the
presumed uni-dimensionality of the superstrategies. Note that in the tests proposed above, the
co-occurring politeness strategies are combined into one new variable. This is necessary, but
at the same time information about the relative contribution of the individual strategies is lost
in that quantification.

A further question that should be addressed in an empirical assessment of BBr,L's politeness
theory is the perceived politeness in the utterances that contain politeness strategies.
Irrespective of the results of the testing of the predictions, the effect of the presence of these
markers on the perceived politeness should be studied. However, introspective data of the
participants who evaluate the utterances after the interaction, will have the disadvantage that
their knowledge about the cowse of actions in the conversation will bias their perceptions.
This problem could be solved by using judges who rate their impression ofthe politeness of
the target utterances at the moment of its production in the discowse, without being aware of
the ensuing interactional consequences. The instruction of these judges should ensure that no
bias will appear toward RP: asking anyone to indicate to what extent the speaker is being
`polite' will usually focus their attention on the more conventionalised forms of RP. Since SP
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and RP may act simuhaneously in the same utterance, the judges should be presented with the

double task to separately judging how much solidarity and respe~t the speaker has e~cpressed.
Note that the terms `solidarity' and `respect' have a rather technical meaning here, they do not
refer to the speaker's. attitude, but to the way the FTA is presented. It might be advisable then
to avoid those terms altogether and use labels like `joviality' and `prudence' in this judgement
task.

In Chapter 5 I will describe and discuss a study of the use of politeness strategies in which the

empirical claims of the Politeness Theory of BBr.L were tested 'm line with the methodology
that has been proposed above. The politeness strategies were studied within the conte~ct of
negotiations. As we argued in Chapter l, the discourse type of negotiations is especially
suitable for the study of politeness strategies.

Notes to Chapter 4

The term superstrategy contrasts with substrategy, which refers to the more concrete linguistic
realizations of the politeness strategy. This will be explained in 4.2.

2. In the examples that are discussed, the politeness strategy that is being treated will be presented in
italics. `Bu' refers to the Buyer, `Se' to the Seller. Estimates of pause-lengths are given for pauses of
about 0.5 seconds and longer; (.) refers to a pause for taking a breath only; (text) is what has
probably been said, but difficult to hear; ~ is pronounced with emphasis. False starts and
interruptions aze marked by a'P. Transcriber comments appeaz between brackets. The'`' refers to the
units of utterances.



Chapter 5. Politeness in Negotiations

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a study is presented in which the assumptions of the Politeness Theory of

Brown 8r. Levinson (1987) were tested. I will follow the methodological lines that have been

drawn in the previous chapter (4.3) and will focus on the use ofpoliteness strategies that are

used by negotiators. After the overview of the research questions and accompanying

hypotheses (5.2), the method will be presented that was applied to answer these questions

( 5.3 ). Politeness is predicted to occur in face threatening acts. The selection of the FTAs for

the tests is described 5.4, followed by an analysis of the politeness strategies that were used in

those FTAs (5.5). Before the predictions of the Politeness Theory are tested (5.7), the method

of collecting ratings is presented (5.6). After the regression analyses that were used for the

empirical tests, more explorative analyses follow in 5.8 and 5.9 First, I will try to get more

insight into the conceptual field of politeness, and then I will turn to the relation between

politeness and negotiation success. Finally, in 5.10, I will look back and discuss the results of
the analyses.

5.2 Research questions and hypotheses

As has been explained in (4.1), the Politeness Theory of BBcL accounts for many factors that
play a role in the use of politeness in a very explicit and plausible way. Ahhough the work of
Brown and Levinson has stimulated a great number of researchers to study politeness right
from their first publication in 1978, a lot of questions still remain. Almost all the studies on

poGteness that have been discussed in (4.1) focus on one aspect of the theory in isolation.
However, the three elements of the politeness formula, Power Difference (henceforth POW),
Social Distance (SOCD), and Rate of Imposition (W), together and simultaneously predict the
weightiness of an FTA, which in tum should predict the choice of a politeness strategy,
assuming that we are dealing with a rational speaker. The main objective of this study was to
examine to what extent these factors contribute to the weight of an FTA. As has been
explained in (4.3), Brown and Levinson assume that the choice of a politeness strategy, which
depends on the weight of an FTA, is a linear function of these three factors. This is a rather
strong assumption, for which I tried to find empirical support. Therefore, the first research
question in this study was:

Can the choice ofa politeness strategy be described as a linear function of the factors POW, SOCD
and RI?
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This question assumes ~ the three fuuctions mentioned jointly determine the weight of an
FTA, and that it is the weight of an FTA that determines the use of politeness. The question
focuses on the relative contribution of each of these factors to this weight and their mutual
relation. These aspects were studied by relating the factors to the politeness strategies that are
used in expressing FTAs. Since it is virtually impossible to measure the weight of an FTA
independently from the constituting factors or the realisation of this FTA, these factors were
related d'uectly to the choice of the politeness strategies.

Although there are indications that interactions occur between the three factors of the
formula (Huls 1989; Leighty 8c Applegate 1991; Lim á Bowers 1991), BBr,L's formula was
taken as hypothesis, which can be rephrased as follows:

Hypothesis Ia.
The weight of an F'fA as indicated by the politeness strategies that are used in expressing the FTA,
increases as a monotonic function ofPOW, SOCD, and Rl.

Once the values of the three constituting factors are known, and consequently the weight of
the FTA has been established, the speaker has to decide how he will convey the FTA. Ah.hough
the choice that has to be made would be directly determined by this weight, the speaker still
has more than one possibility to respond to a high weight. He could add more politeness
strategies to his utterance, or he could choose more polite ones. This leads to the following
hypothesis, which leaves two options open:

Hypothesis lb.
An increasing weight of the FTA will lead to a more intensive use of politeness, i.e., the choice of
politeness strategies that are higher up in the politeness hierarchy (the qualitative choice), or the choice
to use more poGteness strategies ( the quantitative choice).

Hypothesis Ia touches directly upon the interaction of the three predictor variables in the
formula, whereas hypothesis Ib addresses the assumptions that underlie the classification of the
politeness strategies.

As has been pointed out in (4.3), BBcL's Politeness Theory gives rise to a number of
other questions concerning the politeness strategies themselves. Within the hierarchy of
politeness strategies, BácL distinguish frve superstrategies (see 4.1.3). In this research, I have
studied especially the superstrategies of Solidarity Politeness (SP) and Respect Politeness
(RP). These clusters of strategies form one scale within the classification of BBr.L: RP
continues on the politeness scale right after SP. As I have indicated 'm (4.2), it is not unlikely
that both superstrategies represent different dimensions offacework with their own respective
functions, which may operate simultaneously, hence with two different scales. Therefore, the
single-scale assumption can be questioned.
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2. Do the superstrategies in BBcL's classification form one scale, or are SP and RP different
dimensions that cannot be placed on the same scale?

The validity of the ranking of the superstrategies and the substrategies should be reflected in

the relation between the weight of the F1'A, as determined by the values of the variables POW,
SOCD, and RI, on the one hand, and the choice of politeness strategy on the other. A high

weight of an F"I'A should increase the chances of a higher-ranking (-tnore polite) politeness
strategy. On the basis of this assumption, both a weak and a strong hypothesis was formulated.

The weak hypothesis (IIa) only makes a distinction between the two superstrategies of SP and
RP. T1te strong hypothesis (IIb), for which arguments have been given in (4.2.1) and (4.2.2),

also makes claims about the occurrence of the different substrategies within SP and RP. In
other words: the weak hypothesis only states that the RP strategies are more polite than the SP

strategies, but does not make a claim about the ordering within the two superstrategies,
whereas the strong hypothesis adds the claim that, within each superstrategy, the substrategies

are ordered according to the classification ofBá.L.

Hypothesis II:
a. Between the two superstrategies: as the weight of the FTA increases, the probability that sohdarity

pohteness will be used decreases in favour of respect politeness (the weak hypothesis).
b. Within the two superstrategies: the more the weight of the FTA increases, the geater the

probability that strategies will occur that aze higher up in the ranking. This holds for both sohdarity
politeness and respect pohteness (the strong hypothesis).

The third question concerned the perceived politeness in the utterances that contain
politeness strategies. This explorative question is independent of the testing of the
predictions. As we have seen in (4.2), the superstrategies of SP and RP aim at different
aspects of face needs, which can be addressed at the same time, since markers of both
superstrategies may occur simuhaneously in the same utterance. The question now arises
whether these two different types ofpoliteness strategies are indeed perceived as such by the
addressee:

3. Are the different poGteness strategies that aze used to express an FTA associated with the
superstrategy in which they are classified?

Since SP can be characterized as a way ofreducing distance between speaker and addressee, I
considered Joviality the tight term to describe the impression a speaker gives in using SP. RP,
on the other hand, would have distance-increasing properties. This could aLso be considered as
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a form of Prudence. If we maintain these impressionistic labels, the following hypotheses can
be formulated:

Hypothesis ~]
a. Utterances predominantly containing mazkers of SP enhance the impression of JoviaJity the

speaker makes.
b. Utterances predominantly containing mazkers of RP enhance the impression of Prudence the

speaker makes.

7áese hypotheses were tested within the framework ofa study of the discourse ofnegotiators,
which will be described in the next sections (5.3 to 5.6)

The last question in this study deals with the relation between the use ofpoliteness strategies
and negotiation success. As I have argued in chapter 1, negotiators have to perform the double
task of reaching a satisfactory negotiation result and maintaining a good relation with the
other. Politeness strategies are an appropriate linguistic tool for the balancing function of
language in negotiations in which face-keeping plays an important role. The last research
question focuses on negotiation success and the role of politeness strategies. The factor
success implies not only making more profrt, but also leaving a positive impression on the
other negotiator.

4. Do successful negotiators make a different use of pohteness strategies than unsuccessful
negotiators?

It is difi~icult to predict how successful and unsuccessful negotiators might differ in their use of
SP and RP strategies. Since very little research has been done in this field, this part of the
present study is highly explorative. Weiss (1985) found a positive correlation between the use
of mitigators (all of them RP strategies) and negotiation success. Unfortunately, not many SP
strategies were include in his analyses, and as the examples in chapter 4 have demonstrated, SP
strategies can have an important function in maintaining a good relational balance. It seems
plausible, therefore, to think that successfiil negotiators will use thís verbal relational
instrument more than unsuccessful negotiators.

Hypothesis N
a. Successful negotiators use more RP strategies than unsuccessful negotiators.
b. Successful negotiators use more SP strategies than unsuccessful negotiators.

The tests of these hypotheses will be presented in section 5.9.
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5.3 Method and research design

In order to answer the research questions formulated above, the verbal strategies of
negotiators have been studied. To this purpose, a negotiation simulation was set up, in which a
Buyer and a Seller had to reach an agreement about the price of a series of products. The
Buyer represented a chain of shops in outdoor supplies, whose representative had akeady
reached a very detailed agreement about the delivery of backpacks, tents, and sleeping bags by
a supplier of camping equipment. Only the price still needed to be discussed (see 5.3.2 and
Appendix 4b, for a more detailed description of this negotiation game).

For purposes of extemal validity, only expertenced, professional negotiators were
selected (see 5.3.3). The speech of the negotiators was recorded and transcribed, and this
material formed the basis of the subsequent analyses. A total of 28 simulated Buyer-Seller
negotiations has been recorded. An important aspect of these negotiations was that they had to
be carried out by telephone. The main reason for doing so was that this minimi~Ps the influence
ofnonverbal communication and optimizes the chances of rich verbal material (see 5.3.4).

Face Threatening Acts (FTAs) were selected from the negotiations, since the Politeness
Theory predicts that, in many cases, politeness will be used to redress the FTAs (see 5.4). In
essence, the linguistic realization of these FTAs was the object of this research. By this
realization I mean the politeness strategies that could be deduced from the formal
characteristics of the utterance that was used to express an FTA.

5.3.1 Design: independent and depertdent varrables

As we have seen in 4.1, Politeness Theory predicts that the Social Distance, the Power
Difference, and the Rate of Imposition ( of an FTA) influence the amount ofpoliteness that a
Rational Person will use. Consequently, the variables of SOCD, POW, and RI are treated as
the independent variables that affect the use ofpoliteness (markers), the dependent variables.

In the negotiations, the two variables ofSOCD and POW were manipulated: the effect of
both variables was studied in two ways:

1) as an experimental group factor in the ex~erimental design,
2) by ratings of these two variables by trained judges.

The variable of RI was also controlled in two ways:
1) by the selection of the FTAs within the negotiations ( see 5.4.1)
2) as with SOCD and POW, by ratings of trained judges.
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In order to study the dependent variable, i.e., the politeness used in expressing an FTA, 40
FTAs were selected within each of the 28 negotiations, resuhing in a total of 1120 FTA
utterances.

Hypothesis III, which deals with the impression a speaker makes using politeness markers, was
tested by obtaining ratings of the Joviality (~Solidarity Politeness) and Prudence (~Respect
Politeness) ofa speaker at the moment of the given utterance.

Independent variables: a. the group variables
In order to obtain variation within the factor of Social Distance, two groups of negotiators
were selected. One group consisted of 28 negotiators (- 14 pairs) who knew each other very
well, mostly as colleagues, and sometimes as friends, from different companies ( see 5.3.3 for
more information about the subjects). This low social distance group will be refened to as the
LSOCD negotiators. The second group consisted of 28 negotiators who had not met before:
the high social distance negotiators (HSOCD).

The variable of Pawer Difference was manipulated by varying the instructions of the
negotiation game. In the first group of 14 LSOCD and 14 HSOCD negotiators, the Buyers
could carry out the negotiation from a more powerfu] position than the Sellers in each dyad
(high power difference: HPOW), whereas in the second group no power difference was
supposed to exist between Buyer and Seller (no power difference: NPOW). The relatively
powerful position of the Buyers in the first group was induced by the written instruction to the
Buyers that there were altemative suppliers for their goods available. Consequently, they did
not absolutely need to come to an agreement. This was not the case for the Buyers in the
NPOW-group, who would face serious problems if the negotiations broke down. As for the
Sellers, their need for a good deal was very high in both groups. The complete version of the
instruction for the negotiation game can be found in Appendix 4a f 4b.

The levels of SOCD and POW were crossed (see Figure 5.1), and no factor was
repeated. This resulted in 4 groups of negotiators:
group 1. negotiators in the condition: HSOCD and HPOW ( n-14);
group 2. negotiators in the condition: HSOCD and LPOW (n-14);
group 3. negotiators in the condition: LSOCD and HPOW (n-14);
group 4. negotiators in the condition: LSOCD and LPOW (n-14).

b. the ratingvariables
Although SOCD and POW were considered fixed factors at the start of each negotiation, this
did not automatically imply that the exact values of these levels would remain stable
throughout the entire conversation. Negotiators who had never met before (HSOCD) could
become less distant if they discovered they had things in common. Furthermore, during the
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argumentation part of the negotiation, the power difference between the participants was likely
to vary with the strength of the arguments. For these reasons, the values of the variables of
SOCD and POW ofthe speakers were rated by trained judges at each specific moment during
a negotiation when one of the selected FTAs occurred. For all variables, the ratings were the
data that would be submitted to further analysis. The instructions of the judges will be
presented in 5.6.3 (see also Appendix 5), and the reliability of their ratings will be discussed in
5.6.4. The two different levels of SOCD and POW only served the purpose of increasing the
variation in the data.

The Rate of Imposition of an FTA was rated too, for each of the 40 FTA utterances
within each negotiation (see also 5.6.3 for the rating instructions on this aspect). The value of
the RI of an FTA was also controlled by the way the FTAs were selected (see 5.4.2.3).

Dependent variables I.~ politeness markers
The occurrence of politeness markers was studied in each of the 40 FTA utterances. Since
linguistic realisations of different strategies may occur simuhaneously in one and the same
utterance, I checked for each FTA what SP strategies and RP strategies occurred. Obviously, it
is very unlikely that all of them would occur in the same utterance, but given this possibility of
co-occurrence, a data matrix was made, in which the exact frequencies of every individual SP
and RP strategy were mdicated for each of the 1120 FTAs. The non-occurrences were also
indicated. The identification of the politeness markers was based on the detailed descriptions
BBr.L give of the possible linguistic shape a politeness strategy can take, as has been discussed
in 4.2.

Dependent variables II: Joviality and Prudence
The effect of the politeness markers on the impression a speaker makes was also studied. As
has been explained above, the presence of SP markers would enhance the impression of the
speaker being Jovial, whereas RP markers would create a more Prudent impression. For each
FTA (i.e., one of the selected FTAs), these two impressionistic variables were also rated (see
also 5.6).

Design
To obtain sufficiently independeat judgements of the frve rating variables, two different groups
of observers were used. The first group of three judges rated the Social Distance and Power
Difference for each FTA in this order, and the second group of three other judges rated first
the Rate of Imposition of the FTA that had been selected and then the extent to which they
thought the speaker was being Jovial and Prudent. The research design is summarized in
Figure 5.1.
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sub ect ou s Inde end. variables De endent variables I De endent vatiables II

HSOCD I HPOW Judges 1-3 PoGteness strategies: Judges 46

HSOCD I LPOW
L(observed) SOCD
z. (observed) POW

a. occurrence of BOR
bl. occurrences of SP1 to

L(observed) Joviafity
2. (observed) Ptudence

LSOCD I HPOW Judges 46: SP14

LSOCD ~ LPOW
3. (abserved) RI 62. occurrences of RP1 to

Figure 5.1. Research design.

5.3.2 Materials: the Van der Wijst-Kelley game

The negotiation simulation that was briefly introduced 'm the preceding section was an
adaptation of the original negotiation game designed by Kelley (1966), in which two
negotiators, a Buyer and a Seller, were to come to an agreement about the price of three
products. The agreement should include all three products, in a package deal. In my version of
this game, the negotiators had to buy and sell camping equipment: sleeping bags, backpacks,
and tents. In the instruction the negotiators received (see also Appendix 4a t 4b), it was
explained that all aspects ofthese products (quantity, type, colour, etc.) had been agreed upon
in earlier meetings, except for their price. The negotiators used a pricelpay-off matrix in order
to evaluate the offers (see Table 5.1). Prices of the products had to be indicated by means of
the letters A to I, each letter corresponding to an increased price level of the product. In the
matrix which each negotiator had in front of him, these letters referred to a pay-off (guilders
per individual product). Obviously, the interests of the Buyer and the Seller were not the same.
A high price for the products (expressed by an 1, for instance) is very beneficial for the Seller,
but not attractive to the Buyer. Furthermore, the three products were not equal in the profit
they could yield: the Seller could make much more profit on the tents, than on the backpacks.
A closer look at the tnatrix in Table 5.1 reveals that the interests of both negotiators were not
ent'uely opposed. The tents which were so important to the Seller were much less important to
the Buyer, who, in turn, would be much better served with a good price on the backpacks.
Both negotiators were unaware of these differential interests, which enabled them to come to a
wiirlwin situations. The Van der Wijst version of the Kelley game differs from the original
version in that losses are included in the matrix. Price A, for instance, would imply serious
losses for the Seller on all three products. In the original version, price A would mean no profit
but no losses either. Tlris modífication was intended to stimulate creativity within the
negotiation process, since the threat of end'mg the game with a financial loss would also
constitute a genuine `loss offace' for the experienced businessmen who participated.
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Table 5.1 Pricelpay-off matrix for tóe Van der WijstlKelley game

Price - Pa -off matrix for Seller

Two- erson Tents SI in B Back acks

rice ro5t tofit roSt

A -25 -45 -20
B 0 -30 -10

C 25 -15 0

D 50 0 10
E 75 15 20

F 100 30 30

G 125 45 40

H 150 60 50
I 175 75 60

Bu er

Two- erson Tents Slee in B Back acks

rice ro5t rofit ro5t

A 60 75 175
B 50 60 150
C 40 45 l25
D 30 30 l00
E 20 15 75

F 10 0 50
G 0 -15 25

H -10 -30 0

I -20 -45 - ~ ~.

119

A package proposal o~ for instance 'EIEIE' ( the 'golden mean'), would imply for the Seller: a
proSt of FL 75.- on each tent, FL 15.- on each sleeping bag and FL 20.- on a backpack. His
total profit would thus be FL 110.- x 100 - FL 11.000.-. This combination leads to the same
total sum for the Buyer. The maximal joint profit in this game can be obtained by the
combination I(for tents), E(for sleeping bags) and A ( for backpacks). But in order to reach
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this optimal agreement, the negotiators should be willing to have a serious loss on one of their

products to get compensation ( the highest profit) on another product.

The differential interest is a crucial aspect of the Kelley game and offers the negotiators

the chance to reache an agreement by integrating each others' interests in the solution. It

stimulates integrative bargaining, a cooperative negotiation style in which both participants

seek a winhvin situation ( Pruitt 8r, Lewis 1977). The game is easy to leam, clear, and complex

enough to guarantee a negotiation of at least 20 minutes. Furthermore, this task has proved to

be a valid tool for research, which in spite of its apparent simplicity, contains all elements of a

real price negotiation (CampbeQ Graham, Jolibert 8r. Meissner 1988; Pruitt 1981; Pruitt á

Lewis 1977, Van der Wijst 1994a, 1994b). `
The Van der Wijst-Kelly game was tested in 4 pilot studies: 2 simulations between

students and 2 simulations between 2 professional negotiators. All comments on the

instructions and set-up have been incorporated in the experimental version.

5.3.3 Subjects

All 56 subjects were experienced businessmen (Buyers and Sellers), with a minimum of2 years

of experience and a maximum of 36 years of experience (with an average of 12.8 years of

experience). They were active in different branches of business. Most of the participants

worked for companies that deal with consumer electronics, telecommunication,

printerslcopiers, trucks, and cars. None of the subjects was active in the branch of outdoor

suppGes or camping products.
Their educational background ranged from intermediate vocational education (Dutch

MBO) to university, except for one of the participants, a self-made man who proudly declared

that he had built up his business with no more than a primary school education. As for the

geographical origins of the subjects, there was no bias for a specific region in the Netherlands;

the sample was well spread over the entire country.

All the businessmen volunteered to participate in the negotiations. At the end of the

session, they received a modest reward for their participation.

5.3.4 Procedure

As was mentioned at the beginning of section 5.3, all negotiations were conducted by

telephone, primarily so that non-verbal cornmunication could not be used, or would not

significantly affect the interlocutor. Furthermore, telephone interaction tends to be more

organized than face-to-face conversations (Hopper 1992: 98-116). Ahhough the negotiators
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were dealing with each other through the telephone, they were located in the same build'mg,
but in separate rooms. This relatively short distance was necessary for practical reasons. The
actual speech of each negotiator was not recorded by the telephone itself. The quality ofsuch a
recording would be too poor. Separate hi-quality microphones (see section 5.3.5) which were
placed on the desks of the participants guaranteed that the record'mg was ofgood quality. The
consequence, however, was that the interlocutors could not be too far away from each other,
simply because of the restricted length of the wires. Therefore, the record'mgs were mostly
made at Tilburg University. In both cases, internal phone lines could be used. Care was taken
to prevent participants who had to negotiate from meeting beforehand. Brief face-to-face
contact, however, could not always be prevented.

Before the actual negotiation, the participants received detailed 'mstructions on the negotiation
game (see Appendix 4a f4b). These instructions provided information about the history of the
negotiation, about the situation within their company and the need to come to a satisfactory
agreement, about the reason why this negotiation had to be carried out by telephone (which is
rather unusual), about the game itselí; and the role of the pricelpay-off matrix. It was explained
that the maximal profit they could make was FL 31,000.- (solution I-I-I for the Seller, and A-
A-A for the Buyer). However, they would receive a bonus at a profit of FL 17,000.-. It was
not explained that the only option which leads to this solution for both negot'at~rc is I-E-A, for
tents, sleeping bags, and backpacks respectively. It was stressed that they were not allowed to
talk about the profit levels with the other negotiator. Furthermore, they were not allowed to
change the agreed number of 100 pieces for each product, as the negotiations would then not
be comparable.

After the written instructions were read, the participants had to calculate their profit for
four possible solutions in order to make sure that they understood the functioning of the
matrix. The average time needed for the instruction was 15 minutes.

The conversation started with the Seller calling the Buyer. As soon as the negotiation
had come to an end, with an agreement or a break-down, the negotiators were asked to remain
in their respective rooms and to fill out a questionna'ue, in which they could express their
personal opinion about, among other things, their own behaviour and that of the other
negotiator (see also section 5.9). Furthermore, they could 'mdicate their satisfaction with their
performance and their appreciation of the entire conversation, particulariy of the interlocutor.

5.3.5 Apparatus

The negotiators communicated by telephone, but the record'mgs were made by means of two
separate Sennheiser microphones placed on the desks of the respective negotiators. These
microphones were connected to a portable Sony Digital Audio Tape-corder TCD-D10, each to
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a separate input channel. This allowed me to record the voices of the speakers on two separate

tracks of the tape, which considerably facilitated the transcription of simuhaneous speech. By

shutting off one channel, the speakers could be heard separately.

5.3.6 Results of the negotiations

Since the corpus of28 negotiations formed the database on which all analyses were based, it is

important to know how the negotiations were conducted and if the independent variables that

were manipulated during the instruction period had any effect on the negotiations. Although

the negotiations were simulated, all the negotiators took the task very seriously and tried to get

the best resuhs. A clear indication of this is the time they needed in general and especially in

the five cases where no agreement could be reached. These five negotiations (see Table 5.2)

went on for at least 45 minutes and at most 75 minutes. A successfiil negotiation time ranged

from 17 minutes to 55 minutes (mean 41.3 minutes), much longer than e~ected on the basis of

the pilot studies wíth ine~cperienced businessmen. There are a number of e~lanations for the

seriousness of the negotiators. As was pointed out in section 5.3.3, they were all experienced

businessmen, who had made special arrangements in order to be available for this study.
Furthermore, they were asked to participate because of their experience, so, as some ofthem

said afterwards, they took pride in getting good results. Obviously, all these factors enhanced

the e~ctemal validity of the study considerably.
The variable that should have influenced the outcome of the negotiations most is the

manipulation of the Pawer Difference. For the HPOW setting, the Buyer was supposed to be

more powerfiil than the Seller, whereas this difference was not supposed to be present within

the LPOW setting ( see section 5.3.1). In terms ofprofit, this difference could be expressed in
more money for the Buyer than for the Seller for the I~OW setting and no difference between

the two for the LPOW setting. The mean profits in Table 5.2 indeed seem to confirm this
interaction, but statistical tests did not yield a significant difference for any of the four
conditions. The general picture however, confirms the remark of one of the negotiators that
Buyers are always in a stronger position. If no distinction was made in negotiation conditions,
the Buyers made more money than the Sellers (t(54)-1.94; p-.054).

For the Social Distance variable, emphasis on reducing the distance and building a good
relationship, which is often advocated 'm the consultancy literature (Fisher 8r, Brown 1988;
Fisher 8c Harris 1987) suggests that the LSOCD negotiators who already had a good

relationship, should perform better than the HSOCD negotiators. However, the LSOCD
negotiators eamed a total of j290,000.-, whereas the HSOCD negotiators got J370,500.-.
This difference is mainly due to the four failed negotiations m the LSOCD scenario ( see Table
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5.2). Ahhough the mean profits were higher for the HSOCD negotiators, the difference with
the LSOCD negotiators was not significant (t(54~1.55; p-.12).
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Table 5.2 Outcome of tbe 28 negotiations in terms of profit (~, ordered by eaperimental
conditioo aod oe~otiator's role

Condition ne otiation role roSt Condition ne otiation role rofit

LSOCDI 1 Buyer 12,500 LSOCDI 1 Buyer 0'

LPOW Seller 12,500 HPOW Seller 0

2 Buyer 22,500 2 Buyer 0

Seller 5,500 Seller 0

3 Buyer 18,000 3 Buyer 16,500

Seller I1,500 Seller 4,000

4 Buyer 0 4 Buyer 17,000

Seller 0 Seller 12,500

5 Buyer 17,500 5 Buyer 0

Seller 14,500 Seller 0

6 Buyer 17,000 6 Buyer 18,500

Seller 17,000 Seller 5,000

7 Buyer 17,000 7 Buyer 17,000

Seller 17,000 Seller 17,000
Mean t Buyer 14,928.57 Mean t Buyer 9,857.14

(total) (104,500) (total) (69,000)
Seller 11,142.86 Seller 5,500.00

(78,000) (38,500)
HSOCDI 1 Buyer 15,500 HSOCDI 1 Buyer 11,500

LPOW Seller 18,500 HPOW Seller 18,000

2 Buyer 18,000 2 Buyer 18,500

Seller 14,500 Seller 8,000

3 Buyer 16,500 3 Buyer 22,000
Seller 16,000 Seller 1,500

4 Buyer I8,000 4 Buyer 0

Seller 14,000 Seller 0

5 Buyer 6,000 5 Buyer 14,000
Seller 16,000 Seller 13,500

6 Buyer 14,500 6 Buyer 17,000
Seller 12,000 Seller 17,000

7 Buyer 17,500 7 Buyer 17,500

Seller 7,500 Seller 7,500

Mean t Buyer 15,142.86 Mean t Buyer 14,357.14
(total) (106,000) (total) (100,500)

Seller 14,071.43 Seller 9,357.14

(98,500) (65,500)

' A pro5t of ` 0' indicates negotiation breakdown
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5.4 Identifying )~I'As in the negotiation data

7'he 28 negotiations yielded approximately 17 hours of conversation, which were transcn~bed
verbatim in their entirety. Score transcripts were made using the SyncWriter program for
Macintosh computers. This program enables the transcn-ber to clearly mark overlaps between
speakers, where tum taking occws eta (see the fragment in excerpt 1 below). In fact, the
program constructs one long string of connected tracks for each speaker with information
about the places of overlap and tum taking. If modifications are made in one utterance or
comments added, the overall structure of the transcript stays intact.

193 B2: ... ik vind het ook buitengewoon vervelend dat ehl dat er w'n patstelling is
194 B: ontstaan` dan mceten we toch kijken ofwe niet wat dichter bij mekaar

S: noul`
195 B: kunnen komen denk (ik)`

S: [zacht] nee nee` (0.5) ik ziel ik zie het niet echt
196 S: als een eh patstelling` (.) ik denk dat ik toch u nu een heel groot stuk
197 B: ja` dat ziet u(.)` ....

S: tegemcet ben gekomen` en ehl`

(translation)
193 B:..1 also think it is extremely unpleasant that ehrrd this stalemate has arisen
194 B: we should try to see if we cannot come somewhat closer to

S: wellll
195 B: each other (1) thinkl

S: [at low voiceJ no nol (0.5) I don'dI don't see it
196 S: as a stalematel l think 1 have now made considerable concessions to you
197 B: yesl that's whatyou see (.)

S: andehml

Excerpt I. DHPL1: 369-376

In the transcripts self repairs and hesitations were indicated (see line 193; lines 194 and 195).
Estimates ofpause lengths are given for pauses ofabout 0.5 seconds and longer; (.) refers to a
pause for taking breath only; (text) is what has probably been said, but was difficuh to hear;
~x is pronounced with emphasis. False starts and 'mterruptions are marked by a`I'.
Transcriber comments appear between brackets (see line 195). The ``' refers to the units of
utterances. This will be discussed in section 5.4.2.1. Further (prosodic) infonnation which was
not strictly relevant to this study was not transcribed.
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The material was transcribed by the author and by a research assistant who did 2~3 of the
recordings.' All transcripts were corrected by the author.

5.4. ] The lrerba!Response Modes classifrcation ([~RM)

The next step was to identify and locate the Face Threatening Acts within the negotiations,
since those fragments would be the fiuther units ofanalysis. However, identifying speech act as
units in spoken interaction presents a number of special problems which do not arise in, for
instance, written communication. First of all, speakers rarely produce complete grammatical
sentences. Self-repairs and hesitations are very frequent. Furthermore, in spoken interaction
speakers often correct each other and complete each other's utterances, and the boundaries of
what can be considered one utterance are not self-evident. All these aspects make it very
difficult to identify and label spoken interaction in terms of classic taxonomies of Speech Act
Theory (Searle 1976; Hancher 1979). However, the Verbal Response Mode classification of
Stiles (1992) provides a tool that can deal with these problems.

The VRM classification and all the detailed coding guidelines provided by Stiles (1992)
were used (i) to make the data accessible for further research (Stiles gives detailed 'mstructions
how to unitize strings of speech produced in interaction into classifiable utterances), and (ii) to
identify the FTAs in our speech material.

For most of the details about the VRM system, I refer to Stiles' manual (1992); results of
the VRM coding of the negotiation transcripts are presented in Van der Wijst (1994). At this
point, I will only deal with the aspects of the VRM system that are essential for the
understanding of the selection process of the FTAs.

The Verbal Response Mode (VRM) system provides a classification for analysing spoken
interaction. The taxonomy `draws on a conceptualization of verbal communication in which
people are seen as centers of experience and speech acts are seen as links between them'
(Stiles, 1992: 58). Three principles about that experience underlie the classification: 1. the
source of the experience; 2. the presumption about that experience; 3.- the frame of referei:ce
that a speaker chooses. Criterion 2 is crucial for the assessment of what was considered an
FTA and this criterion will be explained below. For the remaining two criteria, I refer to Stiles
(1992) and Van der Wijst (1994).

Presumption about Experience
Any speaker may or may not enclose a certain assumption about the experience of the other
person in his utterance, or, to quote Stiles (p. 61): `In performing a speech act, a speaker may
or may not need to presume to know what the other's experience (includ'mg the othei's
intentional behaviour) is, was, will be, or should be. Speech acts that do require such
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presumption are coded as "other." Those m which the speaker needs to know about only his or
her own experience are coded as "speaker."' The speech acts coded as `other' are considered
presumptuous and by definition a posstble threat to the face wants and needs of the
interlocutor. This aspect has been explicitly linked to BBcL's Politeness Theory in Stiles
(1981). Speech acts that are normally classified as presumptuous include requests,
advisements, warnings, evaluations, disagreements and the like. Some examples of
presumptuous utterances will be given below. On the basis of the other two dimensions in his
taxonomy, Stiles distingtushes fotu different categories of presumptuous utterances: 1.
Advisements; 2. Intetpretations; 3. Confirmations and 4. Reflections.

Stiles proposes ranking the eight categories in his system with respect to the extent to
which they impose on the addressee (Stiles 1992; Premo 8c Stiles 1983). This imposition is
quite similar to the imposition Brown and Levinson refer to and to the face threat it implies for
the addressee. The most important ranking criterion is whether an utterance is presumptuous
or not (with a presumption about the experience of the other). The presumptuous utterances
are obviously more threatening than the remaining categories, which Stiles labels u~urssumrng
(see Stiles (1981) for a discussion of the imposition hierarchy of VRMs).

Examples of non-presumptuous (unassuming) utterances are 1. Disclosures (expressing
one's feelings, wishes, thoughts); 2. Questions; 3. Edifications (statements of observable facts)
and 4. Acknowledgements (back channel behaviour).

The labels used in the VRM system function as a sort of reminder to facilitate the coding.
However, it should be stressed that these labels are short hand for a particular combination of
the three taxonomy principles. In some cases they cover speech acts that seem hardly related to
the category. For example, a request, an order, or a suggestion all belong to the category of
Advisement.

In the utterance in (1), the speaker expresses `what the other ~' (Stiles 1992: 62). The
Buyer asks the Seller in guarded terms to be somewhat less greedy and advises him to lower
his profit level. This utterance is classified in the VRM system as an Advisement.

(1) B: (0.5) dus van jullie kant uit vragen wij dan toch eigenlijk een beetje om d'r in mee te gaan
S: ja`

- B: en zeggen we van god (.) neem nou gencegen met iets minder mazge` DHPH3:804

B: (0.5) (0.5) so what we are asking from your side is to go along a bit
S: yeah`
B: and we say (.) content yourself now with somewhat less pro5t
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By an Interpretation, as in (2), the speaker places an e~erience of the other person within his
own frame of reference: he judges (aspects of) the other person. This judgement can be
positive or negative for the interlocutor. Only the negative evaluations were considered FTAs.
So, in (2), the Buyer starts with a positive evaluation of the products and follows with a less
positive one of the price. Both are Interpretations within the VRM system

(2) ~ B: jullie leveren gl gceie producten` (i)
S: mm` ja` (k) (k)

~ B: maarjullie prijs is eh (.) ook aanàenlijk` (i) (DHPH3:564)

- B: you do supply g~ good quality praducts

S: mm` yes`
- B: but the price you charge is considerable too

Utterances are classified as Confirmations if the speaker compares his own ideas with the ideas
of the other, as in (3). This may resuh in e~ressions of agreement n~ in e~ressions of
disagreement. The former stresses commonalities, whereas the latter emphasizes divergences.
It is posstble that for analyses of some types of discourse, the distinction between agreement
and disagreement is not relevant. Within the context ofa negotiation, however, this distinction
is obviously crucial. Therefore, the Confirmation category was split into Agreement and
Disagreement, and only the Disagreements were treated as FTAs.

(3) S: maar dan haal ik d'r voor een ehl voor een ehl voor een rugzak eh mcet ik daar een Cornelis
hebben`

B: hmm`
S: wantl want (.) dan kan ik daar niet mee schuiven`
B: nee` (.) maar goed` dan IItten we toch te ver uit elkaar denk ik` (DHPH3:1223 )

S: but ffien I get for a el~ for a eh~ for a backpack eh I need to have a Casablanca
B: hmm
S: forl for (.) I don't have any room there

- B: no, but okay, then we still are too far apart, I think
[room - metaphor for betterprice]

The fourth category, Reflections consists ofutterances that repeat or rephrase an experience of
the other person, vvhile maintaining the other's frame of reference, often in the form of
reformulations, repetitions or, as in (4), quotations.
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(4) S: maar u zegt dus inderdaadl u zegt van "nou oké de slaapzakken dat geeft bij mij op dit
moment een probleem daar kan ik niet mee: eh mee uit de vceten",` (DHPL6:359)

S: so you are saying indeed~ you are saying "well all right, the sleeping bags cause a problem for me at
this moment, I can't deal with thaY'

A Reflection constitutes an F'TA since the speaker, while rephrasing an utterance of the
interlocutor in his (rthe speakers) own terms, violates the interlocutors need for `privacy.' It
seems like an intrusion into the interlocutor's mind, by rephrasing his opinion or experience.

To ~~mmari~e, the following VRM categories were considered F'I'As:
1. Advisements
2. Disagreements

3. (Negative) Interpretations
4. Reflections'

5.4.2 Applying the VRM system to the negotiation data

In this section, I will consider how the work of unitizing and cod'mg the verbal material into
VRM categories was done (5.4.2.1) and how the reliability of the cod'mgs was assessed
(5.4.2.2). A c~tmmary of the results of these VRM codings concludes this section (5.4.2.3).

5.4.2.1 Unitizing and coding the utterances

Before the utterances could be coded, a decision had to be made about what constituted a
single utterance. Stiles (1992) again proved very helpfiil, since he gives detailed guidelines of
how the unitizing can be done. I refer to his work for all the details about special and
problematic cases. Basically, 80a~o of the units (- utterance accord'mg to VRM criteria)
coincide with `normal' grammatical boundaries: a simple sentence; an independent clause, a
nonrestrictive dependent clause, and the like.

The boundaries of the utterances were indicated by backslashes ``' in the original
SyncWriter transcript files. By means of these utterance markers, the program could produce
an utterance list, in which all utterances are presented under each other following the
chronology of the conversation as precisely as posstble. This utterance list was needed so that
every utterance could be coded separately and in a format that was d'uectly accesstble for
statistical analyses. Information about, for instance, the exact location of speech overlap was
not available in the files with the utterance lists. Therefore, the decision about a certain VRM
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code was always made on the basis of the original recording and the original score transcript.
The actual codes were typed d'uectly into the files with the utterance lists.

Every utterance within the entire sample of negotiations was coded. Consequently, the
entire VRM system was used, and not just those categories that were considered F"I'As. The
selection of the utterance was made later. The resuhs of the VRM analyses of the complete
corpus ofnegotiations are described in Van der Wijst (1994).

The complete sample of 28 negotiations (a total of f17 hours of recorded speech)
contained 37,412 utterances. Eight conversations were coded separately by two coders, the
author and a student assistant, and the inter-coder reliability was measured (see section 5.4.2.2.
below). However, before each coder started his work, one long fragment was coded and
discussed 'mtensively by both coders in order to establish agreement about the interpretations
of the VRM system, with all its rules and solutions for problematic utterances.

5.4.2.2 Reliability

The reliability of the VRM codes was assessed by measuring the agreement between the two
coders on the basis of Cohen's Kappa (Cohen 1960). This is a measure of agreement on
nominal scales, which corrects for chance, and which can be used when utterance-by-utterance
comparisons are possible. The formula to calculate the Kappa value is as follows:

Kappa -
Po - Pc

1 - Pc

Po - the proportion ofutterances in which the coders agree
Pc - the proportion of utterances in which ageement is expected on the basis ofchance

The calculation of Cohen's Kappa is rather straightforward. Since every coder has to decide
which one out of eight categories is the most appropriate VRM label, the probability that the
decisions of two coders coincide purely on the basis of chance is 1~8. This proportion is then
compared to the actual proportion ofcases in which the coders agree.

The reliability for the eight conversations (10,323 utterances) ranged from .69 to .85,
with an average of .76. The reliability of the codes increased from the conversation that was
coded first to the one that was coded last. Since the reliability results were satisfactory, and in
view ofthe time-consuming nature of the task, it was decided to have the rest of the material
coded only by one coder, the author.
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5.4.2.3 Resuhs of the VRM analyses for the fow FTA categories

Table 5.3 shows the frequencies of the fow FTANRM categories within each of the fow
subject groups, separated into results for the Buyer and the Seller. Since the negotiations
differed considerably in length, both the frequencies and the proportions of each VRM
category were calculated. This figwe represents the proportion of a given VRM category
within the speech of a Buyer or a Seller of one subject group. The column proportions add up
to 100oro.

Table 5.3 Frequencies of VRM intents in the negotiations, FTA categories only,
separated for each eaperimental condition and Seller (S) I Buyer (B).
(o~o in parentheses)

LOW DISTANCE HIGH DISTANCE

NO POWER HIGH POWER NO POWER HIGH POWER
DIFF. DIFF. DIFF. DIFF.

S B S B S B S B

Advisement 453 419 S8l 618 412 306 408 389
(10.2) (9.0) (]2.0) (10.5) (9.0) (8.2) (8.9) (8.2)

Disageement 219 409 266 589 135 198 209 254
(4.9) (8.7) (5.5) (10.0) (3.0) (5.3) (4.6) (5.4)

Interpretation (neg) 376 260 378 302 195 116 161 194

Reflection

REST

(8.5) (5.6) (7.8) (5.1) (4.3) (3.1) (3.5) (4.1)
218 116 198 238 314 126 260 196

(4.9) (2.5) (4.1) (4.1) (6.9) (3.4) (5.7) (4.1)
3166 3472 3424 4128 3501 2972 3527 3709

(71.4) (74.3) (70.6) (70.3) (76.8) (79.9) (77.3) (78.2)

Totals 4432 4676 4847 5875 4557 3718 4565 4742

The number ofFTA-utterances is 9513 (sum ofthe totals - sum of the rest), which is 25.10~0 of
all utterances. The distribution of the utterances across the various VRM categories interacts
with the different experimental conditions to some extent. For instance, the Low Distance
negotiators used more FTAs than the High Distance negotiators. T'his is in line with what the
Politeness Theory would predict. Van der Wijst (1994) provides a more detailed study of the
negotiations in terms of VRMs.
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This number ofFTAs is clearly too large to have them all analysed in detaiL Therefore, further
selectíons were made. It was decided to select 40 FTA utterances from each negotiation. This
made a total of 28 x 40 - 1120 FTAs. The following criteria were used in this selection
procedure:
1. For each speaker, the proportion of FTAs should reflect his overall individual

contribution to the negotiation. ff a negotiator spoke twice as much as his interlocutor,
twice as many FTAs would be selected for this verbose person. So, the individual FTA
contribution ofeach negotiator was calculated first.

2. The distribution among the four FTA categories should reflect the proportional
frequencies of those categories. For instance, If a speaker produced relatively more
Advisements than Reflections, tlus proportional difference was maintained.

3. The FTAs also had to be sampled from the entire negotiation, to avoid a bias in favour of
certain phases of the interaction. Therefore, for each of the 4 VRM categories the
desired distance was calculated between, for instance, each Advisement and the next
selected Advisement. This `step' was also based on the relative frequency of each
category, for each speaker.

Combining these three criteria to select the FTAs proved to be a rather complex calculation
task. As an illustration, Table 5.4 provides the detailed selection data for two negotiations,
arbitrarily selected out of the set of 28. As the figures indicate, the distribution of FTAs was
not always well balanced. Sometimes the Buyer contributed more, and sometimes the Seller.
Specifically, the data have to be read as follows: in negotiation 1, 21 FTAs need to be selected
for the Buyer and 19 for the Seller. Out of the 21 Buyer-FTAs, 14 have to be Advisements.
Between two Advisements, a distance ofabout 21 utterances has to be maintained, in order to
have an optimum distribution over the entire negotiation. Five of the FTAs have to be
Disagreements, wíth an interval of 84 utterances, etc. Reflections and Interpretations were
relatively less frequent in each negotiation. Therefore, the two categories were combined in the
selection procedure.

Such prescriptions were made for each negotiation, and accord'mg to these, 40 FTA
utterances were marked 'm the hard copy of the core transcript of each negotiation. As for the
contributions of the Buyer and the Seller, the overall picture is that out of the 1120 FTAs, 563
FTAs were produced by the former, and 557 by the latter.
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Table 5.4 Selectioo prescriptioos for the F'TAs for two negotistions

Negotiation I (DLPL1) Negotiatíon 2 (DHPL1)

Buyer Seller Buyer Seller

Number ofFTAs 21 19 19 21

Advisements 14 10 12 6

Utt. between Advisements 21 37 32 74

Disageements 5 3 4 8

Utt. between Disageements 84 122 96 56

Interpretation t Reflection 2 6 3

Utt. between 1nttRef 141 52 96

5.5 The analysis of politeness

7

The next step was to collect the data that are needed to answer the research questions
formulated 'm 5.2. First, I identified the linguistic realizations of the politeness strategies that
were used in the 1120 FTA utterances ( 5.5.1). The resuhs of these cod'mgs are presented in
5.5.2.

5.5.1 Identifying the politeness strategies

For each of the 1120 FTA utterances selected, the occurrences of the different politeness
strategies were marked (see 4.2 for extensive presentation ofexamples). As has been explained
in 4.2 and 4.3, more than one strategy could occur simuhaneously in one and the same
utterance. Most utterances contained between 0 and 8 of the 14 SP and also between 0 and 8
of the 10 RP strategies. The maximum that was fotmd for a single utterance was 12 politeness
strategies.

The FTA utterances of three negotiations were analysed by two encoders, the author and
his research assistant. After each negotiation the codes were compared and discrepancies
discussed. After the third negotiation (after 3 x 40 utterances), agreement appeared to be so
high that it was decided that the remainder of the corpus would be coded by the author only.
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In each selected utterance in the transcript, each marker was indicated and a data matrix
was built. As I already described in 5.3.1, the frequencies of each politeness strategy were
indicated for each utterance. Note that a given politeness strategy may occur more than once
within the same utterance. Therefore, the database consisted of the raw frequencies (even if
this frequency was `0' of the politeness strategies.

5.5.2 The use of the politeness strategies tn the negottations

The presence of linguistic markers of politeness strategies was analysed in all 1120 FTA
utterances. In order to highlight the frequency with which they occurred in the FTAs, table 5.5
presents an overview of the frequencies of each strategy in all four conditions.
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Table 5.5 Frequencies of politeness strategies within the four ezperimental condi-
tions. If a strategy occurs more thao once within ooe utterance, the
oumber of utterances in wltich that strategy occurs is added in
parentheses.

LSOCD~ LSOCDI HSOCDI HSOCDI
LPOW HPOW LPOW HPOW

Strategy Buyer Seller Buyer Seller Buyer Seller Buyer Seller Total

BOR 20 16 34 17 9 16 12 8 132

Sl (4)5 3 0 2 7 9 4 1 31

S2 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 5
S3 (23) 26 (13) 15 (10) 14 8 6 11 (17) I8 (21) 26 124

S45 64t8 43t5 74f8 83t4 Slt4 44t2 36}0 64t5 495
(53t8) (36t5) (61t8) (48t4) (43f4) (38f2) (31t0) (S1t5)

SS 3 6 3 3 3 3 (6) 7 4 32

56 8 12 8 5 8 16 (21)22 16 95

S7 21 (30) 33 ]6 24 22 (34) 35 (24) 25 (23) 24 200
S8 2 1 3 2 1 0 3 1 13

S9 2 8 3 7 1 9 3 6 39
S10 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 2
SI1 2 6 1 7 1 3 1 2 23

S12 (25) 26 (29) 30 19 (34) 35 32 (53) 58 (32) 34 (40) 4I 275

S13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
S14 1 5 (6) 7 7 2 4 6 6 38
TotaISP 175 169 157 187 139 195 160 197 1,379
R1 2 5 I1 1 (12) 13 (16) 18 I8 (18) 20 88
R2 (45) 63 (50) 66 (41) 54 (33) 49 (66) 109 (67) 91 (79) 124 (70)107 663
R3 (3) 4 5 5 (6) 9 14 (15) 16 (22) 28 (12) 14 95
R4 (29) 37 (19) 22 (20) 23 (27) 30 (25) 29 (24) 32 (31) 33 (32) 33 239
RS 2 3 1 6 5 5 I 2 25
R7 28 19 21 IS (33) 38 (27) 28 (51) 56 26 231
R9 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 4 ]0
Total RP 136 121 116 110 209 190 263 206 1ri51
SP t Rp 311.00 290.00 273.00 297.00 348.00 385.00 423.00 403.00 2,730

The figures in Table 5.5 represent the total frequency of a strategy in the given condition. The
politeness strategies regularly occtu more than once m the same utterance. Consequently, the
number of utterances does not always coincide with the total occurrences of a marker
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category: it is usually lower. If the number ofutterances is lower than the actual frequency of a

strategy, the number of utterances on which the frequency is based is indicated in parentheses
to the left of the frequency. The strategies R6, RS and R10 did not occur at all, and were
therefore exeluded from Table 5.5.

5.6 The rated independent and dependent variables

Once I had indications on the politeness strategies that were used in the sample of FTA
utterances, the next step was to analyse the factors that would predict these strategies. As I
have indicated in 5.3, judges were instructed to rate the Social Distance, Power Difference,
and Rank of Imposition. Judges were also used to get more information on the perceptual
variables associated with politeness. In the next section, I will present more details on the way
these data were collected.

5.6.1 Materials

The utterances had to be judged within the fiill context of the negotiation. To this purpose the
raters had a copy of the original negotiation recorded on audio cassette, and they could follow
the conversation on the hard-copy transcript. The audio copy was a stereo recording, which
allowed the raters to distinguish the voices of the two negotiators with clarity.

As has been mentioned in 5.4.2.3, the demarcation of the FTA utterances had been
indicated in the hard-copy transcript. The number ofeach fragment appeared 'm the margin and
corresponded to the numbers on the score sheet.

5.6.2 Raters

Two groups of raters were composed to judge the frve rating variables. The first group had to
judge the variables of Power Difference (POW) and SociaJ Distance (SOCD). The second
group of three other raters had to judge the Rate of imposition ( RI) of each utterance and the
impression ofJovialiry (JOV) and ofprudence ( PRUD) the speaker made at the moment of his
utterance. All raters had to judge all 1120 utterances. They could do this at their own pace and
they received a financial reward for their work. All raters were female, except for the author,
who was one of the three raters of POW and SOCD. The frve female raters had completed
their study ofLanguage and Literatwe at Tilburg University.
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5.6.3 Procedure

l37

Pawer Difference and Socia! Distance
Before they were to start listening to the tapes, the raters had to read an instruction (see
Appendices Sa-~Sb), in which they were told how they should interpret the two concepts that
had to be judged. As for POW, they were instructed to judge which one of the two speakers
made the most powerfiil impression at the exact moment of the selected utterance. They did
not have to make a dichotomous choice between the Seller and the Buyer. On a scale with the
Buyer at the one end and the Seller at the other, they had to indicate first who was the more
powerful negotiator at that particular moment. The scale was a line of 10 cm in length on
which the raters could mark with a vertical line what they thought was the power balance (see
below). If the judges believed there was no power difference, they had to put their marker right
in the middle of the horizonal line. Unlike, for instance, a 5- or 7-point scale, this method
allowed the judges to give a continuous estimate ofPOW.

Wie is er op het moment van het geselecteerde fragment het machtigst?
Who has the most power in the selected fragment?

de inkoper de verkoper
the Buyer the Seller

Secondly, the raters were instructed to give their impression of SOCD, the social distance
between the negotiation. Although the major manipulation of this factor was obviously the
selection of friends and strangers, the social distance within each dyad may well have been
subject to variations. These variations are theoretically important, since they are supposed to
change the politeness formula and subsequently, the use ofpoliteness strategies. The decision
was made to inform the judges beforehand that they would encounter negotiators who knew
each other quite well and pairs who did not know each other. They were not told which
negotiations were conducted by whom. They indicated their impression of the social distance
on a 10 cm linear scale ( see below).

Hoe is de socrale afstand tussen de twee sprekers op het moment van het geselecteerde fragment?
How would you judge the social distance between the two speskers at the moment of the selected fragment`'

zeer klein zeer groot
very small very big

When a judgement had to be made and marked on the score sheet, the raters were allowed to
stop the tape.
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Rate ojlmpasition, Joviality and Prudence
A second group of three judges had to rate three aspects of the same set of selected FTA
utterances. First, they had to estimate the rate of imposition of the speech act which was
performed by the negotiators who uttered the FTA in question. They were briefly instructed
about the importance ofcertain speech acts within a negotiation (e.g., it is more threatening to
make an extreme proposal, than a reasonable one). Furthermore, the judges had to stop the
tape at each occurence of an FTA and were instructed not to continue reading, since the
reaction of the addressee of the FTA may well influence the judgement of that FTA. As with
the first group of judges, they were to indicate their impression of the degree of imposition of
the FTA at the moment of the ongoing negotiation on a 10 cm line, by giving their opinion
about the statement:

Het is voor de spreker ( zeer aangenaaml zeer lastig) om de handehng in het
geselecteerde gespreksfragment uit te vceren.ó

It is very pleasanU very difficult for the speaker to perform the act that is expressed wíthin
the selected fragment

zeer aangenaam zeer lastig
very pleasant very d~cult

The judges were instructed about the function ofsocial signal in language: the impression a
speaker wants to make on his interlocutor. T1us impression may be one of distance-reducing
joviality or an impression of prudence, intended to increase the distance. The judgement of
these two aspects were based on the selected utterance only. Since a speaker may want to
appear jovial and, at the same time, prudent, both aspects had to be rated. 71te judgement
could be indicated 'm the following way:

In het gemarkeerde gespreksfragment is de spreker zeerjoviaal.

Within the selected fragment the speaker is being very jovia!

zeer zeer
mee oneens mee eens
strongly disagree strongly agree

In het gemarkeerde gespreksfragment is de spreker zeer voorichtig.
Within the selected fragment the speaker is being very prudenr

zeer zeer
mee oneens mee eens
strongty disagree strongly agree
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5.6.4 Reliability of the ratings

As has been described in 5.3. l, an important part of the data collected consisted of ratings of
variables related to the politeness theory. Before further analyses of these data could be made,
the reliability of the ratings had to be determined. This reliability among the judges was
measured with Cronbach's alpha interrater reliability coefficient (Table 5.6).

Table 5.6 Interrater reGability for the Power Difference, Social
Distance, Rate of Imposition and Jovislity and
Prudence (Cronbach's alpba).

a

Power Difference 72

Social Distance .70

Rate of Imposition 72

Joviality

Prudence
.68

65

The overall reliability is satisfactory, although not very high.

In the next section (5.7), the results of the analyses will be presented. I will fust give more
information on the preliininary treatment of the data.

Preliminary treatment of the rating data
As indicated in 5.3.1, the variables SOCD, POW, RI, JOV and PRUD were each rated by three
judges. The mean rating of the three judges was calculated for each of these variables. In the
analyses presented below, the labels all refer to the averaged variables. The POW variable had
to be reordered before the mean could be calculated. Given the form ofthe scale on which the
ratings had to be indicated, a very low score would mean that the Buyer was judged the more
powerful speaker, whereas a high score would point to a powerful Seller. In order to get
comparable data for utterances from Buyer and Seller, the power judgements for the Buyer
were reversed by deducing the score from 100. iJsing this transformation the ratings for the
speaker's power were comparable for Buyer and Seller. Reference to the POW variable
indicates the mean of this transformed variable.
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5.7 Predicting poGteness from Social Distance, Power Difference, and the Rate of
Imposition

In the following aualyses, a distinction was made between analyses at the level of the utterance
and those that take the speaker as the unit of analysis. In the first approach, each single
utterance within the `pool' of all 1120 utterances formed a unit of analysis. In its pure fom~,
the theory ofBBcL predicts the use of politeness for individual FTAs, on the basis of the values
of SOCD, POW at the point of interaction between two individuals and the RI for the speech
act in question. Therefore data were collected about these variables for every single FTA in the
material. However, the amount of `noise' that occurs in spontaneous interactive discourse may
have obscured possible effects. I will deal with this aspect in more detail in the discussion in
5.10. For this reason I camed out the same analyses also for each speaker, that is, for each
speaker I calculated the mean scores for each variable, and this new data matrix functioned as
input data for the speaker-based analyses. This approach considerably reduced the `noise' in
the data.

A second distinction between Buyer and Seller was drawn in the analyses. As was
explained in 5.3.1, the factor Power Difference was operationalised by giving special
instructions to the Buyer in half of the negotiations. However, the contextual difference did not
have a great impact on the behaviour of the Buyers. All of them wanted to be successful, since
the main reason for their cooperation in the research was to show (the researcher and) their
interlocutor that they were good negotiators. Almost all debriefing interviews confirmed this
same motivation. The Power Difference I wanted to create `experimentally' had not been
realised. Instead, virtually all negotiators confirmed that the Buyer was, irrespective of the
negotiation condition, in a more comfortable position, as would be the case in reality.' For this
reason, I decided to use the BuyerlSeller distinction in all analyses and to drop the difference
between the HPOW and LPOW negotiation conditions.

To summarise, analyses were camed out 1) on the level of the utterance and speakers,
and 2) distinguishing between Buyer and Seller.

The first research question dealt with the choice of politeness strategies as a function of POW,
SOCD and RI. As has been argued in 5.2, the Politeness Theory claims that the weight of an
FTA determines speaker's choice of how to execute a politeness strategy. The higher this
weight, the more politeness a speaker will use in uttering the FTA. The weight of an FTA is a
positive function of the values of the Social Distance between the speaker and his addressee,
the Power Difference between them, and the intrinsic Rate of Imposition of the FTA in the
given cuhure.
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The prediction of the use of politeness strategies on the basis of the values of POW,
SOCD, and RI was initially studied by a series of multiple regression analyses (5.7.1). These
regressions aLso shed some light on the second research question about how the increase in

politeness is organised: qualitatively, by higher ranking strategies, or quantitatively, by simply
add'mg more strategies to the utterance.

A second series of analyses focused on the additivity claim that underlies the formula of
BB~L, and which is also assumed in the muhiple regressions. As was argued in 4.3, it is

certainly conceivable that the formula should contain an interaction term for the independent
variables. This question will be addressed by nonlinear regressions (5.7.2).

5.7.1 Multiple regression analyses

In the second hypothesis, I argue that a higher weight of an FTA should lead to a more
intensive use of politeness and that intensity can be realized 'm both a quantitative and a
qualitative way. T1uee new variables were calculated on the number of politeness markers in
each FTA utterance. The variables are 1) NUM~~ (the total number of politeness strategies
in an utterance); 2) NUM~L (the total number of SP markers); and 3) NiJIvIRE~ (the total
number ofRP markers).

A more intensive use of politeness may also be expressed by choosing a strategy that is
considered more polite, i.e, that ranks higher in the classiScation of politeness strategies. In
order to test this hierarchy assumption, three new variables were defined: 1) RANKTOT, 2)
RANKSOL and 3) RANKRES. For utterances with S1 as politeness marker, RANKSOL
received the value ` 1' since S 1 is the `lowest' strategy within the hierarchy of politeness
strategies. If the strategy was S2, the value would be `2' eta However, in a great number of
utterances, more than one strategy occured. In those cases, the values of the strategies present
in that utterance was summed.g For instance, for an utterance that contains 1 marker of S3 and
2 markers of S7, RANKSOL would have the value of (lx3) t(2x7) - 17. RANKRES was
calculated in the same way for the RP strategies. RANKTOT combined the two separate
variables and was based on the assumption that RP contirrues were SP ends, i.e., S14 is
multiplied by 14 and R 1 by 15, etc. RANKTOT formed the total of the modified values of the
strategies in the utterances.

Analysis of utterance-based data
The first series of multiple regression analyses were based on the data of the individual
utterances. The six variables mentioned above (NUMTOT, -SOL and -RES, RANKTOT, -
SOL and - RES) each formed the dependent variable in a regression analysis. The independent
(predictor) variables were the ratings ofRI, SOCD, and POW. Each regression was carried out
separately for the Buyers and for the Sellers.
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What is expected from these analyses? The Politeness Theory predicts that all politeness
strategies redress an utterance, they should display a positive relation with the predictor
variable SOCD. The greater the Social Distance, the greater the need for politeness strategies.
The same holds for RI. The higher the value ofRI, the more politeness is needed, so a positive
correlation may be expected here too. As for POW, the ratings indicated the relative Power of
the speaker. The more powerful the position, the less politeness would be needed. We can
therefore expect a negative correlation. Since the ranksum variables take both the quantity and
the quality into account (the number of politeness strategies and their rank in the
classification), they might yield better regression results than the ~m variables.

A priori no specific arguments can be found which predict the order ofvariables entering
the equation, if they enter it at all. In this respect the analyses have an explorative character.
However, the difference between Buyer and Seller may have an effect on the factor of~.
As we have seen above, the Buyer seems to be in a somewhat more powerful situation and
will, accordingly, be less sensitive to this factor. This does not mean that POW will have no
effect at all, but one may hypothesize that, at least for the Buyer, this factor would enter the
equation last.

Furthermore, if SP and RP form one scale as is presupposed in the theory, the variable
which comprises both SP and RP, the `-TOT' variables, should show considerably better
regression results than the two variables separately. If this isn't the case, SP and RP are
probably not unidimensional. The separate analyses will then give more information.

As described above, the SPSS program REGRESSION was used to carry out these analyses.
The method of stepwise selection was used to build the regression equation (Rietveld 8r, Van
Hout (1993:70-115). The results of these analyses will be briefly presented for each of the six
dependent variables. They are also summarized in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7 Multiple regression analyses between the predictor variables IR, SOCD and POW,
and the ditïerent sum and ranksum criterion variables, separately for Buyer and
SeOer. Uderance IeveL Dislinclion between Buyer and Seller (~-p~.05).

RI SOCD POW in equation: Multiple R RZ

la. Buyer: -. 23~ -.OS -.03 step 1 RI 23 OS
NUMSOL

NUMRES -.OS 17' -.09 step 1 SOCD 17 03
step 2 POW 20 04

NLJMTOT -.20~` O8 -.09 step 1 RI 20 04
step 2 SOCD 22 OS

1 b. Seller: -.17' -.03 .04 step I RI 17 .03
NUMSOL

NUMRES 03 13~` 03 step 1 SOCD 13 02

NUMTOT -.11 07 .OS step 1 RI 11 O1

2a. Buyer -.19~` -. 04 -.03 step 1 RI 19 04
RANKSOL

RANKRES -. 06 19" -. 14 step 1 SOCD 19 04
step 2 POW 25 06

RANKTOT -. 10~` 18~` -. 15 step 1 SOCD 18 03
step 2 POW 25 06
step 3 RI 27 07

2b. Setler -.17' 04 OS step 1 RI 17 03
RANKSOL

RANKRES 03 13' 02 step 1 SOCD .13 02

RANKTOT -.O1 12~` 04 step 1 SOCD .12 Ol

BUYER: sum variables
If only the occurrences of the SP markers are taken into account, with NUMSOL as the
criterion variable, the only significant correlation occurs with RI. However, contrary to the
hypothesis, the correlation is negative, indicating an inverse relationship: the higher the RI-
ratings, the lower the number of SP-markers. This variable is the only one that enters the
equation. Since the correlation coefficient is not higher than . 22, the RZ is very low: .05,
leaving the proportion of~nexplained variance very high: 95"~0. NUMRES also correlates with
only one predictor variable: SOCD. This correlation is in line with the expectation: positive.
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After SOCD, POW also enters the equation. However, the multiple R increases only by .03 to
.20, resulting in a RZ of only .04. NUMTOT does not improve these resuhs. Like NUMSOL,
NUMTOT correlates only with RI (-.20), which automatically enters the equation first.
Although the correlation with SOCD is not significant, this predictor still enters the equation,
but the multiple R does not exceed the .22. As for POW, all correlations are negative as
expected, but very close to zero and may therefore well have been caused by chance. Clearly,
these results with proportions of explained variance of a maximum of So~o are not what I had
expected.

SELLER: sum variables
The pictwes for NUMSOL and NUMRES are very similar to the one for the Buyer. Only RI
correlates with NUMSOL (also negatively) and only SOCD correlates with NUMRES (also
positively). However, these correlations are still lower, and consequently so are the RZ's. POW
again disappears from the regression equation of NUMRES and the correlations are even
slightly negative. For NUMTOT as well, the resuh is even poorer than for the Buyer, with no
significant correlation.

Clearly, the pwely quantitative approach to the criterion variables (simply counting the
number of strategies) did not yield the appropriate equations for adequately predicting the use
ofpoliteness.

BUYER: ranksum variables
As explained above, the ranksum variables were corrected for the rank position of the
politeness markers. Nevertheless, as the figwes in Table 5.7 indicate, this approach did not
improve the regression results significantly. As for RANKSOL, the picture is almost the same
as for NUMSOL. The only independent variable that enters the equation is RI, which correlates
negatively with RANKSOL. The RZ is .04, indicating that this variable still predicts RANKSOL
very inadequately. The same correspondence can be found between RANKRES and NUMRES:
a positive correlation with SOCD, a(non-significant) negative correlation with POW which
enters the equation after SOCD. The R2 is slightly higher, but still far from satisfactory: .06.
RANKTOT shows somewhat better results: both the correlation with RI and SOCD reach
significance. All three predictor variables enter the equation, but the RZ still remains very low:
.07.

SELLER: ranksum variables
For RANKSOL and for RANKRES the results are very similar to those of NUMSOL and
NUMRES respectively. Only RANKTOT differs from NUMTOT in that it correlates
significantly with SOCD, which is also the only predictor variable that enters the equation. As
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was the case with the simple sum variables of the Seller, the ranksum variables leave almost all
the variance une~lained.

The best regression equation ( for the data of the Buyer and the variable RANKTOT) still
only e~cplains 70~0 of the variance. However, before rejecting the politeness theory on the basis
of these results, alternative explanations should be studied. One of these could be that the
analysis based on the individual utterances admits too much `noise' in the analyses.
Furthermore, this approach overlooks the fact that within the set of 1120 utterances every f20
utterances belonged to the same speaker. Therefore, a second series of multiple regressions
was carried out on the level of the speaker, distinguishing again between Buyer and Seller.

Regression on the Buyer and Seller means (speaker-based analysis)
This second series of regression analyses is based on the mean occurrence of the politeness
markers within the selected FTA utterances of each Buyer and Seller. As e~lained in section
5.4.2.3, these means may be based on different speaker totals, depending on the individual
contribution of each negotiator to the conversation. In this approach, the predictor variables
are rather stable for the entire negotiation. Also the mean frequency of each politeness warker
was calculated before the new sum and rank sum variables were constructed. These means
should also form an indication of the global use ofpoliteness. So, instead of taking a detailed
look at the level ofevery single utterance, this approach focuses on a more general relation for
each speaker between the predictor variables and his politeness behaviour. The hypotheses do
not differ from the ones formulated above.

The sum and ranksum variables were calculated in e~cactly the same way as had been
done in the analyses based on the individual utterances. The resuhs of this approach are given
in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8 Multiple regression analyses between the predictor variables RI,
SOCD and POW, and the ditï'ereot sum and ranksum criterion
variables, analysedseparatelyforBuyer andSeller. Speaker level.

RI SOCD POWER in equation: Multiple R RZ

1 b. Buyer -.21 -.17 25 no
NUMSOL

NUMRES -.27 50~` 25 step 1 SOCD 50 25
step 2 RI 61 37

NUMTOT -.30 31 30 no

1 a. Seller -.61' 08 -.O1 step 1 RI 61 37
NUMSOL

NUMRES -.37~` 40~ -.IS step 1 SOCD 40 16

NUMTOT -.58~ 30 -.10 step I RI 58 34

2a. Buyer -.23 04 .23 no - -
RANKSOL

RANKRES -.27 47' 25 step 1 SOCD 47 22
step 2 Rl 58 34

RANKTOT -.29 45' 27 step 1 SOCD 45 21
step 2 RI 58 34

2a. Seller -.67' .06 -.13 step 1 RI 66 44
RANKSOL

RANKRES -.36~` 36~` -.12 no

RANKTOT -.51' 36 -.17 step 1 RI 51 26

BLJYER: suni variables
As the figures in Table 5.8 indicate, this approach yielded considerably better results. The
correlation coefficients are higher than in the previous analyses, although the smaller sample
requires higher coefficients for significance. NUMSOL doesn't have any significance with the
predictors and no regression equation can be buih.

NUMRES, in line with the hypotheses, shows a positive correlation with SOCD. This
variable enters the equation first and at this stage the equation explains 250~0 of the variance.
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The negative correlation with RI is not significant, but this variable still increases the
proportion ofe~lained variance by 120~0: RZ -.37.

The combination of NUMSOL and NUMRES into NUMTOT reduces this effect. This is
not surprising, since SOCD 'm particular demonstrates contrastive correlations for NUMSOL
and NUMRES. Add'mg NUMSOL to NUMRES reduces the correlation between the latter and
SOCD.

POW fails to correlate significantly with any of the criterion variables. Although the
correlation coefficients may well have been caused by chance, it is still surprising that their
d'uection is the opposite of what was expected. This suggests that the Buyer indeed might have
a different view of POWER This aspect will be discussed in more detail in 5.10.

SELLER: sum variables
Contrary to what has been fonnulated in the hypotheses, NUMSOL correlates negatively with
RI, which is the only predictor variable that enters the equation. The Rz is aLso remarkably
higher: .37.

NUMRES aLso correlates significantly with RI (atso negatively), and positively with
SOCD. Only the effect of this last factor is strong enough to enter the regression equation. The
proportion of explained variance is much less than for NUMSOL: RZ -.16.

As far as NUMTOT is concemed, the positive correlation of NUMRES with SOCD is
preserved to some eactent, but doesn't reach significance. RI is the only variable that correlates
significantly (negatively) with NUMTOT. However, the Rz still is slightly lower than for
NUMSOL alone. If NUMRES and NUMSOL fonned one scale, a higher correlation would be
e~ected.

Similar to the data ofthe Buyer, the POWER variable does not correlate with any ofthe
criterion variables. However, the d'uection of the correlation coefficients is as predicted:
negative.

BUYER: ranksum variables
On the whole, the results of the ranksum analyses closely resemble those of the sum analyses.
For the Buyer, RANKSOL does not correlate significantly with any of the predictor variables,
and no equation could be fonnulated.

The pattern of RANKRES is also the same as that of the sum variables with a positive
correlation with SOCD. This variable enters the equation together with RI (negative
correlation) and they explain 340~0 of the variance.

One noteworthy difference in these ranksum resuhs arises in the RANKTOT variable:
since these ranksum analyses attnbute a higher weight to the RP markers, the effect for these
markers will be stronger in the RANKTOT variable. Therefore, the resuhs of this variable will
likely be closer to those ofRANKRES. Apparently, the weight of the SP part m RANKTOT is
not enough to anmhilate the RP effect.
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The pattem for POWER is e~cactly the same as the one we saw for the Buyer in the sum
variables.

SELLER: ranksum variables
Although the general picture here is again similar to that of the analysis of the sum variables,
some differences can be noted. RANKSOL correlates even more strongly with RI: R--67, and
the regression yields an RZ of .44, the highest proportion of explained variance we have found
so far.

The correlations of RI and SOCD with RANKRES are also significant, but somewhat
lower. Apparently, the level is not high enough to form a regression equation.

RANKTOT also shows the same resuhs as in the sum analyses: it only correlates with RI,
and the regression equation produces a RZ of .26, which is considerably less than the .44 of the
RANKSOL regression.

The results for the POWER predictor are practically the same as in the sum analyses.
None of the correlations is significant, but the d'uection is as predicted.

Ahhough the resuhs of the regressions based on the speaker means generated much better
results than the utterance-based data, it can hardly be concluded that the results are
satisfactory. The linear regression approach clearly failed to predict the occurrences of the
politeness strategies on the basis of the predictor variables RI, SOCD and POWER The
correlation coefficients are low, and only SOCD produced positive correlations, with NUM-
~RANKRES. Rather striking are the negative correlations that arise between RI and NUM-
~RANKSOL, since we predicted a positive d'uection. Also the absence of any significant
correlation with the POWER variable is surprising. Although not significant, the contrast
between Buyer and Seller on this variable is quite striking. These results will be discussed in
more detail m 5.10.

One possible explanation of the poor results of the linear regression may be that the
assumptions underlying the predictor variables are wrong. The linear regression `simulated' the
formula of BBr.L in its pure fom~, i.e., it presupposed additivity among the three factors, which
would, in other words, act independently from each other. Every change in RI, SOCD or POW
is supposed to produce a d'uect effect on the weight of the FTA and consequently on the
politeness strategy that will be selected. This independence of the predictor variables was
studied by means ofnonlinear regression, and this will be presented in the next section (5.7.2).
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5.7.2 Nonlinear regression with interaction terms

As has been stated above, the additivity assumption between RI, SOCD, and POW may be
questioned. It is certainly not implausible that interactions may occur between three predictor
variables. In other words, the effect of one of the variables may be weaker (or stronger) ifone
of the other variables is high (or low), or, to give a concrete example, it is conceivable that
differences in the value of RI play a more important role when SOCD is high than when it is
low. A second interaction might be that the effect ofa high POW is small if SOCD is also small
(someone who is chairman (high POW) of a meeting among fi-iends (low POW)). If the
politeness formula is to account for these differences, interaction terms need to be introduced.
Nonlinear regression (NLR) allows for such interaction terms. In the next part, I will adopt the
same structure as in 5.7.1. F'~rst, the NLR analyses of the utterance-based data will be
presented, distinguishing between Buyer and Seller, and then, the analyses of the speaker-
based data, with the same distinction.

Utterance-based data

The dependent variables were the same as in the multiple regressions:
NiJMSOL, NUMRES, and Ni1MTOT;
RANKSOL, RANKRES, and RANKTOT.

Four models were defined that should predict the six dependent variables mentioned above:
(i)

('v)

(iii)
(iv)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

an additive model (see (5)) without interaction, as a conSrmation of the multiple
regression results;
a model with 2-way interactions between the three possible pairs of the predictor
variables (6);
a model with a 3-way interaction (7);
a combined model with both the 2-way and 3-way interactions (8).

model 1: NUMSOL - RI t SOCD f POW
model2: NUMSOL - RI t SOCD f POW f RI x SOCD t RI x POW f SOCD x POW
model 3: NUMSOL - RI t SOCD t pOW } RI x SOCD x POW
model 4: NUMSOL - RI f SOCD t pOW f RI x SOCD f RI x POW t SOCD x POW t RI x

SOCD.x POW

The aim of these analyses was to determine whether the introduction of an interaction term
between the predictor variables increases the predictive value of the equation, and whether the
proportion of explained variance becomes higher. The 3-way interaction in particular, which is
virtually impossible to interpret, served the purpose of exploring the question whether the
introduction of an interaction term increases the proportion of explained variance.
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Interpretation is far from easy for those complex interactions, and attempts will be made to do
so only ifa model proved to have a satisfactory predictive power.

First, the IVLR resuhs for the utterance-based data will be presented (see Table 5.9)
followed by the speaker-based data (Table 5.10).

A brief glance at Table 5.9 immediately reveals that the models with interaction terms do not
improve the amount of explained variance. Even the R2 of model ( iv), the most complicated
one, does not exceed . 10. Compared to the additive model ( i), model (iii) represents hardly an
improvement. Clearly, improvements of the prediction are not to be found 'm the 3-way
interaction. Models ( ii) and (iv) produce somewhat better resuhs, but the insertion of the 3-
way interaction only generates a minor increase of the RZS, at the price of far greater
complexity. We can therefore safely conclude that model 2 is the `best' one. However, since
the highest RZ (.09 for Buyer RANKTOT) still leaves f90o~o of the variance unexplained, I will
not go into further detail, and will focus my attention instead on the speaker-based data.
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Table 5.9 Nonlioear regression anslyses between the predictor variables IR,
SOCD, and POW, and the difierent sum and sumrank criterion
variables analysed separately for Buyer and Seller. Utterance-
bssed data. Values of R2.

modell model2 model3 model4
RZ Rz RZ Rz

1 a. Buyer
NiJMSOL O55 062 055 066

NUMRES 046 067 068 078

NUMTOT O55 072 064 073

1 b. Seller
NUMSOL 032 034 032 034

NLJMRES 019 021 021 021

NUMTOT . 021 023 022 .023

2a. Buyer
RANKSOL 036 041 037 041

RANKRES 064 082 083 09l

RANKTOT 072 094 089 101

26. Seller
RANKSOL 033 038 033 039

RANKRES 019 025 021 027

RANKTOT 019 028 021 028

Speaker-based data
The results of the speaker-based NLR analyses can be found in Table 5.10. Just like in the
multiple regression analyses, the speaker-based data produce much better resuhs than the
utterance-based data. The proportions of explained variance are notably higher. Here too,
models 2 and 4 predict"the occurrences of the different criterion variables best. We will limit
ourselves to discussing model 2, which yields the best predictions. The difference between the
sum variables and the sumrank variables is not very important (except for the NUMSOL
variable for the Seller). The variables based on the sumranks produce somewhat higher RZ
values. More important is the difference between Buyer and Seller. The model accounts for
much more variance for the Seller than it does for the Buyer. This difference is especially
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remarkable for the NUM- and RANKSOL variables. A closer look at the equations produced
for these variables by model 2 may give us some insight into the source of this difference.
However, equatibns (9) and ( 10) below with the 2-way interaction show immediately that it is
very difficult to give a clear interpretation. We should aLso bear in mind that even for
RANKSOL for the Seller data, the equation of model 2 still leaves 400~0 of the variance
unaccounted for.

(9) Buyer:
RANKSOL - -0.08(SOCD) t 2A(POW) t.98(RI)

-0.002(SOCDxPOW) f .004(SOCDxRI) - 0.03(POWxRn - 55.8.

(10) Seller:
RANKSOL - -1.2(SOCD) t 0.6(POW) - 0.6(RI)

t 0.006(SOCDxPOW) f.02(SOCDuRI) - 0.02(POWxRn t 55.4.
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Table 5.10 Nonlinear regression analyses between the predictor variables IR,
SOCD and POW, and the difierent sum, and sumrank criterioo
variables, analysed separately for Buyer and Seller. Spesker-
based data. Values of R2.

modell model2 model3 model4
RZ RZ RZ RZ

1 a. Buyer
NUMSOL 10 22 17 .23

NUMRES .42 47 43 48

NUMTOT 29 36 30 37

1 b. Seller
NLJMSOL 37 47 46 47

NUMRES 31 54 32 58

NUMTOT 41 55 46 57

2a. Buyer
RANKSOL 09 21 .14 24

RANKRES .39 47 .40 47

RANKTOT 40 45 40 46

2b. Seller
RANKSOL 47 .60 58 .60

RANKRES 26 .51 29 57

RANKTOT 40 61 43 64

The parameters in both (9) and (10) indicate that although the interaction terms increase the RZ
of the equation, this interaction is almost non-e~stent. Add'mg or subtracting a few hundredths
or thousandths each time from an interaction can safely be interpreted as having an negligible
impact. The equation for the Buyer is quite clear: the influence of SOCD is minimized (almost
absent), the value of POW needs to be muhiplied by 2, and the value of RI remains practically
unchanged and can be added to the total. Finally, a constant of 55.8 must be subtracted. The 2-
way interactions are virtually nil.The remaining formula is not that complicated, but one has to
bear in mind that this equation only explains 210~0 of the variance.

The equation for the Seller data is much more complicated and will not be descibed 'm
detail, since it still leaves 400~0 of the variance unexplained.
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The purpose of the NLR approach was mamly to see if interaction between the predictor
variables would increase the proportion of explained variance. To some extent this was true,
but as the equations described above indicate, the exact contribution of the interaction in fact
was very small.

Up to now the individual politeness strategies have been combined into new variables, which
were based on the simple count of strategies or a weighted sum taking the rank position of

each individual strategy into account. Furthermore, it was tacitly assumed that the resulting
variables were interval level measurements of politeness, with equal distances between
successive values. The same measurement assumption was made for the ratings that were used
as predictor variables. These plausible but untested assumptions may have been too strict,
which might partially explain the rather poor resuhs of the regression analyses. I will now tum

to a more explorative analysis, in which the measurement assumptions are relaxed and the
politeness strategies are not a priori combined into one variable.

5.8 The structure of the conceptual field of politeness

In this section, analyses will be presented of the relation between the set of all individual SP
and RP strategies and the predictor variables without a priori assumptions about the way the
strategies combine to form the total politeness of an utterance. Also the relations between the

sets of individual SP and RP strategies with the perceived politeness of the utterances, that is,
with the Joviality and Prudence ratings have been studied. These analyses were carried out in
order to get more information on the presupposed unidimensionality of linguistic politeness
(5.8.2).

A statistical technique (OVERALS) was used that can analyse the relationship between
different sets of variables (see Van de Geer 1988). This analysis optimises the correlation

between two canonical variables representing predefined sets of original variables. As in

traditional canonical conelation, the canonical variables are linear combinations of the original
variables. OVERALS, however, also optimises the scaling of ordinal or nominal variables
within the constraints given by the measurement level by estimating weights for each value of

those variables. The procedure thus simultaneously maximises the linear relatedness of the
variables (i) with each set and (ii) between the two canonical variables. The squared canonical

correlation coel~cient corresponds to the proportion of variance explained by relating the two
variable sets. This squared canonical correlation coefficient is also referred to as the eigenvalue
(Thompson 1984).
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5.8.1 Exploring the politenessformula with canonical correlation

An OVERALS analysis was carried out in which the relation between the set of politeness
variables (counts of the individual strategies in each utterance) and the three predictor variables
SOCD, POW, and RI was investigated. Theoretically, the number of different politeness
strategies could have been 24 (14 SP f 10 RP) t the Baldly on record strategy, but S2 and S6
did not have enough variance. Furtheimore, the strategies S 11, S 13 and S 14 occurred so
rarely, that they were combined with S 12 into one new variable S 10 14, the total of these 4
strategies. The same holds for R7, R8, and R9 which were accounted for in R7 9. Strategy
R10 was completely absent and for that reason does not appear in the analyses.

The presentation of the resuhs will follow the same pattern as in the previous sections.
First, the canonical correlations of the utterance-based data will be presented, followed by the
speaker-based data. In both analyses a distinction will be made between data that concem the
Buyer and data that concem the Seller. However, both the Buyer data and the Seller data will
be studied within the same analysis, since this will enable us to discover possible relations
between the individual politeness markers o1; for instance, the Seller and predictor variables of
the Buyer. Because of this BuyerlSeller distinction, there were twice as many variables, both
for the utterance analysis and for the speaker analysis. The variables that refer to the Buyer will
receive a`B' before their name and the Seller variables an `S'. For example, SPOW refers to
the Power ratings that concern the Seller; SR2 are the R2 strategies produced by the Seller etc.
A set of 6 predictor variables and a set of32 criterion variables resuhed from this distinction.

The SPSS program OVERALS indicated how similar two or more sets of variables are
to one another (Van de Geer 1988). With OVERALS, a canonical correlation can be carried
out in various ways. The aim is to account for as much variance in the relationships among the
sets as possible.

OVERALS provides a solution for the optimally quantified data with respect to the
association between the sets. This is expressed 'm the value of the FIT of the solution. The
maximum value of FIT equals the number of dimensions in which OVERALS had been asked
beforehand to analyse the data. Furthermore, the eigenvalue is grven, i.e., the squared
canonical correlation coefficient of each dimension, indicating how much of the total
relationship is represented by that dimension. The eigenvalues add up to the total fit.

The utterance-based canonical correlation
The first analysis was based on the individual utterances. Each of the 1120 utterances formed
one unit ofanalysis.

Four sets were indicated: (i) the three predictor variables for the Buyer (BSOCD,
BPOW, and BRI); (ii) idem for the Seller, (iii) the 16 politeness strategies for the Buyer; and
(iv) the same for the Seller. The predictor variables were treated as numerical, since the ratings
were indicated on a 10 cm linear scale and measured in millimeters.
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The original frequency data of the politeness strategies, the variabies of set 2, were

truncated at the value of4, otherwise too many categories would result. Since a frequency of
`3' indicates that there is more `of the same thing' than a`2', the politeness variables were

treated as ord'mal variables.
OVERALS was asked to compute a 2-dimensional solution for the canonical correlation.

Consequently, the maximal FTI' of the solution was 2.

What can be expected from these analyses on the basis of the predictions of the Politeness
Theory?

High values of SOCD, RI will probably display a stronger relation with the `more polite'
strategies, than with the `less polite' ones, in other words, especially with the RP strategies and
possibly the higher ranked SP strategies. Since all politeness strategies theoretically mitigate
the threatening properties of an FTA, all of them should at least have a positive relation with
the predictor variables SOCD and RI. This relation holds for both the Buyer data and the Seller

data. The effect of the Power variable is somewhat more complicated. The higher politeness
strategies of the Buyer should have a positive relation with the Power of the Seller and vice
versa. However, since we have some indications that the Buyer is relatively more powerful
than the Seller, the effect of the Power of the Seller should be weaker than the effect of the
Buyer's Power. In other words, the relation between the Seller's Power and the politeness use

of the Buyer will be weaker.
The OVERALS analysis provides a two-dimensional plot of the solution that is

proposed. Although this kind of analysis is primarily used for exploratory purposes, and my
claims will accordingly not exceed the exploratoryldescriptive level, the distances between the

variables in the plot could be interpreted as indicators of their mutual relationship. A high
positive relation as describe above, would then imply a short distance.
Summarizing, we should see the following:

- short distances between BSOCD, SSOCD, and the respective (high) SP strategies and
(all) RP strategies, both for Buyer and Seller,

- short distances between BRI and the Buyer's high politeness strategies, and between
SRI and the Seller's high politeness strategies,

- short distances between BPOW and the politeness strategies of the Seller.
- short distances, but somewhat less than between SPOW and the politeness strategies

of the Buver

The results of the OVERALS-analysis were as follows. The FIT of the 2-dimensional solution
of the OVERALS analysis of the utterance data was not very high: 1.318. The eigenvalues of
the two dimensions were .715 and .603 respectively.
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The best way to get more insight into the proposed solution is to consider the graphical
representation of the solution. This can be found 'm the 2-dimensional plot in Figure 5.2.

Dimension 1, the horizontal axis is dominated by BSOC and SSOC, which are positioned
at the extreme positive pole of this dimension. Dimension 2, the vertical axis, is formed by the
variables SPOW, at the top, and BPOW, at the other extreme.

The politeness strategies of the Seller occur in boldface and those of the Buyer in normal
characters. If two variables are separated by a`I', this means that they occupy approximately
the same position. In fact, a vector should be drawn from the zero point, where the X and Y
axis (the dotted lines) come together, to each variable. The relationship between two variables
can then be e~cpressed first by the magnitude of the angle of their vectors, second, by the
difference in length.
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The two dimensions in Figure 5.2 indicate that the first dimension is fairly well characterised as
Social Distance and that the second dimension is fonned by the Power variable. As we can see,
some of the results meet the expectations formulated abuve. At the extremes of the vertical
axis, SPOW and BPOW appear, quite plausibly, in d'uect contrast. The picriue for both RI
variables is less clear. BRI does not seem to be a strong factor, and SRI apears to share
properties with BPOWD. One can understand that high Power of the Buyer goes hand in hand
with a high RI of the Seller. At the same time, this observation raises the question of the
validity of the ratings. The indepence of the predictor variables can indeed be questioned. Why
this is not the case for BRI is unclear. The issue of the Power of both negotiators will be
discussed fiuther in 5.10.

In general, the politeness strategies all chxster azound the centre of the solution. This
means that no really strong relation with one of the predictor variables exist. Some tendencies
can be found however. A number of RP strategies display the expected relation with the SOCD
variables. Though not impressively strong, they are still in line with the predictions. However,
for many this is not the case. This could mean at leas[ that not all RP strategies have the same
properties. It is even more difficult to find tendencies for the POWER variable. In general, the
politeness strategies are closer to SPOW than to BPOW. However, most of them can be found
exactly in between, suggesting that no relation exists. In line with what is expected, the
unmitigated strategy ofBald on Record has a negative relation with SOCD both for the Seller
and the Buyer, and can be found more or less in between BPOW and SPOW.

The speaker-based canonical correlation
As in the previous analyses, I repeated this analysis for the data based on the speaker means.
There is no reason why the relevant hypotheses would be different from those fonnulated for
the utterance-based data described above. Therefore, the resuhs are presented directly below.

The FIT of the solution also proposed by a 2-dimensional solution of the OVERALS
analysis was considerably higher than in the previous analysis: 1.972. In this solution,
practically all variance can be explained. The eigenvalues of the two dimensions are .99 and
.98, respectively. This may be attnbutable in part to the fact that the speaker means are more
stable than the rather `noisy' utterance data. The extremely tight fit, however, suggests that the
solution may have been overdetennined due to a rather high ratio between the considerable
number of parameters estimated 'm the OVERALS procedure and the ( relatively small
compared to the utterance-data) number of data points in the speaker-based analysis. This
observation underscores the exploratory nature of this analysís. OVERALS was used here as a
data reduction method for descriptive purposes, not for testing any predictability claims.

The results are presented graphically in Figure 5.3 below. All conventions aze the same
as in the previous analysis.
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Compared to the utterance-based data, the solution in Figure 5.3 appears rotated. Power
Difference has become the first dimension. In general, the same pattems arise in this approach:
both BSOCD and SSOCD occupy the same position, BPOW and SPOW can be found at
opposite poles and SRI is closer to BPOW.

As far as the politeness strategies are concerned, the picture is somewhat more scattered.
They are less clustered around the centre point. Most of the RP strategies e~chibit a strong
relationship with the SOCD dimension. This effect is slightly stronger for the Seller, especially
SR1 and SR2, but BRl and BR2 are also still strongly oriented towards SOCD. As expected,
the relation between the SP strategies and SOCD is weaker, but for most of them still positive.
The relation is strongest for ,~S 1014. Surprisingly, ~S 1014 bears a negative relation with
SOCD. The resuhs of the other strategies do not allow further conclusions.

On the POWER dimension, the resuhs are also very close to those of Figure 5.2. Most
politeness strategies are indeed more oriented towards BPOW. Remarkably, the strategies of
SS1014 and BS1014 have changed places compared to the previous analysis. SS1014 is now
somewhat closer to both SOCDs and BS1014 is closer to BPOW.

The location of the BOR strategies is similar to those in Figure 5.2.

5.8.2 The unidimensionality oJ'linguistic politeness

In the discussion of Hypothesis N(5.2), BBcL's assumption was addressed that SP and RP
form one dimension. The question arises to what e~ctent the politeness strategies of SP and RP
form one scale that starts with S1 (the least polite) and ends with R10 (the most polite
strategy). The regression analyses (5.7.1) akeady suggested that this hypothesis must be
rejected. The combined SOL and RES variables conelated differently with the three predictor
variables. If SP and RP formed one scale, the combined variable (the TOT variable in the
regressions) would have correlated higher than the two separately. However, this resuh was
not found. The canonical correlations also do not indicate that RP forms a continuation of SP
with respect to the predictor variables.

In section 5.2, I combined this question with the way utterances containing certain
politeness markers are perceived. Accord'mg to the hypotheses, utterances that create a Jovial
impression would contain predominantly SP strategies and those that point at Prucfence
predominantly RP strategies. This perceptual distinction will tell us more about the relation
between SP and RP.

These expectations were e~lored 'm an OVERALS analysis with the ratings on Jovialiry and
Prudence as predictor variables and the individual markers ofSP and RP as criterion variables.
Once again the Buyers' and Sellers' data entered the analysis separately.
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A number of expectations can be formulated about the relationship between the four sets
of variables. If Joviality and Prudence correspond with the two superstrategies, then the SP
strategies should be closer to Joviality and the RP strategies closer to Prudence. SpeciScally,
the utterances with the highest SP strategies should have the highest JOV ratings. Therefore,
within the solution, the JOV variable should be closest to the highest SP strategies. But if both
superstrategies form one scale, as is presumed by BB~L, then JOV should also be close to the
lower RP strategies, and the distance should gradually increase towards the highest RP
strategies. PRUD, on the other hand, should be closest to the highest RP strategies and should
be less closely related to the lower RP strategies and so on. Figure 5.4 provides a hypothetical
model of this solution.

Figure 5.4 Hypothetical solutioo of the relationship between the poóteness strategies and the
perceptual variables Joviality and Prudence.

The shorter the distance between Joviality or Prudence and the politeness strategies, the
stronger the relationship. Within the model, lines are also drawn between on the one hand JOV
and R1, and on the other hand PRUD and S 10 14. This means that the model does not assume
a sharp demarcation point between two superstrategies of SP and RP. These two lines
represent the link that can be made to the other superstrategy. In the next section, this model
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will be compazed to the actual resuhs, first for the utterance-based data, then for the speaker-
based data.

Separate analyses were conducted for the data of the Buyer and for those of the Seller. In the
canonical correlation analyses presented so far, all the data were included in each analysis,
because the hypotheses predicted differential effects for Buyer and Seller politeness. However,
in the present analyses it would make little sense if correlations were calculated between the
politeness strategies of the Buyer and the way the speech of the Seller is perceived. Two
separate analyses were therefore carried out: one canonical correlation for the Buyers' data
and one for the Sellers.'

The utterance-based analysis
As in the previous analyses, a canonical analysis was performed with the SPSS program
OVERALS, in which a two-dimensional sohttion was asked for. The first analysis concerned
the Buyer.

Two sets ofvariables entered the analysis: (i) the rating data of the Joviality of the Buyer
(BJOV), those of the prudence of the Buyer (BPRUD) and (ii) the 16 politeness strategies of
the Buyer. The fit of the solution was 1.45, where a ma~mal fit of 2.0 could be reached. The
eigenvalue of the first dimension was .754. Dimension 2 had a slightly lower eigenvalue of .70.
The solution explained about 700~0 ofthe variance with these two dimensions.

The results have been visualised in Figure 5.5. The two perception variables can both be
found at the lower part of the plot, BPRUD in the left corner and BJOV in the right one. The
fact that they are both oriented towards the bottom of the graph, indicates that they both
probably share the contrast with BOR This may indicate that the concepts of BPRUD and
BJOV share the property ofbeing face redressive. BOR (baldly on record) entirely at the top
of the plot, is not redressive at all. Furthermore, the distance between BPRUD and BJOV
indicates that we are indeed dealing with two different types offace redressive techniques. As
predicted, most SP strategies are oriented towards Joviality and most RP strategies towards
the Prudence dimension. We can safely conclude that the two dimensions within the plot
correspond with Prudence versus Joviality on the first dimension and face concern versus no
face concern on the second dimension.

The same analysis was camed out for the Sellers' data. The fit for this solution was
comparable to the Buyers' data: 1.40. The eigenvalues of the two dimensions were also
compazable: .735 for dimension 1, and .665 for dimension 2.

The more detailed resuhs are presented in Figure 5.6. The resuhs aze quite similar to
those for the Buyer. Prudence and Joviality have in common that they aze both located at the
bottom ofthe representation, and the distance on the horizontal dimension indicates that, here
too, we are dealing with two different aspects of face redress. As with the Buyer, most SP
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strategies have a stronger relation with Joviality and most RP strategies a stronger a~mity with
Prudence. SRI is a strange exception in that it contrasts even more strongly with SPRUD and
SJOV than the Bald on Record strategy.
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The speaker-based analysis
The analyses for the speaker means again ran exactly pazallel to the utterance-based data. And
as in all previous analyses, the speaker-based approach yielded a better frt.

The Buyers' data
The results of the Buyer appeaz in Figure 5.7. The solution is almost perfect since the fit is
1.99, and the eigenvalues of both solutions are, respectively, .995 (dimension 1) and .993

(dimension 2).

In general, Joviality and Prudence can be found at the same place as in the solution
proposed by the utterance analyses (see Figure 5.5). However, their relations with the
individual politeness strategies are not consistent with the expectations. At first sight, the most
striking result of this analysis is the absence of relations between the politeness strategies and
the perceived Jovialiry or Prudence. A few strategies, however, do show some relation.
Strategies BS7, BS10-14 and BS1 are more or less oriented towazds BJOV, as was expected.
The same holds for BR2 towards BPRUD. An unexpected result is the absence of a relation
between all the remaining RP strategies and BPRUD. The same holds for the remaining SP
strategies. Also, contrary to the predictions, Bald on Record seems to have a positive relation
with BJOV, since its vector ahnos2 coincides with the first part of the BJOV vector. The
question now arises whether the resuhs are the same for the Seller, and how can it be
explained. Tlus last aspect will be dealt with in the discussion section in 5.10.

The Sellers' data
Figure 5.8 shows the 2-dimensional solution for the data of the Seller. Here too, the solution is
practically perfect: the fit is 1.979 and the eigenvalues are .993 (dimension 1) and .985
(dimension 2).

This solution is more in line with the predictions formulated above (see Figure 5.4). Although
rotated compared to the Buyers' data, SPRUD and SJOV display the same relationship. More
SP strategies have a positive relation with SJOV than with the Buyers, and, more importantly,
some relations are particularly strong, e.g., SS3, SS4. An interesting result is the positive
relation between some `high' SP strategies (SS9 and SS 10-14) and SPRUD. This result is also
compatible with the hypothetical model. The relation between the RP strategies and SPRUD is
not very strong, ahhough positive. Ahhough the model in Figure 5.4 also left room for
correlation between Joviality and the `low' RP strategies, we can see that this certainly does
not hold for the Sellers' data: the relation between SJOV and SR1, SR2 and SR3 is strongly
negative.

The location of SBOR is consistent with the predictions. It contrasts shaiply with
SPRUD and also, but less strongly, with SJOV.
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5.9 Politeness and negotiation success

The negotiation simulation that has been used in this study and the questionnaire the
negotiators filled out upon conapleting the negotiation made it possible to relate the use of
politeness to the negotiation outcome and to the mutual perception of the negotiators. It was
in section 1.3 that Weiss (1985) found a positive correlation between the use of mitigators in
the requests ofnegotiators and their negotiation success. Obviously, it would be oversimplistic
to attribute the success ofnegotiators entirely to the prese~ace of redressive markers in their
requesting behaviour. However, these language characteristics may be representative for other
aspects of communicative behaviour that have a more d'uect impact on the outcome of a
negotiation. In this section, I will relate the information on the relation between each pair of
negotiators with the politeness strategies they used in expressing the FTAs.

The questionnaire used in this study was adapted from Hendriks (1988), who developed
a methodological tool for separating the influence of personal factors from that of cultural
factors on the negotiation process. In the questionnaire, the focus was on the personal ideas of
the participants. A distinction was made between the negotiators' opinion of their own
behaviour and their perception of the other (see Appendix 6). All questions had to be answered
on bipolar scales. The first part was meant to provide information that could be helpful in the
interpretation ofhis language behaviour, whereas the second part provided with information on
the interactional characteristics of the negotiation. Clearly, this last part is most relevant for
the analyses of the possible effect ofpoliteness on the perception by the interlocutor.

The questions included the following perceptual judgements of the other (original terms
in parentheses):

1. very pleasantvs very unpleasant
2. competitive vs cooperative
3. yielding vs rigid
4. honest vs dishonest
5. eff cient vs ineff cient
6. impartial vs prejudiced
7. tactful vs clumsy

(aangenaam vs onaangenaam)
(competitief vs cooperatie~
(toegeeflijk vs star)
(eerlijk vs oneerlijk)
(eff ciënt vs inefficiënt)
(onbevooroordeeld vs bevooroordeeld)
(handig vs onhandig)

Furtheimore, information was included on the age, experience, education and regional
background of each negotiator. I will refer to the entire set of variables as the negotiation
variables.

The questionnaire data were related to each negotiator's mean frequency of use for each
individual SP and RP strategy. These means were gathered from the analysis discussed 'm the
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previous sections. The compounded variables SP, NLJMSOL, and RP, NUMRES were also
used (see also 5.7.1). These subject means were correlated with the data from the
questionnaires. The resuhs are presented 'm Table 5.11. Both the positive and the negative
correlations are presented.

The reported correlations are significant at the .OS level (~` - p~.01). The strategies in
parentheses indicate weak correlations (p~ .10).

The politeness behaviour of the negotiators was also related to their financial success. At
this point a distinction was made between profrt and advantage. By profit is meant the amount
of money a negotiator had made at the end of the game. Both negotiators could realize a
profit, since the negotiation game stimulated the achievement of a win-win result. The optimal
joint profit was ~ 17,000.- (see 5.3.2). A profit higher than this amount automatically implied
that the partner's profit had to decrease. The difference in profit between the Buyer and the
Seller was calculated for each negotiation and this formed the variable advantage. A high
advantage can be indicative of a highly competitive style of negotiating, whereas a high profit
does not have this implication. An overview of the negotiation results is given in Table 5.11.
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Table 5.11 Correlations ofsuccess, eaperience and the mutual perception of the
oegotiators with the use of poGteness strategies.

Positive Negative
correlation correlation

profit Respect, R2, R7, (Rl ), (R3) (S2)

advantage R7 Sohdarity

experience R2

age R3 ~`

perceived by other as:
- pleasant 514, Respect, Rl, R2, R3, (R7) (S8)

- cooperative 513, 514~`, R2, (R9) (S8) R4

- yielding S7

- honest R7 S8 (S4e11) (SS)

- efficient R3

- impartial (R3) (S2)

- tactful (S14) SS

The results ofTable 5.11 indicate that the use of RP strategies seems to be related to the profit
of the negotiators. Higher profits correlate positively with the compounded RP variable
Respect. The main sources of these correlations are the individual RP strategies R2 and R7,
and to a lesser extent RI and R3. Of course this does not automatically mean that the use of
Respect Politeness explainr the higher profit. This would be too simplistic a view.
Nevertheless, the fact that the compounded RP strategy and a cluster of individual RP
strategies display the same relation with profit, is a strong indication that successful negotiators
share a`respectfiil' communicative style. It is interesting to see that the same RP strategies are
also related to `making a pleasant impression on the interlocutor.' T1tis striking parallel gives
rise to the thought that `making a profit' and `being pleasant' should correlate too, ahhough
interpreting this relation would make little sense. Indeed, both factors have nothing in common
(r -.08); the correlations with respect to politeness are strictly independent.

The other success variable, advantage, only correlated positively with R7, impersonalize.
Apparently, the competitive `winners', that is, those who made more profit at the other's
expense, used a more distancing verbal style (see 4.2.2). Furthermore, they used fewer SP
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strategies, as expressed in the compounded variable solidarity. For this result too, it is

tempting to draw conclusions in terms of cause and effect, but, as we will see below, the
probable cause of this correlation may be a third factor.

The image of `being cooperative' also shares relations with several politeness strategies.

The highly significant correlation with 514, the assumption or assertion of reciprocity, can

probably be e~cplained by the explicit use of formulas that are characteristic for a negotiation,
like if you do X, 1 will do Y. These references can easily enhance the impression of
cooperativeness one makes. The relevance of S 14 for the trait of being `pleasant' is less
obvious, but still comprehensible. However, an alternative e~lanation could also be that the

two positive characteristics of `being pleasant' and `cooperative' are dependent. Indeed, both
factors correlate significantly (r--.36; p~.01). It is therefore not surprising that they share some
politeness strategies. However, the correlation is far from perfect, which indicates that they do
measure different aspects in the behaviour of the negotiators. This is also confirmed by the fact
that they do not share all politeness strategies.

The use of more pessimism markers, or downtoners ( R3), increased with the age of the

negotiators. It is difficult to establish a d'uect conceptual link between these two factors. Not

unrelated to this is the increase of the hedges ( R2) with experience. Both RP strategies aim at

creating more distance. In spite of the presence of these two RP strategies in the positive
correlations for profrt, no relation exists between experience and profit (r- -.03), nor between

age and profit (r- -.07). The possibility that the conelation of R2 and R3 with profit might

have been due to an effect of the negotiators' age or e3cperience is therefore ruled out.

Not many politeness strategies displayed negative correlations with the negotiation variables.
The most eye-catching result is the negative correlation of S8, joking, with `pleasance',
`cooperativeness' and especially `honesty'. Apparently, jokes have a counterproductive effect.
However, they can also be a signal that other factors in the negotiation process do not work
well. It is not uncommon that a speaker who is in a problematic situation starts making jokes
as an effort to hide his feelings ofdiscomfort and to `save' the situation.

Markers of pessimism (R3) also correlated negatively with `efficiency'. It is not directly
evident how this relation should be interpreted. Given the positive correlation between R3 and
age, it might be suspected that age is the relevant factor behind the negative correlation of R3
with efficiency. Age and efficiency, however, did not correlate (r --.02).

[nterestingly, seeking agreement on the surface level of the discourse (SS) conelates
negatively with `tact'. There is also a slight negative correlation of (SS) with honesty. I will
come back on this strategy in the discussion in the next section.
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5.10 Discussion

Chapter 4 was ended by the formulation of a methodological approach for the testing of the
predictions Politeness Theory (PT) makes about the use ofpoliteness. Chapter 5 aimed at the
application of that methodology to the use of politeness strategies by negotiators. Since this
chapter presents, by far, the most extensive study in this book, I will start with a short
overview.

Although the politeness formula of BBcL is attractive because of its simplicity with only
three predicting factors, testing the theory is not as straightforward as it may seem at first. For
that reason considerable attention has been given in this chapter to the operationalisation of the
different variables, before the statistical tests were reported. The second goal of this study was
to explore the language of negotiators to see how they use politeness strategies, and to what
extent this linguistic variable can be related to more sociological negotiation variables. 'The
arguments for this choice of discourse type were given in Chapter 1.

Since the politeness data in this study were produced by negotiators, I started the chapter
by giving detailed information about the negotiation simulation and all the methodological
information associated with it (design, subjects, procedure in section 5.3). I returned then to
PT and the relevant variables. The central unit of analysis in PT is the FTA. Identifying these
FTAs in conversation requires a system of analysis that not only delimits the FTA in ongoing
speech, but also selects the speech acts that correspond to BBc.L's notion of FTA. Stiles'
Verbal Response Modes provided this tool (5.4). The politeness strategies occurring within
those FTAs were the dependent variables that also had to be identified. I described in section
4.2 how the linguistic realization of the different SP and RP strategies in the discourse of
negotiators was defined. A sample of the FTA utterances was analysed by two coders to
ensure the internal validity ofthe dependent variable (5.5). For the analyses ofthe independent
variables we used the judgements of raters. Given the importance of this `instrument', much
attention was paid to the operationalisation of the ratings, the instructions, and the procedure
(5.6). At that point the predictions could be tested.

Testu:g the formula
The first tests were carried out by multiple regressions. They enabled me to study the
respective contribution of the factors Social Distance, Power Difference, and Rank of
Imposition to the politeness observed in the FTA. However, a special criterion variable had to
be calculated, namely a measure for the different SP and RP politeness strategies that could
occur simultaneously within the FTA utterance. t defined a preliminary type of variable for
which I counted the presence of the SP and RP markers and a second whose value was
weighted for the position of the politeness variables ín the classification of BBr.L, basically with
the assumption that RP strategies receive a higher poGteness value than SP strategies. Separate
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analyses were made for the data of the Buyer and those of the Seller, since the negotiations
suggested that a Power difference was `associated with' both roles. Finally, regression analyses
were carried out at the level of the individual utterances and on the speaker-based data.

The results did not provide a very clear picture. First of all, it became readily clear that
the regressions carried out at the level of the utterance explained much less variance than the
speaker-based data. Furthermore, the distinction between the criterion variables with and
without weighing the strategy's position on the politeness scale did not produce great
differences.

The strongest effect was found for the predictor variable Social Distance. Within the
speaker-based analyses, SOCD correlated positively with the use ofRP in all analyses. In other
words, the use of RP increased with increasing Social Distance between ihe speakers. This is
exactly what the theory predicts. The same prediction had been formulated for SP, but no such
relation could be found. This indicates that SP and RP are `different things', and that the
unidimensionality of politeness that can be inferred from PT is questionable. Other analyses
confirmed this idea as we will see below.

While the results of SOCD were essentially consistent with the theory, this was definitely
not the case for the other two predictors, RI and POW. Actually, the latter variable did not
contribute anything to the regressions. A possible reason for this is that the variable of Power
Difference has its effect at a`higher' level in the interaction, and not directly at the level of the
utterance. This means that more variables may have interacted with the POWER variable,
which makes it more difficult to judge. Furthermore, the range of Power Difference may have
been too restricted, and it may therefore have been too difficult to measure the exact effect of
POWER the way 1 studied it.

It was hypothesized that the Rate of Irnposition of an FTA would correlate positively
with occurrences of politeness strategies. However, the opposite result was found. Several
other effects occurred. First of all, RI correlated negatively with all criterion variables.
Secondly, this negative correlation was stronger for the Buyer than for the Seller, and thirdly,
the correlation was strongest for the variables with SP strategies only. What does this mean?
None of the correlations with the criterion variables of the Seller reached significance, so we
cannot say more than that they contrast with the data of the Buyer which do correlate
significantly. Most striking is the relatively strong negative correlation of RI with the SOL
variables. Why exactly with these variables?

The negative correlation means that the more difiicult the FTA, the fewer SP strategies
are being used. Lf formulated this way, the relation is hard to understand and does not seem to
make sense. Possibly, the correlation has a different sowce and can be explained from the
effect, which I wanted to avoid, that the fornr of the FTA may óave influenced the rating of the
RI value. In fact, the dependent and independent variables may have changed places in the
ratings: the more Solidarity Politeness is found in an utterance, the lower the rating of the
Imposition. More specifically, the fact that a speaker can afford to use constructions that
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reduce the distance towards the interlocutor, implies that the imposition of the FTA cannot be
great. If we jump forward to the canonical correlations, we can see that this idea is confirmed
by the close relation of certain SP strategies with the perception of being `Jovial'. A strong
Joviality rating may very well indicate an optimistic attitude of the speaker with respect to the
RI of a certain FTA. Why is it, then, that this effect is strongest for the Buyer? It was already
indicated that the Buyer is in a somewhat more powerfiil position than the Seller. Because of
this, the judges may have assumed that he can afford to pay less attention to the factors that
enhance the face threat. Therefore, the link between RI and Joviality could have explained the
high negative correlation for the Buyer much more than for the Seller. However, this cannot be
the only explanatory factor, since the RP variables also correlated negatively with RI, though
not significantly. Furthermore, many other factors which have not been identified at this stage
will probably have played a role, since even in the analyses of the speaker means the Rz did not
exceed the .44. The fact that more than half of the variance could not be explained calls for
prudence in the interpretations.

In the non-linear regressions, the politeness formula's asswnption of linearity and additivity
were tested. In 4.3, it was indicated that interaction between the predictor variables is certainly
plausible. An example of such an interaction might be the limited effect of Power Difference in
the case of low Social Distance (e.g., friends). This kind of interaction is also imaginable for
the RI factor. [n order to test this aspect of the formula, I explored the possible interactions
with several predictor models using nonlinear regression. Although the proportion ofexplained
variance increased slightly, no striking interactions could be found. For these data, no
interaction terms needed to be added to the formula.

To summarize, the regressions used to test the predictions of the politeness formula only
confum the effect of Social Distance. No support was found for the prediction made by Power
Differerrce and Rank of Imposition. No interaction could be assessed between the predictor
variables either.

Exploring the conceptual structure of Politeness
Within the last series of analyses, the canonical correlations (OVERALS), I took a more
exploratory distance, setting aside the assumptions of PT and the problem of forcing the
individual strategies into one variable. In fact, these analyses in which the simultaneous effect
of three predictor variables on 16 criterion variables was studied, perhaps dealt with the
complexity of the assessment ofpoliteness best. Because of the general complexity involved, it
is emphasized in the literature on canonical correlation that this statistical technique is more
appropriate for the developmer:t ofhypotheses than for the testir:g ofhypotheses. Accordingly,
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I used this technique mainly for the exploration of ideas, because it respected the original data best.
The utterance-based analyses, so far very disappointing, yielded an RZ which exceeded

.60. Within the speaker-based analyses, almost all variance could be explained (990~0). The
proposed solution can be interpreted without too many problems, which is not necessarily the
case when so many variables are involved. Furthermore, the OVERALS analyses used indicate
not only the relationships between the set ofpredictor and criterion variables, but also describe
the relations between the variables within a set. For the predictor variables, we can see that, as
expected, the SOCD ratings for the Buyer and Seller coincide, and those for the POW of the
Buyer and Seller contrast sharply. This can hardly be considered surprising, but less evident
was the place of RI within the solution. In line with my intuitions, the RI of the Seller was
found close to the POW of the Buyer (see Figure 5.2), but the inverse relation did not hold.
This may have to do with the negotiation position of the speakers. The RI of the Seller seemed
to be correlated with the Power of the Buyer, but not the other way around. An explanation
could be that the Buyer, who, according to the negotiators, is generally in a more privileged
position, is not very sensitive to the relative changes within the Power position of the Seller.
For that reason, the RI for the Buyer is independent of the Seller's Power position. This is
illustrated in the relatively large distance between the BRI and ~POW.

The th'ud research question dealt with the perceived effect of the politeness markers. The
question could be rephrased as follows: if an utterance contains many markers ofpoliteness, is
this utterance then considered more polite? Since the question addressed to a`naive' rater
about the `politeness' of the speaker in uttering an FTA would involve a bias towards Respect
Politeness, this question was translated into the rating of how Jovral and how Prudent the
speaker was at the moment of uttering the FTA. These two aspects should be related with SP
and RP respectively. In a hypothetical model ( see Figure 5.4), I described the difference
between SP and RP in this respect as being gradual, i.e., the higher ranked SP strategies can
also create the impression of Prudence, whereas the lower ranked RP strategies may have a
link with Joviality. No clear-cut difference should arise.

In this part of the study, the utterance analysis provides a more subtle and detailed result
than the analysis over the speaker means. It is true that the latter provided a solution with a
better fit, but at the expense of its theoretical interpretability. It is imaginable that the variables
SOCD, POW, and RI play their role more at the level of the individual speakers, and should be
analysed accordingly, but that the perceived Joviality andlor Prudence is more directly
associated with the utterances. Obviously, at the utterance level, the `noise' is much greater
than at the level ofthe speaker means.

The results of this utterance analysis yielded a two-dimensional representation in which
Joviality and Prudence contrast in one dimension. This dimension could be interpreted as
`reducing distance' (-Joviality) versus `increasing distance' (-Prudence). They have more or
less the same position on the second dimension which reflects `face-work versus no face-
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work.' The position of the strategy ofBald wi Record in which no attempts are made to save
face, illustrates this second dimension well.

Furthermore, the hypothesized relation between Joviality and the SP strategies on the
one hand, and the relation between Prudence and most RP strategies on the other seemed to be
confirmed, although they did not map perfectly. This is partly due to the fact that the individual
SP and RP markers frequently co-occurred. Nevertheless, the distinction between the SP and
RP strategies confirms several outcomes of the regression analyses in which SP and RP also
displayed different effects, but then for the predictor variables.

The last research question concemed the relation between the politeness behaviour of the

negotiator and their performance on a number of negotiation variables, such as the profit they
made and the interlocutor's impression of them (5.9). The results of the correlations indicate

that the more successful negotiators displayed a more distancing, respectful communication
style, as e~cpressed in the use of RP strategies. This confirmed the findings of Weiss (1985).

Furthermore, this verbal style was found more frequently with the negotiators who made a
pleasant and honest impression on the other party. Not many negative correlations were found

between the politeness strategies and the negotiation variables. Remarkably, SP strategies
displayed a negative association more often than RP strategies. This was particularly so for the
SP strategy ofjokir7g. This may mean that this strategy is used more frequently in problematic
situations, as a rather drastic instrument to `save' the situation, but it could also simply indicate

a poor sense of humour. Interestingly, the SP strategy of seeking agreement (SS) was
negatively related to being tactfal, and even to being honest. Although it is doubtful that
seeking agreen:ent alone is responsible for the effect of being judged tactless and dishonest,
the negative conelation contrasts sharply with the plea for this verbal strategy from

communication trainers, notably those working along the lines of NLP (Neuro-linguistic

Prograrruning).`'

Reflectiorcr on the methodology

In spite of the concern for a high validity of the operationalisation of all variables, some
methodological aspects require special attention.

First, the way the data were collected in this study has to be considered critically. Stiles'
Verbal Response Mode system was used to define and select the FTAs. Stiles (1981) considers
all presun:ptuous utterances FTAs. I have been stricter, refining his criteria in certain respects.
.9greements and positive evaluation were not considered FTAs. For these reasons, I am quite
confident of having selected the appropriate speech acts in the material. However, the
regression analyses at the level of the individual utterances were unable to show a strong
relation between the three predictor variables and the politeness strategies used in those
utterances. Although, as we will see below, other factors can be responsible for this as well, we
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should not overlook the possibility that the selection of FTAs applied may have yielded a
restricted sample. Since the concept of the FTA is such a crucial element in Politeness Theory,
alternative selection procedures should at least be considered in fuiiher studies.

The disappointing results of the regression analyses may also have been related to the
operationalisation of the predictor variables. All these variables consisted of ratings given by
judges. Although these judges were given detailed instructions and precautions were taken to
prevent misunderstandings (see section 5.6.3), the reliability of the ratings was not very high
(see 5.6.4). it is thus imperative to have a close look at factors that may have affected the
validity of those ratings. First of all, the rating of the RI value of an FTA may have been
influenced by the form characteristics of the utterance. In the politeness formula, the RI is
meant to refer to the intrinsic imposition that a certain speech ~t entails, irrespective of the
way it is formulated. The raters were instructed to determine first for themselves what kind of
speech act they were dealing with in the selected fragment, and secondly to judge the degree of
imposition of that speech act. Ideally, they would have abstracted from the fotmulation of that
speech act. This is obviously very difficult. The option ofjudging the FTA without showing the
actual formulation of the utterance was considered, but appeared too diflïcult to realise.
Therefore, the formulation of the FTA may have influenced the judgement of the RI, which has
to be taken into account in the discussion.

A somewhat different problem may have occurred for the other two predictor variables,
Power Difference and Social Distance, rated by the same judges. It is not impossible that these
factors may have influenced each other. For example, a perceived smal! Social Distance may
have made it difTicult to assess a great Power Difference between the two negotiators. More
specifically, between two good friends, the Power Difference can never be that great.
However, an a posteriori check of the correlations between these factors did not confirm this
suspicion. Although the RI factor was rated by a different group of judges than SOCD and
POW, it is not impossible that the judges, in assessing the RI of the selected FTA fragment,
were influenced by the values of SOCD andlor POW during the fragment, without being aware
of it. A possible method for controling these influences might have involved the judges thinking
aloud while selecting their ratings.

Let us now tum to the dependent variable, the use of politeness. As explained in 5.7, the
individual politeness strategies had to be combined into one new variable, because only one
criterion variable could be tested at a time in the regression analyses. It is not impossible that
the assumption that underlies these new variables, according to which, for example, the 14 SP
strategies all have Solidarity Politeness in common, is too strong. In other words, it is
questionable whether all 14 SP strategies represent the same thing. The analyses of the
canonical correlations clearly indicate that some the SP strategies do indeed have things in
common, but that other strategies also behave differently. In fact, the regression analyses
should be reproduced with `corrected' criterion variables that contain the `purest' SP strategies
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or the purest RP strategies. However, it is not evidevt on what criteria this pureness can be
based. One could consider only analysing utterances in which only one politeness strategy
occurs. In the sample of the present study, the small number of these one-strategy utterances
did not allow serieus analyses.

Apart from the question of the comparability of the individual strategies, the way the

combined criterion variables in the regression analyses have been calculated can also be
questioned. The NUM variables consisted of the total occurrences of all SP or RP strategies

present in one utterance or even the total of both superstrategies. This variable was based on

the simple and plausible idea that the more strategies were present in one utterance, the more

polite it would be. The RANK variables on the other hand corrected for the assumption of a

hierarchy suggested in BáL. The latter approach makes use of more information in the data

and should yield better predictions. This was not the case. 7áis may mean that the way the

rankiug was operationalised was not subtle enough, or perhaps too subtle in the sense that we

presumed differences between politeness strategies where there were none. Furthermore, we

should not overlook the possibility that the assumption of order for so many strategies in one

variable was too strong.

Even more importantly, more than one politeness marker was found in most of the
utterances [ investigated. One question not addressed is the possible interaction between the
politeness strategies themselves. In other words, it may well be the case that, for example, the

presence of a certain type of in-group jargon (S4) overrules the effect of all other SP
strategies, such as, for instance, the use of an inclusive `we' (S12). Such effects have, to my
knowledge never been studied, but certainly seem plausible. However, from a technical point
of view it is difficult to study all possible forms of interaction that may occur between 14 SP
strategies. Since SP is also often combined with RP, the picture becomes even more
complicated. It is imaginable that a speaker may want to `accelerate' the social interaction by
using SP and but at the same time he does not want to make a rude impression by usuig RP as
a social `brake' within the same utterance (Redeker 1995).

Notes to Chapter 5

1 The Van der WijstlKelley game has also been studied in Timan (1993) and Timan 8c Redeker (1994).
An adapted, international version was used in the studies of Douven (1993), and Van der Meijden
(1 993).

2. `B' refers to the Buyer; 'S' to the Seller.

3. In fact, four negotiations were transcribed by students, but those transcripts were corrected and
introduced into the SyncWriter program by the author.
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4. Stiles ( 1992) uses his VRM system to classify both the intent (ti!locutionnry force) and the form of
utterances. I have only been refemng to the level of intent. As is the case with speech acts with a
multiple illocutionary force, an utterance may also have more than one level of intent. Consider
example (i).

(i) S: (0.5) ik mcet toch een scherpere prijs hebben (DLPH 1:227)
I really must have a better price

The first intent is clearly an expression of the speaker's wish, in VRM terms, a Disclosure. However,
it is also clear that this wish should have a direct impact on the addressee who should make a better
offer, and it is consequently also an Advisement: a cleaz case of an indirect speech act. Therefore, this
utterance can be described as a Disclosure in service of an Advisement. Theoretically, there can be
more than two sublevels, if very complex messages are being given ( see Stiles 1992). However, the
more levels one wants to describe, the more difficult it is to identify them. In our analysis no more than
two levels of intent were coded, if necessary. The deepest intent was considered the most important
and, on the basis of this intent, it was decided whether an utterance was an FTA or not. The example
above ( i) was considered an Advisement, and thus an FTA.

5. The S4 strategies that were expressed by ellipsis (see 4.2.]) were coded sepazately from the remaining
S4 markers. The 6rst number indicates the total of `normal' S4 markers, the second number represents
the frequency of S4 ellipsis cases. The number ofutterances on which these frequencies aze based are
given in parentheses. For example, in the first row (LSOCD~L,POWD:Buyer data), 64 cases of normal
S4 markers have been found in 53 utterances. Furthermore, 8 cases of S4 ellipsis have been found in 8
utterances.

6. The perspective of the speaker was chosen, since his phrasing of the FTA was at stake. The imposition
of the FTA on the hearer also affects the speaker's own face needs. This interactive aspect of FTAs
(see also 4.1.2) was known to the raters and may have played a role in their judgements.

7. The external validity of this remark has not been checked.

8. It should be azgued that only the marker that occupies the highest rank should be taken into account.
However, this approach would imply that utterances which contain a high ranking politeness marker
together with several other markers which are on a lower rank, would have the same politeness status
as utterances which contain only that high ranking marker. Since this struck me as counterintuitive, I
added up the counts (in the NLJM-variables) and the ranks (in the RANK-variables) of all markers.

9. The term neuro-lingrusdc suggests a strong relation between the NLP approach and the field of
neurolinguistics. However, the relevance of NLP for the study of the neurological basis and functions of
language is highly questionable.
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In the preceding chapters, the rich and complex field of linguistic politeness was explored in

search of pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic regularities. Pragmatic theories on the perceived
politeness of various request forms and their use in different situations and in different

languages (Dutch and French), were tested. Brown and Levinson's (1978187) theory of the
effect of certain sociopragmatic factors on the use of politeness forms was tested, and the

relations between those variables with multivariate analyses were explored. Finally, I discussed
briefly what effects the use of politeness strategies can have on the results of business
negotiations.

6.1 Politeness in Requests

This study of politeness in requests shows that French and Dutch speakers are in remarkable
agreement about what constitutes a polite request in their native language. However, they
differ considerably in the u.se ofpoliteness markers in their mother tongue.

ln the request study, a distinction was made between pragmalinguistic and
sociopragn:atic differences between French and Dutch speakers. Pragmalinguistic differences
between the two languages signify that in a comparable context, Dutch and French use
different linguistic means to express politeness, whereas sociopragmatic differences indicate a
difference in the perception of sociological factors that influence the use of politeness, for
example, the Power position of the addressee.

In the perception study ( Chapter 2) Dutch and French native speakers had to rarzk
different formulations of the same request accordmg to their politeness. As expected, the two
groups did not differ in the politeness ranking. Furthermore, the linguistic modifiers that were
manipulated increased the perceived politeness as expected. The politeness effect of the frve
modal verbs confirmed the costlbenefit mechanism of the Politeness Principle; corulitiorurlity
enhanced politeness both in Dutch and in French, and polarity showed the same effects in
Dutch and in French.

Since very polite requests are not necessarily the most frequently used, Dutch and French

native speakers were also asked to rank the requests by the'u converrtiorurlity. In this task, the
two contexts in which the requests had to be judged yielded different rankings. If the request
constituted a genuine threat to the addressee, the most polite requests were also the most
corrver:tional ones. This was not the case if the request was not very threatening. On the
whole, this discrepancy between pohteness and conventionality was similar in Dutch and in
French.
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An interesting pragmalinguistic difference, however, was found for conditionals. For
very threatening requests, a conditional formulation increases conventionality in both
languages. For less threatening requests, however, a conditional request in French was still
considered more conventional, whereas this is not the case in Dutch. The production study
(Chapter 3) conSrmed this difference between French and Dutch, since the French native
speakers also used conditionals more often than the Dutch native speakers. The
conventionality rankings aLso indicated that negative requests in French do not have the same
status as in Dutch. Indeed, in the production task, the French native speakers used negation
more frequently in their requests than the Dutch native speakers, but the frequency ofnegative
requests was too low to be considered a pragmalinguistic difference and thus a source of
communicative friction between the two groups of speakers.

On the whole, the perception study indicated only small differences between the Dutch
and French speakers.

The task designed for the production study ( Chapter 3) left much more room for variation than
the rank task of the perception study, for the subjects could formulate the requests in their own
wordings. In line with the expectations, the French and Dutch native speakers differed
considerably in the politeness markers they actually used 'm their requests. The groups differed
on both the pragmalinguistic and the sociopragmatic level.

As far as the pragmalinguistic differences are concerned, one may argue that, ahhough
the range and type ofpoliteness markers available in both languages is very similar, the Dutch
native speakers showed different preferences than the French native speakers. The balance in
the number of different politeness markers suggests that both groups produce requests that are
equally polite. However, the French preference for more polite forms of address may create a
more polite impression.

The French native speakers were more polite in their requests to a superior more often
than the Dutch native speakers. This indicates that we are dealing with a sociopragmatic
difference, with the French showing a different attitude than the Dutch towards power
differences in interaction. This is consistent with the study by Hofstede ( 1980) in which the
French were found to attribute a considerably greater importance to social hierarchy than the
Dutch, who appeared more egalitarian.

To summarize, the balance between the French and Dutch indicates that pragmalinguistic
differences are the most important source for the presumed difference in direcmess. The
sociopragmatic difference we found suggests that a Dutch speaker, in Dutch, may indeed be
more direct towards a superior than a Frenchman would be.

The conclusions drawn from observations of speakers producing requests in their native
language cannot automatically be transferred to interactional situations in which one of the
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participants is speaking aforeign language. Therefore, I studied the requests of two groups of
native Dutch speakers in French: a group who had mastered French at a moderate level and a
group of near-native speakers of French. The resuhs of the first group indicated, not
surprisingly, that the French requests produced by Dutch leamers of Frrnch can hardly be
considered very polite. Their low oral skills in French explain why they produced rather
`feeble' requests for which they probably tried to compensate by adding a reason for their
request. This characteristic of verbosity is not specific to our Dutch learners: it has also been
observed in the learners' requests studied in the CCSARP project.

The `directness' of the Dutch learners of French can be attributed entirely to a
proficiency problem. However, compared to the Dutch requests, the learners use the more
formal vous more frequently, which suggests that even the learners seem to have some
awareness of the French preference for polite forms ofaddress.

Compared to the learners' data, the requests of the near-native speakers of French show
fewer pragmalinguistic and, interestingly enough, also fewer sociopragmatic deviation from the
French native speakers' behaviour. Apparently, the effects of pragmatic transfer from the
native language (or, for the requests towards a superior: pragmatic interference) are limited at
a high level of proficiency. Some differences, however, that may have been caused by the
politeness `patterns' in Dutch still remained between the French native speakers and the near-
natives. Compared to the Dutch native speakers, the NNS still used excuses and please much
less often than the French NS.

We can conclude that the intensive language training that the NNS had received at the
university, perhaps supplemented with regular visits to France, enabled them to produce
requests that were rather `French-like.' A period of immersion in France is probably the only
way to make all pragmalinguistic and sociolinguistic differences disappear.

In summary, the statement that Dutch speakers are less polite than French speakers cannot be
confirmed. Tney think similarly about the politeness of requests, but use politeness differently.

The requests of Dutch leamers of French are indeed considerably less polite than the
requests of French native speakers, but this difference disappears to a great extent as the level
of proficiency increases.

6.2 Politeness in Negotiations

In the second part of this book, Brown and Levinson's Politeness Theory (PT) was presented,
and a methodology for testing the predictions of the politeness formula proposed 'm PT was
designed (Chapter 4). This methodology was applied to an empirical study of the language
behaviour ofnegotiators (Chapter 5).
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The reason why I wanted to test Brown and Levinson's theory, was that it is the most

complete theory of politeness. First, it is rather specific with respect to the concept of

politeness. It discusses the concept and makes a distinction between different forms, i.e.,
Respect Politeness and Solidarity Politeraess. Second, the linguistic aspects of politeness are

treated in much detail. The different strategies of politeness are discussed in terms of their
linguistic realizations. Third, the theory is specific in relating the politeness strategies to

important variables in the conversation, that is, the Pawer Difference and Social Distance
between the interlocutors and the Rank of Imposition of the FTA. The aim of this study was to

determine whether the use of politeness strategies can be predicted by these three factors, as

the theory claims.

The results indicated that only the factor of Social Distance played a role in predicting the
politeness strategies in the business data. Greater Social Distance enhanced the use of
politeness. Influences of Power Difference and Rank of Imposition were not confinned.

I also addressed the issue of politeness in a more exploratory way. The distinction
between the different superstrategies of Solidarity Politeness and Respect Politeness suggests
that polite behaviour can be translated into `being jovial' as well as `being prudent.' The
analyses in Chapter 5 clearly indicated that SP strategies increase the impression of being
jovial, and prudence goes hand in hand with Respect Politeness. These results confirm, if only
ind'uectly, the theoretical claims of PT about the distinctions between SP and RP. It remains
unclear, however, whether SP and RP should be considered as one d'unension of increasing
politeness.

Finally, the results indicated that `prudence' as realized in RP strategies, can be
functional in business negotiations. Successful negotiators used more RP strategies than their
less successful colleagues.

6.3 The testability of Politeness Theory

On the basis of the present study, [ may not conclude that Brown and Levinson's Politeness
Theory has been confirmed. Too many of the results in Chapter 5 failed to confirm the
expectations derived from the theory. It is quite likely, however, that these failures were not
due to faulty predictions of the theory itself, but were caused by the assumptions made in order
to render the theory's predictions testable.

BBcL's theory is detailed and specific in the sense that their formula makes strong claims
about the relation of the three predictor variables and linguistic politeness; but it is
underspecified as far as actual empirical predictions are concerned. First of all, the predictor
variables and a measure of the politeness of an utterance have to be operationalised for any
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empirical testing to be carried out. Secondly, the link between the `weightiness' of an FTA as
determined by the predictor variables, and the actually deployed politeness should be specified.

In the present study, the factors that determine the use of politeness (SOCD, POWD,
and RI) were rated by judges, who received detailed instructions about the aspects they had to
assess. The operationalisation of the observed politeness asked for a quantification of the
politeness strategies that were found. This was achieved by assigning a numerical value to each
strategy and by adding the values for these strategies in each utterance. The particular values
were either dichotomous (presence or absence of a strategy) or rankings.

The fact that no confirmation of the theory was obtained does not exclude the possibility
that other operationalisations míght lead to more positive results. The point is that the theory
should be developed in a much more specific way so as to lead to testable predictions. It would
be instructive to review the main problems encountered with the operationalisation of the
theory.

First of aQ in spite of the efforts to collect valid judgements for the three predictor variables, I
had to conclude in 5.10 that the'u validity may have been compromised. This, too, is a problem
that is hard to solve. Although I did not find evidence fo. the interaction between Social
Distance and Power Difference in the data, this does not mean that it cannot have played a
role. Recall that the Power factor in this study should be treated as the relative power
perceived by the judges. The question arises whether shifts in relative Power are equally easy
to perceive for different values of Social Distance. Furthermore, although the judges were
instructed to base the'u judgements on the abstract ideas of the levels ofPower and Distance at
the moment of the FTA, it is possible that the formulation of the utterance itself did influence
the ratings.

The most problematic point for an empirical test of PT is conceivably the concept of the
weightiness ofthe FTA, which determines the choice for a particular politeness strategy. That
weightiness is not a concept that can be measured independently. It is the abstract result of a
linear combination of the three predictor variables and is supposed to determine the speaker's
choice of a politeness strategy. Given that most utterances contain more than one strategy, we
are immediately faced with the question of how those strategies combine and to what
weightiness a particular combination would correspond.

The problem can be illustrated 'm the following way. Suppose the weight of an FTA,
based on SOCD, POW, and RI, has a particular value, say 50. There are, in principle, many
utterances ( differing in the kinds andlor number of politeness strategies) that correspond to the
same weight of 50. Thus, a particular weight defines an equivalence class of utterances. The
question is which combinations of politeness strategies are indeed equivalent in terms of
politeness.
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This relates to the next problem BBr.L demonstrate the plausibility of their theory (more
face threat requires more facework) with the description of the functioning of numerous
examples of individual SP and RP strategies in three unrelated languages. Their examples are
quite convincing. But what if both SP and RP co-occur in one utterance? In their discussion,
BBr.L admit that this is often the case, but they do not propose a soiution to this problem within
the framework of their theory.'

As we have seen, however, SP and RP quite often appear within the same utterance. This
was the case in Chapter 3 for instance, where politeness markers with typical SP functions
were frequently found in combination with heavy RP markers that predominantly occurred in
the request itself. This was not a coincidence, since the extemal markers of the requests
supported the intemal markers. In fact, this could be seen as an attempt to maintain a social
balance: RP for FTAs that imply a serious face threat, and SP immediately before or after the
FTA as social glue. In the negotiations as well, the idea of `fine-tuning' the deployment of
poGteness with strategies that partially counteract each other seems very plausible (compare
example (1) in Chapter 1, where the Buyer uses SP and RP strategies in his request to Kuipers
for a price reduction).

Modelling the combined effects of co-occurring strategies strikes me as one of the foremost
tasks for future research. The explorative analyses of the conceptual structure of politeness
suggest that ratings of, for instance, the joviality and prudence of utterances might be helpfiil.
But they will have to be supported by theoretical insights into the components of politeness
addressed by different strategies and by empirical data on the use and functions ofpoliteness in
various discourse or activity types. Clearly, much more work is needed in this area.

Note to Chapter 6

l. BBtL claim that compounding (especially) RP strategies will give the impression that more efforts are
being expended to save face and, consequently, the formulation of the FTA will be more polite.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift doe ik verslag van twee studies naar het gebruik van beleefdheid. In het

eerste deel staat de vraag centraal hoe Nederlanders en Fransen omgaan met beleefdheid in

verzoeken. Die vraag valt uiteen in twee delen: (i) wat vinden Nederlanders en Fransen beleef-

de verzoeken (hoe is hun perceptie van beleefdheid?) en (ii) hoe gebruiken Nederlanders en

Fransen beleefdheid (hoe produceren ze beleefdheid?).
In het tweede deel wordt het gebruik van beleefdheid door onderhandelaars onderzocht.

Daarbij heeft beleefdheid niet alleen de meer traditionele functie van het tonen van respect,

maar wordt het beschouwd als een instrument om in een gesprek signalen te geven die betrek-

king hebben op de relatie tussen spreker en aangesprokene. Beleefdheid kan dan dienen om de

afstand die gevoeld wordt tot de aangesprokene te vergroten (Respectbeleefdheid) of om die

afstand juist te verkleinen (Solidariteitbeleefdheid). In deze studie worden de voorspellingen
van de theorie over beleefdheid van Brown en Levinson (1987) onderzocht.

Hoofdstuk 1

In dit inleidende hoofdstuk wordt het kader van de studies geschetst. Eerst wordt ingegaan op
de theoretische achtergronden van beleefdheid. Het gebruik van beleefdheid kan worden

verklaard, doordat iedere taalgebruiker een `gezicht' heeft dat hij niet wil `verliezen.' Dat
`gezicht' wordt gekenmerkt door twee basiseigenschappen: ieder individu heeft de behoefte

om gewaardeerd te worden: een positieve gezichtsbehoefte, en ieder individu heeft ook de
behoefte om niet te worden lastig gevallen: een negatieve gezichtsbehoefte. In de beleefdheids-

theorie van Brown en Levinson worden dan ook twee soorten beleefdheid onderscheiden:
positieve beleefdheid, en r:egatieve beleefdheid. Maar omdat de term `negatieve beleefdheid'

suggereert dat dat juist niet beleefd zou zijn, hanteer ik voortaan de termen solidariteitbeleefd-
heid (voor positieve beleefdheid) en respectbeleefdheid (voor negatieve beleefdheid). De
theorie van Brown en Levinson (BBtL) doet een aantal plausibele voorspellingen met betrek-
king tot het gebruik van beleefdheid. Beleefdheid zal met name gebruikt worden in het geval
van een gezichtsbedreigende handeling (face threatening act (-FTA)). Hoe meer gezichtsbe-
dreiging er optreedt, des te meer beleefdheid zal er van een `rationele' taalgebruiker verw~acht
worden. Die gezichtsbedreiging neemt toe, indien de sociale afstand en het machtsverschil

tussen de gespreksparmers toenemen, of wanneer de FTA op zich erg lastig is voor de aang-
esprokene (men leent bijvoorbeeld gemakkelijker iemands pen, dan iemands auto). Die drie
factoren bepalen samen de mate van bedreiging van een FTA en dus ook hoeveel beleefdheid
er dan nodig is. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de theorie van BBcL, en met name de toetsbaarheid
ervan, verder uitgewerkt.

Een verzoek is een FTA die al erg veel aandacht heeft gekregen van taallcundigen. De
twee verzoekstudies in dit proefschrift sluiten aan bij het project `Cross-Cultural study of
Speech Act Realization Patterns' (CCSARP), opgezet door Blum-Kulka en Olshtain (1984). In
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dit project werd bestudeerd hoe beleefdheid wordt gerealiseerd in de verzoeken en veront-
schuldigingen in 8 verschillende talen. Juist aan de vergelijkingen tussen de talen werd in dat
project veel waarde gehecht. Vandaar dat men koos voor het bestuderen van `slechts' twee
taalhandelingen. Bij het vergelijken van de manier waarop sprekers van verschillende talen
verzoeken produceren kan men op diverse niveaus verschillen aantreffen. Allereerst kunnen er
zich verschillen van pragmalingui'stische aard voordoen. Hoewel in het CCSARP project geen
onderzoek gedaan werd naar het Nederlands en het (Franse) Frans, leg ik het project toch uit
aan de hand van die twee talen. In het geval van pragmalingui:stische verschillen tussen het
Nederlands en het Frans, worden bijvoorbeeld in Nederlandse en Franse verzoeken verschillen-
de verbale middelen gebruikt om beleefdheid uit te drukken. Zo hebben Nederlanders een
voorkeur voor het gebruik van diminutieven of `understatements' om een verzoek te verzach-
ten, terwijl Fransen meer gebruik maken van de `conditionnel' (de ovtt: ~ou u...). Een ander
verschil dat zich in een dergelijke cross-culturele vergelijking kan voordoen is van socioprag-
matische aard. Daarmee wordt bedoeld dat (hier) Nederlanders en Fransen niet per se hoeven
te verschillen in de verbale middelen die men gebruikt om beleefdheid uit te drukken, maar dat
men wel verschilt in de situaties waarin men beleefdheid gebruikt. Een dergelijk sociopragma-
tisch verschil kan zich bijvoorbeeld voordoen bij óet aanspreken van iemand die in een machti-
gere positie verkeert. In de ene cultuur heerst meer `ontzag voor gezag' dan in de andere
cultuur. Naast het bestuderen van pragmalinguïstische en sociopragmatische verschillen tussen
de sprekers uit de 8 verschillende culturen, werd in het CCS,4RP-project ook aandacht besteed
aan de vraag hoe een spreker van een vreemde taal omgaat met de pragmatiek van die vreemde
taal. Met andere woorden, als we ons richten op het gebruik van beleefdheid in een vreemde
taal, in hoeverre past een Nederlander dan zijn beleefdheidsgedrag aan aan de eventueel andere
normen van die vreemde taal? Deze vraag betreft de pragmatiek van de `tussentaal'. In de
hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden deze aspecten onderzocht voor het Nederlands en het Frans.

Beleefdheid is ook onderzocht als relatiesignaal in onderhandelingsgesprekker:. Dit
gesprekstype is bij uitstek geschikt is voor het onderzoeken van beleefdheid. Onderhandelaars
moeten weliswaar een verbale `strijd' aangaan, maar het is van een vrijwel even groot belang
om een goede relatie met de onderhandelingspartner in stand te houden. Dit `relatiemanage-
ment' zal vrijwel altijd verbaal gebeuren, en beleefdheidstrategieën vormen hiervoor een
uitstekend instrument. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt onderzocht in hoeverre onderhandelaars hier ook
inderdaad gebruik van maken.

Hoofdstuk 2
Er zijn een aantal aanwijzingen dat Nederlanders directer zouden zijn dan Fransen. Deze
d'uectheid zou door Franstaligen vaak in verband worden gebracht met ~beleefdheid. Het is
niet onmogelijk dat Nederlanders en Fransen inderdaad verschillen in hun opvattingen over wat
beleefd is en wat onbeleefd, of juist overdreven beleefd. Deze exploratieve vraag heb ik als
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uitgangspunt genomen bij twee verschillende studies over verzoeken. De eerste verzoekstudie

richt zich op eventuele verschillen tussen Nederlanders en Fransen in hun perceptie van wat

een beleefd verzoek is. Hiervoor zijn verschillende formuleringen van verzoeken aan beide

groepen aangeboden met de vraag hoe beleefd men de betreffende verzoeken vond. Maar
omdat de perceptie van beleefdheid nog niet veel hoeft te zeggen over eventuele gebruiksver-

schillen is ook gevraagd wat men het meest gebruikelijke, o~ conventionele verzoek vond.
Daarbij zijn twee verschillende contexten aan de Nederlandse en Franse proefpersonen aan-

geboden: een niet-bedreigende context ( de vraag naar de weg naar het station), en een bedrei-
gende ( de vraag naar de reden van het ontslag van een collega). Het meest opvallende resultaat
van deze studie was dat Nederlanders en Fransen grote overeenstemming vertoonden in hun
oordeel over zowel de beleefdheid, als over de conventionaliteit van de verzoeken. Een klein
verschil deed zich voor bij het effect van conditionaliteit op de conventio~ur[iteit van de niet-
bedreigende verzoeken in het Frans. De Franse proefpersonen vonden het gebruikelijker om
met een ~ou-vraag de weg naar het station te vragen. Voor de Nederlandse proefpersonen was
dit niet nodig.

Hoofdstuk 3
In de tweede verzoekstudie moesten Nederlandse en Franse proefpersonen nu zelf verzoeken
produceren, in 40 verschillende contexten. Doordat deze taak meer variatie toestond, konden
eventuele verschillen tussen het gebruik van beleefdheid in beide talen beter aan de oppervlakte
komen. Uit dit onderzoek kwam naar voren dat Nederlanders en Fransen zowel pragmalinguïs-
tische als sociopragmatische verschillen vertoonden in het gebruik van beleefdheid in hun
moedertaal.

Hoewel de verbale middelen die in beide talen voor handen zijn om beleefdheid uit te
drukken niet zo heel erg veel verschillen, is het duidelijk dat Nederlanders en Fransen verschil-
lende voorkeuren vertonen voor de beleefdheidsmarkeringen die ze aan hun verzoek toevoe-
gen. Nederlanders gebruiken erg vaak misschien en eventjes om hun verzoek te verzachten.
Fransen daarentegen, maken meer gebruik van een beleefdere aarzspreekvorm. Dit verschijnsel,
met daaraan toegevoegd een iets breder scala aan markeringen, kan misschien de beleefdere
indruk van Franstaligen (mede) verklaren.

Verder viel op dat de Franse proefpersonen meer beleefdheid aan hun verzoek toevoeg-
den dan de Nederlandse proefpersonen, wanneer men zich tot een persoon moest richten die
zich in een machtiger positie bevond. Dit sociopragmatische onderscheid bevestigt de gegevens
van Hofstede (1980) volgens wie de Fransen meer waarde hechten aan sociale hiërarchie dan
Nederlanders.

Nederlanders die een `onbeleefde' indruk maken op Fransen, doen dit meestal in het Frans. Dit
maakt het noodzakelijk om ook beleefdheid 'm het Frans van Nederlanders te bestuderen.
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Daarbij moet natuurlijk wel rekening gehouden worden met de mate waarin die Nederlander
het Frans beheerst. Men kan wel beleefd willen zijn in het Frans, maar men moet dit dan ook
kur:nen zijn. Om de invloed van taalvaardigheid op het gebruik van beleefdheid te kunnen
nagaan is de Franse verzoekproductietaak afgenomen bij twee groepen Nederlanders: (i) bij
een groep Nederlanders met een `gemiddelde' beheersing van het Frans (eindexamenkandida-
ten VWO) en (ii) bij een groep Nederlanders met een zeer hoge beheersing van het Frans
(doctoraalstudenten Frans in hun afstudeerfase). De verwachting dat de eerste groep, in
beleefdheidsopzicht, de `magerste' verzoeken produceerde, kwam uit. Opvallend was wel dat
de VWO-ers hun `kale' verzoeken vaak probeerden te compenseren met externe markeringen,
zoals het geven van een reden waarom men het verzoek deed. Het is duidelijk dat hun `direct-
heid' een taalbeheersingsoorzaak had.

De Franse verzoeken van de Nederlandse doctoraalstudenten zaten dicht bij de verzoe-
ken van de Franse moedertaalsprekers. Het is vooral opvallend dat de sociopragmatische
verschillen met de Franse moedertaalsprekers een stuk minder zijn. Dit duidt erop dat op een
hoog taalniveau de pragmatische interferentie vanuit de moedertaal vermindert. Toch bleven
de doctoraalstudenten nog op een aantal punten achter bij het beleefdheidsgedrag van de
Franse moedertaalsprekers. Zo gebruikten ze beduidend minder excrrses en mínder alstublieft
(s'il vous plait).

De algemene conclusie van de verzoekstudies luidt dat geen bevestiging kon worden gevonden
voor de stelling dat Nederlanders minder beleefd ~~n dan Fransen. Ze denken hetzelfde over de
beleefdheid van verzoeken, maar gaan anders met beleefdheid om. Vanzelfsprekend zijn de
Franse verzoeken van Nederlandse leerders met een gemiddelde beheersing van het Frans
aanzienlijk minder beleefd dan de verzoeken van Franse moedertaalsprekers, maar dit verschil
verdwijnt grotendeels wanneer het taalbeheersingsniveau toeneemt.

Boofdstuk 4
In dit hoofdstuk wordt dieper ingegaan op de beleefdheidstheorie van BBi,L. De werking van
de bovengenoemde factoren sociale afstarul, machtsverschil en (intrinsieke) lastigheid van de
FTA wordt uitgelegd. BBzL voorspellen dat een meer bedreigende FTA vraagt om een grotere
beleefdheidsinspanning. Die grotere inspanning kan natuurlijk tot uiting komen in het toevoe-
gen van meer beleefdheidsmarkeringen aan de FTA, maar de spreker kan ook kiezen voor een
strategie die als zodanig beleejder is. Om dit goed te kunnen begrijpen is het nodig om te
weten dat BBcL ervan uitgaan dat respectbeleefdheid (Respect Politeness - RP) beleefder zou
zijn dan solidariteitbeleefdheid (Solidarity Politeness - SP). Bij het toenemen van de gezichts-
bedreiging zouden de kansen op het gebruik van respectbeleefdheid dus toenemen. Binnen de
beide `superstrategieën' SP en RP onderscheiden BBcL respectievelijk 14 en 10 talige verschij-
ningsvormen van beleefdheid, de `substrategieën'. Van vrijwel al deze substrategieën worden
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linguïstische realiseringen uit mijn corpus van onderhandelingsgesprekken gegeven. De oplo-
pende explicietheid van de diverse substrategieën vormt een aanleiding te veronderstellen dat
ook binnen de superstrategieën sprake is van een oplopende mate van beleefdheid.

Hoofdstuk 4 eindigt met het deel waarin uiteen wordt gezet hoe de predicties van de
ogenschijnlijk zo eenvoudige en plausibele beleefdheidstheorie getoetst zouden kunnen wor-
den. Een belangrijk onderdeel van die methodologie betreft het operationaliseren van de
variabelen die een rol spelen in de formule die het gebruik van beleefdheid voorspelt. Een
belangrijk instrument dat wordt voorgesteld is het inschakelen van beoordelaars voor het
inschatten van de variabelen die de `zwaarte' van de FTA bepalen op een bepaald moment van
het gesprek. Beoordelaars dienen dus `de geschiedenis' van een gesprek te kennen, ma.w. hoe
is het verloop van dat gesprek geweest? Dat is nodig om op elk moment van een FTA een zo
goed mogelijke inschatting te kunnen maken van de zwaarte ervan. Verder vraagt een toetsing
van de beleefdheidsformule die BBr.L voorstellen om het quantificeren van de `hoeveeWeid'
beleefdheid in een uiting. De verschillende beleefdheidstrategieën dienen als het ware gewogen
te worden. Daarbij lijkt het te eenvoudig om de diverse beleefdheidstrategieën gewoonweg te
tellen. In de studie die in hoofdstuk 5 wordt gerapporteerd is een quantificatie gebruikt die
rekening houdt met de assumptie van oplopende beleefdheid, zowel tussen de super- als de
substrategieën. Een andere vraag die zich opdringt bij de empirische evaluatie van Bí~,L's
beleefdheidstheorie betreft het `effect' van de beleefdheidstrategieën op de aangesprokene.
Ook deze kwestie wordt opgelost door beoordelaars te laten aangeven wat voor indruk de
spreker maakt bij het uiten van een FTA. Daarbij is de vraag voor de beoordelaars opgesplitst
in twee delen, gericht op de twee superstrategieën die onderscheiden dienen te worden: hoe

joviaa! komt de spreker over (gericht op SP), en hoe voorzichtig is de spreker (gericht op RP).

Hoofdstuk 5
In dit hoofdstuk wordt uiteengezet hoe de beleefdheidstheorie wordt getoetst in een studie van
het taalgedrag van onderhandelaars. De belangrijkste onderzoeksvragen zijn hierboven reeds
gegeven. Een extra onderzoeksvraag in deze studie betreft de eventuele relatie tussen het
gebruik van beleefdheid en het onderhandelingssucces. De vragen zijn onderzocht in onderhan-
delingsgesprekken die voortkomen uit een simulatie van een telefonische prijsonderhandeling.
Deze gesprekken werden gevoerd door ervaren inkopers en verkopers. Deze factor, alsmede
de gedetailleerdheid van het simulatiespel, garandeerde een hoge externe validiteit. Om vol-
doende variatie in de factor sociale afstand te verkrijgen zijn in de helft van de onderhandeling-
en de gesprekken gevoerd door onderhandelaars die elkaar nog nooit eerder hadden ontmoet.
Ln de andere helft waren de onderhandelaars bekenden van elkaar. In de getranscribeerde
onderhandelingsgesprekken zijn vervolgens FTA's geselecteerd. Hiervoor is gebruik gemaakt
van de Verbal Response Mode-classificatie van Stiles (1981, 1992).
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De volgende stap was het analyseren van de gebruikte beleefdheid. Hiertoe zijn in alle
FTA-uitingen de verschillende beleefdheidsmarkeringen aangegeven en in een data-matrix
ingevoerd. De fragmenten werden vervolgens aan de beoordelaars voorgelegd. Een groep van
drie beoordelaars gaf voor elk fragment aan hoe op dat moment de sociale afstarui en het
machtsverschil tussen de beide onderhandelaars was. Een tweede groep van drie beoordelaars
gaf voor dezelfde uitingen aan hoe lastig de uitgevoerde FTA was. Ook gaf deze groep een
oordeel over de joviale en voor~ichtige indruk die de spreker op dat moment maakte.

Vervolgens werd geanalyseerd in hoeverre de ona8iankelijke variabelen (sociale afstand,
machtsverschil en lastigheid) eea goede predictor varmden voor de afhankelijke variabelen (de
gebruikte beleefdheid). Hiervoor werden regressie-analyses gebruikt. De resuhaten vielen
tegen in die zin dat eigenlijk alleen sociale afstaiul de verwachte correlatie vertoonde. De
hoeveelheid verklaarde variantie was bij de analyses van alle individuele FTA-uitingen
(n-1 120) extreem laag. Bij de analyses van de sprekersgemiddeldes nam de verklaarde varian-
tie weliswaar toe, maar bleef toch nog erg laag. Dit geeft aan dat de predictorvariabelen,
althans zoals ze in deze studie geoperationaliseerd zijn, een groot deel van de variantie in de
beleefdheidvariabelen niet verklaren.

In een serie non-lineaire regressies is nagegaan of het opnemen van een interactietenm de
predicties verbeterden. Dit zou een nuancering van de formule betekenen, die zeker plausibel
zou zijn. De verbetering van de resultaten was echter verwaarloosbaar en stond in geen enkele
verhouding tot de grotere mate van complexiteit die door de interactie-termen in de formule
was geslopen.

In een laatste serie analyses zijn alle assumpties vanuit de theorie opzij gezet en is door
middel van het SPSS-programma OVERALS de canonische correlatie tussen de `set' predic-
torvariabelen en de `set' beleefdheidstrategieën onderzocht. OVERALS geeft een associatie-
maat van de beide sets variabelen (de FIT), waarbij de data optimaal gequantificeerd worden.
Verder wordt een meer-dimensionale grafische weergave van de oplossing gegeven waarin de
relaties tussen alle variabelen in de analyse geëxploreerd kunnen worden. Deze techniek
verhoogde de hoeveelheid verklaarde variantie aanzienlijk, hetgeen aangeeft dat in de samen-
gevoegde beleefdheidsvariabelen uit de regressie-analyses waarschijnlijk teveel informatie
verloren was gegaan. Toch bleef het erg lastig om de voorgestelde oplossingen te inteipreteren
vanuit de theorie van BBr.L.

De OVERALS-techniek is ook gebruikt om de verbanden te bestuderen tussen de
beleefdheidstrategieën in de FTA-uitingen en de jovialiteits- en voor~ichtigheidsindruk die de
sprekers maakten. De aanwezigheid van SP in ean uiting vergrootte zichtbaar de jovialiteit van
de spreker, terwijl RP een positief verband vertoonde met voorzichtigheid.

Tenslotte gaven de analyses van de succesvariabelen aan dat onderhandelaars die relatief
veel RP gebruikten, niet alleen betere resultaten boekten, maar ook op meer waardering
konden rekenen bij hun gesprekspartner.
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Hoofdstuk 6
Na een samenvatting van de belangrijkste resultaten uit de twee studies, besluit dit laatste
hoofdstuk met de conclusie dat de beleefdheidstheorie van BBcL niet is bevestigd door de
studie in hoofdstuk 5. Dit hgt zeer waarschijnlijk niet aan de theorie zelf, maar aan de assump-
ties die gemaakt moesten worden om de theorie uberhaupt te kunnen toetsen. De beleefdheids-
theorie slaagt erin om met de formule die voorgesteld wordt sterke claims te maken omtrent de
relatie tussen de predictorvariabelen enerzijds en het gebruik van beleefdheid anderzijds. Er ligt
echter een belangrijk probleem waar het de empirische operationalisatie van de diverse variabe-
len betreft. Ook dient het verband tussen het `gewicht' van een FTA zoals dat bepaald wordt
door de predictorvariabelen, en de uiteindelijk gebruikte beleefdheid verder gespecificeerd te
worden. Het feit dat in de studie die hier beschreven is geen bevestiging gevonden is van de
theorie, wil niet zeggen dat andere operationaliseringen niet meer succes zouden kunnen
boeken. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een opsomming van de belangrijkste problemen die zich
voordeden bij de operationalisering van de variabelen. Een van de voornaamste was het samen
voorkomen van zowel SP als RP in één uiting. De theorie kan hiermee niet overweg. Toch
liggen er plausibele verklaringen voor de hand. RP wordt gebruikt om een zware FTA te
verzachten en voorzichtig te brengen, en SP vóór en na de eigenlijke FTA vormt een `sociaal
smeermiddel' om een soepele, prettige communicatie te kunnen garanderen. De theorie dient
echter wel te worden aangepast om deze `fine-tuning', die zeer frequent werd aangetroffen in
de onderhandelingsgesprekken, te kunnen verdisconteren. De studies die in dit proefschrift
beschreven zijn geven in ieder geval duidelijk aan dat hier een belangrijke, en veelbelovende
taak ligt.
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Appendix lA Dutch instructions for the ranking task

Condition: POL-THREAT

Je bent in een stad waar je de weg niet kent. Je zcekt het station en besluit het aan een tcevallige
voorbijganger te vragen. Er àjn verschillende manieren waarop je dat verzoek kunt formuleren. Voorje
ligt een stapeltje van 19 kaartjes met op elk kaartje een mogelijke formulering van dat verzcek. Die 19
formuleringen zijn niet allemaal even beleefd. Orden de kaartjes naar hun beleefdheid: maak een nieuw
stapeltje met bovenop het verzcek dat in jouw ogen het beleefdst is en onderop het minst beleefde
verzcek.

Condition: POLfTHREAT

Stel je nu de volgende situatie voor: je werkt in een bedrijf en hebt net vernomen dat de personeelschef de
secretaresse heeft ontslagen van jullie afdeGng. Je wilt graag de reden van haar ontslag weten en je besluit
de chef, die je nog niet zo gced kent, te vragen om het jou uit te leggen.

Er àjn nu ook weer verschillende manieren waarop je je verzcek kunt formuleren. Voor je ligt een
stapeltje van 19 kaarten met op elk kaartje een andere formulering van je verzoek aan de personeelschef.
Deze formuleringen àjn niet allemaal even beleefd.

Orden ook deze kaartjes weer naar beleefdheid. Het gaat er niet om ofje de formulering ook zelf zou
gebruiken. Beoordeel alleen de beleefdheid van de verschillende formuleringen. Maak een stapeltje van de
kaartjes met bovenop het beleefdste verzoek en onderop het minst beleefde verzoek.

Condition: CONV-THIZEAT

Denk weer even terug aan de situatie waarin je de weg naar het station wilt weten:

Je bent in een stad waar je de weg niet kent. Je zcekt het station en besluit het aan een tcevallige
voorbijganger te vragen. Er àjn verschillende manieren waarop je dat verzcek kunt formuleren. Voor je
ligt een stapeltje van 19 kaartjes met op elk kaartje een mogelijke formulering van dat verzcek. Die
formuleringen àjn niet allemaal even `gebruikelijk', niet allemaal even `conventioneel'.

Leg nu de kaartjes in volgorde van conventionaliteit. Het is niet belangrijk of je een formulering wel of
niet beleefd vindt, het gaat alleen om de vraag welk verzoek je het gebruikelijkste vindt. Dat leg je boven
op je stapel. Orden de formuleringen zo naar conventionaliteit. De minst conventionele formulering komt
dus onderop te liggen.
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Condition:CONVfFACE

We komen ook weer terug op de situaáe van de `ontslagen secretaresse'.

Stel je de vdgende situatie weer voor je werkt in een bedrijf en hebt net vernomen dat de personeelschef de
secretaresse heeft ontslagen van jullie afdeling. Je wilt graag de reden van haar ontslag weten en je besluit de
chef, die je nog niet zo goed kent, te vragen om het jou uit te leggen.

Er ~jn verschillende manieren waarop je dat verzoek kunt formuleren. Voor je ligt een stapeltje van 19
kaartjes met op elk kaartje een mogehjke formulering van dat verzoek. Die formuleringen ~jn niet allemaal
even `gebruikelijk', niet allemaal even `conventioneel'. Leg nu de kaartjes in volgorde van conventionaliteit.
Het is niet belangrijk ofje een formulering wel ofniet beleefd vindt, het gaat alleen om de vraag welk verzoek
je het gebruikelijkste vindt. Die leg je boven op je stapel. Orden de formuleringen zo naar conventionaliteit.
De minst conventionele formulering komt dus onderop te liggen.
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Appendix lb. French instructions for the rattking task

Condition: POL-THREAT

Imaginez-vous que vous vous trouvez dans une ville que vous ne connaissez pas. Vous voulez prendre le
train à la gare, mais vous ne savez pas comment y aller. Heureusement vous voyez quelqu'un qui pourrait
vous indiquer ou se trouve la gare. Or, il y a plusieurs manières de formuler votre question. Vous trouvez
devant vous tute série de 19 formulations différentes, chacune notée sur une carte différente. Le degré de
'politesse' de ces formulations varie.

Prenez maintenant les cartes et rangez les questions par ordre décroissan[ de politesse. Il n'importe pas
de savoir si, confronté à la situation décrite ci~essus, vous utiliseriez une certaine formulation plutdt qu'une
autre. ll s'agit uniquement du degré de politesse. La carte que vous placerez en haut de la pile, portera la
formulation qui, à vove avis, est la plus polie.

Cundition: POLf THREAT

Imaginez-vous maintenant yue vous travaillez dans une entreprise et vous venez d'apprendre que le directeur
du personnel a licencié la secrétaire qui a travaillé pour votre département. Vous voulez savoir pourquoi
elle a été congédiée et vous allez le demander au directeur que vous ne connaissez pas très bien. Or, de
nouveau il y a plusieurs manières de formuler votre question. Vous trouvez devant vous une série de 19
formulations différentes, chacune notée sur une carte différente. Le degré de 'politesse' de ces formulations
varie.

Prenez maintenant les cartes et rangez les questions par ordre décroissant de politesse. Il n'importe pas
de savoir si, confronté à la situation décrite ci~essus, vous utiliseriez une certaine formulation plutdt qu'une
autre. II s'agit uniquement du degré de politesse. La carte que vous placerez en haut de la pile, portera la
formulation yui, à vove avis, est la plus polie.

Condition:COI~IV-THREAT

Reprenons la situation de `la gare'.

Imaginez-vous que vous vous trouvez dans une ville yue vous ne connaissez pas. Vous voulez prendre le
train à la gare, mais vous ne savez pas comment y aller. Heureusement vous voyez quelqu' un yui pourrait
vous indiquer ou se trouve la gare. Or, il y a plusieurs manières de formuler votre question. Vuus vouvez
devant vous une série de 19 formulations différentes, chacune notée sur une cane différente. Le degré de
'conventionalité' de ces formula[ions varie. Toutes les questions ne sont pas aussi courantes.

Prenez maintenant les cartes et rangez les questions par ordre décroissant de conventionalité. II n'est
pas important de savoir si une certaine formulation est plus polie qu'une autre, il s'agit uniquement du degré
de conventionalité. La carte que vous placerez en haut de la pile, portera la formulation yui, á votre avis,
est la plus conventionelle.
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Condition:CONV ~-FACE

Reprenons la situation de 'la secrétaire'.

Vous vavaillez dans une entreprise et vous venez d'apprendre que le directeur du personnel a licencié la
secrétaire qui a travaillé pour votre section. Vous voulez savoir pourquoi elle a été congédiée et vous allez
le demander au directeur que vous ne connaissez pas très bien. Or, il y a plusieurs manières de formuler
votre question. Vous trouvez devant vous une série de 19 formulations différentes, chacune notée sur une
carte différerue. Le degré de 'conventionalité' de ces formulations varie. Toutes les questions ne sont pas
aussi courantes.

Prenez maintenant les cartes et rangez les questions par ordre décroissant de conventionalité. Il n'est pas
important de savoir si une certaine formulation est plus polie qu'une autre, il s'agit uniquement du degé de
conventionalité. La carte que vous placerez en haut de la pile, portera la formulation qui, à votre avis, est la
plus conventionelle La formulation la plus courante se trouvera donc tout à fait en haut de la pile et la for-
mulation la moins courarite tout à fait en bas.
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Appendix lc. English translation of the instructions for the ranking task

Condition: POL-FACE

You are in a town where you do not know the way. You ask someone who is just passing by to show you
the way to the railway station. There are different ways of formulating this request. In the deck of cards
in front of you, you will find 19 different ways to ask for directions to the railway station. These 19 formula-
tions are not equally polite. Now, range the cards in order of politeness: make a new deck of cards in which
the most polite request is on top and the most impolite request at the bottom.

Condition: POLtFACE

The secretary of your department, one of your closest colleagues, has been dismissed. You wonder why
the personnel manager, whom you do not know very well, sent her away, and you decide to ask him. There
are different ways of formulating your request. In the deck of cards in front of you, you will tind 19
different ways to ask for your personnel manager why he dismissed your colleague. These 19 formulations
are not equally polite. Now, range the cards in order of politeness: make a new deck of cards in which the
most polite request is on top and the most impolite request at the bottom.

Condition: CON-FACE

You are in a town where you do not know the way. You ask someone who is just passing by, to show you
the way to the railway station. There are different ways of formulating this request. In the deck of cards
in front of you, you will find 19 different ways to ask for directions to ihe railway station. From this set
of requests some are more `usual', 'normal' or `conventional' than others. Range the 19 requests in order
of ainventionaliry. Make a new deck of cards in which the most conventional request is on top and the least
conventional one at the bottom.

Condition: CONfFACE

The secretary of your department, one of your closest colleagues, has been dismissed. You wonder why
the personnel manager, whom you do not know very well, sent her away, and you decide to ask him. There
are different ways of formulating your request. In the deck of cards in front of you, you will find 19
different ways to ask for your personnel manager why he dismissed your colleague. From this set of requests
some are more 'usual', `normal' or `conventional' than others. Range the 19 requests in order of
conventionaliry. Make a new deck of cards in which the most conventional request is on top and the least
conventional one at the bottom.
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Appendix 2a. Dutch instructions for the request production task

lnstructie

Je krijgt dadehjk op de band een aantal beschrijvingen van willekeurige situaties te horen. Elke situatie wordt
afgesloten met een verzoek dat gedaan mcet worden. U~t de beschrijving van de situatie blijkt duidelijk waar
het verzcek betrekking op mcet hebben. Dit verzcek mcet je vervolgens zelf formuleren en op de band
inspreken.

Eerst krijg je vijf voorbeeldteksten te horen. Hiermee kun je vast cefenen. Na elke tekst volgt een
geluidssignaal, `een piep'. Dit is een teken datje zelfje verzcek kunt inspreken. Dit verzoek kan uit één tot
twee zinnen bestaan. Om je een beeld te geven van het verzcek dat kan volgen, hoor je na een poosje een
voorbeeldverzcek op de band. Dit verzoek kan best afwijken van je eigen verzcek. Dat is niet erg, want
meerdere formuleringen zijn natuurlijk mogelijk.

Na de vijf voorbeeldteksten begint het experiment echt. Je krijgt dan 40 teksten te horen. Na elke tekst hoor
je weer een `piep', die aangeeft dat je je verzoek kunt inspreken. Er volgt nu geen voorbeeldverzcek meer

Probeer je zo gced mogelijk in elke situatie in te leven en zo natuurlijk mogelijk te zijn in je verzcek.

Blijf na de laatste tekst rustig wachten totje een teken krijgt.

Veel succes!
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Appendix 2b. French instructions for the request production task

lnstruction

Dans quelques instants vous allez écouter la description de toutes sortes de situations. Dans chacune de celles-
cí, quelqu'un doit demander quelque chose. Dans chaque cas, ce qu'il faut demander est très clair. C'est à vous
de formuler la question, qui sera enregistrée.

Tout d'abord vous entendrez cinq textes à titre d'exemple. Avec ces textes vous pourcez vous entrainer. Après
chaque texte vous entendrez un signal sonore. Cela signifie que vous devez fonnuler votre question. La
question pourca être fortnulée en une ou deux phrases. Pour vous donner une idée d'une question possible,
vous entendrez après quelques moments une question modèle. Il se peut très bien que cette question diffère
de la vótre. Ce n'est pas grave, car plusieurs formulations sont possibles.

Après les cinq textes donnés à titre d'exemple le véritable test commencera.
Vous entendrez 40 textes. Chacun sera suivi d'un signal sonore, indiquant le moment ou vous pourrez
formuler votre question.
U n'y aura plus de question modèle.

Táchez de bien vous placer dans la peau des différents intervenants aSn de formuler votre question aussi
naturellement que possible.

Bon courage et bonne chance!
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Appendix 2c. English translation of the instructions for the request production task

Instruction

In a moment, you will hear a number of descriptions ofall kind of situations. Each situation ends with a request
that has to be made. [t will be clear from the situation's description what kind of request has to be made. You
will have to formulate this request yourself, which will be recorded on tape.

First, you will heaz five sample texts, which are there for practice. After each text, you will hear a`beep,'
indicating that you can start formulating your request. This may consist ofone or two phrases. In order to
give you some idea of the kind of request that would be appropriate, you will hear a sample request shortly
afterwards. This may be different from yours. Don't wony. Obviously, more than one formulation is possible.

After the Sve sample texts, the actual experiment will start. You will hear 40 texts. After each, you will hear
the `beep' again, so that you can start your request. No sample request will be given.

Try to put imagine in each situation produce the most natural request you can.

Remain seated after the last text until you receive permission to leave.

Good luck!
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Appendix 3a. Dutch experimental contexts used in the request production task

Example texts t example requests

Permission
1. Het lidmaatschapsjaar is weer verstreken en de nota voor de contributie van je sportclub ligt al klaar.

Eigenlijk wil je nu eerst wel eens weten hce het geld besteed wordt, alvorens je weer gaat betalen. Het
financiële jaarverslag komt echter pas over enkele maanden. Je wilt nu al inzicht in zaken krijgen en belt
de penningmeester op en vraagt:

Zou ik misschien al mogen weten waaraande contributie besteed wordt?

Imposition
2. De nieuwe computer is geamveerd. Nu komt het er op aan bedreven te worden in de bediening. Je collega

heeft er al erg veel ervaring mee opgedaan. Voor jou is het allemaal nog erg mceilijk. Je hoort alom
vertellen: "Oefening baart kunst". Het zal je veel uren gaan kosten. Na werktijd zou je steeds kunnen
cefenen en hcewel het veel gevraagd is, wil je graag dat je collega je daarbij assisteert. Je vraagt:

Zou je het erg vervelend vinden om nre na het werk te helpen met de computer?

Possibility
3. Je hebt in het programmablad gelezen dat donderdag `Sophie's choice' op T. V. wordt uitgezonden. Helaas

kun je donderdag nietje afspraak afzeggen en z,elf heb je geen videorecorder. Het lijkt je het beste idee dat
iemand anders de Slm voor jou opneemt. Hcewel je niet weet of zrjn recorder al terug is van de reparatie,
vraag je je collega:

Zou je misschien 'Sophie's choice'voor mij kunnen opnemen?

Commitment
4. Het zwemmen in het binnenbad was heerlijk. Als je je hebt aangekleed, bemerk je dat je gouden armband

tijdens het zwemmen is los gegaan. Die mcet nu op de bodem van het bassin liggen. Je loopt gekleed terug
naar het bad. Er zit een man op de rand van het diepe en je wilt graag dat die voor jou zcekt, vóórdat hij
vertrekt.Je vraagt:

Wilt u voor mij kijken of mijn armband op de bodem ligt?

Verplichting
5. De vakbond telt vele actieve leden die actiebereid rijn. Je buurman, die al meer dan dertig jaar in het bedrijf

werkzaam is, heeft uit principe nog nooit meegedaan aan stakingen of demonstraties. Nu is onlangs bekend
geworden dat de vergoedingen voor overuren weer minder worden. Je vindt dat nu ieder vakbondslid de
actie die gevoerd gaat worden mcet ondersteunen. Iedereen mcet de straat op. Je gaat naar je buurman en
vraagt:

6 ïndt u niet dat u nu ook mee moet doen?
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Appendix 3a ( continued)

Dutch e~cperimental conteats sorted by modal category

Permission

Ter gelegenheid van de opening van het nieuwe theater wordt er een toneelstuk opgevcerd, waazbij vele
prominenten zijn uitgenodigd. De twee eerste rijen ájn voor hen gereserveerd. Henk, die als hobby
fotografie heeft wil vanaf de eerste rij de prachtigste opnamen kunnen maken. Hij besluit naaz de
regisseur te gaan en vraagt:

Vandaag heb je naje laatste college je agenda in de collegezaal laten liggen. AI je afspraken staan erin
en je hebt hem echt nodig. Je realiseert je dat het gebouw waar de zaal is, al helemaal is afgesloten. De
porlier die vanavond dienst heeft staat rtiet bekend als een tceschietehjke man. Je hoopt dat hij een gced
humeur heeft en dat hij je toch het lokaal in zal laten. Je gaat naar hem tce en vraagt:

Emma is ingegaan op de uitnodiging om mee naaz een feest te gaan waar ae verder niemand kent. Het
blijkt er zo gezellig te zijn, dat ze geen zin heeft om vrceg met de trein naar huis te gaan met haar
vriendin. Ze wil liever blijven ovemachten, zodat ze langer kan blijven. Ze vraagt de gastvrouw:

Je bent pas verhuisd naaz een rustige buurt. Het huis wordt nog opgeknapt. Het slot van de voordeur
is defect en je hebt voorlopig geen mogehjkheid het te repareren. Je besluit de achterdeur te nemen, maar
dan mcet je via de binnenplaats van je nieuwe, nog onbekende, buren die erg op hun privacy gesteld
zijn. Je bel: aan en vraagt:

Het is eindehjk eens echt mooi weer. Vanochtend heb je het rapport besproken, dat op het eind van
de week af mcet zijn. Het is nog niet helemaal klaar. Desondanks wil je nu van het mooie weer
profiteren en de rest van de dag vrij hebben. Je gaat naaz je directe chef en vraagt:

Je bent in de bcekhandel op zcek naar bceken over `Astrologie'. Het kost je mceite om ze te vinden
en je besluit het de verkoopster te vragen. Op de plank achter haar zie je ze staan en je wu ze graag
even willen in~en. Je vraagt daarom:

Adèle wil graag mee naaz het studentenfeest. Ze hoort dat er in de auto van een studiegenoot die bij
haaz in de buurt woont nog plaats is. Twee vriendinnen van haar gaan ook mee. Ze wil graag meerijden
en vraagt:

8. Jan werkt in een supermarkt en hij heeft deze week erg hazd gewerkt. Vandaag is het vnjdag en hij wil
een kwartiertje eerder weg, want ~jn zoontje mcet afzwemmen voor zijn diploma. Daar wil Jan graag
bij zijn. Daazom stapt hij op zijn chef af en vraagt:

Imposition
9. Mia is blijven werken tcen ze kinderen kreeg. De opvang kon geregeld worden: een vriendin víng de

tweeling gratis op buiten schodtijd. Betaalde oppas zou erg duur ~jn als dat van haar salaris af mcest.
Nu gaat haar vriendin weg uit de stad. Toch hoopt Mia op hulp en laatst ontmoette ze een aardige vrouw
op het schodplein. Die leek haar wel bereid om een vriendendienst te vemchten. Mia besluit het maar
te vragen. Ze stapt op haar af en vraagt:
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10. Het is druk in de bus, alle plaatsen zijn bezet op één na. Daazop staat de zware tas van een passagier.
Eigenlijk ben je te mce om te staan en je wilt daar zrtten. Je loopt naaz de buspassagier tce en vraagt:

11. Je hebt een jaar geleden een geldbedrag geleend van je gcede vriend Theo. Je weet gced dat de
afgesproken termijn verstreken is en dat hij het geld hard nodig heeft. Je hebt al twee keer om uitstel
van betaling gevraagd. Je kunt het geld nu nog steeds niet teruggeven en besluit toch weer te proberen
een maand uitstel te krijgen en vraagt:

12. Tijdens je vakantie laat je graag je vakantie-adres achter bij een vriend. Deze zal tevens voor je planten
zwgen en de brievenbus leeghalen. Je hebt ook een kat en vindt het prettig als alles door een en dezelfde
persoon gedaan wordt. Het is je bekend dat hij allergisch is voor huisdieren. Maaz je wilt het hem toch
vragen:

13. Je bent eigenaaz van een parfumerie en een van de verkoopsters wijst je er op dat een oudere dame
geheel `per ongeluk' een flesje dwe parfum in haaz tas heeft laten verdwijnen. Dat mcet je controleren
en je stapt op haar af en vraagt:

14. Een jongen vati je sportschool werkt als monteur in een bedrijf waaz elektrische appazatuur wordt
vervaazdigd. Jij bent op zoek naar een vakantiebaantje. Je bedenkt dat je aan hem kunt vragen of hij
bij zijn chef eens een gced woordje voor jou wil dcen, om je zo aan een baantje te helpen. Bij de
volgende training vraag je hem:

15. De leraar deelt de bceken uit in de grcep. Het aantal blijkt niet tcereikend te zijn, waazdoor sommigen
zullen mceten samendoen met één exemplaaz. Jij wilt best met je buurman één bcek gebruiken en legt
hem de vraag voor:

16. In de pauze van een college wil je even koffie gaan drinken, maar je dwft je tas niet in het lokaal te laten
liggen, omdat je gehoord hebt dat er wveel gestolen wordt. Een student naastje blijft ín het lokaal zitten
en leest de krant. Je vraagt hem:

Possibiliry
17. Het jazzfestival wordt opgeluisterd door een optreden van een bercemd sextet. Je hebt ergens gelezen

wanneer dat was, maar je bent de aankondiging kwijt. Je betwijfelt of je vriend, die geen echte
jazzliefhebber is, de aankondiging heeft gelezen. Toch vraagje hem:

18. Flew heEft problemen met het invullen van het aangiftebiljet van haaz inkomstenbelasting. Sinds kort
wil ze haar eigen administratie vceren, maar dit lukt haaz toch niet zelfstandig. Iemand uit haar buurt
~t wel op een kantoor, maar ofdie verstand van belastingaangiftes heeft weet ze niet. Daar komt bij
dat ze die man nog nooit gesproken heeft. Ze gaat er toch maar heen, want alleen komt ze er niet uit
en ze vraagt hem:

19. Je komt bepakt en bezakt met zware koffers terug van vakantie op het station aan. Het regent flink. De
bus bhjkt op dat tijdstip niet meer te rijden en de laatste zie je net wegrijden. Gelukkig herken je een
man uit je straat die net iemand met zijn auto op het station heeft afgezet. Hcewel je niet zeker weet
of hij wel terug naar huis gaat wil je graag met hem meerijden en besluit het te vragen. Je stapt op hem
af en vraagt:
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20. Je bent onwel geworden tijdens je werk. Er wordt een arts geraadpleegd en die adviseert dat je
thuisgebracht wordt met een taxi. Aanvankehjk maak je bezwaren, omdat je je auto thuis wilt hebben.
Je weet dat je cdlega Huub altijd met de trein naar kantoor komt. Ofhij een rijbewijs heeft is je echter
onbekend. Toch vraagje hem:

21. Max is verhuisd en hij mcet nog heel wat lampen ophangen. Het plafond is van keihazd beton, en
daarom heeft hij een indnrkwekkende boor gehuurd. Ma~c merkt dat het niet direct duidelijk is hce alles
werkt en de gebruiksaanwiji;ng zit er niet bij. Gelukkig kan hij het al gced vinden met zijn buurman,
maar hij is er niet zeker van of die wel zo'n dce-het-zelver is. Hcewel hij zich een beetje schaamt voor
zijn eigen onhandigheid gaat hij naar zijn buurman en vraagt:

22. De bus nemen naar het centrum is gemakkelijk. Je stapt midden in de winkelstraten uit en hebt elk
kwartier een bus. Je wilt eens echt de tijd nemen om rustig te winkelen en daama wat te eten. Je mcet
wel even weten hce laat de laatste bus teruggaat en je vraagt de buschauffeur:

23. Het raam van je woonkamer klemt. Je krijgt het zelf niet meer gced dicht en omdat het flink tocht wil
je het gced afsluiten. Op het plein voor je huis is een stevige kerel bezig met het plaatsen van een
klimrek. Je gaat naar hem tce en vraagt:

24. Je gaat met drie vrienden naar een restaurant. Je hebt geen tafel gereserveerd. Het restaurant i s gezellig
druk, maar niet helemaal vol. Je ziet een lege tafel voor vier personen en er staat geen bordje
`gereserveerd' op. De ober komt op je af en je vraagt hem:

Commitment
25. Na de operatie mcet je regelmatig op caitrole in het ziekenhuis. De afspraken worden gemaakt via het

afsprakenbureau. Daar krijg je te horen dat de hele week volgepland is en dat er voor jou geen afspraak
tussen gezet kan worden. Toch wil jij zo snel mogehjk je arts bezoeken. Je weet dat patiënten niet graag
hun afspraak ruilen en dat het de administratie veel tijd kost. Toch vraagje aan de receptioniste:

26. Tijdens een werkcollege mcet je een spreekbeurt houden. Het is de gewoonte dat een andere student
een samenvatting van de spreekbeurt maakt. Het is niet de meest aangename taak tijdens het college.
Je mag zelf kiezen wie die taak op zich mcet nemen. Hans heeft het nog niet gedaan en je vraagt aan
hem:

27. In de bibliotheek lukt het je maaz niet om een gced bcek over `roofvogels' te vinden. Je hebt in de
catalogus gekeken, maar je kunt er geen wijs uit. Je besluit de hulp in te rcepen van de bibliothecaresse.
Je stapt op de balie af en vraagt haar:

28. Je wilt een oude bekende bellen. Je draait het nummer en je krijgt iemand aan de lijn van wie je de stem
niet herkent. Je vraagt naar de kennis, maar deze blijkt inmiddels verhuisd te zijn. Waarheen kan de
vreemde stem niet zeggen, maar misschien dat oude kennissen uit de stad het weten. Je weet niet wie
dat zijn en je beseft dat deze persoon waarschijnlijk geen contact met ze heeft. Toch vraag je:

29. Het studentencabaret, waarvan je a1 jaren lid bent, gaat voor de jaarlijkse uitvcering een nieuw stuk
instuderen. Na de vele complimenten overje creaties van het laatste jaar, verwacht je de hoofdrol te
krijgen. Toch is het lot nu ook niet op jou gevallen. Je vindt dat de regisseur maar mcet uitleggen
waarom dat zo is en je vraag[ hem:

30. Je hebt een tijd geleden een bcek uitgeleend aan een bekende. Hij vergat steeds om het mee terug te
nemen, zodat het nog op zijn bcekenplank staat. Je wilt het nu wel eens terug hebben en vraagt hem:
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3l . Chantal gaat met een groep jongeren een trektocht maken door de Alpen. Haar ouders vinden het maar
een gewaagde ondememing en het zou ze gemststellen als Chantal afen tce eens iets van zich liet horen.
Daarom vragen áj haar:

32. Je hebt de brief nog precies op tijd afgekregen, zodat die nog vandaag verzonden kan worden, mits hij
op tijd gepost wordt. Je ziet je cdlega de gang oplopen op weg naar de brievenbus buiten het gebouw.
Eigenlijk kan zij jouw briefwel even meenemen en je vraagt:

Obligaríon
33. Een delegatie zakenmensen van een Japanse firma wil naar het bedrijf in Nederland komen om te

onderhandelen. De datum is nog niet vastgesteld en daarover zal men in het weekend berichten. De
directeur heeft belangrijke famiheverphchtingen en is daardoor verhinderd om op vaste tijden aanwezig
te zijn op kantoor. Hij vindt dat een collega de zaak maar eens mcet waamemen en vraagt hem:

34. Je woont in een studentenflat waar volgens jou nogal onhygiënisch wordt omgesprongen met name
met de keuken. Je hebt het al herhaalde malen gemeld bij de bewonerscommissie, maar daar neemt men
de zaak niet zo serieus, vind je. Er is tot nog tce geen enkele controle geweest. Je vindt dat daar
verandering in mcet komen, stapt naar de commissie tce en vraagt:

35. Marie-Claire heeft voor de bruiloft van haar brcer een nieuwe brcek gekocht. Morgen mcet ze die
dragen, maar hij is te lang. Een naaimachine heeft ze niet en met de hand kan ze het niet netjes. Haar
vriendin is daar wel goed in, maar die mcet helaas de hele avond weg. Toch wil Marie-Claire erg graag
dat zij het dcet en vraagt:

36. Je gaat naar een fotowinkel omje vakantiefoto's op te halen. Als je ze thuis bekijkt merk je dat het niet
jouw foto's ájn maar die van iemand anders. Je gaat terug naar de winkel, want je vindt dat de fotograaf
er zelf voor mcet zorgen datjij je eigen foto's krijgt. Je vraagt hem:

37. Op de schod waar je leraar bent komt een invallvacht bij afwezigheid van een personeelslid. Deze heeft
de gewoonte om het correctiewerk te laten liggen voor de vaste kracht. Je vindt dat dit echter ook tot
zijn taak behoort. Je gaat naar hem tce en vraagt:

38. Je hebt het erg druk met de voorbereiding van een tentamen. Je gaat dan vaak zitten werken in de
studiezaal van de universiteitsbibliotheek. Daar ben je ook nu weer heen gegaan. Hcewel in deze ruimte
niet gerookt mag worden, steekt iemand plotseling een sigaret op. Je vindt dat dat niet kan en vraagt:

39. Je hebt op het postkantoor al de hele tijd in de rij gestaan. Precies op het moment dat jij geholpen zult
worden gaat een meneer voor zijn beurt. Je vindt dat niet in orde en je vraagt:

40. Als je na je vakantie uit Egypte terugkomt, vind je het prettig als je van het vliegveld wordt opgehaald.
Je weet dat je ouders op dat tijdstip thuis zijn en het fijn vinden als ze je weerzien. Je besluit aan hen
te vragen:
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Appendix 3b. French experimental contexts used in the request production task

Example texts t requests:

1. Vous avez re~u I'invitation à payer la cotisation annuelle de votre club sportif Avant de payer vous
aimeriez bien savoir de quelle faFon votre azgent sera dépensé. Le compte-rendu financier annuel ne
sera pourtant pas présenté avant quelques mois. Afin d'y voir plus clair, vous téléphonez au trésorier
et lui demandez:

b-rc~~se--~noi, Monsieur, mais pourrais je déjàsavoir ce que vous comptez faire de 1'argent des
co~isnlions'

Le nouvel ordinateur a été livré. Voici le moment venu d'apprendre à vous en servir. Votre collègue
Marianne est déjà très expérimentée, mais pour vous, tout est encore très di~cile. Les autres ne cessent
de vous répéter. "C'est en forgeant qu'on devient forgeron". Cela va vous prendre des heures avant
d'y arriver. Vous avez la possibilité de vous exercer et, bien que cela prendra beaucoup de temps, vous
n'hésitez pas à demander 1'aide de votre collègue. Vous lui demandez:

Tiens Marianne, après le travail, fa t'ennuieraitde m'aider avec I'ordinateur?

3. Vous avez lu dans Télé-7-jours que le film "Le choix de Sophie" passe à la télévision jeudi soir.
Malheureusement ce jour-là vous avez un rendez-vous qui ne peut être annulé, et vous-même n'avez
pas de magnétoscope. Bien que vous ne sachiez pas si le magnétoscope de votre collègue est déjà
répazé, vous lui demandez:

Pourrie:-vous enregistrer 'Le choix de Sophie' pour moi?

Le syndicat compte beaucoup de membres disposés à agir. Votre voisin Pierre, qui travaille déjà depuis
plus de trente ans dans la même entreprise, n'a, par principe, jamais participé aux grèves ou manifestati-
ons. Or, la direction vient d'annoncer qu'elle serait obhgée de diminuer vos salaires. Vous êtes d'avis
que chaque syndicaliste doit appuyer 1'action à menec tout le monde dans la rue! Vous aller voir votre
voisin et vous lui demander~

Pierre, ne devrais-tu pas participercettefois-ci?

La baignade à la piscine couverte était très agréable. Après vous être rhabillé, vous constatez que votre
bracelet s'est défait pendant la baignade. D doit se trouver quelque part au fond du grand bassin. Vous
retoumez à la piscine, tout habillé. Un baigneur est assis sur le bord du bassin et vous aimeriez bien
qu'il cherche à votre place avant de partir. Vous lui demandez:

Monsieur, vous ne voule~ pas chercher mon bracelet?Je viens de le perdre par ici.
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Imposition
9. Marianne a gardé son travail après la naissance de son fils. Par chance elle a pu trouver une baby-

sitter: une amie a bien voulu prendre soin du bébé pendant quelques mois. Prendre une baby-sitter
professionelle reviendrait [rop cher. Malheureusement, son amie doit déménager. Marianne espère
quanci même obtenir de I'aide. Dans la cour de son immeuble elle rencontre Madame Durand, bien
connue pour sa serviabilité. Elle lui demande:

10. II y a beaucoup de monde dans I'autobus et toutes les places sont occupées sauf une. Un des
voyageurs y a déposé un sac assez lourd. Vous êtes très fatigué et vous vouJez vous asseoir. Vous
vous dirigez vers cette personne et vous lui demandez:

I 1. Il y a quelques années vous avez emprunté une somme d'argent à votre bon ami Théo. Vous savez
bien que le délai convenu a expiré et que Théo a absolument besoin d'argent. Vous avez déjà
demandé un délai à deux reprises. Maintenant vous n'êtes toujours pas à même de lui rendre son
argent et vous essayez encore une fois d'obtenir un délai d'un mois. Vous lui demandez:

12. Pendutt 1'été vous laissez votre adresse de vacances à un de vos amis. C'est lui aussi qui s'occupera
de vos plantes et de votre boite aux lettres. Or, vous avez aussi un chat et vous aimeriez bien yu'une
seule personne se charge du tout. Vous savez bien que votre ami est allergique aux animaux
domestiques. Néanmoins vous décidez de lui demander:

13. Vous ëtes chef dans une parfumerie et une des vendeuses vous signale qu'une dame distinguée d'un
certain áge a'escamoté' un petit flacon d'un parfum assez cher. Vous devez vérifier cette information
et vous vous adressez à la dame en demandant:

14. Un camarade du club de tennis travaille comme mécanicien dans une enVeprise qui fabrique des
engins électroniques. Depuis quelque temps vous cherchez un travail pour les vacances. Vous pensez
que vous pourriez bien lui demander de s'informer auprès de son chef, s'il n'y a pas de travail pour
vous. Après I'entrainemen[ vous lui demandez:

15. Le professeur distribue des livres dans votre groupe. Il s'avère que le nombre de livres n'est pas
suffisant et quelques étudiants seront obligés de travailler ensemble. Vous voyez qu'on donne un
exemplaire à votre voisin Julien. Vous avez moins de chance vous-méme et vous serez obligé de
travailler avec quelqu'un d'autre. Vous étes parfaitement conscient que ce n'est pas pratiyue du tout
de travailler à deux avec un seuJ livre. Pourtant vous demandez à Julien:

16. Pendant la pause entre deuz cours vous voulez prendre un café, mais, par crainte d'un vol, vous avez
peur de laisser votre sac dans la salle. Votre voisin reste dans la salle de cours et vous voulez lui
demander de surveiller votre sac. Pour cela il faudra qu'il reste dans la salle. Vous lui demandez:

Possibiliry
17. Les organisateurs du festival de jazz sotu très heureux de pouvoir accueillir le fameux sextet améric-

ain "The Swinging SiJCties." Vous avez lu dans Pariscope à quelle heure la représentation aura lieu,
mais vous ne retrouvez plus I'annonce. Vous doutez que votre ami Christian, qui n'est pas vraiment
amateur de jazz, ait lu I'annonce. Pourtant vous lui demandez:

18. Dominique a du mal à rempl'u la feuille de déclaration d'impdts. Elle veut bien gérer ses propres
fuiances, mais elle n'y arrive pas toute seule. II y a quelqu'un dans son immeuble qui travaille dans
un bureau de comptabilité, mais elle ignore si cet homme s'y connait en matière d'imp8ts. De plus,
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Appendix 3b (continued)

French experimental contexts sorted by modal category

Permission
I. A I'occasion de I'ouverture du nouveau thé5tre, une pièce sera jouée en présence de nombreux invités

renommés. Les deux premiers rangs leur ont été réservés. Henri, grand amateur de photographie,
aimerait bíen s'installer au premier rang p~ur pouvoir prendre de magnifïyues photos. [I décide de
s'adresser au metteur en scène et lui demande:

2. Aujourd'hui, après le dernier a~urs, vous avez oublié votre agenda dans la salle. Tous vos rendez-
vous pour demain y sont indiqués, donc vous en avez vraiment besoin. Vous vous rendez compte
que le bátiment ou se trouve la salle, a déjà été entièrement fermé à clef. Le portier qui est de service
n'est pas un homme très agréable. Vous espérez qu'il sera de bonne humeur et qu'il vous laissera
quand même entrer dans le b~timent. Vous allez le voir et vous lui demandez:

3. Emma a accepté I'invitation d'une copine pour aller à une fête ou elle ne conna9t presque personne.
Mais une fois arrivée, elle s'amuse tellement qu'elle n'a plus envie de renirer en train avec sa copine.
Elle décide de rester plus longtemps et de passer la nuit dans la maison ou la fête s'est donnée.
Seulemem elle ne sait pas si la maitresse de maison sera d'accord. Alors Emma lui demande:

4. Depuis quelque temps vous vous êtes installé dans un quartier tranquille. La serrure de la porte
d'entrée est bloyuée et pour le moment vous n'avez pas le temps de la réparer. Vous êtes obligé de
prendre la porte du jardin et de passer par la cour de la maison voisine. Vous avez entendu dire yue
les voisins, avec qui vous n'avez pas encore fait connaissance, tiennent beaucoup à leur vie privée.
Pourtant, vous avez besoin de leur permission. Vous sonnez et vous demandez:

5. II commence enfin a faire vraiment beau. Ce matin vous avez discuté le rapport qui doit être prêt
à la fin de la semaine. II vous faudrait encore en rédiger une bonne partie. Mais w le beau temps,
vous voulez en protiter et prendre congé le reste de la journée. Vous allez voir votre chef et vous
lui demandez:

6. Vous vous trouvez dans une librairie et vous cherchez des livres sur I'astrologie. Vous avez du mal
à les trouver et vous allez demander à la vendeuse de vous aider. Sur un des rayons derrière elle,
vous voyez les livres que vous cherchez. Désireux d'y jeter un coup d'oeil, vous demandez à la
vendeuse:

7. Anne veut aller à une fête d'étudiants. Elle entend dire qu'il reste encore de la place dans la voiture
de Michel, un camarade qui habite tout près de chez elle. Celui-ci emmène déjà deux de ses amis.
II reste donc une place qu'elle aimerait bien occuper. Alors elle demande à Michel:

8. Jean, manutentionnaire dans un supermarché, a travaillé dur ceue semaine. Aujourd'hui c'est
vettdredi et il souhaiterait partir un quart d'heure plus tót, car il tient beaucoup à assister au brevet
de natation de son fils. Voilà pourquoi il s'adresse à son chef et demande:
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28. Vous voulez appeler un ami qui ne réagit pas à la lettre que vous lui avez envoyée. Alors vous
composez le numéro, mais vous entendez une voix inconnue ít 1'auve bout du fiL II parait que votre
ami a déménagé. La dame, qui semble un peu irritée, ne peut pas vous dire otl i] habite maintenant.
Vous comprenez pourquoi la leare est restée sans réponse et vous aimeriez que la dame vous la
renvoie. Bien que la dame vous paraisse peu sympathique vous lui demandez:

29. La troupe de théátre de I'université, dont vous êtes membre depuis des années, va monter une
nouvelle pièce. Vu les nombreux compliments que vous avez re~u pour votre róle dans la pièce de
I'année dernière vous vous attendiez à obtenir le r[)le principal. Néanmoins on a choisi quelyu'un
d'autre. Vous estimez que le metteur en scène vous doit une explication. Vous lui demandez:

30. II y a déjà quelque temps que vous avez prêté un livre à un de vos amis. Jusqu'ici il a oublié de le
ramener et par conséquent le livre est toujours dans sa bibliothèque. Vous aimeriez bien relire ce
livre et vous lui demandez:

31. Chantal va faire un circuit de quelques semaittes avec un groupe de jeunes dans les Alpes. Ses parents
trouvent ce type de vacances un peu risqué et Chantal devra les rassurer en les appelant
régulièrement. Voilà pourquoi ils lui demandenr.

32. Vous avez terminé une lettre juste à temps et elle peut être envoyée encore aujourd'hui, pourvu
qu'elle soit mise à la poste avant la dernière levée. Vous voyez votre collègue sortir de son bureau,
apparement dans la direction de la boite aux lettres. Vous estimez qu'elle pourrait bien emporter votre
leare et vous demandez:

Obligation
33. Une entreprise japonaise veut envoyer une délégation d'ingénieurs pour négocier une affaire avec

I'entreprise dont vous êtes le P.D.G. Seulement ils n'ont pas encore fixé de date et ils confirmeront
ceae proposition pendant le weekend. Vous avez des obligations de famille et vous ne pouvez pas
être au bureau ce weekend. Vous estimez que cela fait partie des táches du directeur commercial de
vous remplacer et vous lui demandez:

34. Vous habitez une cité universitaire otl la propreté de la cuisine laisse beaucoup à désirer. Vous I'avez
signalé souvent à la commission des habitants, mais à votre avis les membres ne prennent pas 1'affaire
au sérieux. Jusqu'ici il n'y a pas eu de contrdle. II faudra que ~a change et de nouveau vous allez
à la commission et vous demandez:

35. Marie-Claire a acheté un nouveau pantalon à I'occasion du mariage de son frère. Elle doit le porter
demain déjà, mais les jambes doivent être raccourcies. Elle n'a pas de machine à coudre et elle n'y
arrive pas bien à la main. Sa copine Sophie pourrait très bien faire ce travail, mais elle doit partir
ce soir-lá. Tout de méme, Marie-Claire aimerait bien que Sophie la dépanne et elle lui demande:

36. Vous allez chez le photographe pour chercher les photos de vacances. A la maison vous constatez
que ce sont les photos de quelqu'un d'autre. Vous renlrez au magasin otl le photographe vous dit yue
ce n'est plus son aftàire. Pourtant vous estimez que c'est à lui de s'occuper de vos photos. Vous lui
demandez:
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elle ne s'est jamais adressée à lui. Elle decide wut de même d'aller le voir, car elle n'y arrivera pas
~nute seule. Elle lui demande:

19. Chargé de wus les bagages de vacances vous arrivez à la gare. Il pleut à verse. [l s'avère qu'il n'y
a plus de autobus à cette heure-là et vous venez de voir partir le dernier taxi. Hetueusement vous
reconnaissez un homme qui vient déposer quelqu'un à la gare. Cet homme habite dans votre rue.
Quoique vous ne soyez Pati sur qu'il rentre chez lui, vous aimeriez bien qu'il vous ramène. Vous vous
adressez à lui et demandez

20. Vous allez au travail en voiture. Aujourd'hui vous vous sentez si mal que le médecin du travail vous
conseille de renver chez vous en taxi. L'idée de laisser la voiture au parking du bureau vous déplait.
Vous pensez a votre collègue Hubert qui prend wujours le vain pour aller au bureau. Vous n'êtes
pas sur qu'il a son permis de conduire, et pourtant vous lui demandez:

21. Max a déménagé et il doit installer 1'électricité dans la maison. Le plafond est en béton, c'est
pourquoi il a loué une perceuse impressionante. Max voit que I'utilisation de I'appareil est très
compliquée et ne trouve pas le mode d'emploi. Il s'entend déjà très bien avec son voisin, mais n'est
pas très sur de ses talents de bricoleur. Bien qu'il ait peur de paraitre lui-méme très maladroit, Max
lui demande:

22. Il est bien pratique de prendre le bus pour aller au centre-ville. Les bus qui se suivent à une fréquence
de IS minutes vous déposent à proximité des magasins. Pour une fois vous voulez prendre vove
temps pour faire les courses et ensuite ámer tranquillement. Vous désirez simplement savoir à quelle
heure partira le dernier bus. Alors vous demandez au chauffeur:

23. La fenêtre du salon est bloquée. Vous n'arrivez plus à la fermer convenablement et il en résulte un
courant d'air désagréable. Dans le parc devant la maison vous voyez un ouvrier costaud en train de
placer un toboggan pour les enfants. Vous I'appelez et demandez:

24. Vous allez diner avec trois copains dans un restaurant, sans faire de réservation. II y beaucoup de
monde mais il reste encore de la place. Vous voyez une table pour quatre personnes, sur laquelle
ne figure aucun écriteau 'réservé'. Vous voyez le gar~on qui arrive et vous lui demandez:

Commitment
25. Après une opération vous allez régulièrement à 1'h6pital pour faire des contróles. Comme vous

d~irez voir le médecin, vous voulez fixer un rendez-vous. La secrétaire vous fait savoir que ce n'est
pas possible cette semaine. Pourtant vous voulez voir le médecin. Vous vous rendez compte que les
autres clients n'aiment pas remetve leur propre rendez-vous et que la secrétaire mettra beaucoup
de temps à vous arranger un rendez-vous. Pourtattt vous lui demandez:

26. Lors d'un cours d'économie vous devez faire un exposé. II incombe chaque fois à un étudiant
différent de prendre des notes et d'en faire un compte-rendu. Cela n'est pas considéré comme une
tache très agréable. Vous pouvez vous-même choisir I'étudiant qui doit s'en occuper. Gilben ne I'a
pas encore fait et vous lui demandez:

2~. Dans la bibliothèque vous n'arrivez pas à trouver un bon livre sur 'les rapaces'. Vous avez déjà
consulté le catalogue mais vous n'y comprenez rien. Vous décidez de demander I'aide de la
bibliothécaire qui, pressée de partir après sa journée de travail, range déjà ses affaires. Pourtant vous
vous adressez à elle et lui demandez:
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Appendix 4a. Instruction for the Van der WijstlKelley Negotiation Game

Part 1. Instruction for the Seller

Instruction Negotiation : HSOCILPOW

VERKOPER de heer Kuipers

In de komende 20 à 30 minuten gaat u een onderhandeling uitvceren. Daarbij speelt u de rol van hoofd van
de afdeling Verkoop van het bedrijf Campex.

Achtergrondin formatie
Campex is een Eindhovens bedrijf dat zich bezighoudt met het produceren van kampeerartikelen. Het staat
bekend om de hoge kwaliteit van haar produkten. Sinds een half jaar werkt u nu voor Campex en u staat
aan het hoofd van de afdeling Verkoop.

Door de toegenomen vrije tijd is de vraag naar kampeerartikelen fors gestegen. Het aantal groothandels
en winkelketetu in uw klantenkring is aanzienlijk tcegenomen. Daar staat tegenover dat er ook een aantal
fabrikanten in uw branche zijn hijgekomen. Om de concurrentie van die fabrikanten het hoofd te kunnen
bieden heeft Campex onlangs flink geïnvesteerd. Er zijn onder andere moderne computergestuurde
snijmachines voor tentdoek aangeschaft. Hiervoor heeft Campex een forse lening moeten afsluiten. De
rentestand is op dit moment erg hoog en deze last drukt zwaar op de onderneming. Door de nieuwe
snijmachines kan men weliswaar efficiënter werken, maar de nieuwe aanschaf moet zichzelf nog terug
verdienen. Het bedrijf mcet dus dringend veel winst gaan maken. Het is daarom erg belangrijk om zoveel
mogelijk orders te verkrijgen.

U heeft ook persoonlijk belang bij hoge winsten. Om haar verkopers extra te stimuleren meer winst te maken
heeft het bedrijf een aantrekkelijk premiestelsel opgezet. Wanneer de afdeling Verkoop er in slaagt orders
te verkrijgen die het bedrijf veel winst opleveren, dan kan men aantrekkelijke bonificaties tegemoetzien.
Deze kunnen oplopen tot f500,- voor elke verkoper. Blijven de successen daarentegen uit dan aarzelt de
bedrijfsleiding niet om functies te herwaarderen, wat er op neer komt dat men in ieder geval op het salaris
zal worden gekort. Als hoofd van de afdeling draagt u de verantwoordelijkheid voor het functioneren van
de Verkoopafdeling. Bij gcede resultaten deelt u vanzelfsprekend in de bonificaties voor de afdeling. Bij
tegenvallende resultaten zal de directie zich in eerste instantie tot u als hoofd van de afdeling richten. Dit
laatste heeft een half jaar geleden bij uw voorganger geresulteerd in een lager salaris en daarbij nog eens
een lagere functie in het bedrijf.

Campex dcet al jarenlang zaken met de winkelketen Sports 8c Travel. Deze keten, waarvan het hcx~fdkantcx~r
in Drachten zit, heeft vestigingen door heel Nederland en verkoopt allerlei artikelen op het gebied van sport
en vrije tijd. Ook kampeerartikelen behoren tot het assor[iment. SpotYS 8c Travel is een belangrijke klant
van Campex; een groot deel van de collectie wordt bij uw bedrijf gekocht. Recentelijk is er nog contact
geweest over de levering van een aantal produkten. Eén van uw verkopers, de heer De Vries, heeft tot
dusver met de heer Hendrix, hoofd van de afdeling Inkoop van Sports 8c Travel, gesprekken gevoerd over
een eventuele transactie van een partij van 100 twee persoons tenten, rugzakken en slaapzakken. Over een
grax aantal details is alles duidelijk (zoals de grootte van de order, de modellen, de kleur etc). Het slagen
van de [ransactie hangt echter nog helemaal af van de prys van de drie produkten.
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37. A I'école ou vous ëtes professeur, un de vos collègues tombe malade et on embauche un rempla~ant.
Après quelques semaittes vous vous apercevez que celui-ci ne s'occupe pas des travaux de correction
et les réserve pour le collègue malade. Vous trouvez que la correction fait aussi partie de ses táches
et vous lui demandez:

38. Vous devez passer un examen qui demande beaucoup de travail. Vous vous trouvez dans la bibli-
othèque universitaire ou vous travaillez souvent. Bien qu'il soit interdi[ de fumer, vous voyez
quelqu'un qui allume une cigarette. Vous êtes d'avis que c'est intolérable et vous lui demandez:

39. A la poste vous faites la queue depuis un lx~n bout de temps. Juste au moment ou la dame du guichet
va s'occuper de vous, un monsieur vous passe devant le nez. Vous n'êtes pas d'accord et vous lui
demandez:

40. Vous allez en vacances en Egypte et vous aimeriez que yuelqu'un vienne vous chercher à I'aéroport
quand vous rentrerez. Vous savez yue vos paren[s seront chez eux ce jour-là et qu'ils seront ravis
de vous revoir. Vous leur demandez:
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Wanneer er een gunstige prijs voor de produkten wordt bedongen, dan kan de hele afdeling in aanmerking
komen voor een bonificatie! Gezien het grote belang van dit punt laat De Vries de onderhandeling over de
prijs liever aan zijn chef ovec Vandaar dat u die onderhandeling gaat vceren. Er dcet zich echter een
complicatie vooc Het liefst zou u persoonlijk naar Drachten gaan om de prijsafspraak met Sports 8c Travel
te regelen. Een enkelblessure, opgelopen bij het sponen, maakt het u de eerste weken echter onmogelijk
te reizen. Gelukkig kunt u nog wel op uw werk komen. De afspraak verzetten is niet aan te raden, omdat
de directie graag snel resultaten ziet. Vandaar dat u de onderhandeling via de telefoon zult mceten
athandelen. Uw secretaresse heeft voor u een telefonische afspraak met de heer Hendrix van Sports 8c
Travel in Drachten gemaakt. Hij is op de hoogte en verwacht uw telefoontje.

Het enige dat u van de heer Hendrix weet is dat hij hoofd van de afdeling Inkoop van Sports 8c Travel is
en dat hij pas sinds een half jaar voor Sports 8c Travel werkt. Het is dan cx~k niet zo verwonderlijk dat u
elkaar nog niet eerder hebt gesproken. U zult in de tcekomst nog vaker met de heer Hendrix zaken dc~en.
Het is daarom erg belangrijk dat u met hem een goede relatie weet op te bouwen.

Het is bij uw bedrijf niet ongebruikelijk op bestellingen van boven de vijftig stuks kortingen te verlenen.
Met het oog op de futattciële toestand van het bedrijf heeft de directie laten weten dat die kortingen op dit
moment niet zo gewenst zijn. Men heeft er laatst nog bij u persoonlijk op aangedrongen om er op toe te
zien dat de afdeling Verkoop er alles aan doet om zovee! mogelijk winst te maken! Daarbij vestigde men
nogmaals uw aandacht op de bonificatieregeling. De directie maakte ook nog eens duidelijk dat slechte
verkoopcijfers ook to[ uitdrukking zouden komen in uw salaris...

Er is u dus veel aan gelegen om de order met Sports 8c Travel niet te laten schieten. U kunt het u
al helemaal niet veroorloven deze klant [e verliezen!
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Instructie van het spel
In de onderhandelingen met Sports 8r Travel probeen u voor alle artikelen een zo hoog mogelijke prijs te
bedingen. Bij deze onderhandeling is er sprake van een package deal: de drie artikelen kunnen uitsluitend
in één transactie worden verkocht.

U kunt verschillende prijzen voor de artikelen vragen. De matrix op pagina 4 geeft u een overzicht van de
winst die de artikelen in de onderhandeling u kunnen opleveren. In de matrix staat bij elk van de drie
produkten een serie van 9 verschillende prijsniveaus. Deze prijsniveaus worden met een letter (A tlm I)
aangeduid. De exacte prijs in guldens wordt niet gegeven. U kunt dan ook alleen naar een bepaalde prijs
verwijzen door de letter te gebruiken die bij het betreffende prijsniveau hoort (bijvoorbeeld: 'Prijs G voor
de tented, als voorstel voor een bepaalde prijs). In dezelfde tabel staat achter elk prijsniveau wel in guldens
aangegeven hceveel winst u de betreffende prijs oplevert. Deze winstgegevens houdt u natuurlijk strikt voor
u!

De drie produkten leveren u niet alle drie evenveel winst op. Zoals u gemakkelijk uit de matrix kunt
opmaken kunt u het meest verdienen op de tweepersoons tenten. Op de tweede plaats komen de slaapzakken.
De rugzakken leveren u relatief het minste op.

Niet elk prijsniveau levert automatisch winst voor u op. Bij elk produkt houdt prijs A voor u in dat u verlies
lijdt. Bij de rugzakken en de slaapzakken geldt dit ook nog voor prijs B en bij het laatste produkt zelfs nog
voor prijs C. Zoals bij elk van de drie produkten de winst in verschillende mate tceneemt met het stijgen
van de prijs, zo geldt dat ook het verlies per produkt andere vormen aanneem[. Met andere woorden: het
verlies bij prijs A voor de rugzakken is nog niet zo erg als het verlies bij prijs B voor de slaapzakken. Het
is dus zaak dat u een zorgvuldige afweging maakt van de prijs die u voor elk produkt vraagt.

De maximale winst boekt u bij prijsniveau I voor elk van de drie anikelen. Deze loopt op tor

tenten: 100 x f 175.- - f17.500,-
slaapzakken 100 x f 75.- - f 7.500,-
rugzakken 100 x f 60.- - f 6.000,-

Totaal: f 31.000,-

Let op:
Slaagt u er in om in totaal minstens f 17.000,- winst te bceken in deze transactie, dan krijgen u en uw
collega's een boniFicatie van f 500,-!!
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Samengevat:
U staat in de onderhandeling voor een dubbele taak:
- Probeer zoveel mogelijk winst te bceken.
- Probeer te voorkomen dat de transactie niet doorgaat. Dit zou erg ongunstig zijn voor uw relatie met

de heer Hendrix. U dient in de tcekomst nog vaker zaken met hem te doen.

Belangrijk:
Houdt de winstmarge die aan een bepaalde prijs gekoppeld is vóór u! Laat u niet in de kaart kijken!

Het onderhandelingsgesprek kan pas worden afgesloten wanneer rnereenstemming is bereikt over het [otale
pakket van de drie produkten. De ervaring leert dat een gesprek ongeveer een half uur duurt.

Als u nog vragen heeft kunt u die nu aan de gespreksbegeleider stellen.

Veel succes!

(Vul nu de oefening op bijlage 1 in.)
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Prijslwinst matrix

tweepersoons slaapzakken rugzakken
tenten

prijs winst prijs winst prijs winst

A -25 A -45 A -20
B 0 B -30 B -10
C 25 C -15 C 0
D 50 D 0 D 10
E 75 E 15 E 20
F l00 F 30 F 30
G 125 G 45 G 40
H 150 H 60 H 50
I 175 I 75 I 60
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BIJLAGE 1

INVULOF.FENING

Om rr zekrr van te zijn dat u de prijs'~~ inet-matrix volledig begrijpt verzoeken wij u voor de volgende
cumbinaties de totale winst te herekenen.

PiiJ-s. Winst bij 100 stuks:

DHE

EEE

IEA

EBF

U kunt nu uw oplossing laten controleren door de gespreksbegeleider.
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Appendix 4 Continued

Instruction Negotiation HSOGLPOW ~rtrt.

INKOPER: de heer Hendrix

In de komende 30 minuten gaa[ u een onderhandeling uitvceren. Daarbij speelt u de rol van hoofd von de
afdeling ~nkoop van het bedrijf Sports 8c Travel.

Achtergrondinformatie
Het bedrijf Sports á Travel bestaat uit een keten van winkels op het gebied van sport en vrije tijd, met het
accent op kampeerartikelen. Sports Bc Travel heeft vestigingen door het hele land, maar het hoofdkantoor
staat in Drachten. Sinds een half jaar werkt u nu voor Sports 8c Travel en u staat aan het hoofd van de
afdeling Inkoop.

Het vakantieseizcen staat voor de deur en bij Sports 8c Travel neemt de vraag naar kampeerartikelen sterk
tce. Het bedrijf mcet dringend het assortiment aanvullen. Bij de nieuwe aankopen is het meer dan voorheen
noodzakelijk om de artikelen voor een gcede prijs te verkrijgen. De klant wordt steeds kritischer en men
eist een goede kwaliteit voor een aantrekkelijke prijs. Daar komt bij dat er de laatste tijd flink wat
concurrenten zijn bijgekomen. Vooral enkele warenhuizen bewegen zich actief in de vrijetijdsbranche. Deze
concurrentie dwingt u om uw artikelen tegen sterk concurrerende prijzen aan te bieden. Daar komt bij dat
de verbouwing van een aantal van uw vestigingen de financiële positie van Sports 8r. Travel flink heeft
aangetast. Het bedrijf mcet dus dringend veel winst gaan maken. Aangezien de prijs die u aan de klant
berekend sterk concurrerend moet zijn kunt u alleen uw winst veilig stellen door zo scherp mogelijk in te
kopen.

U heeft ook persoonlljk belang bij hoge winsten. De bedrijfsleiding heeft onlangs en aantrekkelijk
premiestelsel voor haar werknemers opgezet. Wanneer de afdeling Inkoop er in slaagt orders te plaatsen
die het bedrijf mogelijk maken veel winst te bceken, dan kan men aantrekkelijke bonificaties tegemoetzien.
Deze kunnen oplopen tot f500,- voor elke inkoper. Blijven daarentegen de successen uit dan aarzelt de
bedrijfsleiding niet om functies te herwaarderen, wat er op neer komt dat men in ieder geval op het salaris
zal worden gekort. U als hoofd van de afdeling heb[ de verantwoordelijkheid voor het functioneren van de
Inkoopafdeling. Bij goede resultaten deelt u vanzelfsprekend in de bonificaties voor de afdeling. Bij
tegenvallende resultaten zal de directie zich in eerste instantie ux u als hoofd van de afdeling richten. Dit
laatste heeft een half jaar geleden bij uw voorganger geresulteerd in een lager salaris en daarbij nog eens
een lagere functie in het bedrijf.

Sports 8c Travel doet al jarenlang zaken met het bedrijf Campex uit Eindhoven. Campex is een bekende
fabrikant van kampeerartikelen en heeft een zeer betrouwbare reputatie. Sports 8c Travel is een belangrijke
klant van Campex en koopt een groot deel van haar collectie bij het Eindhovense bedrijf. Vorige week hebt
u nog ccmtact gehad met één van de verkopers van Campex, de heer De Viies, over de mogelijke aanschaf
van een partij van 100 tweepersoons tetuen, rugzakken en slaapzakkea. Over een groot aantal details is alles
duidelijk (de grootte van de order, de modellen, de kleur etc.). Het slagen van de transactie hangt echter
nog helemaal af van de prys die u voor de drie produkten mcet gaan betalen.

De verkoper van Campex liet echter merken dat hij de onderhandeling hierover liever aan zijn chef over
liet, de heer Kuipers. Op zich is dit niet w vreemd. U hebt het wel vaker meegemaakt dat orders van enige
omvang uiteindelijk door de chef worden afgehandeld. De heer Kuipers, die nog niet zo lang voor Campex
werkt, had via uw secretaresse een afspraak gemaakt om naar Drachten te komen om de prijsafspraak met
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u persoonlijk te regelen. U zou dan direct kennis met hem kunnen maken. Er doet zich echter een
complicatie voor. Een sportblessure maakt het hem onmogelijk om te reizen. De afspraak verzetten blijkt
voor de heer Kuipers erg lastig te zijn. Daar komt bij dat u er veel aan gelegen is snel uw bestelling in huis
te hebben. Vandaar dat u de onderhandeling met de heer Kuipers via de telefoon zult mceten athandelen.
Uw secretaresse heeft hiervoor al een afspraak gemaakt. U verwacht vanmiddag het telefoontje van de heer
Kuipers.

Het enige dat u van de heer Kuipers weet is dat hij hoofd van de afdeling Verkoop van Campex is en dat
hij sinds een half jaar werkzaam is bij Campex. Het is dus niet zo verwonderlijk dat u elkaar nog niet eerder
hebt gesproken. U gaat in de tcekomst nog vaker met de heer Kuipers zaken doen. Het is daarom belangrijk
dat u met hem een goede relatie weet op te bouwen.

Het is in uw bracehe niet ongebruikelijk om bij grotere orders een kwantumkoning te bedingen. Aangezien
het hier ook om flinke aantallen gaat (100 stuks van elk) ziet u hier een kans om uw produkten tegen een
scherpe prijs in te kopen. Dat mcet ook wel want de directie heeft er laa[st nog bij u persoonlijk op
aangedrongen om er op [ce te zien dat de afdeling Inkoop er alles aan dcet om zo scherp mogelijk in te
kopen. Alleen zo kan het bedrijf winst maken. Daarbij vestigde men nogmaals uw aandacht op de
bonificatieregeling. Men maakte ook nog eens duidelijk dat men bij tegenvallende prestaties over zou
mceten gaan tot verregaande loonmatiging, waarbij uw eigen salaris als eerste ter discussie komt te staan...
U begrijpt dat u er dus veel aan gelegen is om bij het plaatsen van deze order zo laag mogelijke prijzen te
bedingen.

Stuklopen van de order houdt echter wel in dat u bij een andere fabrikant uw produkten mcet inkopen. Niet
alleen is dit natuurlijk niet bevorderlijk voor uw relatie met Campex, maar ook is het dan onzeker of u uw
spullen nog op tijd in huis zult hebben. U bent dan namelijk op de concurrentie aangewezen en het is maar
zeer de vraag of die u alles op tijd kunnen leveren.
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Instructie
In de onderhandeling met Campex probeert u dus voor alle artikelen een zo laag mogelijke príjs te bedingen.
Bij deze onderhandeling is er sprake van een package deal: het is slechts mogelijk is om de drie artikelen
in één transactie te kopen.

U kunt verschillende prijzen voor de artikelen bieden. De matríx op pagina 4 geeft u een overzicht van de
winst die bij een bepaald prijsniveau nog op de artikelen kunt boeken. In de matrix staat bij elk van de drie
prcxiukten een serie van 9 verschillende prijsniveaus. Deze prijsniveaus worden met een letter (A tlm n
aangeduid. De exacte prijs in guldens wordt niet gegeven. U kunt dan ook alleen naar een bepaalde prijs
verwijzen door de letter te gebruiken die bij het beveffende prijsniveau hoort (bijvoorbeeld: 'Prijs B voor
de tenten?' als verwijzing naar het prijsniveau). In dezelfde tabel staat achter elk prijsniveau wel in guldens
aangegeven hoeveel winst u de betreffettde prijs oplevert. Deze winstgegevens houdt u natuurlijk svikt voor
u!

De drie produkten leveren u niet alle drie evenveel winst op. Zoals u gemakkelijk uit de tabel kunt opmaken
kunt u het meest verdienen op de rugzakken. Op de tweede plaats komen de slaapzakken en de tweepersams
tenten leveren u relatief het minste op.

Niet elk prijsniveau levert automatisch winst voor u op. Bij elk produkt houdt prijs I voor u in dat u verlies
lijdt. Bij de tweepersoons tenten en de slaapzakken geldt dit ook nog voor prijs H en bij het laatste produkt
zelfs nog voor prijs G. Zoals bij elk van de drie produkten de winst in verschillende mate toeneemt met
het stijgen van de prijs, zo geldt dat ook het verlies per produkt andere vormen aanneemt. Met andere
woorden: het verlies bij prijs I voor de tweepersoons tenten is nog niet zo erg als het verlies bij prijs H vcxx
de slaapzakken. Het is dus zaak dat u een zorgvuldige afweging maakt van de prijs die u voor elk produkt
bedingt.

De maximale winst boekt u bij prijsniveau A voor elk van de drie artikelen. Deze loop[ op tor

rugzakken 100 x f 175.- - f17.500,-
slaapzakken 100 x f 75.- - f 7.500,-
tenten: l00 x f 60.- - f 6.000,-

f

Totaal: f 31.000,-

Let op:
Slaagt u er in om in totuul minstens f 17.000,- winst te boeken in deze vansactie, dan krijgen u en uw
medewerkers een bonificatie van f 500,-!!
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Samengevat:
U staat in de onderhandeling voor ~n dubbele taak:
- Probeer zoveel mogelijk winst te boeken.
- Probeer te voorkomen dat de transactie niet doorgaat. Dit zou erg ongunstig zijn voor uw relatie met

de heer Kuipers. U dient in de toekomst nog vaker zaken met hem te dcen.

Belangrijk:
Houdt de winstmarge die aan een bepaalde prijs gekoppeld is vbór u! Laat u niet in uw kaarten kijken!

Het onderhandelingsgesprek kan pas worden afgesloten wanneer overeenstemming is bereikt over het totale
pakket van de drie produkten. De ervaring leer[ dat een gesprek ongeveer een half uur duurt.

Als u nog vragen heeft kunt u die nu aan de gespreksbegeleider stellen.

Veel succes!

(Vul nu de oefening op bijlage 1 in.)
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tweepersoons slaapzakken rugzakken
tenten

prijs winst prijs winst prijs winst

A 60 A 75 A 175
B 50 B 60 B I50
C 40 C 45 C 125
D 30 D 30 D 100
E 20 E 15 E 75
F 10 F 0 F 50
G 0 G -15 G 25
H -10 H -30 H 0
[ -20 I -45 1 -25
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BIJLAGE 1

INVULOEFEN[NG

Om er zeker van te zijn dxt u de Frijsiu inst-matrix volledig begrijpt verweken wij u voor de volgende
combinaties de trxale winst te berekenen.

Prijs: Win.st bij 1 DO stuks:

DHE

EEE

IEA

EBF

U kunt nu uw oplossing laten controleren door de gespreksbegeleider.
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Appendix 4b. English translation ofthe Van der WijstlKelley Negotiation Game

Part 1. Instructions for the Seller

Seller. Mr. Kuipers

Auing the next 20 to 30 minutes you are going to negotiate the price of some camping equipment. You will
play the role of head of the sales department of the Campex company.

Background
Campex is a company in Eindhoven (NL) which produces camping equipment. It is well known for the high
quality of its products. You joined Campex 6 months ago and, today, you are responsible for all sales activities.

Because of an increase in leisure time, the demand for camping equipment has also increased. The
number of wholesale businesses and store chains in your line has grown considerably. At the same time, an
increase in the number of new manufacturers means more competition in the camping business. In order to
handle the competition, Campex has invested a lot of money in, for example, new computerized machines
which cut the canvas for the tents. Campex has had to borrow a lazge pazt of the money needed for that
investment at high interest, which is a serious financial burden for the company. The new machines means
Campex is ahle to lower production costs, but the costs on this investment still have to be recovered. It is
necessary to make a high proSt, and it is therefore important that many orders are placed.

It is also important for you personally to make a high proSt. In order to stimulate the efforts of the sales
managers to get a lot of orders, the company has introduced a bonus system. If the sales departrnent manages
to get proStable orders for Campex, the sellers may expect to get attractive bonuses, up to j 500.00 for each
seller. However, ifno sales aze made, Campex will not hesitate to reconsider the job of each individual sales
manager, which means, at least, that your salary will be drastically cut. As head of the sales department you
are responsible for your staff If the sales aze good, you will naturally have your share of the bonuses. If the
results are disappointing, the management ofCampex will hold you responsible. Only six months ago, your
predecessor got demoted.

Campex has been doing business for several years with Sports á TraveL This chain, with its head office in
Drachten, has oudets all over the Netherlands and is selling various products for sports and outdoor activities.
Camping equipment is also among their range ofproducts. Sports á Travel is an important customer: they
get almost all their camping equipment from Campex. One of your sales managers, Mr De Vries, is in the
process ofnegotiating an important order Mr Hendrix, the purchaser for Sports 8c Travel. Sports á Travel
wants to order 100 twoperson tents, backpacks, and sleeping bags. Mostof the details are cleaz (colour,
models, quality, etc.). The only thing that still has to be agreed upon is the price of the three products.

Ifthe producu are sdd for a good price, the whde sales department will receive an interesting bonus. Because
of the importance of the deal, your cdleague Mr De Vries prefers that his superior takes care of the negotiation
with Sports 8t Travel. Therefore, you will have to do the bargaining with Mr Hendrix.

However, a complication arises. You prefer going personally to Drachten to discuss the pnce
arrangement with Sports 8r. Travel, but over the weekend you tore your ankle ligament in a tennis match, and
it is impossible for you to travel. Fortunately, your wife can take you to the o~ce, so you can still do some
work there. You cannot postpone the negotiation, since Sports 8c Travel wants to have the goods as soon as
possible, and your own management is eager to make a sales as soon as possible. Therefore, you will have
to discuss the price by telephone. Your secretary arranged for you to phone Mr Hendrix ofSports 8c Travel,
who is expecting your call.
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The only thing you know about Mr. Hendrix is that he is responsible for all purchases at Sports á Travel, and
that he started working for the company only six months ago. It is not surprising that you have not met before.
You will be deahng with him a lot in the near future. Therefore, it is very important for you to establish a good
relationship with Mr Hendrix.

It is customary for Campex to give price reductions on orders that exceed a quantity of50 units. However,
in light of the company's financial situation, the management has let you know that, for the time being, these
price reductions should be avoided as much as possible. Your direct boss has urged you personally to make
sure that the sales depariment makes as much profit as possible! He has also explained that disappointing sales
results would seriously affect your salary! Consequently, it is very important for you to make a succesful
transaction with Sports ~ Travel. The worst thing that could happen is that Sports Ri Travel take their order
to your competitors.

Instruction for the negotiation game
In your negotation with Sports á Travel, you have to try to get the highest possible price for all three products.
It is apnclurgedeal: an agreement has to be reached for the 100 tents, 100 sleeping bags, n~ 100 backpacks.
You cannot sell them separately nor can you change the number ofunits.

Obviously, you can ask different prices for the three products. The price-profit Table provides an
overview of the profit for each product at 9 different price levels. These price levels aze indicated by a letter
(A to I). The prrce is not given in guilders. Consequently , you can only refer to a price level using the
corresponding letter (for example: `You can have the tents for price G ~. Theprofit for each price level is gi ven
in guilders, so you can calculate how much profit a certain combination would yield. You cannot disclose these
figures to Mr Hendrix!

The profit is not the same for all three products. As will berArne cleaz from the price-profit Table, a good
price on the two-person tents is the most important, followed by the sleeping bags. The backpacks are less
important.

Not every price level results in a profit. For each product, price A means a loss. This still holds, but to
a lesser extent, for the price B on the backpacks and the sleeping bags, and for the latter product even for price
C. As the profit differs for each product, so dces the loss. The loss on price A for the backpacks is still less
serious than the loss on price B for the sleeping bags. Of course you carefully consider the price you ask for
each produc[.

The maximal profit you can make is at price level l for all three products:

tents: ] 00 x f 175.00
sleeping bags 100 x f 75.00
backpacks 100 x f 60.00

f
f
I

17,500
?,500
6,000

Total: f 31,000

Attention:
If you manage to achieve a total profit of at least f 17.000,00 in this negotiation, you and your colleagues in
the sales department will receive a bonus of j 500! I

Summary
In this negotiation you are facing a double task:
- Make as much proSt as possible;
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Try to avoid a negotiation breakdown. This can have serious consequences for your relationship with
Mr Hendrix You will have to do more business with him in the future.

Important
Don't mention your profit figures to Mr. Hendrix! Don't put your cards on the table!

The negotiation is completed when an agreEment has been reached for the package of all three products. This
will probably take half an hour.

If you have any questions, you may ask them now.

Good luck!

(Please fill out the exercise on the prices.)

(See Dutch instructions for the exercise and the price-profit Table in Appendix 4a.)
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Appendix 4b (continued)

Part 2. Instructions for the Seller

Buyer: Mr Hendtix

During the next 20 to 30 minutes you will be negotiating a price on some camping equipment. You will play
the role of head of the Purchasing department of the Sports 8~ Travel (SáT) company.

Background
SBcT is a store chain for sport and outdoor equipment. The company has its head office in Drachten, with
outlets all over the Netherlands. You joined SBiT 6 months ago and you are currently responsible for all
purchases.

The holidays aze approaching and the demand for camping equipment is increasing. The stores urgently need
new products. Nowadays, it is more important than ever to purchase new products for a low price, since
customers are more and more demanding and want good quality for a reasonable price. Furthermore, a number
of big department stores have become feirce competitors in outdoor equipent. The competition is forcing you
to sell your products at very low profit margins. The recent rebuilding of 6 ofyour stores has cost a fortune,
and SócT needs to pay serious attention to its financial situation. The management is aware that the need for
making a profit is more urgent than ever. Since the retail prices in the shops are already at an absolute
minimum, the buyers of Sc~T are the only ones who can assure a profit by purchasing at low prices.

It is also important for you personally to make a high profit. In order to stimulate the efforts of the buyers to
purchase at low prices, SáT has introduced a bonus system. If the buyers manage to place profitable orders,
they may expect attractive bonuses, up to J 500 for each buyer. However, if no succesful transactions are
made, the management will not hesitate to reconsider each individual sales manager's job, which means that
your salary will be drastically cut. As head of the purchasing department, you are responsible for your staff
If the results are good, you will naturally have your share of the bonuses. If the results are disappointing, the
management of SáT will hold you, as head of the department, responsible. Only six months ago, your
predecessor was demoted.

SáT has been doing business for several years with Campex, a manufacturer of outdoor equipment. Campex
is a very reliable supplier with a good reputation for quality. SBcT is an important customer: they buy almost
all their camping eqwpment from Campex. Recently, you discussed an important order with one of the sales
managers ofCampex, Mr De Vries. You want to order 100 two-person tents, backpacks, and sleeping bags.
Most ofthe details are clear (colour, models, quality, etc.). The only thing that still has to be agreed upon is
the price of the three products.

Mr De Vries, however, indicated that he prefen-ed that his superior, Mr Kuipers, carry out this part of the
negohation. As such, it is not unconunon that the top managers take care of the final stage of the negotiation
of important orders. Mr Kuipers, who joined Campex only recently, had originally planned to come to
Drachten personally. It would have been a nice opportunity to get to lmow him better. However, a complication
has arisen. An injury of his ankle ligaments has made it impossible for him to travel. You do not want to
postpone the negotiation since Sc~T wants to have the goods as soon as possible. Therefore, you have to
discuss the price by telephone. Your secretary has made the necessary arrangements with Mr Kuipers. You
are expecting his call this aftemoon.

The only thing you lmow from Mr Kuipers is that he is head of the sales department ai Campex, and that he
started worláng for the canpany only six months ago. It is not surprising that you have not met before. You
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will be dealing with him a lot in the neaz future. Therefore, it is very important for you to establish a good
relationship with Mr Kuipers.

It is customary for S~.T to get price reductions on large quantitity orders, as is the case in the present order.
It is especially important to purchase at a low price, since the management of SBcT wants you to make sure
that everything possible is done to buy new goods at profitable prices. This is the oniy option for SBcT to make
profit. Furthermore, they have drawn your attention to the potential bonuses. C~n the other hand, your direct
boss has also explained that disappointing results would seriously affect your salary! Consequently, it is very
important for you to make a succesful deal with Campex.

If you cannot come to an agreement with Mr Kuipers, you will have to purchase your products elsewhere.
Not only this will harm your relationship with Campex, but you run the risk ofnot having your products in
time. It is highly questionable whether Campex's competitors will be able to deliver on time.

Instruction for the negotiation game
In your negotation with Campex, you have to try to get the lowest possible price for all three products. It is
apackage deal: an agreement has to be reached for the 100 tents, 100 sleeping bags, í~i 100 backpacks.
You cannot buy them separately nor can you change the number of units.

Obviously, you can ask different prices for the three products. The price-profit Table provides an
overview of the profit for each product at 9 different price levels. These price levels are indicated by a letter
(A to I). The price is not given in guilders. Consequently , you can only refer to price level using the
corresponding letter (for example: `Can you sell me those tents for price G ~. Of ca~rse the profrt for each price
level is given in guilders, so you can calculate how much pro5t a certain combination would yield. You must
not disclose these figures to Mr Kuipers!

The proSt is not the same for all three products. As will become clear from the price-profit Tabie, a
good price on the backpacks is the most important, followed by the sleeping bags. The tents the least
important.

Not every price level means a profit. For each product, príce 1 means a loss. This still holds, but to
a lesser extent, for price Hon the tents and the sleeping bags, and, for the latter product, even for price G. As
the pro5t differs for each product, so dces the loss. The loss on price I for the tents is still less serious than
the loss on price Hfor the sleeping bags. Of course you will carefully consider the price you ask for each
product.

The maximal profit you can make is at price level A for all three products:

backpacks 100 x f 175.00 - f 17,500.00
sleeping bags l00 x f 75.00 - f 7,500.00
tents 100 x f 60.00 - f 6,000.00

f

Total: f 31,000.00

Attention:
If you manage to achieve a tota!proSt of at least f 17,000.00 in this negotiation, you and your colleagues will
receive a boous of f 500.00!!

Summary
In this negotiation you are facing a double task:
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Make as much proSt as possible;
Try to avoid a negohiation breakdown. This can have serious consequences for you relationship with
Mr Hendrix. You will have to do more business with him in the future.

Importaot
Don't mention your profit figures to Mr Kuipers! Don't put your cards on the table!

The negodation is completed when an agreement is reached for all three products. This will probably take
half an hour.

If you have any questions, you may ask them now.

Good luck!

(Please fill out the exercise on the prices.)

(See Dutch instructions for the exercise and the price-profit Table in Appendix 4a.)
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Appendix Sa. Instructions for the Judges

(a) Power Difference ác Social Distance

In deze beoordelingstaak krijg je als opdracht om twee aspecten van de persoonlijke relatie tussen de de spre-
kers in een onderhandelingsgesprek te beoordelen. Die twee aspecten betreffen de machtsverhouding en de
sociale afstand tussen de twee sprekers. Dat gaat als volgt in zijn werk.

In het gesprek ~jn 40 fragmenten geselecteerd. Het is de bedceling dat je het gesprek vanaf het begin volgt,
zowel het geluidssignaal via de cassetterecorder als via het trar.script. Zodra je een geselecteerd fragment
tegenkomt stop je de band en probeer je in te schatten hce oo dat moment de machtsverhouding en de sociale
afstand is tussen beide sprekers. Je oordeel kun je dan weergeven op het oordeelformulier. Daarover krijgje
straks meer informatie. Eerst wat meer details over machtsverhouding en sociale afstand.

1. De machtsverhouding

In een onderhandeling speelt macht een belangrijke rol. Het gaat er tenslotte om dat een onderhandelaar een
goed resultaat haalt, en dat kan ten koste van de ander gaan. Wil je dan als onderhandelaar je zin krijgen dan
kan dat bijvoorbeeld als je op dat moment machtiger bent dan je tegenspeler of, en daar gaat het om, als je
je machtiger v r

Bij elk geselecteerd fragment moetje je afvragen wie van de twee onderhandelaars op die momentopname de
machtigste indruk maakt. Vanzelfsprekend speelt de voorafgaande context een belangrijke rol in je oordeel.
Gcef echter zo gced mogelijk weer hce volgens jou de machtsverhouding tussen de inkoper en de verkoper
is qp het moment van het geselecteerde fragment.

Je kunt je indruk op de volgende wijze kenbaar maken. Bij elk gesprek hoort een oordeelformulier. Op dit
formulier staat bij elke gemarkeerde uiting de vraag:

Wie is er op het moment van het geselecteerde fragment het machtigst?

de inkoper de verkoper

Op het hjnstuk kun je door middel van een verticaal streepje aangeven wat je oordesl is. Vind je dat de inkoper
verreweg de machtigste is, zet dan je streepje aan het begin van de lijn, bij het uiteinde.
Vindje dat juist de verkoper de machtigste is, zet dan je streep aan het andere uiteinde. Vind je dat er dat beide
onderhandelaars op dit punt van het gesprek een even sterke positie innemen, dan zet je je streepje tussen de
twee uitersten. Daarbij kun je, al naar gelang je mening, je streepje eventueel meer in de richting van een van
beide onderhandelaars plaatsen.
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2. Sociale Afstand

Met deze factor bedcelen we de mate waarin twee onderhandelaars sociaal gezien zich van elkaar verwijderen
ofjuist naar elkaar tce groeien. Als je de machtsafstand meer als een verticale afstand zou weergeven, dan zou
je hier kunnen spreken van een horimntale afstand. Tijdens elk gesprek kunnen tich gebeurtenissen voordcen
die maken dat die afstand ~ch vergroot ofjuist verkleint. Ook in een onderhandelingsgesprek is dat het geval.

Bij het beoordelen van de ondergesprekken zul je merken dat in de ene helft van het aantal gesprekken de
sprekers elkaar in het spel EN in werkelijkheid goed kennen. In de andere helft van het aantal gesprekken

kennen de onderhandelaars elkaar niet Ze ontmceten elkaar voor het eerst, zowel in het spel, als in werkelijk-

heid. Dit onderscheid is natuurlijk van belang voor de factor sociale afstand. In de eerste conditie zal de sociale
afstand in het algemeen altijd kleiner àjn dan in de tweede conditie. Nietemin kunnen zich tijdens het gesprek

zaken voordoen die maken dat de sociale afstand, misschien tijdelijk, verandert. Daarom willen we een indicatie

hebben van de sociale afstand tussen de sprekers zoals die ách op het moment van het geselecteerde gespreks-
fragment manifesteert. Je kunt je indruk van die sociale afstand ook op een schaal aangeven. Die schaal ziet

er als volgt uit.

Hce is de sociale afstand tussen de twee sprekers op het moment van het geselecteerde fragment?

zeer klein zeer groot

Nadat je je oordelen hebt gegeven, zet je de band weer aan. Soms komt het voor dat twee geselecteerde frag-
menten elkaar heel snel opvolgen. Je kunt dan het beste de band pas stil zetten nadat het tweede fragment is
afgelopen. Vervolgens probeer je zo goed mogelijk de twee uitingen apart te beoordelen.
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Appendix Sa. Instructions for the Judges

(b) Rank of Imposition t Joviatity I Prudence

In deze beoordelingstaak krijg je als opdracht om in een onderhandelingsgesprek 40 uitingen te beoordelen.
Deze uitingen staan aangegeven op het transcript dat bij het gesprek hoort.

Van elke geselecteerde uiting mcet je twee aspecten beoordelen. Het eerste aspect betreft de handeling die
de spreker venicht met de taaluiting in kwestie, en het tweede aspect betreft de functie van de uiting als sociaa!
signaal van de spreker.

1. De handeGng

Een spreker voert met elke taaluiting die hij dcet tegelijk een bepaalde handeling uit. Die handehng kan zeer
verschillend van aard zijn. In een onderhandelingsgesprek kan een spreker bijvoorbeeld een voorstel dcen,
een voorstel afwijzen, kritiek geven, complimenten geven, iets beschrijven en ga zo maar door. Deze verschil-
lende handelingen àjn niet altijd even gemakkelijk voor de spreker. Zo kan bijvoorbeeld het ene voorstel veel
bedreigender ájn dan het andere, of is het gemakkelijker om de ander te prijzen dan om hem te bekritiseren.
Ook kan het moment in het gesprek van invloed àjn op de lastigheid van een bepaalde handeling. Op het ene
moment van het gesprek kan het beter vallen om een voorstel af te wijzen dan op het ander moment. Kortom,
er kunnen zich grote verschillen voordcen in de moeilijkheidsgraad van een taalhandeling.

Het is de bedceling datje van de geselecteerde uitingen aangeeft hce lastig de taalhandehng is die de spreker
op dat moment uitvcert. Op het moment dat je in het transcript een gemarkeerd fragment tegenkomt zet je
de band van het gesprek stil. Lees ook niet door. Probeer voor jezelf dan na te gaan wat de spreker eigenlijk
dcet met het gemarkeerde fragment (je hceft het niet precies onder woorden te kunnen brengen). Vervolgens
neem je het oordeelformuher dat bij het gesprek hoort. Op dit formulier staat bij elke gemarkeerde uiting de
stelling:

Het is voor de spreker (zeer aangenaaml zeer lastig) om de handeling in het geselecteerde gespreks-
fragment uit te vceren.

zeer
aangenaam

zeer
lastig

Op het lijnstuk kun je door middel van een verticaal streepje aangeven wat je oordeel is. Is naar jouw inschat-
ting de gesprekshandeling op het moment van de uiting zeer aangenaam voor de spreker, dan zet je je streep
aan het begin van de Gjn. Je zet je streep aan het andere uiteinde wanneerje van oordeel bent da[ de handeling
juist lastig voor de spreker is. Vind je de handeling noch aangenaam, noch lastig, dan zet je je streepje in het
midden van het Gjnstuk. Verder kun je je oordeel nuanceren door meer in de richting van het ene uiterste dan
wel meer in de richdng van het andere uiterste te zetten.
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2. Het sociale signaal

ln principe kan een spreker met elke taaluiting aan de aangesprokene overbrengen hce hij denkt over zijn
relatie met de aangesprokene op dat moment in het gesprek. Daaronder verstaan we niet de uitdrukking waarin
expliciet de relatie met ander vermeld wordt, maaz meer de sociale functie van taal. In dit geval gaat het dan
om de inspanningen van de spreker om op een bepaalde manier over te komen op rijn gesprekspartner. Die
indrukken kunnen natuurlijk zcer verschillend Iljn. In deze taak willen we graag weten in hceverre de spreker
een wat meerjaviale houding aanneemt en in hceveRe de spreker juist wat meer voorzichtig wil overkomen.
Deze twee aspecten lijken strijdig met elkaaz. Toch kan het ájn dat een uiting op de een ofandere manier
elementen van beide houdingen bevat.

Je kunt je indruk op de volgende wijze kenbaar maken. Op het oordeelformulier staat bij elke gemazkeerde
uiting de stelling:

In het gemarkeerde gespreksfragment is de spreker zeerjoviaal.

zeer zeer
mee oneens mee eens

Ook hier kun je op het lijnstuk door middel van een verticaal streepje aangeven wat je oordeel is. Vind je de
spreker op het moment van de gemazkeerde uiting zeer joviaal, dan zet je je streep aan het eind van de lijn,
bij het uiteinde voor zeer mee eens. Vind je dat juist niet dan zet je de streep aan het begin. Ben je het niet
geheel met de stelling eens dan kies je een plek ergens tussen de twee uitersten, al naaz gelang je mening.

Het tweede oordeel betreft de vooizichtigheid van de spreker. Je kunt je indruk op dezelfde wijze duidelijk
maken als voor `joviaal' het geval was. Opje oordeelformulier vind je hiervoor de volgende stelling:

In het gemazkeerde gespreksfragment is de spreker zeer voorichtig.

zeer zeer
mee oneens mee eens

Nadat je je oordelen hebt gegeven, zet je de band weer aan. Soms komt het voor dat twee geselecteerde frag-
menten elkaar heel snel opvolgen. Je kunt dan het beste de band pas stil zetten nadat het tweede fragment is
afgelopen. Vervolgens probeer je zo goed mogelijk de twee uitingen apart te beoordelen.

Veel succes!
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Appendix Sb. Instructions for the Judges (English translation)

(a) Power Difïerence 8i Social Distance

In the following task, you will be judging two aspects of the personal relation between two participants in
a negotiation: their Power Difference and their Social Distance.

In the negotiation, 40 fragments have been selected. You will listen to the taped conversation of the negotiators
from the start, and follow the transcript. As soon as you find a marked utterance in the transcript, stop the
tape. Try to judge the power difference and the social distance between the two speakers at that particular point
in the negotiation. You can indicate your judgement on the score sheet. You will find more information about
that sheet below. First, you will get more details on the power difference and social distance.

1. Power Difference

Power plays a crucial role in negotiations. A negotiator always wants to be successful, which is sometimes
at the cost of the other party. lfnegotiator A is more powerful than negotiator B, it is easier to get what he
wants. A negotiator dces not always really have to ~g more powerful, he can also, and this is very often the
case, just give the impression ofbeing very powerful.

For every selected fragment, you will have to judge which negotiator makes the most powerful impression
at that moment. Of course, the preceding context can play an important role in your judgement.

Please record your judgement on the score sheet. For every fragment, you will 6nd the following question:

Who has the most power in the selected fragment?

the Buyer the Seller

You can record your judgement on the horizontal line. [f you think the Buyer is the mos[ powerful, you can
place your mark on his side of the line. If you think the Seller is more powerful, put your mark on the opposite
side. Ifyou think that both negotiators are in balance at the moment of the selected fragment, mark the middle
of the line. You can make subUe judgements by shifting your mark in the direction of either of the negotiators.

2. Social Distance

This aspect refers to the degree to which the negotiators increase or decrease the distance between each other.
If the Power difference is represented as a vertical distance, the Social distance can be seen as more
horizontal. In each conversation, some situations may occur in which the distance between the speakers
becomes greater or smaller.

You will soon find out that in half of the negotiations, the participants know each other very well, not only
in the simulation, but also in reality. In the other half of the material, the participants do nqJ know each other.
They are meeting for the Srst time, both in the simulation and in reality. This distinction is important for
assessing the social distance. In the former group, the distance will always be smaller than in the latter.
Nevertheless, during the negotiation, situations may arise which can change the socal distance, even
temporarily. Therefore, we would like to have an exact indication of the social distance at the moment of the
selected fragment. You can record your judgement of the distance between the negotiators on a horiwntal
line, which looks as follows.
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How would you judge the social distance between the two speakers at the moment of the selected fragment?

very smal very big

After having indicated your judgements, you can continue hstening to the tape. Sometimes, another fragment
follows very soon after. In that case, it is wise to stop the tape after the second fragment. However, you still
have to try to judge the two utterances sepazately.

(b) Rank of Imposition 8c Joviality I Prudence

This task consists ofjudging 40 utterances in a tape-recorded negotiation. These utterances aze indicated in
a transcript of that negotiation, on which you can follow the conversation while listening to the tape.

Two aspects of each utterance have to be judged: aspects of the act being performed by the speaker at that
point in the discourse; and aspects of the socialfunction of the selected fragment.

1. The act

Every utterance by a speaker implies that he is performing a certain act: a speech act. In a negotiation, this
speech act can be a proposal, rejection ofa proposal, an expression ofcriticism, a compliment, etc. Not every
speech act is easy for the speaker. For example, proposal A may well be much more threatening for the other
participant than proposal B. Furthermore, giving compliments is normally easier than expressing criticism.
Rejecting aproposal can be easier at one point in the negotiation, than at another. In summary, the difficulry
ofperforming a certain speech act can vary considerably.

You have to indicate the degree ofdifficulty of the speech act that is expressed in the selected fragment. When
you cane accross a selected fragment in the transcript, you will have to stop the tape and stop reading. Try
to formulate for yourself what the speaker is doing in that fragment. Then you can mazk on the score sheet
how dithcult you judge that speech act at that particular point in the negotiation. The scale on which you can
indicate your judgement looks as follows:

It is very easy ~ very difHcult for the speaker to perform the act being expressed in the selected fragment

very easy very difficult

If you think the speech act is very pleasant for the speaker, you can place your marking at the extreme left of
the line. If it is a very difftcult speech act, you can mark the extreme right of the scale. You can give more
subtle judgements by placing your mazks more to the left or the right.

2. The social signal.

A speaker communicates in every utterance, information on his ideas about the relationship with the other
party. By this, we do not mean that he refers exphcitely to that relationship, but that he makes an effort to
create a certain impression with the addressee. These impressions can be very different. In this task, we want
to know to what extent the speaker tries to be more jwial or more prudent at a certain moment. These two
intentions seem to be mutually exclusive. Still, it is not impossible that an utterance contains elements of both
attitudes. Therefore, you have to judge both the joviality and the prudence of the speaker at each point in a
selected fragment.
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You can indicate your judgement in the following way. On the score sheet you will find, for each selected
fragment, the following statement:

Within the selected fragment the speaker is being very jovial

strongly disagree strongly agree

You can indicate your opinion by marking the appropriate place on the horizontal hne. If you think that the
speaker is trying to aeate a very jovial impression, you can place your marker at the extreme right of the line,
and so on.

The second judgement concems the pnaience of the speaker. You can indicate your opinion in the same way
as forjoviaJiry. On the score sheet you will find the following statement:

Within the selected fragment the speaker is being very prudent

strongly disagree strongly agree

After you have recorded your judgements, you can start the tape again and continue listening. Sometimes,
another fragment follows very quickly after the last one. In such a case, it is wise to stop the tape after the
second fragment. However, you still have to try judging those two utterances separately.

Good luck!
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Appendix 6. Questionnaire for the Negotiators

VRAGENLIJST ONDERHANDELINGSSPEL

Op de volgende pagina treft u een vragenlijst aan, waarin we uw mening vragen over enkele
aspecten van het onderhandelingsspel dat u zojuist gespeeld hebt. Wij stellen het erg op prijs als
u deze vragen wilt beantwoorden.

U kunt de vragen beantwoorden op een schaal, die onderverdeeld is in intervallen. Deze schaal
wordt gevoimd door een lijn met aan weerszgden twee oordelen die elkaars tegengestelde vormen,
bijvoorbeeld ~eer slecht en ~eer goed. U kunt uw mening kenbaar maken door in één van de
intervallen op de lijn tussen deze uitersten een kruisje te zetten. Vindt u bijvoorbeeld dat het
gevraagde noch goed noch slecht was, dan plaatst u het kruisje in het middelste intervaL U kunt
nuances in uw mening aanbrengen door een interval te kiezen dat ofwel dichter bij het ene, danwel
het andere uiterste ligt. Bijvoorbeeld :

zeer slecht ----: X:--- zeer goed

Hebt u nog vragen, stel ze dan gerust aan de gespreksleider.

Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.
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Vragenlijst onderhandelingsspel Naam ..........................................
(al uw antwoorden worden strikt vertrouwelijk verwerkt)

1. Wat is uw oordeel over het bereikte onderhandelingsresultaat?

zeer ontevreden '

2. Wat is uw oordeel over uw eigen optreden tijdens het spel?

zeer ontevreden ~ -

3. Hoe heeft u het onderhandelingsspel ervaren?

zeertevreden

zeertevreden

zeer onaangenaam ' ~ ' zeer aangenaam

4. Hoe heeft u uw gesprekspartner ervaren?

zeer onaangenaam ' zeer aangenaam

5. Kende u uw gesprekspartner vóórdat dit onderhandelingsgesprek plaatsvond?

helemaal niet - '

6. Wie had volgens u de meeste invloed op het eindresultaat van de onderhandeling?

mijn gesprekspartner

zeer goed

ikzelf

7. Waar was uw gesprekspartner het meest in geïnteresseerd: in het oplossen van uw gezamenlijke
probleem of louter in dat van hemzelf?

zijn eigen probleem ~ ~ ~ ' ' ' gezamenlijk probleem
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8. Waar was u zelfhet meest in gemteresseerd: in het oplossen van uw gezamenlijke probleem of
louter in dat van u zelf?

mijn eigen probleem ~ ~ - gezamenlijk probleem

9. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan wat u van uwgespreksparmer vond tijdens het onderhande-
lingsgesprek.

uw gesprekspartner

toegeeflijk - star

oneerlijk eerlijk

efficiënt - inefficiënt

bevooroordeeld . ~ . ~ onbevooroordeeld

handig ~ - onhandig

10. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan wat u van uzelf vond tijdens het onderhandelingsgesprek.

uzelf

toegeeflijk star

oneerGjk ~ eerlijk

efficiënt ~ - ~ ine~ciënt

bevooroordeeld . ~ - onbevooroordeeld

handig - o~~~g
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Om de resultaten van het onderzoek goed te kunnen verwerken, vragen we u nog de volgende
gegevens in te vullen. Vanzelfsprekend zullen deze zeer vertrouwelijk worden behandeld!

1. Uw leeftijd:

2. Uw woonplaats:

3. Uw opleiding(en):

4. Aantal jaren werkervaring:

5. Uw huidige functie:
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